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Abstract
In the nineteenth century, Jews across Europe entered a period of emancipation, at best a
vaguely defined term that indicated the granting of equal civil and political rights, though sometimes
conditionally and often incrementally. Concurrent to this, art music was dominated by deep
divisions of stylistic and aesthetic approaches to composition. One of the most enduringly polemical
dichotomies was the debate between the “classical Romantics” and the neudeutsche Schule. This
dissertation explores the nexus of these two phenomena—emancipation and music-making—when
Jews and those of Jewish ancestry entered, quickly and in large numbers, into modern secular society
and into the concert halls and salons so valued by the cultural elite of the Bildungsbürgertum.
Through a series of case studies and an archivally-informed historicist approach, I explore
different musicians’ approaches to assimilation and acculturation: voiced sonically in their musical
compositions, held interpersonally in their social and professional relationships, and expressed
inwardly and outwardly in public articles, private diaries, and correspondence with other Jews and
with gentile colleagues. As I both engage with and challenge ideas on what it means to “sound
Jewish” in nineteenth century art music, my work functions as an intervention on existing narratives
within the fields of historical musicology and Jewish studies. Case studies on five musicians from
various historical moments of the pre- and post-Emancipation generations allow for a nuanced
understanding of these individuals’ musical expressions of ever-evolving Jewishness. Fundamentally,
I seek to pre-date the generally accepted narrative on when musicians embraced and expressed
Jewish heritage and/or Judaism in sound. Jewish engagement in art music has overwhelmingly been
understood using frameworks of the twentieth and twenty-first century that demand works must
have narrowly defined sonic markers such as liturgical chant or folk music quotation, Klezmer-esque
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diversions, or some sort of ineffable Jewish pathos. My dissertation calls this approach into
question. The music explored in this study does not “sound Jewish,” but nonetheless “sounds
Judentum,” so long as one employs an interpretation of Jewishness, cultural identity, and personal
self-expression that allows for a sonic mirror of acculturation and assimilation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Judentum in Music
Jewish music is the song of Judaism through the lips of the Jew. It is the tonal expression of Jewish
life and development over a period of more than two thousand years… Jewish song achieves its
unique qualities through the sentiments of the life of the Jewish people. Its distinguishing
characteristics are the result of the spiritual life and struggle of that people.1

The research field of Jewish music studies is relatively young. Similar to many area studies, it
is populated by those with personal connection to the scholarly subject—Jews and those of Jewish
ancestry, with some noteworthy exceptions. Given the blurred lines boundaries of Judaism as a
religion and Jewishness as a social, ethnic, or racial category, Jewish music studies is fraught with an
additional set of challenges that require a recognition of the inconsistency in scholars’ and
practitioners’ views on what ought to be included and what falls outside of the field of study.
Furthermore, two millennia of anti-Jewish and antisemitic sentiments have led to deeply ingrained
ideologies that have affected the definitions of what is Jewish, what represents Judaism and
Jewishness, and what constitutes Jewish expression both inside and outside of cultural frameworks.
One only need read Israeli musicologist Edwin Seroussi’s introduction to the Grove Music
entry on “Jewish Music” to see that scholars are beginning to experience a reckoning with the
meaning and history of the term. Seroussi writes:
Despite its problematic nature, the concept of ‘Jewish music’ in its Idelsohnian sense is a
figure of speech widely employed today, being used in many different contexts of musical
activity: recorded popular music, art music composition, printed anthologies scholarly
research and so on. The use of this term to refer to both the traditional music of all Jewish
communities, past and present, and to the new contemporary music created by Jews with

1

A. Z. Idelsohn, Jewish Music in its Historical Development, 1929 (New York: Schocken Books,
1972): 24.
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ethnic or national agendas is thus convenient, as long as its historical background and
ideological connotations are borne in mind.2
The “problematic nature” of Jewish music in its “Idelsohnian sense”—a reference to the field’s
founder, Abraham Zvi Idelsohn (1882-1938), discussed below—with respect to a representative
selection of late nineteenth century musicians in German-speaking Europe lies at the center of this
dissertation and can serve as an initial point of departure. In this study, I focus primarily on one
aspect of such Jewish musical activity listed by Seroussi above: art music composition. The
framework for the works addressed, their creators, their interpreters, and their audiences has
ramifications for a critique of the criteria for what constitutes Jewish music as a concrete, albeit
porous, field of a study.
Similar to Seroussi’s entry in Grove and many studies of Jewish music, the story here is
integrally tied to the field of study as much to the specific content of the subjects within this
dissertation. The self-reflexive and self-defining nature of Jewish music emerged as distinct
conceptual framework in the mid-nineteenth century among German-speaking musicians, coinciding
with the later generations addressed in this dissertation. In the early twentieth century, these ideas
coalesced in the writings of A.Z. Idelsohn. Educated first in German synagogues as a cantor,
Idelsohn reportedly studied in conservatories in Berlin and Leipzig.3 Given this, it is possible to

2

Edwin Seroussi, “Jewish Music, I. Introduction,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online,
accessed 9 September 2020, https://doi-org.turing.library.northwestern.edu/10.1093/gmo/
9781561592630.article.41322
3

Edith Gerson-Kiwi and Israel J. Katz, “Idelsohn, Abraham Zvi,” Grove Music Online, Oxford
Music Online, accessed 28 October 2016, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.turing.library.
northwestern.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/13702. Gerson-Kiwi and Katz write that
Idelsohn “claimed” to have studied at conservatories. More recently, Judah Cohen identifies the
Stern Conservatory in Berlin, relying on Idelsohn’s own biography for this information. See Judah
M. Cohen, “Whither Jewish Music? Jewish Studies, Music Scholarship, and the Tilt between
Seminary and University,” AJS Review 32, no. 1 (April 2008): 32.
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interpret his eventual dismissal of art music as a rejection of his conservatory training, even though
he likely studied directly under many theorists and composers of Jewish heritage who were on the
faculties of leading German conservatories in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Regardless, there is strong evidence to believe that he was highly literate in secular Western art music
as well as the Jewish liturgical traditions of Central and Eastern Europe. Idelsohn’s multi-volume
Hebräisch-orientalischer Melodienschatz (1914–33) is extensive ethnographic collection of melodies of
Jewish communities from across the Middle East, North Africa, and Europe. In his Jewish Music in its
Historical Development (1929), he defined Jewish music as “the song of Judaism through the lips of the
Jew. It is the tonal expression of Jewish life and development over a period of more than two
thousand years.”4 This approach and definition was narrow and unilinear, undergirded by the
assumption that genuinely “Jewish music” of any period is part of a long tradition that dates back to
the Temple in Jerusalem. That said, Idelsohn’s goal was to collect the musics of the Jewish diaspora,
bring them together as a unified whole. This was at once laudable in its high aims, ambitious in
magnitude, somewhat naïve in its attempt at ethnographic inclusion, and problematic it in its
insistence on creating a single chronicle for a very disparate body of musics.
Curiously, art music, for the vast majority of Jewish history, had existed in close geographic
proximity to the European centers of liturgical and folk music that Idelsohn so highly valued.
Without discounting the monumental work that he accomplished in establishing a Jewish music as a
legitimate field of scholarly research, his critical treatment of assimilated and acculturated Jewish
musicians in the nineteenth century did long-term damage to the narratives surrounding engagement
with Jewishness and Judaism—in the case of this dissertation what I most often refer to in the

4

Idelsohn, Jewish Music in its Historical Development, 24.
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German as Judentum—by many individuals who were highly aware of their cultural, ethnic, national,
and racial heritage as Jews. Nonetheless, they were excluded from Idelsohn’s definition of Jewish
music. To him, liturgical musics and folk musics defined Jewish music; everything else was
peripheral. In one of the final chapters of Jewish Music in its Historical Development, “The Jew in
General Music,” Idelsohn outlined his position on the matter, creating a model that endured for
generations of scholars engaging with this period:
They [“musicians of Jewish origin”] created or performed music in the style of their
neighbors and were considered good composers in the field of their neighbors’ music. The
participation of the Jews in European music increased tremendously since the beginning of
the nineteenth century after their admittance into the social and cultural life of Europe. An
innumerable host of musicians filled the musical world, creators and especially performersvirtuosos on various instruments, but notably on the violin.5
Idelsohn then gave an extensive list of composers and performers ranging from Giacomo
Meyerbeer, Fromental Halévy, and Felix Mendelssohn to Irving Berlin, George Gershwin, and
Jascha Heifetz. What follows the list, however, is most telling. While the above passage reads as a
neutral enumeration and qualified evaluation of musicians of Jewish ancestry as participants in
broader society, Idelsohn then lamented:
Almost none of them had been reared in a distinctly Jewish environment, or had been given
a positive Jewish education and knowledge. As a result several of these musicians became
converts to the dominant Christian faith; some attempted assimilation in the society they had
adopted… very few knew anything of Jewish Synagogue and folk-song. The most conscious
Jew among the earlier of these musicians, Halévy, only once (for the aria of Eleazar, in his
La Juive, Act IV) utilized a Jewish motive, while Goldmark and Offenbach—both sons of
chazzanim—never employed Jewish motives in their compositions. 6

5
6

Idelsohn, Jewish Music in its Historical Development, 472.

Idelsohn, Jewish Music in its Historical Development, 472-474. Here Idelsohn ignored
observations contemporary to both Goldmark and Offenbach that did attempt to identify Jewish
motives in their respective works.
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Idelsohn’s work is so seminal in Jewish music studies that it has become primary source material.
Although Idelsohn has been problematized in recent years by Philip V. Bohlman, Jeffrey Sposato,
and Judah Cohen, the above passages reveal the origins of a foundational concept in Jewish music
studies: in order to merit inclusion in the field of study, music must contain audible “Jewish
motives” or other sonic markers, however vaguely defined, of Jewishness. For Idelsohn and
generations to follow, music by Jews which lacked an identifiable aural connection with Jewish
liturgy or folk culture was not only to be excluded from the field of “Jewish music,” it was heard as a
sonic rejection of Jewish identity.
In the interest of full disclosure, it was precisely within the Idelsohnian conceptual universe
where I began this project as an eager graduate student and proud Jewish woman. I was seeking for
sonic markers of Jewishness in the music that I most loved: art music tradition of nineteenth century
Central Europe. I began research on the Brahmsian composer Friedrich Gernsheim (1839-1916) and
his Symphony no. 3 in C minor, op. 54 “Mirjam” (1888), cross-checking against the great cantorial
music collections of Salomon Sulzer’s Schir Zion and Louis Lewandowski’s Kol Rinnah u-Tefillah and
Todah ve-Zimrah. In my naiveté, I thought I might stumble upon a quotation of the Viennese or
Berlin liturgies in this symphony by a highly assimilated Jew from Worms working in Rotterdam. I
traveled to Israel and explored Gernsheim’s archive at the National Library of Israel, donated by his
daughter who escaped Germany on the eve of the Second World War. Was there a diary in which
Gernsheim described learning sacred music at the feet of a great cantor? Would I find the proverbial
“How I did it” book, letter, or diary entry? No. Instead, what I did find proved to be a much richer
and more nuanced story of varied Jewish knowledge, expression, comfort, engagement, and
advocacy. When I discovered that Gernsheim had withheld the title of the symphony for nearly two
decades, what seemed initially to be a programmatic work by an assimilated Jewish composer on a
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Biblical prophetess revealed itself as a much more complex navigation of the composer’s multiple
identities—as a Jew, as a German, as a classical romantic composer taking up the mantle of Handel,
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, and as a citizen of a changing Europe.
This dissertation puts forward, not only for Gernsheim, but for several generations of
musicians in German-speaking Europe during long nineteenth century, a number of hitherto
unexplored paths for exploring what it meant to be Jewish musically during this period. When one is
freed of the requirement for sonic Jewish markers in music as the fundamental avenues of
expression, Judentum emerges as a powerful shaper of cultural, artistic, and relational influences on
the works of these musicians. In light of the recognition by scholars that “Jewish music” has meant
different things at different times to different people, as well as my own awareness of how the
possibility of a Jewish art music confounds easy categorization, my research is thus shaped by a
number of questions. How does one sound Judentum in music in the art music of German-speaking
Europe in the second half of the nineteenth century? Are there identifiably Jewish acts, motivations,
or intentions that inform decisions in art music-making for this period? What might such decisions
reveal more broadly to us about these generations of musicians through experiences of assimilation,
acculturation, and identity expression?
In asking these questions, I argue that we must pre-date the generally accepted scholarly
narrative on when composers and performers began to embrace and explore their Jewish heritage
and/or Judaism as a conscious expressive element of their musical identity. Although non-Jews have
identified a sort of Jewish particularism in the music of those of Jewish ancestry from the earliest
years of assimilation, the idea that a secular, acculturated Jew might willingly insert some of their
Jewish self into their music through identifiable sonic markers is a concept that does not emerge
until discussions of twentieth century musicians. In Western art music, the idea that a musical
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composition can “sound Jewish” has become an outdated shorthand for the inclusion of sonic
markers of Ashkenazi (Eastern European) Jewishness, first and foremost. To “sound Jewish” in
one’s compositions often means to make sonic reference to musics associated with the synagogue
and folk traditions of central and Eastern Europe. Unsurprisingly, these are the genres that Idelsohn
valued as the true definition of “Jewish music.” To sound Jewish could be manifested in various
ways. It might be a direct quotation of a liturgical or folk melody, such as Leonard Bernstein’s use of
haftarah cantillation melodies in his Symphony no. 1 “Jeremiah” (1942). It could be heard in the use
of modal scales and/or augmented intervals commonly found in liturgical or folk musics, as
evidenced in many pieces of Ernest Bloch’s so-called “Jewish cycle” and especially in the last of that
series, the cello rhapsody Schelomo (1917). It might be through the allusion to Jewish topics and
languages, Biblical or folk, in the text or a descriptive title, of which works vary from Bloch’s Baal
Shem: Three Pictures from Hasidic Life (1923/39), Bernstein’s Symphonies no. 1 “Jeremiah” and no. 3
“Kaddish” (1963/77), as well as the ballet Dybbuk (1974), Schoenberg’s A Survivor in Warsaw (1946),
or Steve Reich’s Different Trains (1988), to name only small representative sample of such works.
David Schiller holds up Bloch, Schoenberg, and Bernstein as three near-contemporaneous
figures who “assimilated Jewish music.”7 Schiller writes that “in the nineteenth century, composers
of Jewish descent confronted the paradoxes of assimilating Jewish music by working both within
and outside Jewish liturgical traditions.”8 Schiller dismisses most of the nineteenth century, giving
only the briefest mention of synagogal compositions by cantor-composers with some exposure to
Western art music, including Sulzer, Lewandowski, and Naumbourg. Schiller’s comments are in line
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with those of Alexander Knapp’s contribution to the European art music passage in the Grove Music
article on Jewish music; despite Seroussi’s problematizing of the genre in the introduction to that
entry, the limitations of the field are evident in how Knapp describes the nineteenth century. He
writes of assimilated European Jews as conflicted figures who could only “resolve… the matter of
identity by composing primarily for the synagogue;” or he reduces them to chronological links,
mentioned merely in passing, between Mendelssohn, who was baptized as a child, and Bloch,
supposedly the first self-consciously Jewish creator of music for Western audiences.9 Knapp displays
this scholarly tendency toward oversimplification when discussing art music composers:
Five of the greatest Jewish-born composers of the Romantic era came from culturally Jewish
backgrounds and clearly identified themselves as Jews: Meyerbeer (1791–1864), Halévy
(1799–1862), Mendelssohn (1809–47), Offenbach (1819–80) and Mahler (1860–1911). But
were there any traits in their works that could be described as distinctly Jewish? Were there
any conscious or subconscious reminiscences of traditional elements from childhood?10
Knapp does not probe his own questions, perhaps because he assumed that a negative answer was
obvious. Instead, he focuses only on the Jewish elements of each musicians’ biography and
lamenting they did not write more for the synagogue, rather than asking whether there might be
some evidence of their Jewishness in their musical works. Furthermore, his problematic list is not
only unacceptably incomplete, but overgeneralizes Jewish experience across multiple generations,
different socio-economic backgrounds, and unique formative Jewish and secular experiences. Even
an attempt to liken Mendelssohn and Mahler as both baptized glosses over crucial differences—
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Mendelssohn’s childhood Protestant baptism can hardly have produced the same sort of qualified
Jewish self-identification as Mahler’s adult, career-advancing, Catholic baptism.
Knapp’s definition of Jewishness in music thus echoes Idelsohn’s and is wholly reliant on art
music’s engagement with the supposedly genuine Jewish musics of liturgy and folk culture. He
argues that Jewishness was brought into mainstream music as coloristic effect and as a vehicle for
emotive expression and self-reflexive exoticism:
The seeds of a vibrant Jewish consciousness in music were sown in both eastern and western
Europe at the turn of the century and began to bear fruit during its first decade. The
collection of sacred and secular traditions gained new momentum with the invention of the
phonograph. Composers soon realized how valuable these resources would be as a means of
expressing the mood and experience of the people. The resulting acculturation and
eclecticism produced a kaleidoscope of contemporary styles in which Jewish history and
legend, text and symbol, modality and tone colour could be blended into the richness of the
mainstream.11
More recently, James Loeffler referred to the period from 1900-1917 as a time of “aural
emancipations,” pointing to a group of early twentieth century “Jewish nationalist” composers in
Russia whose work engaged in “freeing previously silenced Jewish voice within Western music.”12
Loeffler’s terminology is problematic, as it indicates that there was a Jewish voice in music that had
been previously silenced, rather than presenting this music as, in fact, a new phenomenon, which
had never been a part of Western art music tradition until this “aural emancipation” period. He also
cites Central Europeans such as Mahler and Schoenberg, who favored a movement toward more
“psychological intensity, ruminative beauty, and tonal complexity” and “complicated utopianism
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represent[ing] a dialectical response to the dilemmas of Jewishness in art music,” respectively.13 My
divergence from Loeffler and the narrative he presents is not to negate the post-1900 period, but
rather to stress the importance of earlier generations of Jewish musicians who were also engaged in
expressing Jewishness through various means, including sonic assimilation in addition to sonic
differentiation.
In addition to creating muddied scholarship and deceptively unilinear narratives, the
oversimplification of Jewish engagement, experience, and identity has also affected how the general
public hears sonic Jewishness. Echoing Mark Slobin, Seroussi writes of how the concept of diaspora
in music can be “a blessing or a threat, an ideal or a curse,” indicating that the very existence of the
geographic diaspora has been in constant ideological conflict with attempts at defining the
framework of Jewish music.14 In post-Holocaust, twentieth and twenty-first century America, both
Jewish music studies and popular public performance trends have struggled to navigate the highly
varied material that can and should constitute the repertoire and canon of Jewish music.
Nonetheless, Seroussi writes, “American discourses about Jewish music of recent times abound in
glorifications of sonic diasporas, sometimes as a marketing strategy, sometimes as an ideology
justifying aesthetic choices.”15 This flattening of stylistic nuance into an easily grasped notion of
“Jewish music” fails to engage with the more complex approaches toward identity expression.
Furthermore, Seroussi claims, it allows for the easy and unquestioned inclusion of musicians into the
field who may have spent entire lives in an attempt to “distance themselves just to be able to survive
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in their (well, diasporic…) hostile environments.”16 Thus, personal experience and even selfdistancing from Judaism and Jewish practice—common among Jewish composers of the era
addressed here—are often overlooked, and a musician can be claimed “as Jewish” simply because of
ancestry in the goal of scholarly inclusion or concert programming. Moreover, the parallels to the
circumstance of birth as the unique or primary definition of Jewish identity in Richard Wagner’s Das
Judentum in der Musik and other antisemitic documents are obvious and troubling. My aim here is not
to include musicians based on ancestry alone, but also not to discount them if they underwent
baptism. Rather, I provide evidence through a systematic and thorough explanation of source
material that shows Jewishness at once goes beyond circumstance of birth while also permeated
musical decisions and creative output in diverse and unexpected ways.
As has been shown, scholarly definitions of Jewish music as music that engages with
Jewishness or Judaism have mistakenly discounted the impact of a large group of German-speaking
musicians from mid-nineteenth century until the early twentieth century, although there is clearly a
shift toward the idea that Jewish music cannot be defined by sonic markers alone.17 However, in the
specific case of European art music composers, the narrative remains narrowly defined in textbooks,
in Grove, in scholarly monographs, and in public performances. This study does not attempt to dust
off “neglected geniuses” unfairly excluded from either the Jewish canon or the Western art music
canon. Rather, it strives for a sympathetic and well-rounded considerations of musicians who, if
16
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mentioned at all in existing scholarly literature, are typically dismissed on dubious critical or
intellectual grounds as assimilators, opportunists, or lesser creative powers than those who would
follow in the twentieth century. Loeffler writes, “…music beckoned precisely as an ostensibly
unobtrusive path of acculturation and social advancement to mainstream European bourgeois
society.”18 There is some truth in this: many of the musicians addressed associated themselves with
certain trends in composition and performance, particularly the post-Mendelssohnian and
Brahmsian schools of more conservative adherents to absolut Tonkunst. What better way to assert
one’s newly-gained German-ness (Deutschtum) than to become part of the tradition regarded of Bach,
Mozart, and Beethoven? Yet, it is an oversimplification and assumption to claim that this was solely
by way of acculturation into secular society.

On Judaism, Jewishness, Judentum, and “sounding Judentum”
Inasmuch as I challenge established notions of “What is Jewish music?” in this dissertation,
there remains an even more fundamental question regarding the individuals included here: who is a
Jew? In the Bible, there are numerous figures that align themselves with the Hebrews/Israelites by
declaration such as Ruth, or by marriage such as the wife of Moses, Tziporah. The Hebrew Yehudi
( )יהודיindicates “of the tribe of Judah,” one of the twelve sons of the Biblical patriarch, Jacob.
Today it might more accurately the physical and spiritual descendants of Jacob. By halakha
(traditional religious law), identity as a Jew passes from the mother.19 Furthermore, if one is born to
a Jewish mother and converts to another religion, one’s halakhic status as a Jew remains unaltered.
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By this most traditional definition, Jewishness is not contingent on beliefs or ritual observance of
Judaism (even if this is implied or expected), but is determined purely by descent.
Yet, the religious definition only partly overlaps with ideas of Judaism or Jewishness as race,
a concept not limited to the antisemitic viewpoint, but incorporated also into ideas actively sustained
by Jews in the long nineteenth century. Authors in the 1906 Jewish Encyclopedia grappled with this
question in several articles, yet we find a lack of consensus among the authors: “The Anthropology
of the Jews, who, either racially or socially, form a separate portion of mankind, should be of special
interest to students of the science as bearing upon its central problem; namely, whether the
similarities observed among different classes of mankind are due to “nature” or to “nurture”; that is,
to common ancestry or to common environment.”20 Similarly, Joseph Jacobs states in the entry
titled “Purity of Race:” “The question whether the Jews of to-day are in the main descended from
the Jews of Bible times, and from them alone, is still undecided.”21 The allowance for the possibility
of a racially-based definition of Jewishness from the authors of the Jewish Encyclopedia is especially
striking given that antisemitic answers to the question of who is a Jew were often framed in racially
charged language. The term antisemitism was coined in the 1870s and expanded as a concept
through Nazism and the Nuremberg Laws of 1935, which defined a Jew as one with three or four
Jewish grandparents and introduced the secondary category of Mischling for those with one or two
Jewish grandparents.22 This focus on blood over creed or any other factor, however, was not a new
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concept. Richard Wagner, in his Das Judentum in der Musik (first published 1850, revised 1869), was
far more concerned with blood, ancestry, and race than religion.23 Thus, the question of “Who is a
Jew?” reveals the intense complexities of identity for the group of musicians that I will explore.
In addition to addressing issues of who qualifies as a Jew and what qualifies as Jewish, I have
made a terminological decision that reflects the Germanic-focus of my dissertation with the nontranslation of the word Judentum. The German words Königstum and Christentum are easily translated as
near cognates “kingdom” and “Christendom,” respectively, with dual connotation of space and of
shared ideology. However, no standard English idiomatic equivalent (“Jew-dom”) exists for
Judentum, which has been variously translated to English as Judaism, Jewishness, Jewry, or Jews—
even though German offers Judenheit, Judische, and Juden as nearer equivalents. There is some
scholarly precedent for this. Michael A. Meyer’s recent article, “Two Persistent Tensions within
Wissenschaft des Judentums,” maintains the German-language origin and name for the field of
Jewish Studies.24 Until the nineteenth century, the above English terms were all essentially
synonymous with each other. Shaul Magid writes:
For much of Jewish history, Jewishness and being a ‘Jew’ were inextricably tied to
‘Judaism,’ or religion, broadly defined as membership in a people. The two most
influential movements in Jewish modernity, Reform Judaism and Zionism,
questioned this equation. Nineteenth-century Reform Judaism attempted to divorce
23
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the notion of peoplehood from religion, and certain strains of Zionism reversed the
emphasis but maintained the essential structure of the equation.25
While Magid’s research directly focuses on aspects of twentieth and twenty-first century American
Judaism, his statement addresses the period immediately preceding and following Emancipation and
is applicable to Europe; both Reform Judaism and Zionism as a modern, organized political
movement under Theodor Herzl, were incubated and born during this period from German Jewish
philosophic trends of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. For English speakers today, Judaism
has come primarily to mean the religion and its system of beliefs and practices, although even this is
neither unilateral nor monolithic. It was thus the long nineteenth century that witnessed the split
between the concepts of Jewishness and Judaism. The term Judentum encompasses multiple English
meanings and enriches the German-focused understanding.
My non-translation of Judentum also reflects my understanding of the long and inconsistent
scholarly engagement with Richard Wagner’s Das Judentum in der Musik, and not only provides a
better backdrop for understanding Judaism and Jewishness in the nineteenth century, but also
problematizes and repurposes the pervasive, racially-based definition of Jewish music introduced by
Wagner. William Ashton Ellis, the first English translator of the essay, chose “Judaism in Music” for
his 1894 edition of the essay. This title remained for many years as the most commonly used in
English sources, despite the fact that this translation indicates the essay as engaging with religion and
religious practice, which it does not.26 Albert Goldman and Evert Sprinchorn called the essay “Jews
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in Music,” which is linguistically problematic, but perhaps justifiable on the grounds that Wagner’s
interest is more specifically focused on people than religion.27 Stewart Spencer’s 2004 translation of
Joachim Köhler’s Der Letzte der Titanen – Richard Wagners Leben und Werk likewise rendered the title
“Jews in Music,” without explanation.28 Barry Millington translates the title as “Jewishness” in his
various works on Wagner.29 This seems almost deliberately vague; Millington’s choice makes it
unclear whether Wagner had in mind a people animated by a conscious affirmation of identity or
simply the fact of being born Jewish (or perhaps both). Most recently, David Conway advocated for
“Jewry,” recognizing that “[Judaism] generally applies specifically to the religious beliefs and
practices of the Jew, an aspect not touched upon by Wagner, and indeed on which he was generally
ignorant.”30
My repurposing of the term, and my use of it in the phrase “sounding Judentum” as a title
for the dissertation, clarifies my goal to move beyond the existing narrowly-defined scholarship on
sonic markers of Jewishness. By stating that the composers and musicians of the dissertation are
“sounding Judentum” as a broad cultural phenomenon while also “sounding their own Judentum,” I
affirm the possibility not only of a common identity and heritage, but also the varied value systems
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particular to each musician respectively, as I consider the historical moment and situation in which
he worked. Tina Frühauf emphasizes that assimilation was “often used in self-description and thus
became an expression of [the Jews’] identity and an essential part of German-Jewish history [and] for
many German Jews… the concepts of assimilation, amalgamation, melding, and convergence had
positive valances.”31 Thus, Frühauf presents a concept of assimilation unique to German-speaking
Jews of this period. Frühauf continues, “…after emancipation was achieved, assimilation designated
the status and self-definition of most German Jews and, as a historical term, had become a part of
their identity.”32 In effect, by becoming more assimilated, less marked, “better Germans,” the
German Jews actually became “better Jews,” because their concept of self-definition had shifted and
the mirrors that reflected self-presented a new image of Judentum.
Although it was ever present in the lives and experiences of the musicians addressed in this
study, antisemitism and the antisemitic thought rationalization that leads to defining who is and who
is not a Jew are not the focus here. While I address antisemitism as relevant in the following
chapters, especially in regard to Anton Rubinstein and Carl Goldmark, my research centers more on
how these musicians self-conceptualized their Judentum for themselves, rather than the narratives
forced upon them from those that held denigratory views. To be sure, the complex network of antiJewish and antisemitic viewpoints within long nineteenth century was growing and evolving. It was
as inescapable for these musicians, regardless any sort of acculturative steps they took and however
close or far they positioned themselves or their music to Jewishness and Judaism.
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On Assimilation and Acculturation
As a result of the various revolutions and other political developments, Jews across Europe
began to enter a phase that has come to be referred to as “the period of emancipation.”
Emancipation is at best a vaguely defined term that, for European Jews in this period, indicated the
granting of equal civil and political rights, though sometimes conditionally and often incrementally.
Although some countries saw the expansion of rights early in the eighteenth century, postrevolutionary France is often cited as the first European country to offer legitimate emancipation.
The celebrated dictum, “To the Jews as individuals, all rights. To the Jews as a people, no rights,”
aptly summarizes the stakes of this development, which offered emancipation only on the condition
that one be willing to renounce their affiliation and self-identification with the Jewish people.33
Various individual duchies, kingdoms, and city-states such as Frankfurt in 1811 and Hamburg in
1849 did grant certain rights, citizenship, voting, and property ownership, though the vast majority
of Western and Central European emancipation took place as new constitutions were introduced in
unified Austro-Hungary in 1867, Italy in 1869, and Germany in 1871. This dissertation is set against
a backdrop of the pre- and post-emancipatory periods for European Jews. At the heart of historical
explorations of this period is an engagement with emancipation’s companion phenomena—
acculturation and assimilation.34 In addition to problematizing the translation and implications of the
word Judentum, throughout this dissertation I also engage with the shifting terminology surrounding
the concepts of assimilation and acculturation.
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At present, most musicological research leans toward using “assimilation” as a catch-all term
for studies on German Jews in this period.35 However, in practice—and, anecdotally, as I have found
in public discourse at recent academic conferences—it is really the far more richly shaded concept of
“acculturation” that is meant. Psychologist John W. Berry’s four-part model on acculturation
provides a useful framework. Berry approaches cross-cultural psychology, addressing how
individuals act when they move into a cultural context that is not the same as the one in which they
developed. He builds on the classical definition of acculturation of Redfield, Linton, and Herskovits,
comprised of “phenomena which result when groups of individuals having different cultures come
into continuous first-hand contact…”36 Berry categorizes the different types of acculturation as
integration, assimilation, separation/segregation, and marginalization.37 This four-part model, in
which assimilation is only one type of acculturation, allows for a more critical and varied
understanding of the German-speaking musicians of Jewish descent during this period. Berry writes,
“From the point of view of non-dominant groups, when individuals do not wish to maintain their
cultural identity and seek daily interaction with other cultures, the Assimilation strategy is defined.”38
If this definition is accepted uncritically, it might be tempting to place baptized musicians such as
Ferdinand Hiller, Anton Rubinstein, or Joseph Joachim into this category. However, as this
dissertation shows, none of these three had ever walked fully away from their respective (and varied)
Judentum. Berry writes that “[when] there is an interest in both maintaining one’s original culture,
35
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while in daily interactions with other groups, Integration is the option; here, there is some degree of
cultural integrity maintained, while at the same time seeking to participate as an integral part of a
larger social network.”39 It is here that non-baptized composers such as Friedrich Gernsheim or Carl
Goldmark seem to belong. Marginalization is defined as the situation in which “… there is little
possibility or interest in cultural maintenance,” and Segregation as “…forced exclusion,” though Berry
also notes the fluidity of non-dominant groups’ choices in these situations.40 These latter two
definitions are not directly in this dissertation, although their definite implications of the imposition
from non-Jews upon those discussed and evident in attitudes toward the broader Jewish community
during this period.
Functionally, Berry’s study has served as a starting point in my understanding of how to
differentiate the above terms and grapple with the inconsistencies in how scholars have used them.
Musicological scholarship continues to use assimilation, at least in printed monographs, whereas
elsewhere acculturation has become the normative term. Moreover, the scholarly tendency is to
create a linear movement across a spectrum toward full assimilation. In this study, I uproot this
convention, instead focusing on acts, decisions, associations, writings, and musical works as
examples of the various terms. I use both somewhat interchangeably and acknowledge both the
inconsistency and the disciplinary precedent of this choice. Given these complicating factors, I
reveal how an individual can move fluidly within the axes of acculturation throughout their lifetime,
be it for social or professional gain, through personal conviction, or as an intersection of the
complicated issues at play in each individual case.
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Judentum and Das Judentum: Richard Wagner
Casting a shadow over much of this project—and indeed across Jewish music studies as a
discipline—is Richard Wagner (1813-83). As problematic as they are inescapable, the writings and
compositions of Wagner and the successive scholarship on them are crucial for deep understanding
of this era and the composers and musicians functioning within it. Furthermore, Wagner was a real
and present figure whom the musicians here knew personally or at least by reputation. They saw his
operas performed live, they studied his piano scores, and even wrote to each other on their
enjoyment and edification. Wagner’s vitriolic and controversial essay Das Judentum in der Musik (first
published 1850, reissued 1869) appeared during these musicians’ formative years, and the sentiment
endured throughout the rest of the long nineteenth century.
Wagner began Das Judentum in der Musik by positioning himself within what he described as a
“popular dislike of the Jewish nature, even at the present day,” echoing Karl Marx’s ideas on the
problems of emancipation.41 This declaration of alignment with an already existing and cultural
normative ideology falls neatly into historian David Nirenberg’s definition of the “anti-Judaism,”
which he suggests includes not only the racial and ethnic prejudice, but also “a set of ideas and
attributes with which non-Jews can make sense of and criticize their world.”42 Wagner argued that
German philosophers and politicians pushed for the abstract idea of emancipation without
considering the practical results for traditional German society once emancipation actually occurred.
Throughout Das Judentum in der Musik, Wagner avoided the first person, effectually skirting any
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personal blame that might be placed on him, in order to emphasize the perceived universality of the
sentiment it raised. His language carefully and almost pseudo-scientifically separated his own
emotional response from “the involuntary repellence possessed for us by the nature and personality
of the Jews, so as to vindicate that instinctive dislike which we plainly recognize as stronger and
more over-powering than our conscious zeal to rid ourselves thereof.”43 This defense of a
commonly-held sentiment can be seen as evidence for Nirenberg’s assertion that “anti-Judaism
should not be understood as some archaic or irrational closet in the vast edifices of Western though.
It was rather one of the basic tools with which that edifice was constructed.”44 In Das Judentum in der
Musik, Wagner used his perception of a communal opinion on Jews as a persuasive element in his
argument and as a tool for self-justification.
One of the primary challenges in understanding Wagner’s relationship with Jews and
Judaism is that, throughout Das Judentum in der Musik, Jews were initially considered in the abstract.
These hypothetically presented personae do not align with the real people of Jewish ancestry with
whom Wagner interacted. Throughout his life, Wagner had both professional and personal
relationships with Jews, making it difficult to connect his broad denigration with the reality of these
connections. In the early 1840s, Wagner was employed in Paris by the German Jewish music
publisher, Maurice Schlesinger (1798-1871), writing musical instrument method books as well as a
series of arrangements including a vocal score, piano score without voices, and other small
ensembles of Donizetti’s La Favorita and various arrangements of Halévy’s La reine de Chypre and Le
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guitarrero.45 While in Paris, he made the acquaintance of Giacomo Meyerbeer, who ultimately aided in
Wagner’s securing of the first performance of Rienzi at the Dresden Hoftheater in 1842.46 Wagner’s
envy of Meyerbeer’s success has been widely studied; Barry Millington suggests that the attacks
against Meyerbeer in Das Judentum were “provoked by repeated allegations that Wagner was indebted
artistically, as well as financially.”47 Das Judentum in der Musik seems to indicate that Wagner was
unable to accept that he was in any way beholden to Meyerbeer—and by extension any Jew.
Most recently, James Loeffler has written that Das Judentum in der Musik has served as both a
model and document for response by the early architects of “Jewish musical nationalism” and, more
broadly, the field of Jewish music studies. Loeffler argues “… at the very center of the emerging
Jewish musical imagination [in pre-World War I essays on Jewish music and musicality] lay Wagner’s
iconic hate-text.”48 In declaring Wagner “the lingering ghost… inside modern Jewish culture,”
Loeffler reminds us that in both academic and lay contexts, we have not yet fully escaped Wagner’s
influence on the narrative that we continue to present.49 Although as I recognize the continued and
pervasive presence of Wagner’s ghost, as Loeffler describes it, I have brought him into discussion
only as relevant in the individual case studies. I have engaged with Wagner as he was a figure present
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in the lives of the musicians that I address, however I do not frame the individual studies against
Wagner.
One area where Wagnerian ideas are particularly present, however, is in reception history. I
have endeavored in this study to include both positive and negative reception, from the time of
composition, and through to present understandings of these works and their positions within
questions of Jewishness and Judentum. Inasmuch as I have attempted to reveal composer’s intentions
in the creations of their musical works that engage with their Judentum, I have also always looked
outward to reception histories from across Europe and the United States. Wagner remains present,
often without overtly being mentioned or even credited. His antisemitic sentiments, rooted in
centuries of anti-Jewish prejudice but codified and confidently expressed, endured in the critical
evaluations of works by composer of Jewish ancestry during this period. My engagement with
reception, however does not follow a Wagnerian model for what is included as a degenerative
tendency within art music. Although I draw attention to cases in which critics perceived Judentum in
the art music of the era, this alone does not qualify the case studies for inclusion in the canon of
Jewish music. Rather, it is the creators—the musicians and composers of Jewish ancestry—whose
stories I seek to bring out. They are the ones that reveal their Judentum in their music. Wagner and
his antisemitism do not get a say here.

Case Studies in Acculturation, Judentum, and Music
In Chapter 2, I begin with an exploration of Ferdinand Hiller (1811-1885), a direct
contemporary and close friend of Felix Mendelssohn. My consideration of Hiller traces his very long
career from the pre-emancipation years through to a very different Europe for musicians of Jewish
ancestry. Hiller, like others in the early chapters of this study, was baptized a Protestant, though
notably as an adult and not in childhood like Mendelssohn. Hiller’s music engages with his Judentum
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in highly concrete and visible ways; for example, he used stories and people from the Hebrew Bible
as the subject for several of his oratorios and choral works. In the chapter, I present an analysis of
Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, op. 24 (1840) alongside Mendelssohn’s Elijah, op. 70 (1846), showing the
cross-pollination of ideas between the two friends and how their shared Jewish ancestry became a
foundational part of their personal and professional friendship. I also explore the legacy of his
choral work, Israel’s Siegesgesang, op. 151 (1871) and its appearance in the 1897 American Reform
Jewish Union Hymnal. The chapter closes with Hiller’s own writings, recalling and revealing much of
his long-withheld sentiments on the place of Judentum with his life and music.
Chapters 3 and 4 are case studies of two of the most highly regarded virtuosi of the long
nineteenth century, violinist Joseph Joachim (1831-1907) and pianist Anton Rubinstein (1829-1894).
Neither Joachim nor Rubinstein was a native German and both held fraught relationships with their
embraced Germanness (Deutschtum) and their respective Hungarian and Russian origins.
Nonetheless, both embraced the German aesthetic and used it is a representation of the universalist
acculturation. Similarly, both chose to engage with their Jewishness in somewhat of a refraction.
Joachim’s Hebräische Melodien, op. 9 (1855) and Rubinstein’s “Evreiskaia melodiia/Hebräische
Melodie” from his Zwölf Lieder aus dem Russischen, op. 78 (1868) reveal an image of Judaism through
the lens of the poetry of Lord Byron. Rubinstein’s extensive writing and compositions associated
with his own invented genre of geistliche Oper, in particular his use of unbaptized Jewish librettists,
shows a ready reliance on his Jewish heritage throughout his most successful and widely performed
operas.
Chapters 5 and 6 form the case study of Hungarian-born composer, Carl Goldmark (18301915). In Chapter 5, I trace Goldmark’s roots from German-speaking Pest and a childhood as the
son of a synagogue cantor toward his mid-career success of the concert overture, Sakuntala, op. 13
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(1865). I frame this chapter against writings to and about Goldmark, drawing extensively on his
family letters as well as critical analyses in music and general interest periodicals. Similarly, I look to
reception and review in understanding Die Königin von Saba (1875), his opera based on the Queen of
Sheba from the Hebrew Bible, a work which took Vienna by storm and remained the most popular
opera there until the fin de siècle. Much of Goldmark’s case studies are a careful navigation of ideas of
autobiography and memoir set against private letters and public discourse, in which I parse out
different narratives and challenge assumptions made against what careful analysis of his own voice
can reveal.
I conclude where my interest in this study began, with Friedrich Gernsheim (1839-1916), in
Chapters 7 and 8. Like Hiller’s friendship with Mendelssohn frames Chapter 2, Gernsheim’s
friendship with Max Bruch (1838-1920) forms the foundation of Chapter 7. My analysis of
Gernsheim’s Elohenu (1881) with Bruch’s Kol Nidrei, op. 47 (1880) reveals not only how a composer
in the post-emancipation period could more openly engage with his own Judentum, but also
demonstrates how cordial bonds formed between Jews and Gentiles in this period allowed for an
acculturation of Jewish sound into art music in a way not heard before. Chapter 8 lays out the
unfolding mystery of his Symphony no. 3 in C minor, op. 54 (1888), a work whose Judentum was
initially withheld, but later revealed as the social, religious, and cultural climate of Europe offered
new ways to express Jewishness in an evolving and varied century of growth for engagement with
music and Judentum.
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Chapter 2
“Juden, getaufte und ungetaufte:”
Ferdinand Hiller and Musical Navigations of the Pre-Emancipation Era

Following the premiere of Ferdinand Hiller’s oratorio Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, op. 24 on
April 2, 1840 at the Leipzig Gewandhaus, the Jewish periodical Allgemeine Zeitung des Judentums
declared: “An oratorio—written by a Jew, composed by a Jew, and on a fateful and noble period of
the Jewish people—certainly deserves, if the work is sound, a report in these pages.”1 Hiller (18111885) lived and worked throughout a period of tumultuous change, marked by unprecedented
movement (both geographic and socio-economic), active assimilation, and formalized emancipation
for the Jews of German-speaking Europe. He was a piano prodigy from a young age, could trace his
musical lineage through his teacher Hummel back to Mozart, and became a champion of the musical
heritage of the Classical era. Hiller was a direct contemporary of Felix Mendelssohn, with whom he
was personally and professional close, but outlived him by almost four decades. Compared to his
more famous friend, he has received only a fraction of the scholarly attention. Although it is
tempting to look for parallels between the two, one important distinction must be underscored:
unlike Mendelssohn, who was a child convert to Protestantism, Hiller was baptized as an adult.2

1

“Literische Nachrichten,” Allgemeine Zeitung des Judenthums 4, no. 27 (4 July 1840): 390. “Ein
von einem Juden gedichtetes, von einem Juden komponirtes, und einen Gegenstand aus einer
schicksalsreichen Periode edle des jüdischen Volkes betreffendes Oratorium verdient gewiß, wenn
die Gediegenheit des Kunstwerks dazukömmt, die Relation in diesem Blatte.”
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Hiller’s surviving letters with Mendelssohn, as well as extensive anecdotal information on
the pair’s professional and personal relationship, were published almost thirty years after the more
famous composer’s death. These materials are some of the most important primary source
information on Mendelssohn’s creative process. See Ferdinand Hiller, Mendelssohn: Letters and
Recollections, trans. M. E. von Glehn (New York: Vienna House, 1972); Ferdinand Hiller, Felix
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Nevertheless, like Mendelssohn, Hiller cultivated a vast network of musicians, writers, and other
cultural elite: Jews, Neuchristen, and Christians sensitive to the issues and challenges faced by Jews
during the first half of the nineteenth century.3
Hiller’s presence in this dissertation as the first case study underscores the importance of
recognition and careful study into the Jewish lives of musicians who fall into the category of
Neuchristen. My use of this term echoes the work of both Jeffrey S. Sposato and David Conway in
their explorations of Felix Mendelssohn and others in the early generations of acculturated and
assimilated Central European Jewry.4 Literally translating as “New Christians,” the term Neuchristen
offers an effective way to differentiate between acculturated Jews and those of Jewish heritage that
had undergone baptism, either in childhood or in adulthood. The term carries no ideological
framework, although Sposato often associates it with “enlightened, rationalist” viewpoints and, at
times, opportunistic pragmatism in recognition of the social or professional standing that baptism
might have offered.5 Importantly, the German-language term is also differentiated from linguistic
parallels of the Spanish and Portuguese Empires of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and
onward, such as Cristiano Nuevo (Spanish), Cristão-Novo (Portuguese), and Cristià Nou (Catalan). More
often referred to as Conversos or Marranos, these new Christians were treated with suspicion by
political and religious authorities, given that such conversions were often taken under either
coercion or threat of expulsion. Therefore religious sincerity was viewed as dubious. Although
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy: Briefe und Erinnerungen (Cologne: M. DuMont-Schauberg’schen Buchhandlung,
1874).
3
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acknowledging that many Neuchristen were faced with mistrust of the honesty of their baptisms, both
Sposato and Conway use the term more neutrally, as a useful distinguishing term for those of
German-speakers of Jewish ancestry who had, at some point in their lives and for many numerous
reasons, become baptized Christians.
Although born a Jew and keenly aware of both his own background and the collective
Judentum within a modernizing and increasingly cosmopolitan German-speaking Europe at midcentury, Hiller was a Protestant Neuchrist for the majority of his life. However, both private
correspondence and published writing reveal mindfulness not only of the trends in German Judaism,
particularly as relates to synagogue music, but also of the challenges faced by Jews as they became
assimilated members of the educated German middle-class. Although the term antisemitismus did not
appear in print in Germany until 1879, ideologies centered in hatred of Jews were nothing new. This
was the atmosphere in which Hiller composed, performed, and wrote—one in which Jews actively
sought to join the cultural conversations of emerging Deutschtum [Germanness] and were proud to
do so, even as their Judentum made the process more challenging and at times impossible.
Of course Hiller’s music was not demonstrably “Jewish” by the Idelsohnian model,
according to which Jewish music necessitates sonic markers of Judaism such as liturgical chant
quotation, references to folk song, or other features commonly associated with the music of certain
twentieth century composers (see Chapter 1). Additionally, he wrote no music directly for Jewish
organizations or for the synagogue. Hiller engaged with Judentum primarily through the composition
of works with Biblical texts and an apparent predilection for the Hebrew Bible. This shared source,
the Hebrew Bible as the Christian Old Testament, allowed for his works to capitalize on a shared
narrative between the German Protestants and German Jews. The presumed universality of such
texts allowed for broad appeal and acceptance of the works and helped Hiller to build a professional
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career as a highly respected musician, entirely aside from his religious and cultural heritage. His
Biblically inspired works, among them those discussed in this chapter, the oratorio Die Zerstörung
Jerusalems and the cantata Israel’s Siegesgesang, op. 151 (1871), were ultimately heard as drawing on the
historicist conventions of the post-Mendelssohnian style rather than as overt expression of Hiller’s
Jewish heritage. My analyses of Die Zerstörung Jerusalems and Israel’s Siegesgesang, therefore, look both to
the possible inherent Jewish voice that can be found within them, but also to the ways in which they
were heard, analyzed, and used by Jewish and gentile audiences, critics, and organizations.
Scholarly treatment of Hiller in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries has been limited to a
frustrating mixture of claimed inclusion as part of list of Jewishly-themed music and dismissal given
his apostate status. In his 2012 book Jewry in Music: Entry to the Profession from the Enlightenment to
Richard Wagner, David Conway subtitles the section on Germany “Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer and the
rest.”6 Clearly, this was Conway’s attempt at highlighting the two major German-born Jewish
musicians in the first half of the nineteenth century, but in effect, the subtitle also underscores an
issue that arises again and again throughout Jewish music studies on this period: that there were
others beyond the big names that have overwhelming received the majority scholarly attention and
concert hall audiences to date. Hiller is one of “the rest,” to borrow from Conway’s subtitle, that is
the focus of this chapter on the early decades of the long nineteenth century. A careful exploration
of the German and Jewish identities that he navigated throughout his life results in a more nuanced
treatment of Hiller’s case.
Histories of the secular musical involvement of assimilated Jews and Neuchristen during this
period have recently been addressed by both Conway and Sposato.7 The latter’s dissertation research
6
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and the book that resulted from it—The Price of Assimilation: Felix Mendelssohn and the Nineteenth-Century
Anti-Semitic Tradition—created a stir in musicological periodicals that focused primarily on Sposato’s
debunking of some of the incorrectly interpreted and sometimes completely mistranslated letters
and documents from Mendelssohn’s life by Eric Werner.8 While some of the issue in this debate
came from disciples of Werner, it is also clear from the backlash against Sposato’s work was that it
disrupted the decades-long view that Mendelssohn was a proud Jew whose religious and cultural
identity permeated every decision he made and every note he composed.9 Conway, who sides with
Sposato, rightly states:
We have no record of him ever so much as entering a synagogue, and the history of his
parents’ religious progress… makes it extremely unlikely that he ever did so. Attempts to
demonstrate that, for example, elements of [Mendelssohn’s] music derive from that of the
synagogue can therefore have no value.10
While Hiller did not figure into Sposato’s initial work on Mendelssohn, Sposato’s research serves a
valuable model for analysis and perspective. As Sposato has stressed with regard to Mendelssohn, in
order to understand a nineteenth century German composer’s relationship with their Jewish
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heritage, it is necessary not to restrict the exploration to a search for sonic markers as demonstrable
examples of musically-expressed pride in Judentum. I have drawn from Sposato his more nuanced
approach, including a rigorous exploration of primary source documents both private
correspondence and from periodicals, and a measured avoidance of attempting to “get inside the
head” of a musician and pathologize their engagement with the Jewish heritage. The large picture of
Hiller’s network thus appears complex, ardently German, complicatedly Jewish, and in constant,
negotiated balance among these conflicting influences.

From Hildesheim to Hiller: A Family Identity in Flux
The Hiller family’s Jewish and German journeys involved assimilation, change of surname,
baptism, and varying amounts of acceptance and discrimination. Hiller’s father was born Isaac
Hildesheimer (1760-1833, sometimes appearing as Isaak Hildesheim or related variants). He was a
co-owner of a successful English textile trading company based in Frankfurt, Sichel und
Hildesheimer, founded in 1807. He became known by the name Justus Hiller sometime in the first
decade of the nineteenth century, though did not formally announce the change until April 1810,
when he took out several advertisement notices addressed to “meine Freunde” in the Intelligenz-Blatt
der freien Stadt Frankfurt.11 Justus married to his business partner’s sister, Regina Sichel, and the couple
had two children, Joseph, who became a business owner like his father, and Ferdinand.12
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Not only was Hiller’s father a successful merchant, but he was well-known and highly
respected among Frankfurt Jews. He was selected by the Frankfurt Jewish community, along with
Rabbi Salomon Abraham Trier, to represent the city’s Jews at the Napoleonic Sanhedrin in Paris
during 1807-1808.13 This convening of a Jewish high court by Napoleon I echoed two distinct
practices: the French assemblée des notables (literally, “assembly of notables”), in which the King of
France brought together high-ranking communal or clerical officials as advisors on issues of the
state; and the Jewish Sanhedrin (סנהדרין, literally, “sitting together”), the rabbinical court system which
held judicial authority over cities in ancient Israel.14 On May 30, 1806, at the suggestion of his
advisor on Jewish affairs Count Louis Matthieu Molé, Napoleon issued a decree calling for an
Assembly of Jewish Notables from France and Italy to organize in Paris to discuss twelve questions
related to marriage, legal rights, and the role of religious courts and their relationship with civil law.15
These delegates were to be “nominated by the prefects from among the rabbis, the land-holders, and
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other Jews, the most distinguished by their integrity and their knowledge.”16 Once satisfied with the
answers provided by the Assembly of Notables, Napoleon called for the convening of a so-called
“Great Sanhedrin” to assure that such practices were implemented. The Sanhedrin was to consist of
seventy members—about two-thirds rabbis and the remaining chosen by the Assembly—with the
specific clause: “You will observe that the Portuguese, German, and Italian Jews, are equally
represented on this committee.”17 This new Sanhedrin first met on February 9, 1807, and began with
a service at a synagogue before the members met at the Hôtel de Ville, one of the most important
municipal buildings in all of Paris. In this iconic space, the Napoleonic Sanhedrin was a reunion of
ancient religious practice and modern civic pomp. Following in the practice of at the Temple-era
Sanhedrin, attendees were seated in a semi-circle, according to age, with rabbis seated in front of lay
members.18 Charles Monnet’s drawing (fig. 2.1) from the event show participants in modern dress,
with bare heads and tri-cornered hats under their arms. Michel François Damane-Démartrais’s
engraving (fig. 2.2) presents a slightly more diverse assembly, with a mixture of bearded men with
head-coverings and others cleanshaven and bareheaded, all adorned in black judicial robes.
The viewpoint that the Frankfurt Jews presented to the Sanhedrin has been preserved in an
address made to those present from Isaac Hildesheim (as he was still known at this time) and Rabbi
Trier. In this statement, signed by over two-hundred and fifty members of the Frankfurt Jewish
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FIGURE 2.1. Charles Monnet, Assembly of the Grand Sanhedrin of the Jews of the Empire, 1820s.19

FIGURE 2.2. Michel François Damane-Démartrais, Grand Sanhédrin des Israélites de l'Empire français et
du royaume d'Italie : [estampe], [n.d.].20
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community, the pair emphasized their position as “men equally and deeply impressed with the true
spirit of their religion and with a just sense of the duties of virtuous citizens.”21 They then expressed
hope that the model of the French Jews, as full and obedient members of their secular nation, could
be adopted throughout all of Europe, and that the resulting state protections could be extended
beyond the borders of France.
The participation of his father in the Napoleonic Sanhedrin complicates existing narratives
on Ferdinand Hiller’s engagement with his Jewishness. Given that there has not yet been a
monograph-length study on Hiller, and that his biography has often appeared as a kind of
parenthesis within a study of more major figures of the nineteenth century, there has been a
tendency to characterize his Judentum as a mere circumstance of birth, abandoned in adulthood. This
dismissal appears even in the work of Reinhold Sietz, who transcribed hundreds of the Hiller letters
and contributed the Grove article on Hiller.22 While the family’s level of assimilation within the
broader Frankfurt social and commercial society is not in question, Hiller’s childhood Jewish
education must have been extensive, and his awareness that he was part of an elite and trusted
family within the community—one whose patriarch had been elected to represent interests
abroad—should not be dismissed. Clearly, the Hiller family valued a maintenance of Judaism, but
also appreciated the flexibility and broad access that assimilation permitted.
By somewhat of a lucky happenstance, Hiller’s last name may have allowed him a certain
amount of access not necessarily offered to other Neuchristen of the same era. A last name like
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Mendelssohn—both in its literal meaning as “Mendel’s son” and in association with the great Jewish
reformer and philosopher Moses Mendelssohn (1729-86, grandfather of Felix)—firmly identified the
family as profoundly and undeniably Jewish, all baptisms aside. Such was not the case for a more
generically German surname like Hiller.23 Similarly, a last name tied to city—such as Dessauer,
Gernsheim, or Hildesheim—were equally similar identifiers one’s Jewish background. Ferdinand
Hiller, however, despite the Hildesheim origin of his name, benefitted by an often-incorrect
association within the minds of the German musically-knowledgeable: Johann Adam Hiller (17281804), the first Kapellmeister of the Leipzig Gewandhaus and later the cantor of the
Thomaskirche.24 This false relation was so prevalently given that such reports endured even to the
1870s, long after Hiller’s positive reputation had been gained through his successful compositions
and influential teaching career.25

Hiller’s Early Musical Years
As a child, Hiller’s prodigious musical talent was quickly identified. He received early
instruction in piano and music theory in Frankfurt with Alois Schmitt, performing his first solo
concert at the age of ten.26 He studied in Weimar from 1825 to 1827, under Johann Nepomuk
Hummel. Both his performances and early compositions received praise there. A report on
incidental music that the teenaged Hiller had written for Friedrich Schiller’s play Maria Stuart stated
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that “the attempts of the young give great hopes for the achievements of the man.”27 Hiller went to
Paris in 1828, continuing to build a positive reception for both his performance on the piano and for
his compositions. He performed the Parisian premiere of Beethoven’s Piano Concerto no. 5 in Eflat major, op.73 under the baton of Hector Berlioz in November 1829.28 His tendency toward the
conservative styles of his teachers—especially Hummel—was already evident by this time; one
reviewer observed “the style of his compositions assures us that he [Hiller] is walking the road of
good models, and that he is unwilling to sacrifice to the caprices of fashion.”29
During this early period, the fact that Hiller was a Jew was not lost on his friends and
colleagues, and even fellow Jews commented on it. The Prague-born composer Josef Dessauer
(1798-1876), himself from a wealthy Jewish family, wrote jokingly in a letter to Hiller in 1834, “Tu es
done ma conscience, habillé en juif!”30 The quotation here, albeit slightly misremembered, is an
allusion to Victor Hugo’s play Mary Tudor, which had premiered just a year previous to the
Dessauer’s letter.31 In the play, an unnamed Jew acts as moralistic conscience to the play’s lead,
Fabiano Fabiani. Though Hiller’s original letter is lost, it appears Hiller had insinuated that the elder
composer was lazy in efforts to have his work published.
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In addition to the private reference between co-religionists of each other’s Jewishness, Hiller
was quite ready to self-identify as a Jew, at least later in his life when he was professionally wellestablished and the freedoms offered by emancipation seemed somewhat well-assured. In his
recollections of Felix Mendelssohn, first published serially in England in 1874, but shortly thereafter
in German, Hiller recalled “the sorts of jokes” in which he indulged with his childhood
acquaintance, the teenaged Mendelssohn.32 The pun, which Hiller described as made by
Mendelssohn through stifled laughs, fails to translate well into English. It reads “Weißt du, wie eine
Lichtputze auf Hebräisch heißt?”33 The capitalizes on the double meaning of the German Lichtputze
(wick-scissors) and Yiddish ( פָּאץpenis), while simultaneously referencing the derogatory figure of
the Lichtputzer in the theater, who was necessarily costumed in order to complete his task of
extinguishing the stage lights.34 For Mendelssohn to make such a statement is as illuminating of his
engagement with Jewishness as it is of Hiller’s own willingness to reveal the private moment in such
a public way. Through Hiller, we see that Mendelssohn, like many Neuchristen of the early decades of
the nineteenth century, would have been keenly aware of his heritage and the cultural idiosyncrasies
that came along with it. The joke reveals a certain amount of comfort that could be felt in this selfidentification with the community of those of Jewish ancestry. Regardless of how they religiously
identified in the present time, their heritage was unchanged and their Jewish insider knowledge—for
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example here with the double entendre of the Hebrew/Yiddish against the German—persisted.
Although Hiller does not comment further on his Jewish connection with Mendelssohn within his
Recollections, the story is quite surprising given both the adolescent vulgarity and Hiller’s willingness to
reveal it. By this time, although he had been a baptized Christian for more than thirty years, Hiller
still retained a qualified, vestigial connection to his Judentum, not unlike the childhood connection to
Jewish humor that Mendelssohn seemed to hold, allowing him to make the joke in the first place.
Unlike some of the later composers who will be discussed in this dissertation, Hiller’s
Judentum rarely served as a direct avenue for criticism of his music, both before his baptism as he was
gaining a reputation and in the subsequent decades once he was both Protestant and well-established
as a pianist, conductor, composer, and teacher. One possible allusion to Hiller’s status as Other
appeared in an early review of Robert Schumann in his Neue Zeitschrift für Musik.35 The review,
published serially over several issues, addressed in depth Hiller’s Etudes for piano, op. 15 (1835).
Hiller was only twenty-four years old at this time and did not yet hold a music directorship or
teaching position. Overall, Schumann’s critique was mindful of this; he neither wholly condemns the
young composer nor offers unmitigated praise. Instead, the analysis focused on how Hiller showed
a devotion to his training from conservative masters, such as Hummel and an awareness of the
musical heritage from Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven. Schumann also acknowledged Hiller’s stylistic
influences, including Mendelssohn’s “adventurous and fairy-like regions” or Chopin’s “enthusiasm
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and inspiration.”36 Most relevant to the discussion of a potential echo of Judentum to be heard in
Hiller are Schumann’s comments on harmony:
His melodies are subordinate to his harmonies; the latter are rich, even Oriental, and yet they
progress stiffly. It is difficult to understand how any one who has lived through, and written,
so much music as our composer, can allow harmonies to stand in his own works that are not
merely else according to certain washed-out, antiquated rules, but that sound so repugnant to
us, that if I did not known him better, I should say, ‘You do not possess a musical ear.’
Among such examples I would signalise the first notes in the 2d measure of the 9th study. At
first I suspected errors in the press, but I found the dreadful doubled third again at the
repetition. Almost in every study I found such insupportable intervals [in no. 1, pg. 3, 5th
system and in no. 13…].37
Schumann’s use of “Oriental” [orientalisch] is loaded and frustratingly one-off; it is the only time in
the collected Gesammelte Schriften über Musik und Musiker that he used such a designation to describe
any portion of a musical work. Furthermore, the use of the term is hardly Edward Said’s
interpretation of the term as a Western view of the nebulously defined “East.” In problematizing
how the term has come to be used today, Ralph P. Locke writes, “…despite its origins ‘Orientalism’
has become a term that can refer to any world population—including Caribbeans and blond
Scandinavian-Americans—that differs from whatever a work of art constructs as its mainstream
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European or white-American persona or viewpoint.”38 However, Schumann’s claim is doubly
perplexing. First, he described not specific melodic devices, non-Western scales, or other so-called
alla Turca style passages, but Hiller’s use of harmony as Oriental. For Schumann, the exotic is found
in the music’s thickness of vertical structure rather than where it is usually located, for example the
horizontal, melodic construction. Secondly, the descriptor of Oriental is tied to a work that gives no
external context clues for inherent Othering. The Etudes are neither texted nor contain a descriptive
title. Furthermore, there is no indication such as alla Turca. Scored for solo piano, there is little
chance for evocation of any sort of instrumental echo a mysterious East. The most plausible
reasoning that Schumann could have had for this statement is to call out Hiller for his status as an
Other—a Jew. Given the review’s overall positive spin, that indicates that the composer is still
searching for his ultimate musical voice, Schumann’s thoughts can be read much in the same way
that he described early Chopin works as containing “especial Sarmatian physiognomy,” while later
works reached a more “universal ideal,” which in turn allowed Chopin to become more popular:
“…the further he removes from it [his Polish origin], the greater will his consequence in the general
world of art become.”39 Schumann’s “general world of art” was, of course, the German world of art,
so it can be assumed that the comment on Hiller is similar to that regarding Chopin—that there was
something to be heard in Hiller that was not quite German. Schumann cited was the second measure
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of Etude no. 9 in A-flat major, in which Hiller doubled the G, the third of the key’s dominant
seventh chord (ex. 2.1).
EXAMPLE 2.1. Ferdinand Hiller, Etudes for piano, op. 15, no. 9, Lento ma non troppo, mm. 1-4.

Mendelssohn referenced Schumann’s review to Hiller in a letter from 1839, though it is apparent it
was not clear to him that Schumann had authored it, and he does not specifically mention to the
Orientalist critique. Mendelssohn found the review a humorous one, commenting its author seemed
comfortable in analyzing Hiller’s works with incredible vigor, although the author seemed not to
know Hiller personally:
I took it away with me to read, and a great deal of it really gave me extraordinary pleasure; it
is evidently written by some one who is not personally acquainted with you in the very least
degree, but on the other hand knows every one of your works most intimately, some one
who was not even aware that you were no longer in Frankfort, and yet could picture you to
himself quite well and distinctly from your compositions, and is evidently very favourably
disposed towards you.40
40
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Although there is evidence of some underlying anti-Jewish sentiment in Schumann’s diaries and
private letters, he did not voice such opinions in public opinion.41 As such, the critique cannot be
definitely ascribed to an awareness or derision against Hiller’s Judentum, although the effect of this
Othering of Hiller could certainly have been perceived by readers of the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik.

Italy, Baptism, and Marriage
Hiller returned home to Frankfurt in 1838 as conductor of the Cäcilienverein, but shortly
thereafter spent several years in Italy in hopes of finding success as a composer of opera. While in
Italy, he met the Polish opera singer Antolka Hogé. The pair married on June 21, 1841 in Livorno.42
The new Frau Hiller was born in Warsaw, and her Jewish status has not been extensively
investigated in the existing Hiller scholarship. Wagner described her as being of Jewish ancestry,
stating that it was under her encouragement and influence that the couple was baptized as
Protestants in Italy.43 Reinhold Sietz, however, wrote that the bride was a Catholic.44 Sietz’s evidence
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is a letter from Austrian composer Sigismund Neukomm: “The success of your marriage seems to
me to be a true miracle of religious tolerance on the part of the priests of different faiths. Tell me,
how did it happen? It has a philosophical and psychological interest for me.”45 Neukomm’s letter
would indicate that the baptism and wedding occurred at a Protestant church, however the Lutheran
minority in Italy was quite small. Nonetheless, this appears to be the case. Marriage records from the
Evangelische Kirche in Frankfurt, indicate that Hiller was baptized on May 10, 1841 in Florence.46
It appears that in different ways both Wagner and Sietz were correct in describing Antolka
Hiller née Hogé’s religion and ancestry. She was born a Jew but baptized as young child into the
Catholic church. Her father, not unlike Hiller’s father, had a multi-faceted and developing
relationship with Jewishness throughout his lifetime. A 1904 index on Jewish converts in Poland,
created for somewhat unclear purposes, listed a “Hoge” family as converts to Catholicism from
Warsaw in 1825, when their children Julia and Antonina were seven and five, respectively.47 The
story thus becomes considerably more complicated than a family of Jews following in the paths of
Köln, 23-28 Juni 1958): 1:47. Sietz incorrectly suggested that the wedding took place in Frankfurt
and writes that it was rumored that the bride was related to Prince Poniatowski. What is more likely
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many others in their city in conversion to the dominant Christian religion. In fact, Hiller’s father-inlaw was Stanislaus Hoga, known as a child as Chaskel [Yehezkiel, Ezekiel] Meshmad [Mushamad],
the talented and brilliant son of a rabbi from the village of Kuzmir (present day Kazimierz Dolny, in
the Lublin region).48 Hoga had been engaged at the age of ten and unhappily married by thirteen,
though his wife’s family business connections allowed him a new access to the outside world.49 He
became a master of many languages, serving as translator and mediator between Jews, French
officers, and Poles during the Napoleonic invasion of Poland. Yet this exposure to the broader
European society left him disillusioned with his own Hasidic upbringing. In 1817, Hoga abandoned
his young family and began a new life in Warsaw, though he brought along with him the daughter of
the village tailor—Yitta (or Yutta), who would eventually change her name to Anna and give him
two daughters.50 At some point in the 1820s, Hoga met Alexander McCaul of the London Society
for Promoting Christianity amongst the Jews; he ultimately moved to England and went on to
translate McCaul’s The Old Paths (Netivot Olam) into Hebrew in 1837.51 This was seen as exceptionally
problematic by both professing Jews and those who had undergone baptism, as David B. Ruderman
comments:
This was considered the ultimate act of betrayal by the Jewish community since they feared
McCaul’s learned assault against rabbinic Judaism, especially his claims that the rabbis
displayed great contempt for the non-Jew, the Jewish woman, and the Jewish poor, would
have a detrimental effect on the morale of Jews everywhere, especially when distributed in
48
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Hebrew… Chaskel Mushamad [Stanislaus Hoga] has apparently revealed his true colors as a
self-hating Jew and hostile enemy of his former co-religionists.52
Hoga’s ideology, however, continued to develop and his later publications advocate for a sort of
syncretic mixture of Judaism and Christianity, in which Jews sin in rejecting Jesus, but gentiles
cannot be truly saved without embracing Jewish practice.53
Hoga’s daughters made their way to Paris, where Antonina (and probably also Julia) was
educated as a singer at the Conservatoire.54 After her graduation, Antonina went to Italy and sang
opera in various places including the Teatro La Fenice in Venice.55 She was recalled fondly by the
correspondent from La France musicale, who in Italy praised a Mademoiselle Antonia Hogé, writing
“….we can claim [her] as a compatriot, although she is of Polish origin… [she] has had great success
in her beginnings on the stage and seems destined for a bright future.”56 She sang the title role in
Donizetti’s Parisina to great acclaim in the town of Este, southeast of Padua, in the fall of 1839.57 She
went on to sing the role of Elaisa at the premiere performance of Saverio Mercadante’s Il giuamento at
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the Teatro Apollo in Venice in spring of 1840.58 Although it is unclear from surviving documents
when Hiller and Antolka met, it was likely sometime in 1840, as she was mentioned by Neukomm in
a letter from December of that year.59 Hiller brought his new bride back to Germany, where it seems
she captivated his friends and colleagues, despite an abstaining from performance after an initial
concert in Leipzig in 1841.60

Friends and Critics
Hiller was well-liked and personable, an aspect that served him well as he forged professional
relationships and built his career. Hiller’s good-natured sense is not only recalled in letters, but also
immortalized in a small tome by one of the century’s greatest writers. In 1827, when Hummel went
to visit Goethe in Weimar accompanied by his young student Ferdinand Hiller, the poet penned the
following poem:
You have taken possession of
A talent that serves everyone;
Anyone who comes in sweet tones
Everywhere is welcome.

Ein Talent das jedem frommt;
Hast Du in Besitz genommen;
Wer mit holden Tönen kommt
Ueberall ist der willkommen.

What a brilliant escort!
Staying close to your master’s side:
You enjoy his respect,
He enjoys being your teacher.

Welch’ ein glänzendes Geleite!
Ziehest an des Meisters Seite:
Du erfreust Dich seiner Ehre,
Er erfreut sich seiner Lehre.61
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What Goethe observed—Hiller’s natural pleasantness, talent, and sense of duty in his professional
relationships—seems to have followed the young musician throughout his career. Hiller’s extensive
published correspondence and his appearance in the biographies and memoirs of many musicians of
the era, both those of conservative viewpoints and those more modern-leaning, show his positive
reputation throughout his lifetime and his legacy on many musicians of nineteenth century Germanspeaking Europe. Conway comments on Hiller’s personality, “If [Adolph Bernhard] Marx had the
unfortunate characteristic of being perceived as an archetypically pushy and upstart Jew, the affable
Hiller, like Felix Mendelssohn, was to society at large far more acceptable.”62
Richard Wagner, however, did not have such a positive view on Hiller’s friendly nature.
While Conway refers to Wagner as “particularly patronising” in his description of Hiller, the
comment reads more as either surprise or suspicion with an antisemitic overtone.63 Wagner wrote,
“Ferdinand Hiller… who was in Dresden, behaved in a very charming and friendly manner,
particularly at this time. Meyerbeer also stayed in the same town from time to time; precisely why,
nobody knew.”64 Aside from this pairing of Hiller with Meyerbeer and the above-mentioned
revelation of Antolka Hiller’s Jewish origin, Wagner also went on to allude to Hiller’s attempts at
composing in multiple styles—a musical cosmopolitanism—that, according to Liszt, problematically
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“befell all his compositions.”65 After chiding Hiller for writing in the French style while in Paris (the
Etudes, op. 15), the Italian style while in Italy (his failed opera of 1839, Romilda), and the
Mendelssohnian style in Leipzig (Die Zerstörung Jerusalems), Wagner boasted of the success of his own
Rienzi, claiming that Hiller attempted (and failed) to reach similar success in German opera:
Dresden and the success of my Rienzi now weighed so much upon his mind that he naturally
made another attempt to succeed as an opera composer. Owing to his great energy and to
his position as a son of a rich banker (a special attraction even to the director of a court
theatre), it happened that he induced them to put aside my poor friend Röckel’s Farinelli (the
production of which had been promised to him) in favour of his (Hiller’s) own work, Der
Traum in der Christnacht… To me Der Traum in der Christnacht was a great nuisance. I had to
conduct it a second time, and before an empty house. Hiller now saw that he had been
wrong in not taking my advice before, and in not shortening the opera by one act and
altering the end, and he now fancied that he was doing me a great favour by at last declaring
himself ready to act on my suggestion in the event of another performance of his opera
being possible.66
The anecdote, while saying nothing overtly antisemitic, capitalizes on multiple tropes against Jews of
the time and echoes Wagner’s similar criticisms of Meyerbeer as a rootless compositional voice,
perpetually borrowing from other traditions because he had none of his own. Despite having stated
only a few pages earlier that Hiller had little money, Wagner accused Hiller of using his family wealth
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from banking (never mind that the family was in mercantile trade), evoking the trope that Jews used
their money to gain cultural cache without merit. Furthermore, Wagner decried Hiller for the
supposed edging out of his friend and associate, the composer August Röckel, who had also studied
with Hummel and whom Hiller undoubtedly knew although no letters survive.67 Playing on the
stereotype of Jews as insincere opportunists, Wagner concluded the account with a story of Hiller
waiting for him outside the opera house after Rienzi: “…[he] took the opportunity of adding to his
very hasty congratulations, ‘Do give my Traum once more!’”68 What seemed most offensive to
Wagner was that Hiller considered his opera Ein Traum in der Christnacht as “a peculiarly ‘German
composition.’”69 Although Wagner did not elaborate on what specifically bothered him about such a
claim, it is highly probable that the issue arose from Hiller’s status as a Jew, given that fact that Ein
Traum in der Christnacht was based on a demonstrably German source, the 1830 play Der Müller und
sein Kind by German dramatist Ernst Raupach (1784-1852). Wagner was quick to claim Germanness
broadly and the legacy of German music in particular for himself; he and he alone was preserving
the heritage of Beethoven—and by extension Bach, Mozart, and the rest. This self-aggrandizement
goes to an extreme level—albeit privately—in an 1865 diary entry, Wagner described himself as “the
most German man [literally, the German-est man]… the German spirit.”70 As need hardly be noted
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here, a Jew could never be a German in the opinion of Wagner, and thus a Jew, even one baptized as
a Protestant, could never create truly German music.
Notwithstanding the antisemitic undertones of My Life, the observation that Wagner made
about Hiller’s varied stylistic influences is not without validity. Hiller was a remarkably eclectic
composer who experimented with the varied styles throughout his long life. He was a skilled pianist
and wrote extensively for the instrument in all settings, but was equally adept in writing for violin,
orchestra, and voices in almost any genre. His oeuvre consisted of large-scale instrumental works
including symphonies, concert overtures, two piano concerti, one violin concerto, plus an additional
an additional concert works for each of those instruments; instrumental chamber music including
sonatas, piano quintets, quartets, and trios, as well as other small ensembles; and over 150 lieder,
with texts from some of the best-known German romantic poets such as Goethe, Rückert, and
Heine. He wrote six operas between 1839 and 1865, though they were the least successful of all of
his compositions. Hiller’s large-scale choral works—Die Zerstörung Jerusalems in 1840 and a second
oratorio, Saul, op. 80 in 1858, and several psalm settings—were among his most successful works.
The universality of works drawing from the Hebrew Bible/Old Testament contributed to their
initial success. Although recent concert revivals and recording of these works have sought to show
that the text sources mark them as Jewish, choice of the subject matter alone is a weak designation.
After all, in addition to the today best-known Messiah, Georg Friedrich Handel also wrote oratorios
on Saul, Solomon, Esther, Deborah, Jephtha, Joshua, and Judah Maccabee, which are widely
understood as allegorical treatments on English politics in addition to any sort of Christian Old
Testament associations.71 Yet, writing oratorios would never have satisfied Wagner as a proof for
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Hiller’s Deutschtum or evidence of a devotion to German culture. Wagner decried the oratorio,
describing it as “an unnatural offspring” of church music in Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft (1849).72 The
link to drama, however, was still present, however denigratingly described presented as a “sexless
embryo of opera.”73

Hiller’s First Major Success: Die Zerstörung Jerusalems
In his recollections on Mendelssohn, Hiller wrote happily on the first performance of Die
Zerstörung Jerusalems, op. 24 (1840) and the reaction of his trusted friend:
The oratorio had a very warm reception; but what pleased me most was Mendelssohn’s
entire satisfaction. He sat amongst the audience with Cécile, and told me what pleasure he
felt not only in my music but also in the correct judgment of his wife, who had always picked
out the best things. He also admitted that the work had a very peculiar colouring, and I only
refer to this now because it has sometimes been spoken of as an imitation of ‘Elijah,’ which
was not completed till six years later.74
The complex history of the libretto of Hiller earliest oratorio, Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, which
describes the destruction of the first temple in 586 BCE, reveals an interplay of sources, creative
voices, and dramatic intent. The text was initially prepared by the German Jewish philosopher and
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Hiller, Mendelssohn: Letters and Recollections, 167; Briefe und Erinnerungen, 147. “Das Oratorium
fand eine sehr warme Aufnahm—die größte Freudewar mir aber die vollständige Zustimmung
Mendelssohn’s. Er hatte sich mit seiner Cécile mitten in den Zuhörerraum gesetzt und erzählte mir,
wie er sich nicht allein an meiner Musik, sondern auch an dem richtigen Urtheil seiner Frau erfreut
habe, die stets das Beste zu bezeichnen gewußt. Auch gestand er dem Werke eine sehr
eigenthümliche Farbe zu, was ich hier nur erwähne, weil man es zuweilen als die Nachahmung des
sechs Jahre später vollendeten Elias bezeichnet hat.”
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theologian, Salomon Ludwig Steinheim (1789-1866), but later revised by Felix Mendelssohn, to
whom it is also dedicated. Steinheim was a polyhistor—equally gifted as a physician, philosopher,
and poet.75 In addition to being a devoted Jew and theologian, he was a zealous humanist and
follower of Kant. The 1906 Jewish Encyclopedia describes his “Die Offenbarung nach dem Lehrbegriff
der Synagoge” (“Revelation According to the Doctrine of the Synagogue,” 1835) as “a careful study
of comparative religion [in which] he, though a freethinker, endeavored to raise revelation from a
religious belief to a philosophic truth.”76 The circumstances that led to Hiller and Steinheim’s
collaboration are unclear. Hiller’s dissatisfaction with Steinheim’s text, however, is well-documented.
Hiller and Mendelssohn corresponded several times in 1839 regarding the troubled libretto, and
ultimately, Mendelssohn intervened and finished the libretto for his friend. Hiller preserved one of
these letters in his Recollections on Mendelssohn:
One day he [Mendelssohn] took the libretto home with him, and surprised me in the kindest
way on Christmas Eve with a fresh and complete copy of it. I need not explain how useful
his severe critical remarks were to my composition. One day when I thanked him he said: ‘I
only show you what you would have found out for yourself in a few months.’77
Sposato has recently argued that the final libretto “definitely shows Mendelssohn’s touch, as the
freely written verses are sprinkled with actual biblical quotations that Mendelssohn may well have
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provided.”78 In particular, Sposato references the presence of Psalm 91:11-12 in no. 25 of Die
Zerstörung Jerusalems as strongly suggestive of Mendelssohn’s influence (ex 2.2a). The same text,
“Denn den Herr hat seinen Engeln befohlen über dir, etc.,” appears in the double quartet of Elias,
no. 7 (ex. 2.2b).
EXAMPLE 2.2A. Ferdinand Hiller, Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, op. 24, no. 25, Recitativ, Eine Israelite
Jungfrau, mm. 7-16.
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EXAMPLE 2.2B. Felix Mendelssohn, Elias, op. 70, no. 7, Doppel-Quartett, Die Engel, mm. 1-6.

Despite Mendelssohn’s role in shaping the text and the fact that Steinheim is the only
credited author on the oratorio’s frontispiece, it seems the majority of the text came directly from
Hiller’s own pen, a trend not unlike what will be revealed later in this dissertation with Carl
Goldmark’s collaboration with Jewish exegetical thinker, Salomon Hermann Mosenthal on the opera
Die Königin von Saba (see Chapter 6). Yet, while Mosenthal sought to take more credit for coming up
with the idea for Die Königin von Saba, Steinheim actually took public measures to distance himself
from Die Zerstörung Jerusalems and issued a statement to that effect in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik in
1842.79 According to Steinheim, he had sought in vain to have his name removed from the work, as
his original text, which had been titled Jeremiah, had been “arbitrarily jumbled together, according to
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the musical intentions of the composer.”80 Nonetheless, his name appeared on the frontispiece of
the published score, perhaps in order to give a sense of religious credibility to the work by
association with a leading Jewish thinker of the period.
It is worth noting that Leon Botstein, despite having conducting the North American
premiere of this work in 2008, very problematically writes, “Hiller’s Jeremiah is, like Mendelssohn’s
Elijah, an evocation faithful to the sources.” 81 It is clear when one does even the most minimal of
explorations into the libretto that the text was drawn from a variety of sources—not only the book
of Jeremiah, but also the Psalms as well as some free exegetical writing. Botstein sweepingly and
incorrectly argues “the libretti [of Paulus, Elias, and Die Zerstörung Jerusalems] derive from an explicit
intent to evoke the authentic character of the source texts.”82 As has been shown, no singular intent
is present in such a conglomeration as is the final text of Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, especially given the
fact that no information is extant on which numbers of the oratorio came from the respective pens
of Steinheim, Mendelssohn, or Hiller. Furthermore, the three authors—a Biblical scholar, a baptized
Neuchrist, and an assimilated Jew—would have approached the texts with very different attitudes
toward what Botstein oversimplifies as the “authentic character of the source texts.” Finally, it is
false to argue, as Botstein does, that Die Zerstörung Jerusalems has a “nearly operatic adherence to the
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narrative tone of the Biblical text from the Book of Jeremiah.”83 Even if one acknowledges the
anachronistic nature of this statement, given that there existed very few Biblical operas in the 1840s,
the history of Biblical operas has been quite the opposite of a stark adherence to narrative tone or
plot. Rather, the Bible has often more existed as a historical backdrop for dramatic action (see
Chapter 4 on Rubinstein’s geistliche Opern and Chapter 6 on Goldmark’s Die Königin von Saba).
Considering the close friendship between Hiller and Mendelssohn together with the
extensive existing scholarship on Mendelssohn’s two oratorios, the New Testament Paulus (1836)
and better-known Elias (1846), it is tempting to examine Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, which received its
premiere between the two, in a similar light. Sposato has argued that Mendelssohn, in his own
oratorios, managed to create works that employ a “strategy of dual perspective” and strove to “spare
the Jewish image in his oratorios,” despite the Messianic implications of both Paul and Elijah in their
respective oratorios.84 Sposato more recently clarified that composers such as Mendelssohn and
Hiller were constrained by the “contemporary cultural, religious, and political norms,” one of which
was the “unfavorable depiction of the Jews.”85 However, given that the Old Testament figures so
prominently into the repertoire choices for oratorios of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
another trend is potentially more relevant to Die Zerstörung Jerusalems—the use of Jews in Old
Testament works to function as proto-Christians, either capitalizing on the Christological
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interpretations of prophetic figures such as Elijah or in using the Biblical Hebrews/Israelites/Jews
as modern representations of a communal peoplehood, united under the nineteenth century flags of
emerging nationalism and pride in unified statehood.
Sposato’s presentation of Mendelssohn as a composer with both Christian aim and
sensitivity to the portrayal of Jews (particularly in Elias), does seem to ignore one inherent aspect of
the oratorio as a genre—the dramatic elements of seeing a Biblical story, albeit unstaged, in the
concert hall. It is this element of the genre, the drama, that provides the best analytical tool for
Hiller’s Die Zerstörung des Jerusalems. Writing on the oratorio genre in 1849, Neue Zeitschrift für Musik
critic C.L. Hilgenfeldt declared, “The originally specifically church character [of the oratorio] no
longer exists in the conception. The contemporary world still attends the performance of
masterworks of this kind not because of the text, not to be edified, in the manner of the church
believer, by stories from the Bible, but because of the artistic content.”86
Die Zerstörung Jerusalems was highly anticipated in Leipzig, and the critical press expressed
hopes that it would be performed in the city several months before any preparations or rehearsals
had even begun.87 From the letters of Mendelssohn to Hiller, it appears that the former encouraged
his friend to bring the work to Leipzig for performance and even offered to conduct it.88 In addition
to assistance on the text, Hiller also sought advice on the musical content, apparently writing for
help with orchestration, to which Mendelssohn humorously replied:
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The Babylonians certainly had valve trumpets (in fact all Babylon was a kind of valve
trumpet), such luxurious, arrogant Orientals would hardly be satisfied with mere trumpets in
C. But please don't call them trompettes à piston in your score, I have such a hatred for the
word piston— you see I am a regular doctor of philosophy.89
Mendelssohn’s support of his friend and advocacy for the work’s premiere in Leipzig were
ultimately fruitful; Hiller conducted the premiere on April 2, 1840 at the Gewandhaus. The praise
was effusive and immediate. In the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung:
It is in a noble and splendid style, showing the great skill and artful knowledge of a master,
clearly written and not overdone so as to satisfy the strict requirements for works in this
genre… Herrn Ferdinand Hiller has proved himself to artists and art lovers with this
excellent work, beautiful in every way. We gladly take this opportunity to express our true
esteem in public.90
Robert Schumann wrote similarly in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik: “What appeals to us the most is
the crisp coloring, the serious and strength of the style, which is charming, attractive, and
imaginative.”91 Among the many movements, Schumann chose to call attention specifically to the
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choral numbers of the work. The list includes four choruses of the Israelites: “Eine Seele tief
gebeugt” (no. 8), “Wer unter dem Schirm des Höchsten sitzet” (no. 26), “Due Gott der Langmuth”
(no. 39),“Wir ziehn gebeugt” (no. 44), and the two chorus of Zedekiah’s servants (nos. 10 and 13,
the latter of which is effectively a reprise of the former).
Despite the high praise received by these choruses, it is worthy to note that Die Zerstörung
Jerusalems contains no chorales in the traditional sense—moderate-tempo, four-part homophonic
settings in the style of the Protestant church, with the melody most often in the soprano. During
this period, the inclusion of such chorales was expected in the oratorio genre; Glenn Stanley writes:
[T]he presence of chorales provided a religious aura that reinforced [the oratorio’s] spiritual
message even in concert performances, the most typical context… With its long history and
central place in the Protestant liturgy, the chorale virtually had the status of an icon. It
synthesized religious and national tradition and stood as a symbol of Protestantism—and
Christianity in general—in sacred and secular contexts.92
Stanley outlined two stylistic trends in chorale inclusions in oratorios: the tunes, which were drawn
from numerous sources including fifteenth and sixteenth century settings of Martin Luther through
eighteenth century oratorios, with Bach as the obvious gold standard, were most often set with a
relative lack in passing tones and rarely gave any sort of melodic independence to the lower voices.93
Mendelssohn included the chorales “Allein Gott in der Höh’ sei Ehr” (no. 3), “Dir Herr will ich
mich ergeben” (no. 9), “Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme” (no. 16), “O Jesu Christe, wahres Licht”
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(no. 29), and “Wir glauben all an einen Gott” (no. 36) in Paulus, despite initial misgivings from Adolf
Bernhard Marx, who was an early contributor to that oratorio’s text.94
The lack of chorales in Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, while notable, has been exaggeratedly used as
evidence by both R. Larry Todd and Leon Botstein show that Hiller was distancing his work from
the Protestant influence of the oratorio. Todd writes, “…yet conspicuously absent in Hiller’s work is
the traditional narrator; also, unlike St. Paul, which unabashedly displays strong ties to Bach’s St.
Mathew Passion, Die Zerstörung Jerusalems does not employ chorales.”95 Similarly, Botstein perhaps
echoing Todd’s program notes for an academic audience, similarly claims, “The Hiller work…
although written in 1840 (after St. Paul) by a converted Jew and Mendelssohn acolyte, is explicitly
differentiated from a Christian oratorio tradition or contemporary church practice by the absence of
chorales…”96 In addition to the fact that Botstein incorrectly assumes that Hiller was a “converted
Jew” by 1840, the mere absence of complete chorales in Die Zerstörung Jerusalems hardly differentiates
the work from the so-called “Christian oratorio tradition.” Hiller wrote openly of the influence of
this genre on his early compositions, commenting how he had been “very much taken up with
Handel’s Oratorios,” the scores to which had been given to him by Ferdinand Ries during the
summer of 1833.97 The following year, Hiller’s arrangement Handel’s Deborah, which included his
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German translation, was given at the Lower Rhine Music Festival.98 While the observation is true
that there are no formal chorales within Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, the work still shows a high degree
of indebtedness to both the history of the oratorio and to chorale writing itself. The entrance of the
chorus in the very first number of the piece is a stately and homophonically set in a tuneful and
memorable melody (ex. 2.3).
Die Zerstörung Jerusalems clearly owes a debt to Bach, Haydn, and Handel, as well as the rising
historicism and the influence of both Mendelssohn’s own compositions and his interpretation of the
great seventeenth and eighteenth century masters. While Todd and Botstein have attempted to
distance Die Zerstörung Jerusalems from the Christian oratorio tradition, they do not provide
substantial evidence for alternative musical sources of inspiration, and by extension seem to imply
that Hiller went to his own faith’s musical soundscape. As there are no surviving synagogue records
from Frankfurt am Main, little can be known about Hiller’s exposure to liturgical music either the
home or inside, though Justus Hiller’s prominence within the city’s Jewish community would
suggest that the family had at least some connection to the city’s synagogue. Hiller’s Künstlerleben, a
collection of varied essays and lectures drawn primarily from other sources published in 1880,
includes a small anecdote on one of the most celebrated figures in Jewish liturgical music of the
nineteenth century, the great Viennese reformer, Cantor Salomon Sulzer.99 In 1827, the fifteen-year
old Hiller traveled to Vienna with Hummel, where he visited the deathbed of Beethoven.100 In
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EXAMPLE 2.3. Ferdinand Hiller, Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, op. 24, no. 1, Chor der Israeliten, mm. 1628.

Beethoven’s Hair: An Extraordinary Historical Odyssey and a Scientific Mystery Solved (New York: Broadway
Books, 2000).
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addition to recounting much on his meetings with Beethoven and the music scene in Vienna, Hiller
also recalled going to hear synagogue music while in this city:
I do not know whether church music and synagogue music can be counted as public
performances, for they have many listeners, but are not really public. The latter, with regard
to music, serves as payment for the demands to be distracted, entertained, stimulated, or
even made happy. The mass we heard one Sunday at Hofkapelle was none of these things,
but as a free performance cannot be blamed. On the hand, we were most elevated by the
musical service in the great Jewish temple. The tenor, aided by a discant, was an excellent
singer, and together with about twelve boys sounded the noble tunes of prayer, while the
assembled community remained in reverent silence. Additionally, the separation of the sexes
seemed to me extremely beneficial to the piety pious action.101
The singer described above was most certainly Obercantor Salomon Sulzer (1804-1890), who had
arrived in Vienna the year prior to Hiller’s visited. Although it is impossible to know to what extent
Hiller experienced sacred singing between this 1827 sojourn to Vienna and the 1840 premiere of Die
Zerstörung Jerusalems, the anecdote shows his awareness of the most up-to-date trends in the liturgical
music of his religion. There is a certain amount of distance than can be read into the above, in
particular the comment that the sexes were separated in the sanctuary, which indicates a level of
unfamiliarity with normative synagogue behavior at that time. The apparent musical novelty of the
Viennese experience for Hiller, together with the fact that the music of Sulzer and other reformed
cantors was heavily influenced by the choral singing traditions of the church, should cause scholars
to exercise caution in ascribing Sulzer’s style as specific musical inspiration on the works or choral
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style of Hiller. Even if a Jewish composer like Hiller were borrowing from the new trends in
synagogue music, those trends themselves were borrowing from Christian sources. The coincidence
of Die Zerstörung Jerusalems and the publication of the first volume of Sulzer’s monumental Schir
Zion—both in 1840—may not have been lost on Hiller.102 He clearly did not forget the experience in
Vienna, as he deemed it important enough not only to discuss in the 1879 lecture, which was not to
a primarily Jewish audience, and also to publish it in his subsequent Künstlerleben. It seems apparent
Hiller drew a certain amount of personal inspiration from this teenaged experience hearing the socalled “father of the modern cantorate.”103
Whether or not the choral passages drew inspiration from specific chorales or simply from
the choral style of his predecessors, these sections of Die Zerstörung Jerusalems were the most wellliked and critically acclaimed. Two of the choruses highlighted by Schumann as some of the best
were those of Zedekiah’s servants, nos. 10 and 13. While not chorales, like the work’s opening, these
two sections show an obvious debt both to Mendelssohn, but also Bach and Handel. The most
obvious signal that this is not a religious chorale is the text, which praises Zedekiah, the last king of
Judah—rather than praising God, the focus of the varied Israelite choruses throughout the work. In
no. 10 the alla breve time signature is paired with the opening homophonic tutti between the chorus
and the orchestra. The text of the second phrase, “lass Harmonie en klingen und Tänze sich
verschlingen!” affords Hiller the opportunity to beautifully text-paint fugal entrances between the
voice parts (ex. 2.4).
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EXAMPLE 2.4. Ferdinand Hiller, Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, op. 24, no. 10, Chor der Israeliten, mm. 1626.

Following this moment of imitation is an antiphonal section between the chorus and the
orchestra, with the stately dotted rhythms on “Erhebt Zedekia’s Macht!” (ex. 2.5). This passage was
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a particular favorite of Mendelssohn’s, and an anecdote from Hiller shows both the humor of the
former composer and good-natured friendship between the friends:
EXAMPLE 2.5. Ferdinand Hiller, Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, op. 24, no. 10, Chor der Israeliten, mm. 5670.
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Mendelssohn was very fond of repeating a funny expression or word over and over again till
it became a joke. As in former years he had amused himself with calling me ‘Old Drama,’ so
now during this winter [of 1840], for a long time he always addressed me with the words,
‘Hail, Zedekiah!’ out of one of my choruses in the Destruction of Jerusalem.104
Although I have above taken issue with R. Larry Todd regarding the lack of chorales in Die
Zerstörung Jerusalems, he makes an apt observation in his program notes written to accompany the
American Symphony Orchestra’s 2008 North American premiere (with Botstein conducting). Todd,
in emphasizing how Mendelssohn’s Paulus and Elias effectively bookend this work, writes, “[Die
Zerstörung Jerusalems] bears comparison to another composition of Mendelssohn, his second oratorio,
Elijah, premiered in Birmingham, England in 1846, and soon established, with Handel’s Messiah, as
the most popular oratorio. Attentive listeners will note, for example, how the wind chords in
Achicam’s recitative (no. 18) strikingly presage the very opening bars of Elijah.”105 This striking
similarity was surprisingly not discussed in the press on Elias at the time of its premiere, and while a
certain amount of caution should be taken in drawing a direct correlation between movement in a
subdominant cadential progression, the comparison deserves some further consideration than
Todd’s program notes’ space allotted. Given the deep and cordial relationship between the two
composers, as well as Mendelssohn’s eagerness to incorporate intertextual and musical references
into his works, the probability that this reference was intentional is high.
Given Mendelssohn’s fame and Hiller’s relative up-and-coming status at the time of the Die
Zerstörung Jerusalems premiere, the latter was almost always described indebted to his old friend. While
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EXAMPLE 2.6A. Ferdinand Hiller, Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, op. 24, no. 18, Recitative, mm. 1-6.

EXAMPLE 2.6B. Felix Mendelssohn, Elias, op. 70, Eineleitung mm. 1-5.

this was undeniably true, the comparison was almost ubiquitous; Mendelssohn’s name became
almost a requirement and a qualifier for a critic to mention whenever discussing Hiller’s
compositions. One reporter in Neue Zeitschrift für Musik suggested that Mendelssohn’s Paulus had
encouraged other composers to write similar oratorios, citing the upcoming presentation of
Zerstörung Jerusalems in Leipzig and Noah of Gottfried von Preyer in Vienna.106 This continued as the
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work spread across Europe, finding performances elsewhere in Germany, as well as abroad. The
oratorio was heard in Hiller’s hometown of Frankfurt on May 29, 1840 with the composer
conducting “to great sensation.”107 A performance in Amsterdam followed in November.108 By April
of 1841, it had been performed in Prague.109 There, reception was more tempered, where it was
described as diligently prepared and varied, but without inspiration—not quite to the level of
Mendelssohn.110 Nonetheless, it is fair to say that Die Zerstörung Jerusalems established Hiller’s
compositional reputation and opened new avenues for conducting and teaching positions.
Following the early performances, Hiller returned to Italy, became a baptized Protestant,
married Antolka, but shortly thereafter felt the call of home. In 1842, he returned Germany,
replacing Mendelssohn as the conductor of the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra in 1843, but stayed
barely a year, before going to Dresden in 1844 and Düsseldorf in 1847. In Dresden, Hiller became
closer with the Schumanns and spent time with Wagner. He finally landed for an extended period in
Cologne, holding the position of the city’s Kappelmeister from 1850 until his retirement in 1884.111
His legacy in Cologne was establishing a repertoire for the city that consisted of both works from
the classical era as well as well as those of his extensive network of mentors and friends.
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“Juden, Getaufte und Ungetaufte”
In contrast to Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, which was a widely acclaimed success throughout
Germany and beyond, Hiller’s Israel’s Siegesgesang, op. 151 had a more modest initial reception. The
eight-movement work that might be described as a cantata was first performed at the
Niederrheinische Musikfest on May 28, 1871, on a concert touted as a “Celebration of Peace.”112
Hiller wrote Israel’s Siegesgesang after the Battle of Sedan, which ended the Franco-Prussian war of
1870. Apparently Hiller compiled the text himself, which was described as simply “from the holy
scripture.” The text is primarily drawn from the Psalms, with exception of no. 4, which is comprised
of more melancholy lamentations, drawn from 1 Samuel and Jeremiah. The work is set for soprano
solo with chorus and orchestra, and, although there is a gap of three decades between this work and
Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, it shows Hiller’s maintenance of style, especially his use of Handelian and
Mendelssohnian harmonies and a penchant for classical forms.113
The legacy of Hiller’s Israel’s Siegesgesang can be traced back to the same year of its premiere,
in England, though the work in question was not heard there for nearly a decade. However, 1871
and 1872 were certainly the years that solidified the English audiences in their admiration for Hiller,
his music, and his musicianship. In 1871, Hiller went to London where he participated in a number
of concerts both as a conductor and pianist, and he composed a festival march in honor of the
opening of the Albert Hall.114 Clara Schumann was also in London at that time and the two
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collaborated on his four-hand piano work, Operette ohne Worte, op. 106 (1864).115 Additionally, Joseph
Joachim performed Beethoven’s violin concerto at the Crystal Palace, with Hiller conducting.116 The
London critical press’s effusive praise of Hiller increased the public’s interest in his activities back
home in Germany as well. One reviewer in The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular commented,
“In the first [movement], a chorus in C major, the voices commence without any instrumental
introduction, as though to indicate the intensity of their desire to render at once the thanks due to
god for his mighty deliverance.”117
A correspondent from Cologne to the same journal gave this vivid account on one of the
earliest performances of Israel’s Siegesgesang in Cologne:
Dr. Hiller’s Hymn, composed in honor of the German victories, was triumphantly
successful; and at the last concert, after a repetition, by desire, of one of the most
masterly choruses in the work, a wreath was placed upon his head, amidst a flourish
of trumpets, and the applause was both enthusiastic and unanimous.118
Although the original publication by Leuckart in Leipzig had included English as well as German
text, Israel’s Siegesgesang became well-known to English audiences with the publication of Rev. John
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Troutbeck’s English adaptation as A Song of Victory, published by Novello in 1873.119 Troutbeck, in
addition to translating many of the major works of Bach, had also translated both sacred and secular
works of Beethoven, Brahms, Haydn, Mendelssohn Mozart, Schumann, and others. For Hiller’s
work to receive such a translation was to grant the work a good amount of prestige and count it
among in the English opinion of some of the greatest German masters. George P. Upton included
extended analysis on A Song of Victory in his 1887 handbook, The Standard Cantatas: Their Stories, Their
Music, and Their Composers.120 The Novello edition was not widely performed in until 1880, when it
was heard at the Albert Hall Choral Society on a concert together with Mendelssohn’s Lobesgesang,
op. 52 and a setting of Psalm 137 by Hermann Goetz.121 Not surprisingly, the British audiences
appreciated the influence of Handel, their adopted countryman, on Hiller: “For the most part, as
scarcely need be said, the ‘Song’ is one of triumph and rejoicing, and something of Handelian
breadth and grandeur constitutes therefore its leading characteristic.”122 Subsequent to this
performance at such a major venue as Albert Hall, the work took off in popularity, with
performances throughout England in both secular and sacred spaces.123
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At some point in the 1880s and 1890s, Israel’s Siegesgesang, and its Troutbeck translation as A
Song of Victory, was adopted by both German- and English-speaking Jewish communities. The first
appearance of the work as in a Jewish space was in a non-liturgical context in Mannheim in 1880. In
celebration of congregations twenty-fifth anniversary, the Synagogue Choral Society gave a concert
during Hanukkah, purportedly with over 1200 guests in attendance. The only musical work
identified as part of the concert was Israel’s Siegesgesang, which was described as “especially reflecting
the festive mood” of the evening.124 Although there are no extant records from Hiller on his reaction
to his work being used in such a setting, it is incomprehensible to think he was unaware of the
performance. The first American performance of the work, most likely in English, was given in
Ohio. The Cincinnati Choral Society’s performance actually predated that 1880 London
performance and was given on November 2, 1877.125 The Handel and Haydn Society presented it on
February 27, 1887 in Boston, together with selections from Bach’s Mass in B minor, although it is
unclear whether this was done in English or German.126 During the late 1880s or early 1890s, the
American Jewish community began inserting movements of the cantata into liturgical settings. It is
possible the introduction was made by the Stuttgart-born, daughter of a cantor, Julie Rosewald
(1847-1906), who sang no. 2, “Praise, O Jerusalem” at the 1888 High Holiday services at Temple
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Emanu-El in San Francisco.127 The 1897 version of the American Union Hymnal included: no. 1 “The
Lord great wonders for us hath wrought!” from Psalms 126 and 147; no. 2, “Praise, O Jerusalem”
from Psalm 147; and no. 7, “Praise Ye the Lord” from Psalm 150, as possible anthems to be
inserted into synagogue services.128
For the work to appear in a demonstrably Jewish context, as a sacred piece of music either at
High Holiday services in a Californian synagogue or as an optional anthem included in the Union
Hymnal, a foundation text in the soundscape of American liturgical practice, is a surprising
occurrence for a composer whose Judaism and Jewish connections have been written off. While
Wagner wrote Hiller off as merely a Jew, incapable of completing wholly German music, writers
from Jewish perspectives have attacked him from the opposite side, dismissing him as an apostate
who cared nothing for—and knew nothing of—his Jewish heritage. Since the 1906 Jewish
Encyclopedia, when Isidore Singer wrote simply, “Hiller embraced the Christian faith,” the narrative
on repeat from Jewish sources is that Hiller’s successes are worthy of listing or attention in sources
of Jewish exceptionalism, but his contributions to Jewish culture and life have been obscured by his
status as a baptized Jew—ein getaufter Jude, to borrow Hiller’s own words from his description of
Berlin Jewry in the 1870s. Hiller used this turn of phrase in his Künstlerleben, wondering why the
Jews—baptized and unbaptized—of Berlin had not come together to erect a statue of Moses
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Mendelssohn.129 Hiller’s complex engagement with Judentum has thus been variously essentialized as
a pervasive part of his to mere circumstance of birth, ignored and forgotten. Yet, Hiller is present in
one of the most important contributions ever made to congregational Jewish music, the Union
Hymnal, fully embraced not just by American Reform Jews—as can be clearly seen throughout this
chapter in regards to the many personal and professional relationships held by Hiller with so-called
“Juden, getaufte und ungetaufte”—but also by the leadership of the reform-minded world Jewish
community.
Hiller clearly recognized his Jewish heritage and engaged with this Judentum in varied ways
throughout his life. In looking to his first major success, Die Zerstörung Jerusalems, and the subsequent
other Biblically inspired works including Saul, Rebecca, Israel’s Siegesgesang, and the many Psalm
settings, it is impossible to conclude that he actively distanced himself from Judaism. As further
evidence of this more complex existence of Jewishness post-baptism, there is Hiller’s 1879 review of
Baal T’fillah als der praktische Vorbeter, a massive manual on liturgical chants for synagogue use by
Abraham Baer (1834-1894).130 That a composer of Jewish heritage might be aware of this volume is
unsurprising, but that a baptized Neuchrist composer of such secular prominence like Hiller would be
willing not only to review the work for a secular press, but also compelled to include it a section of
his collected writings, as he did in Künstlerleben, is astounding. Like Hiller’s discussion on Sulzer, there
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is a certain amount of self-distancing in the review, particularly in the opening, which reads: “A
splendor in every respect! And a beautiful symbol of our liberated time. The much-vilified chants of
the synagogue, despised for centuries, are here before us in an edition that impresses immediately
with beauty, clarity, and nobility.”131 Hiller’s role as a cultural leader in Cologne gave his analysis a
high degree of legitimacy, and he wrote almost as an expert on assimilation: “What progress of
thought and awareness of the educated world was needed to make this possible!”132 The selfdistancing continues in Hiller’s musical analysis, in which he invites fellow composers to enjoy the
“exquisite pleasures, always fresh” of the harmonies even though they will “find songs, with their
random semitones and augmented intervals, cannot be constrained” into the modern tonal system,
though they allude to Western harmonies.133 Unfortunately, no letters survive between Hiller or the
editors of Die Gegenwart (or Allgemeine Zeitung des Judenthums or the Oesterreichisch-ungarische CantorenZeitung, the Jewish journals where this review was reprinted in full), so it is impossible to know how
Hiller came to write it, or what kind of response he might have received from his Jewish or Christian
colleagues. Exploration of modern cantorial music was apparently not an isolated incident for Hiller
in his senior years, as he was also mentioned by Cantor Josef Singer (1841-1911) the successor of
Sulzer in Vienna, as a musical confidante.134 This concretely shows that Hiller was highly aware of
131
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synagogue music and its very recent developments, and also that he held a certain amount of esteem
within the Jewish community as one who could function in secular society as an artistic authority.
Whether it was simply confidence that his professional success would not be threatened by
an increased openness with regard to his ethnic background, a sign of the “liberated times” (again to
borrow from Hiller’s own words, used in the review above), or some deeper renewed sense of
Jewish identification or obligation, Hiller increased his output of writing on the various topics
related to Judentum in the latter decades of his life. In addition to the above articles that appeared in
music- and Jewish-centric periodicals, Hiller also published a series of essays, collectively titled
“Besuche im Jenseits” (“Visits to the Beyond”), in the general-interest periodical, Deutsche Rundschau
in 1881, published by German-Jewish poet, Julius Rodenberg, who collaborated multiple times with
Anton Rubinstein (see Chapter 4).135 These short articles, which are essentially Victorian-era ghost
stories, depict dream-like conversations between Hiller and other musicians and writers he had
known throughout his life. The passage that depicted a fiction conversation between Hiller, Heinrich
Heine, and Ludwig Börne so aroused the enthusiasm of the seminal Jewish music ethnographer,
Eduard Birnbaum (1855-1920) that he wrote to the Israeltische Wochenschrift not long after they essays
appeared in the Deutsche Rundschau, asserting that “Hiller… is as masterful with the pen as he is with
the piano,” and that the story “deserved to be reprinted in a Jewish journal.”136 Heine and Börne,
both of whom Hiller had met while in Paris in the 1830s, were, of course, two of the most famous
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Neuchristen of the early nineteenth century. Not unlike Hiller, both had been victims of Wagner’s
patronizing and back-handed criticism; in Heine’s case, Wagner’s tirades became outright derision.
Particularly curious about the fictional exchange that Hiller invented was his anachronistic use of the
word antisemitismus in various forms, a word that had certainly not been coined in Heine’s or Börne’s
time: “‘Look there, Hiller!’ exclaimed Börne, with that friendly, smirking smile, accompanied by a
touch of irony, ‘You have been making strange trips, and now you come to us? I hope not to escape
from the antisemites!’137 Hiller assures Börne that, no, things are not too bad in Cologne. Börne then
laments that German people hold “jealous hatred against a small group of people, who worked the
way out of misery—in this day and age—that is pathetic!”138 Given that these words come from the
fictionalized Börne, it is easy to imagine Hiller as merely a passive listener to this diatribe. Yet, as the
author of the entire fantasy, it is unmistakably Hiller who set forth his own opinion. Birnbaum was
sufficiently impressed by the power of the story to encourage that it be shared in the Jewish press.
Heine’s “reply” is an even more extensive and significantly darker reveal on his true feelings on the
state of Jews in Germany at that time:
The latter [Heine] raised his head and said somewhat gravely: ‘Do we get a say? Do
we not have to be mindful of our noble origins? Are we not a party? Do the Jews not
deserve justice? They have become learned, rich, famous, even noble—all of this is
forgiveable [to Gentiles]. They are so Christian that they offer the other cheek when
they receive a slap on the face—this deserves to be punished! They allow themselves
to be insulted and become enthusiastic about the insulting person. They applaud
their despisers! One may have spent a quarter of a century in this upper world
137
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[heaven], but one does not get over that. And sometimes I get a real longing for pen
and ink, I am so weaned from these things.139
The frustration in Heine’s voice is Hiller’s frustration. The depth of his engagement with Judentum is
palpable and shows the high degree of importance that the composer’s religious and cultural heritage
had on his world view. The chapter has shown only a snapshot of a single musician’s relationship
with his own Judentum and that of those around him in the early decades of the nineteenth century.
The progression of Hiller’s life—familial assimilation that opens up accessibility to German cultural
and musical opportunities, an itinerant professional life, musical works that engage with subjects that
can function both Jewishness and within the broader Christian context, and a mature embrace of
heritage and freedom once professional success has been earned—is one that will repeat in the
subsequent case studies presented here.
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Chapter 3
Judentum and Virtuosity:
Reputation, Baptism, and Joseph Joachim

There are examples of Jewish musicians involved in secular music dating back to the
Renaissance, but the nineteenth century witnessed an unprecedented development: Jews not only
entered the field of Western art music, but often dominated it.1 Israeli Musicologist Ezra
Mendelsohn has commented, “One could, with relative ease, compile a list of at least sixty or
seventy names of Jews or people of Jewish origin, born before 1840 who attained a degree of fame
in the musical world.”2 This would include not only performers and composers, but also a vast
nexus of Jews in the orbit surrounding them: journalists, musicologists, publishers, patrons, and
devoted concert subscribers. There is considerable overlap between these various categories.
Virtuosi were almost always composers, at least for their own instrument, while musical audiences
were often amateur musicians and performed in their homes and in the salons of the other cultural
elite. In particular, one stand-out phenomenon that can be observed in the nineteenth century is that
of pursuing a career as a virtuoso, which Michael Haas has characterized as “the fast track into
respectable non-Jewish society.”3 However, the phenomenon was not unidirectional. Assimilation
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did not simply lead to cultural participation. Rather, cultural participation—and in many examples,
cultural excellency—itself further assured assimilation. Paradoxically, one needed to become
assimilated to access and participate in German secular culture, but only once one was recognized as
a full contributor to secular culture was assimilation secure. Of that proposed “list of at least sixty or
seventy,” Chapters 3 and 4 focus respectively on two of the most celebrated and influential: violinist
Joseph Joachim and pianist Anton Rubinstein.

The Path to Success
The necessary condition that Haas describes as leading into access to “respectable nonJewish society” was “ambitious, wealthy parents” coupled with the “precociousness and virtuosity”
of the child prodigy.4 Surprisingly, while this phenomenon can be easily recognized in the studies of
individual musicians, general histories of nineteenth century German Jews rarely address the
importance of music as an avenue of assimilation. Ezra Mendelsohn candidly reminds present-day
readers that involvement in secular music by nineteenth century Jews should not be misunderstood
as a rebellion against Jewish heritage: “It is instructive to discover that many eminent Jewish
musicians of the first half of the nineteenth century, far from rebelling against their parents in their
cultural preferences and choice of career, were actually introduced to European high musical culture
by their families.”5 The extended family of Felix Mendelssohn is of course the most famous example
of this kind artistic support, but this can be widely observed and was not limited only to those with
vast wealth such as that of the Mendelssohns. Middle-class Jewish families also highly valued music,
securing lessons for their young children and purchasing pianos for their homes. Furthermore,
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artistic salons were avidly cultivated. Assimilated Jews responded to the appeal of German bourgeois
culture in what Marion Kaplan describes as a “secularized form of Sabbath,” reserving Saturday
afternoons for social gatherings which often included playing chamber music or reading aloud from
classical and popular literature.6 Hiller and Gernsheim had wealthy, assimilated parents with secular
professions, and both composers benefited from opportunities for their talents to be recognized and
fostered. The children of assimilated Jews benefitted from their parents’ access to cultural education;
in both these families, the children’s first piano teacher was their mother.
The material aspect of music also made it particularly attractive to newly assimilated Jewish
families. Musical instruments could be prominently displayed in the home and serve as physical
markers of a family’s Bildung (cultural edification and self-cultivation) in their living spaces just as the
art they purchased and the books that filled their shelves represented their embrace of humanistic
culture. Furthermore, even families unable to afford a piano could, for a reasonable amount, obtain
a violin. The Hungarian-Jewish violinist Leopold Auer (1845-1930), son of a house painter,
commented that the violin “was the most easily obtainable by the poor, since it did not cost
much…”7 However, in order to put their assimilation truly on display, it was not enough for
German-speaking Jews during the pre-emancipation years to keep their Germanness in the home
among other like-minded, secularized Jews, with a library full of German philosophical books and
current literature. Attendance at music and theater events, where newly assimilated Jews could co-
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mingle with Gentile audiences, was essential.8 The concert hall provided a public space to showcase
one’s identification with these national cultural values.
The next step after becoming consumers of music was to venture into the varied and
multiple career opportunities within the profession of music. Problematically, Ezra Mendelsohn
writes, “If there is something to the accusation that Jews had difficulty in being truly creative—at
least in this early stage of their integration into European society—then music offered them the
alternative careers of interpreting the works of others, at which they obviously excelled.”9 This
suggestion, though perhaps tempered by irony, comes perilously close to playing into antisemitic
stereotypes of the century. Rather than considering musical performance as an opportunity to avoid
the actual creative process due to any inherent artistic incapacity, it makes more sense to see the
pursuit of a musical career as a cautiously incremental attempt at assimilation. As Jews began to
assimilate into the dominant secular culture, they were not initially equipped with the cultural literacy
to become full-fledged creators. Rather, the process that can be observed—the supporting of salons
and musical soirées at the Mendelssohn-Levy and Beer (Meyerbeer) homes—allowed not only the
families themselves, but also their fellow Jews, to experience and familiarize themselves with the
cultural currency of the emerging middle-class of educated, erudite elite in German-speaking
Europe, the Bildungsbürgertum. Only with a genuine concerted effort at cultural consumption would
these Jews even have had the knowledge to take the next steps toward artistic creation.
It is recognized today that German art music was—and continues to be to a certain extent
within the canonic symphonic repertoire heard in concert halls throughout the world—seen as
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“universal.” Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms continue to be seen as the benchmarks by which all other
art music must be measured against. Another recognized phenomenon is the connection between
music and Deutschtum. Celia Applegate and Pamela Potter observe that the concept of German
national identity was not applied to artistic creation until the eighteenth century, and even then
musicians were not likely to see their music from any sort of nationalist perspective.10 Instead,
Applegate and Potter indicate that this application of Deutschtum to musical culture is a largely
nineteenth century development, aided in part by the establishment of the periodical Allgemeine
musikalische Zeitung in 1866. In addition to promoting the supremacy of German music throughout its
two distinct publication runs (1798 to 1848 and 1866 to 1882), the journal was also foundational in
the historical re-imagining of Bach as “the musical counterpart to the Greek and Roman classics so
central to the humanistic curricula of the Gymnasium and of reformist universities.”11 The historicism
advocated by Mendelssohn and Hiller (see Chapter 2) augmented both this bourgeoning nationalist
sentiment and the move toward German music as universal.

Joseph Joachim, Virtuoso Violinist and Neuchrist
In a letter to Gisela von Arnim, Hungarian-Jewish violinist Joseph Joachim (1831-1907)
admonished her for a well-meant defense she had publicly made on his behalf following his
Lutheran baptism in 1855. Joachim regarding Gisela as an intellectual equal, although she was, in
fact, his social superior. Given her that her parents were Achim and Bettina von Arnim, canonic
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figures of German Romanticism, her status was near royalty within cultural spheres of nineteenth
century German society. To Gisela, Joachim wrote:
That stupid newspaper gossip about my Christianity! What kind of silly letters have I
received! And it made me really savor the contradiction between essence and appearance
again!... Incidentally, dear soul, it’s not quite right that you, in order to put my strength of
character in the best light, represented me in a kind of self-defense against the pretensions of
Jews, whose community [according to the press] I have supposedly denied. It is deeper and
more internalized than that, and I will come back to it.12
The last sentence might be better understood as, “It is more personal and more complicated than
simply a denial of Judaism.” Such a comment is emblematic of the relationship newly baptized
Christians of Jewish ancestry had with their heritage. Externally, the reasons for baptism were often
discussed, derided, and oversimplified. Even when friends and professional acquaintances came to
the defense of Neuchristen, the backstories and motivations surrounding baptism were rarely
disclosed or understood. Careful examination, however, reveals the complex navigation of an
identity that did not simply disappear once the rite of baptism was concluded.
Although much has been written about Joachim as a violinist, there has been little
scholarship on his Jewish identity as a presence throughout his life or his impact on the German
Jewish musical world in nineteenth century Europe. Despite his inclusion in various recent and
historical Jewish encyclopedias, any attempt to piece together his Jewish background and
interactions faces a number of hurdles. The research carried out by the American violinist and
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historian Robert Eshbach and by the German musicologist Beatrix Borchard constitutes the most
important secondary scholarship on Joachim to focus specifically on his Jewish heritage. Borchard’s
work on Joachim received more broad authoritative status, with her biographies of both Joachim
and his wife Amalie (1839-99) appearing in the latest editions of both Oxford Music Online and Musik
in Geschichte und Gegenwart (MGG) Online.13 Central to Borchard’s argument on Joachim’s Jewish
engagement is her concept of Musik als Akkulturationsmedium (music as a medium of acculturation).14
While acknowledging the extensive archival and formidable scope of Borchard’s work, Richard
Eshbach, in his article “Joachim’s Youth—Joachim’s Jewishness,” challenges much of Borchard’s
approach as overly simplistic.15 His central argument is that Borchard’s analysis presents a reductive
view of assimilation and acculturation, which derives from a faulty presentation of Joachim’s Jewish
heritage. Eshbach argues that Borchard freely uses phrases such as “‘entitätsfindung über Abspaltung’
(bridging division to find identity) or ‘jüdische Identitätssuche in der deutschen Musikkultur’ (the Jewish
search for identity in the German musical culture)” without properly defining either Joachim’s
personal “Jewish identity” or the concept more broadly.16 Like Eshbach, I see this omission as highly
problematic. While it is imperative in the study of Joachim—and indeed all musicians of Jewish
heritage in the nineteenth century—that scholars do not superimpose twentieth and twenty-first
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century perspectives and agendas onto musical compositions, the solution she presents is hardly
satisfactory. A broad view of the “Jewish identity in German musical culture” can indeed only be
conceptualized in terms of the varied ways that individuals experience it. While both she and
Eshbach clearly acknowledge the problematic nature of sweeping statements on Jewish identity in
music, it is necessary to follow through by allowing for the interpretation of individual cases.
Like Ferdinand Hiller, Joachim had a long and highly successful career. As one of the most
highly regarded virtuosi of the nineteenth century, his approach to the violin has influenced
generations of musicians. As a Neuchrist, he lived through the years of vast expansion of accessibility
in the personal and professional lives of his fellow Jews. Unlike Hiller, whom scholars have largely
characterized as having definitively walked away from the Judentum of his birth, the opposite is true
for Joachim. His Jewish heritage has been emphasized—and at times almost celebrated—in existing
scholarship, despite the somewhat limited and oversimplified analyses of his works uncritically based
on the notion of an inherently Jewish quality. This is not dissimilar to many instances within the
scholarly treatment of Mendelssohn and Mahler. Though Joachim did not make his name as a
composer or a conductor in the cases of these two fellow Christian converts, he still held
comparable fame as arguably the most important violinist of the second half of the nineteenth
century. Joachim’s compositions never entered the standard repertoire, but his influence and legacy
have been long-lasting. His professional relationships led to collaborations with many of the leading
composers of the nineteenth century, and the firm establishment in the canon of two of the greatest
violin concerti of that period—those of Beethoven and Brahms—is indebted to Joachim’s influence.

From Prodigy to Virtuoso, Jew to Christian
Joachim’s biography is similar to that of other virtuosi of early nineteenth century:
precocious talent that led to international acclaim when presented by an established master. Joachim
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was born in Kittsee, one of the Siebengemeinden (in Hebrew, Sheva Kehillot), seven towns in Burgenland
on the border of modern-day Austria and Hungary, where Jewish communities had been granted
charters and political protection by the Esterházys in the late seventeenth century.17 The
communities included Eisenstadt (in Hungarian, Kis-Marton), Deutsch-Kreutz (Német-Keresztur),
Mattersdorf (Nagy Marton), Lakenbach (Lakompak), Kobersdorf (Kábold), Kittsee (Köpcsény), and
Frauenkirchen (Boldogasszony). The communities of Schutzjuden (protected Jews) were religiously,
linguistically, and ethnically diverse, and many non-Jewish composers, including Haydn and Liszt
also hailed from the region.18 Although Borchard describes Joachim as economically and culturally
“underprivileged,” Eshbach argues that there is no evidence for this and that such a characterization
of Joachim’s childhood serves to further mythologize his genius rather than explore the legacy of his
Jewish upbringing and its identifiable influences on his later artistic approach and personal life:
At first glance, the fact that a Hungarian Jew, born in a tiny backwater town on the Austrian
border could rise to the very peak of the Prussian musical establishment seems an
extraordinary feat of acculturation. It is certainly a story of successful assimilation, and of a
highly successful musical career. But was Joachim in any commonly accepted sense culturally
or economically ‘underprivileged’?19
Although the Jews of the Siebengemeinden arrived as refugees from Emperor Leopold I’s Vienna in the
late seventeenth century, they were among the wealthiest Jewish communities in the region due to
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the Heimatsrecht (rights to live on the land) bestowed upon them as a result of the Esterházy
protections, which also afforded the opportunities to build permanent communal structures such as
schools, slaughterhouses, cemeteries, and synagogues.20 Furthermore, the freedom to trade within
the region allowed for ambitious families to establish themselves in secular commerce. Joachim’s
family was well-connected; both of his parents’ families had been highly successful in the wool trade.
Eshbach points out the family’s connections in the wool trade connected them to Pest (where the
family relocated when Joseph was two years old), Vienna, Leipzig, London, and Leeds, cities where
family connections also aided in establishing their son’s early musical career.21
Joachim received his formative musical education under the Polish-born violinist, Stanisław
Serwaczyński in Pest, a city that was still emerging as a musical center. Both Buda and Pest were still
importing musicians from larger cities. Serwaczyński, who had been trained in Warsaw and Vienna,
was a co-founder of the Music Institute in Buda.22 Eshbach comments, “There was yet no
indigenous Hungarian music culture from which a young boy, Jew or Gentile, might emerge, or to
which he might acculturate.”23 Eshbach’s use of “indigenous” is more provocative than accurate in
that the Germano-centric art music culture in Pest could never be wholly “native” in the sense of
deriving from Hungarian culture. Furthermore, while Buda, which Eshbach identifies as the twin
capital with more musical cachet, had staged Mozart in the eighteenth century and been visited by
Haydn and Beethoven in 1800, Pest was not without Western art music. The Városi Színház (Town
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Theatre), which opened in 1812, staged operas of Auber, Bellini, Donizetti, and Meyerbeer.24 After
briefly study in Vienna with Miska Hauser, Georg Hellmesberger the elder, and Joseph Böhm,
Joachim went to Leipzig at the age of twelve to study with Mendelssohn, David, and Hauptmann.25
Joachim arrived in the city in 1843, the same year as the founding of its conservatory, though he was
never enrolled there as a student.26 Shortly thereafter, at not quite thirteen, he was taken to London
by Mendelssohn as his protégé. This was a defining moment in the young virtuoso’s career, not only
solidifying his reputation and opening professional doors throughout continental Europe and
England, but the trip also established Joachim as a Mendelssohnian.27 His first performance in
London was organized by Moscheles and took place on March 28, 1844. The concert was a sort of
musical interlude between the acts of Michael William Balfe’s operetta The Bohemian Girl, with
Joachim glibly billed as “The celebrated Hungarian Boy.”28 His May 27, 1844 London Philharmonic
debut concert, where he performed Beethoven’s Violin Concerto under Mendelssohn’s direction,
further solidified this reputation, prompting Sir Hubert Parry to reminisce at a celebration in
Joachim’s honor in 1904: “No combination could have been more prophetic of your career, though
neither its duration in time nor the singular quality of its achievement was then any probable
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foresight.”29 Joachim had been scheduled to play Spohr’s Concerto no. 8, however Heinrich
Wilhelm Ernst, a friendly acquaintance made while in London, nineteen years his senior, had played
it in the previous month. Joachim’s performance of Beethoven’s concerto can effectively be
considered the work’s revival, as it had not received much success at its premiere or in subsequent
decades. Eshbach writes: “This difficult, reputedly disagreeable work was a risky choice, then, as a
debut vehicle for a boy one-month shy of his 13th birthday. For Joseph [Joachim], as for
Mendelssohn, the stakes for this performance were unusually high. Joseph’s success in meeting this
challenge would have historic consequences, both for the boy and for the concerto.”30 Following the
performance, enthusiastic reviews described the young prodigy as “extraordinary little Joachim” and
“the best youthful violinist we have heard,” writing that “he played perfectly in tune—a compliment
we are unable to pay to Ernst.”31 From this moment onward, Joachim was a leading figure on the
international European stage. After Mendelssohn’s death, Joachim briefly went to study with Liszt in
Weimar and then went on to Hanover where he served as principal violinist of the court orchestra
from 1853 to 1868. This was also a period of great personal change: in Hanover, Joachim converted
to Lutheranism (see below) and married the singer Amalie Schneeweis.32 Joachim went to Berlin in
1868. There he founded the Königliche Akademie der Künste (Königliche Hochschule für Musik
after 1872) and the Joachim Quartet in 1869, two institutions that, together with Joachim’s own
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stalwart position as a proponent of the classical tradition, left a stamp on the musical life of Berlin
which extended beyond his death in 1907.33
Although the final sentence of the “Joachim, Joseph” entry in 1906 Jewish Encyclopedia states,
as it does similarly in entries on highly assimilated, successful, members of broader European
society, “Joachim has embraced Christianity,” the story is not quite so simple.34 Joachim’s surviving
letters to his friend, writer Herman Grimm (1828-1901), son of Wilhelm and nephew of Jakob,
reveal some of circumstances behind his 1855 baptism in Hanover. Joachim wrote to Grimm on
Sunday, April 22, 1855 from Hanover:
I thank you from the bottom of my heart for your friendly letter—you are so good to me,
and I feel it so deeply, more than I can say. It is one of my dearest reflections, and one to
which I often return, that I am so bound in thought and sympathy to a man of such pure
endeavours, that this bond must grow stronger in the course of years and in proportion to
my progress. I am working hard and am only just beginning to awake from a state of apathy
regarding my puerility, into which, as I know realise, I had long been sunk. One step in this
connection—do not be frightened—is that in a next fortnight, I shall become a Christian.
The secret is out, but I entreat you not to mention it to a soul; it will be done here very quietly and
rather romantically. How, I should like to have an opportunity of telling you.35
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Joachim framed his baptism both in terms of a rejection of Judaism and a sincere embrace of certain
values of Christianity. Although Grimm’s letter to Joachim has not survived, there is an indication
that the response to Joachim’s baptism was not received positively from both his friends and from
the critical press, something that apparently endured through the time of the 1856 letter from Gisela
cited at the beginning of this chapter. Shortly after the first letter of April 1855, Joachim wrote again
to Grimm, four days later:
I shall probably be here [in Hanover] for another full week; my baptism will only take place
then. It is to be done quite secretly, which is made possible by the fact that the King and
Queen have taken over the duties of godparents. Wehner will have the church keys for the
duties of sexton—the King, as he often does, will take a walk alone with his wife at mid-day,
and will go into the church in which I shall be waiting with the clergyman. The King’s simple
goodness has delighted me; not long ago (when I had an audience with him with reference to
musical matters) my remarks on Bach led him to ask how it was I appreciated his spirit so
well, seeing that I was born in a Catholic country, and when I told him of my Israelitish
origins and other circumstances of my life, he wished to know what had prevented me, with
my ‘Christian’ nature from accepting the Christian religion. He did away with my chief
reason, my dislike of all outward demonstration in purely spiritual matters, by asking if he
might be my godfather. I feel as if I have shaken off all bitterness for the first time, and am
armed against all the sordidness of Judaism, against which I became more inimical the more
I had to conquer the disadvantages under which I suffered, at first unconsciously, and
afterwards consciously, owing to my Jewish upbringing. The basis of Christ’s religion seems
to me to be a willing to surrender to things spiritual and a joyful martyrdom for them—and
in the face of this everything else appears unessential to me just now—I am so romantic that
I wish Gisela and you could have been my godparents in some village church.36
36
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The above translation of 1914 by Nora Bickley is somewhat problematic, especially in the passage
that has been translated as “all the sordidness of Judaism,” which reads as “alles Unschöne des
Judenthums.” This passage would be more accurately rendered as “all that is unsightly” or “all that is
unpleasant” or even “all that is ugly,” and without translating Judenthums to Judaism, as addressed in
Chapter 1. What precisely Joachim meant is impossible to know, but it is nonetheless indicative of
the frustrations that Joachim apparently felt toward Jewish life and practice, though not specifically
to Judaism as a religion or Jewishness as a circumstance of birth. Joachim’s frustration with his
Judentum seemed to center around the exclusivity that he saw as inherent with Jews. This tribal and
provincial mindset was at odd with his own more universalist worldview that saw value in the greater
cultural world offered by an assimilated perspective. It is important to remember that Joachim was
functioning in pre-Emancipation German-speaking Europe, and he had difficulty reconciling his
pull toward the universality of Deutschtum and the particularity of Judentum.
The baptism occurred on May 3, 1855 at Hannover’s Aegidienkirche. Despite Joachim’s
request for Grimm’s secrecy, the baptism was made public, with reports appearing in various
Viennese newspapers.37 This prompted an undated letter from Joachim to his parents with a fairly
cowardly deflection in which he took greater care to clarify rumors about his marriage prospects
than a direct address of his baptism:
Beloved parents, A newspaper was sent to me anonymously from Pest, with the news that I
have converted to the Protestant church, and in addition — that I am engaged to a
Schäden in mir zu heilen habe, an denen ich früher unbewußt, spatter bewußt durch jüdische
Erzieung zu leiden hatte. Freies Hingeben an den Geist, ein freudiges Martyrthum für ihn scheinen
mir die Grundzüge der Christus-Religion—dem gegenüber ist mir alles Übrige unwesentlich vor der
Hand—Ich wollte, die Gisel und Du wären meine Parthen in irgend einer Dorf-Kirche, so
romantisch bin ich.”
37
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Hanoverian court lady, the daughter of Bettina v. Arnim. The second report is a falsehood,
and I don’t know who could have taken pleasure in circulating it, and in tying it to my
Christian confession. I am not thinking of marrying, and there is no Hanoverian court lady
named Arnim.
About my conversion to the Lutheran confession, I owe you, my dear parents, an
explanation. I have put off letting you know about it, because I have dearly wished to do it
orally [in person] in Pest, where I had hoped to see you and my dear siblings in the course of
the year, as I still hold out the hope of a visit in Pest around Autumn. I regret with all my
heart that you have learned of this important step early, and in such an indelicate manner; I
did everything that I could in order to avoid it — and I beg you not to ascribe to a lack of
filial respect that which alien curiosity and lack of delicacy may have offended. Presentient
fear of such tactlessness [breaks off]38
The penultimate paragraph of the letter is curious, as it seems to indicate not an apology to his
parents on the issue of the baptism itself, but rather for the way in which they discovered it—
publicly in the newspaper, rather than in person or in a private letter from their son. Unfortunately, a
reply from the parents is not extant. The letter must have contained some sort of admonishment,
not simply regarding the manner in which they found out, but the actual situation of their son’s
baptism. Nonetheless, Joachim wrote back on November 23, 1855 with a further deflection and
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avoidance that defended his baptism as essential to his career, a notably different story than what he
had said to his Christian friends, Hermann Grimm and Gisela von Arnim, in which he indicated
certain level of true religious conviction that had brought him to take such a step:
Dear parents, forgive me if I do not go back to what you said in your last letter—it would
only lead to misunderstandings. I alone must choose my path in all artistic matters and feel
responsibility only towards God. Long enough have I suffered in my development, feeling
accountable to others than myself. I am satisfied, I have a life and an honorable reputation.
The best wishes for me could not want for more, why are you, who have only my happiness
in mind, unsatisfied? I am happy in my occupations, there is no need for more. And so we
should be done with it and speak of only joyful things when we write to each other…39
The letter affirms the complicated interplay of religion and art for Joachim. Although he freely
speaks to his parents about God, his seeks their affirmation in his professional success and his
reputation, rather than adherence to Judaism. This appeal was clearly aimed to his parents’
acculturated values, which had paved the way for their son’s success secular success.
In his extensive discussion on Brahms’s Geistliches Wiegenlied, op. 91 no. 2 for alto, viola, and
piano (1863-64), Paul Berry likens Joachim to the Joseph of the New Testament, writing:
[T]he two Josephs [Joachim and the husband of Mary, mother of Jesus] shared a
shifting religious and cultural affiliation. The biblical Joseph’s acceptance of Mary’s
pregnancy violated contemporary Jewish norms and, through the lens of Christian
doctrine, made him an archetypal convert to the new religion. The modern Joseph
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[Joachim], too, had rejected the Jewish religion and culture of his parents in favor of
Christianity…40
Berry, in his reading of archival letters to and from Brahms, suggests that in the decades following
the baptism, Joachim had felt a self-consciousness on the decision: “…[a]s if to escape the strain, he
had long since adopted a deliberated lighthearted tone when discussing his conversion among
trusted allies from his own generation.”41 Berry states that this more glib approach appears as early
as the baptism itself, with Joachim writing to Brahms on the eve of the baptism, “Think of me
tomorrow afternoon… and I ask you not to be a doubting Thomas.”42 However, such a comment
might be more revealing of that pair’s relationship in comparison to the much more emotionally
charged writing of Joachim to Grimm above, in which can hardly be read any sort of “lighthearted
tone.” By contrast, it is difficult to see any humor in Joachim’s writing of his hostility against the
“alles Unschöne des Judenthums,” in contrast to the sublime spirituality of Christianity, as he described to
Grimm, an ally no less trusted than Brahms for such personal revelations.
In a further scholarly leap beyond Joachim’s own voice, as preserved in his letters, Berry also
suggests that the Joachim’s personal and professional associations had influenced his interest in
Christianity. Berry singles out Felix and Fanny Mendelssohn as a “potentially influencing prototype,”
though such language had been used in Joachim biographies since the immediate years following his
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death.43 It is a temptingly simple explanation to say that the stage has been set for Joachim’s baptism
by the many mentors of his youth—both ardent Protestants and Catholics, as well as baptized
Neuchristen such as Mendelssohns—during his formative years. This viewpoint that the instruction of
Christian teachers had “fallen on fruitful soil,” was espoused by biographer Andreas Moser, who
wrote, “…Joachim felt himself more and more drawn to the religion which the highest ideal is the
love of one’s neighbors. In his innermost heart he had long since been a follower of this sublime
teaching.”44 This highly problematic and oversimplification by Moser is hardly grounded in evidence,
but rather seems to be the teleological style of an early Victorian biographies, which privilege the
Christian theological progression from the archaic tribalism of Judaism to the universal love and
compassion of Christianity.
The parallel to music should be emphasized here, though it is difficult to parse out the
conjecture from what can be securely be determined of Joachim’s intentions. As Christianity was
seen as a universal religion, available to all if one accepted its basic tenets, so too was German music
seen as the universal, epitomized art form. For many Jewish musicians, like Joachim, who sought to
fully enter German musical society, the interplay of music and religion—and even the quasi-religious
experiences one could attain through the performance of works of Beethoven or the like—was a
highly relevant and legitimate philosophical concept. Eshbach argues that Joachim’s formative
musical experiences in Leipzig—particularly his lessons with Moritz Hauptmann in Bach’s
apartment at the Thomasschule and participating in performances of Mendelssohn’s oratorios at the
43
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Thomaskirche—influenced the young teen not only musically, but also religiously.45 Participation in
German music culture in the early nineteenth century would undoubtedly acquaint an assimilated
Jew with certain aspects of the Christian tradition. The challenge here is that in extant letters
Joachim does not indicate that musical experience pushed him toward religious conversion. Rather,
as evidenced in letters to his parents, baptism allowed him greater access in an already successful and
respected profession, and as described to Grimm, religion could be a mirror of universal goodness
and compassion that Joachim also found in artistic expression.

Byron, Joachim, and the Hebräische Melodien
Joachim composed only fifteen works for which he assigned opus numbers and published
only a few more without. As his reputation as a performer and interpreter grew, the limited time
remaining was more focused on editing and arranging the works of his friends, historical repertoire
from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and pedagogical writing. This relatively small output
of compositions makes his Hebräische Melodien, op. 9 all the more remarkable. Subtitled “Nach
Eindrücken der Byron’schen Gesänge,” the work draws on the poetry Lord Byron’s Hebrew Melodies
(1815), a collaboration with the Jewish composer, Isaac Nathan.46 The melodies composed by
Nathan were purportedly loosely drawn from the melodic content from Sephardic synagogues in
London, although there is nothing to substantiate this.
Byron’s poems arrived in Germany in 1820, without Nathan’s music, in translation by the
Prussian theologian Franz Theremin.47 Theremin, in his preface to the German version, wrote of the
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challenges for lyrical poets in attempting to achieve the sublime nature of the subject—Byron, of
course, succeeds in the translator’s opinion.48 In fact, as Theremin saw it, only a Christian could have
written such poems with such a sensitive hand, and his preface reads almost a defense both of Byron
and of Theremin himself for his participation in a project that might otherwise be seen as nonChristian. Most tellingly, Theremin emphasized the universality of the Hebrew Melodies, but
universality to a German theologian during this time was always interwoven with Christianity.49
Berry suggests that Theremin’s edition was that which the highly assimilated, but as yet unbaptized,
Joachim undoubtedly drew inspiration for his Hebräische Melodien.50 Theremin’s edition clearly sought
to negate the Jewish viewpoint within poetry in deference to a supposedly neutral universality, but
filtered through Christian perspective, and effectively erased the input of the Jewish collaborator
Nathan by not including his musical contribution. However, it cannot be said for certain that
Joachim had no access to the English version of the work. Afterall, he had spent time in London
during his teenage years and most likely knew at least some English. More probable, he was simply
following in the trend of other composers during this era in drawing inspiration from Byron, the far
more famous author of the Hebrew Songs’ pairing. Composers had freely used Byron’s texts without
feeling the need to remain true to Nathan’s original corresponding material. As no extant copy
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belonging to Joachim of any edition survives, the question of source material must remain
unknown.51
Despite the lack of concrete evidence on Joachim’s ownership of a specific German or English copy
of the Hebrew Songs, scholars have attempted to pair the Byron poetry with the Joachim melodies.
Borchard suggests that the text of the first poem in the Byron cycle (“She Walks in Beauty”) can be
directly set note for note to the viola part of the first movement, although she does not in indicate
whether her claim is specific to the original English or one of the German translations, although
German translations of this period, Theremin’s included, often sought to match the poetic meter of
their source material.52 Building on this, Katharina Uhde sees a parallel in the overall form of the
movement to the poem: the Sostenuto’s ternary form, in which each section is then divided into three
subsections (A:aa’b—B:cc’c’’—A:aa’b), Uhde suggests, is analogous to the three sestets in “She
walks in Beauty” despite the individual sestets’ ababab rhyme schema.53 Neither Borchard nor Uhde
provides a musical example for these claims, however, the English text of “She Walks in Beauty”
can be easily text to the opening passage of the viola (ex. 3.1). Such setting is possibly because “She
Walks in Beauty” consists eight-syllable lines of text, organized into a six-line stanza. The poems in
the collection vary in number of syllables and length of stanzas, allowing for a narrowing of
possibilities to this specific text. The structural similarity coupled with this poem’s privilege of place
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as the first in the collection makes this a plausible possibility for a more explicit text setting of the
poems into Joachim’s melody, although he never made any indication that this was the case.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Joseph Joachim, Hebräische Melodien, op. 10, no. 1, mm. 3-19, viola with Theremin’s
German translation of Byron’s text superimposed.

One of the most challenging issues of analysis in exploring Joachim’s use of Byron’s poetry
involves the well-documented history of Byron’s anti-Jewish sentiment. Some examples appeared in
Byron’s published writings, most notably in the passages of The Age of Bronze (1823), which deride
Jewish bankers and their parallels to the Tory gentry who lacked the classical cultural values of
British noblemen.54 Although some recent scholarship has attempted to contextualize Byron’s
antisemitism as typical of the time in which he was writing, English literature scholar Michael
Scrivener describes how Byron’s intermittent vacillating between presenting Jews as what English as
“demonized victims and [as] tragic victims” complicates the apparent sincerity of the Hebrew Songs
and how the collection must have been recognized by his Jewish readers.55 Though Joachim could
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not have known about the comments made by Byron in his private letters, they are worthy of
examination nonetheless as they show anti-Jewish sentiments that seemingly contradict the apparent
sympathy toward Jews evident in the Hebrew Melodies.
At the core of this apparent paradox is the dichotomy that, within the worldview of
someone like Byron, the Jews of present-day Europe were not the venerable Hebrews of the Bible.
Although elsewhere in this dissertation, there are examples of this very conflation in critique of
Biblical Israelite representation by modern Jewish composers, for a non-Jew like Byron, the
distinction was easily made without any problematic cognitive dissonance. Examples of such
comments usually revolved around problems with moneylending, a common and centuries-old
antisemitic trope: “She [Caroline] made me sign I know not what or how many bonds… and now
like a Jew she exacts usurious interest of an illegal transaction” and “I suppose you [James
Wedderburn Webster] will at least prefer me to a Jew.”56 Both these comments predate the
publication of the Hebrew Melodies, though Byron’s use of the stereotype continued. N.I. Matar
argues that Byron, rather quickly after the melodies’ publication, came to regret their composition, as
evidenced by comments such as “Curse the Melodies and their Tribes to boot.”57 Shortly thereafter,
Byron’s frustration exploded beyond the Hebrew Melodies to Nathan himself. To Thomas Moore, he
alluded in racist terms to the musician: “Sunburn N[athan] – why do you always twit me with his vile
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Ebrew nasalities?”58 Jeremy Hugh Baron argues that this outburst to Moore was merely a result of
Byron’s frustration in the writing process.59 Ralph Lloyd-Jones suggests a more nuanced approach to
Byron, whose writing Lloyd-Jones argues, steers “dangerously close to anti-Semitism” from time-totime, despite a rather large network of Jewish collaborators.60
Whether Joachim knew of the portrayal of Jews in The Age of Bronze is not known, and of
course he could not have known the contents of private letters that revealed the anti-Jewish
sentiments of the celebrated author. Furthermore, to use the poetry of such a celebrated author like
Lord Byron was a demonstrably en vogue stylistic choice for a rising musician, with models of Robert
Schumann and Carl Loewe.61 Joachim’s Hebräische Melodien are an emblematic work of the nineteenth
century, alluding to ideas of program music, but only in the faintest of echoes and inspiration.
Although no scholar would ever suggest that the Hebräische Melodien are some kind of “Jewish
program music” since one needn’t know the Byron poems or indeed anything at all about Judaism
or Jewish in order to hear and appreciate the musical content. However, certain aspects of the piece
may be allusions that might give aural clues to a so-called Hebrew character of the composition. For
example, in the first movement, marked Sostenuto, after initially presenting the melody, the piano
then switches to a rolled, harp-like texture while accompanying the viola’s entrance (ex. 3.2).
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EXAMPLE 3.2. Joseph Joachim, Hebräische Melodien, op. 10, no. 1, mm. 1-9.

This pairing of a tuneful, song-like solo instrument together with a harp can easily be heard as an
association of Davidic psalm-singing, with open sonorities such as those in measures 3 and 4 further
strengthening the archaicizing effect. However, while Paul Berry writes that such “harp-like
textures” echo not only ancient both modern Jewish practice, although such sounds are hardly
representative of Psalm singing practice that Joachim would have heard it as a young boy in Kitsee
or in Pest.62 Rather, while it is likely Joachim was using the gesture as an evocation of the harp, the
leap should not be made to assume that Joachim was using this to directly voice a personal expression
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of Jewishness drawn from formative musical experience, since such writing was a commonly used
musical gesture and hardly out of place in a setting of a poem which was part of a cycle of poems
replete with harp-references.

Interlude: Joachim’s “Hungarian” Concerto
The above example serves as a cautionary tale for the all too common tendency that scholars
undertake in analysis of the works of composers of Jewish ancestry. The results cast more light on
the scholar than on the composer. Such readings often move directly from the attempt to locate
inherently Jewish sounds in a given composition to an argument for the composer’s Jewishness.
Sometimes, there is evidence to support such claims. In the first movement of Hebräische Melodien,
Joachim was clearly capitalizing on the commonly known aural signifier of harp and harp-like
sounds as ancient or mythological, a technique that can be seen from the earliest operas such as
Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo (1607) and was solidified in stylistic practice through the eighteenth and early
nineteenth century in works such as Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice (1762), Haydn’s L’anima del fiosofo
(1791), and Rossini’s Mosè in Egitto (1818), to name only a few.63 The misstep falls in the conceptual
leap by scholars that the use of an idiomatic musical usage commonly associated with antiquity
serves to represent a single individual’s Jewish experiences, far more conjecture than truly known.
The weakness of the analysis lies in the unexamined assumption that Jewish association can
be found in some sort of sonic markers of Judentum, connected, in turn, to the background or
heritage of the composer. It would be altogether far easier to hear the opening gestures of the finale
of Joachim’s Violin Concerto no. 2 in D minor, op. 11 (1857) as a shofar-like call and demonstrative
declaration of the composer’s Judentum (ex. 3.3).
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EXAMPLE 3.3. Joseph Joachim, Violin Concerto no. 2 in D minor, op. 11, mvt. III, mm. 1-6.

The call of the shofar, of course, is neither fixed in any sort of modern Western notation, nor
consistent across the various nuschaot (נוסחות, liturigical practices) of Judaism. The Talmudic
instructions on the blowing of the shofar on the High Holidays is found in Mishnah Rosh Hashanah
4:9 and reads: “The order of the blasts: three sets of three each. The length of a teki’ah is equal to
three teru’ahs, and the length of a teru’ah is equal to three yevavot. If one prolonged the first teki’ah so
that it went directly into the second, it counts only as one.” Although he carefully notated various
cantillation systems, Idelsohn made no attempt to reproduce the sounds of the shofar in Western
notation in his Jewish Music in its Historical Development. Rather, he simply stated, “It [the shofar]
produces a few tones approximating c—g—c, or any other equivalent intervals, eg., 1—5—1, or 5—
8—8; 1—4—8, and so on. The pitch, naturally depends on the size of the Shofar and on the
construction of its hollow. The instrument lends itself to production of various rhythmical forms,
from long notes to 1/32.”64 The thirteenth century Codex Adler siddur, found in the Cairo Geniza
and now held by the Jewish Theological Seminary as MS 4607, shows graphic depictions of shofar
blasts that likewise give no true indication of performance practice beyond the number of blasts
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indicated in the Mishnah and subsequent commentaries.65 Nonetheless, despite the vague
documentation of shofar calls, common practice might easily invite a listener to associate the rising
and repeating intervallic 5ths of Example 3.3 in the strings and then winds as Joachim’s evocation of
the Jewish sounding of the shofar. This analysis only works in complete isolation, as the gesture later
develops into the ending flourish of the soloist’s phrase exchanged with the orchestra and then as a
sequenced accompaniment figure in the strings—certainly more in ungarischer Weise than anything
Jewish. (ex. 3.4).
Despite the rather extreme previous example, Joachim’s Violin Concerto no. 2 is an
important work for understanding Joachim’s identity as a Jewish Austro-Hungarian working within
the sphere of German music. Eshbach describes the work as an early example of the “characteristic
concerti” genre, which also includes Eshbach describes the work as an early example of the
“characteristic concerti” genre, which also includes Henryk Wieniawski’s Concerto no. 2 in D minor,
op. 22 (1862); Édouard Lalo’s Symphonie espagnole, op. 21 (1874); and Max Bruch’s Schottische Fantasie,
op. 46 (1880). Curiously, the Russian-Jewish Wieniawski also ended his concerto with a Finale à la
Zingara, the same evocative movement title given by Joachim, which prompted the work’s nickname
as the Hungarian concerto.
Joachim extensively uses the style hongrois in the concerto.66 This varyingly defined term most
broadly can be broadly understood as a Western expression of the exotic othering of Hungarian
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EXAMPLE 3.4. Joseph Joachim, Violin Concerto no. 2 in D minor, op. 11, mvt. III, mm. 33-47.
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folk, peasant, and—most importantly—Gypsy music.67 Such stylized writing began to appear in art
music in the eighteenth century and coincides roughly chronologically with the rise of the alla turca
style. roughly with the rise of the alla turca style. By the mid-nineteenth century, it lay at the heart of a
popular genre of Gypsy music, often conflated with Hungarian and Bohemian national identities,
popularly appreciated, and capitalizing on the stereotypes perpetuated by the rise in essays on Gypsy
life written for Western audiences. Jonathan Bellman writes that dual rise of alla turca and style hongrois
also parallels overall sentiments of these people even beyond the arts: “Neither group was trusted;
both were objects of satire.”68
In his Concerto no. 2, Joachim couples the work’s large-scale symphonic style and complex
orchestral accompaniment of the violin concerti of Beethoven and Brahms with his use of the style
hongrois, including for example abundant syncopated cadences and the tonic-dominant imitating the
tonal directionality of the Hungarian folk-dance style, the verbunkos.69 The implications of such
stylistic choices are important. Writing in a Hungarian style could simultaneously place the young
Joachim with the lineage of the likes of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven.70 Since the style was not
limited to a specific school of composers in the nineteenth century, it did not mark a composer as a
strict adherent of either Brahms or Liszt, since both explored this kind of writing, but rather simply
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emphasized one’s awareness of modern trends. The sentimentality and idealized nostalgia of writing
in a Gypsy-like or Hungarian style mirrored romantic ideals regardless of one’s personal connection
to the region from which the style derived. Thus, although Joachim could conceivably seek
nationalist connection with the style, his status as a German-speaking Jewish from the
Siebengemeinden doubly othered him from the Hungarian-speaking (and Gentile) Magyar culture.
As a result, Joachim could be as nostalgic about Hungarian and Gypsy culture as his friend and
mentor—and the dedicatee of Hungarian concerto—Johannes Brahms. Bellman argues that Brahms
was one of the last composers of the nineteenth century to use the style hongrois, and that he used it
not like Liszt as a “musical language of last resort when all else failed,” but as a vehicle for enhanced
emotional expression, capitalizing on the “quasi-archaic” historicist nostalgia inherent within the use
of a vernacular style.71 In effect, Joachim’s use of the style hongrois was after the Brahmsian model,
rather than the Lisztian: it served to emphasize his place as firmly rooted in the German tradition,
rather than magnifying his Jewish otherness. If a Jew could look at Hungarian and Gypsy culture
from a distance, he had clearly arrived within the high culture of the German musical spheres.

The Hebrew Melodies as “all Joachim”
Joachim struggled during his composition of the Hebräische Melodien, though it is unclear what
troubled him about the composition. Brahms repeatedly asked his friend for copies of the both the
Hebräische Melodien and the subsequent op. 10, a set of variations on an original theme, also for
viola.72 Joachim finally replied several months later: “I don’t like the viola works enough to send
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them—I have to change them before you see them.”73 He needn’t have worried however, for
Brahms’s praise was high once they were published: “The Hebräische Melodien are all Joachim,
wonderfully moving.” 74 Despite Brahms’s praise, there was no extensive critical press coverage on
the publication of the work, with discussion focusing more on the Byronic inspiration than the
melodic and harmonic material.
A single comment in the Neue Wiener Musik-Zeitung provides some of the only critical
commentary on how reviewers might have heard some sort of Jewish element in the Hebräische
Melodien. The passage itself is vague, brief, and difficult to translate. In German, it reads, “Nicht
ohne Interesse war der Vortrag Hebräische Melodien für Viola und Klavier, op. 9 von Joachim. Es ist
eine Phisiognomie in diesen elegischen Tonfolgen.”75 The idea that there could be some kind of
physiognomy—or ethnic facial identifier in the “elegiac tones” of the Hebräische Melodien is not
explicitly a reference to Jewish physiognomy, but it is plausible that such an association is what was
meant by the comment. Jay Geller argues that the fetishized Jewish body was a subject of fascination
in certain German philosophical circles body of the early and mid-nineteenth century, especially as
Jews became increasing assimilated and adopted practices and values held in esteem by the
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Bildungsbürgertum.76 Given critical evaluations of works by composers from later in the nineteenth
century that sought to magnify Jewish heritage (see Chapters 4, 5, and 7 on Rubinstein, Goldmark,
and Gernsheim, respectively), such an emphasis on the Jewish boy, however obtuse the language, is
within the general repertoire of musical criticism of the century with regard to the music by those of
Jewish ancestry.
It remains, though, an unanswered question what was heard as an ethnically (or bodily)
Jewish in the Hebräische Melodien. The second movement, marked Grave, is the most musically
introspective, harmonically varied, and melodically intricate of the movements, with free moving,
cadential-like passages that might be heard as evocative of a vague approximation of synagogue
music. Unfortunately, unlike Hiller before him and Goldmark after, there is little evidence to
support the idea that Joachim would have had much familiarity with Eastern European Hazzanut or
other forms of synagogue liturgical melodic structure. However, the titular association of this piece
with Byron’s Hebrew Songs is itself suggestive of a sonic evocation of Jewishness rather than an
invocation of the style Hongrois, although in practice the free and wandering melodic material of the
second movement could just as readily be described as vaguely Gypsy or Hungarian as Jewish (ex.
3.5). Of this movement, Berry obtusely comments, “…the unusual ornaments in the second Melodie
establish an exoticist musical distance commensurate with a range of ancient and modern Jewish
perspectives toward assimilation into surrounding cultures.”77 This is plausible, especially read
together with Bellman’s analysis of Joachim’s use of the style Hongrois, as a similar use of exoticizing
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others in order to emphasize one’s own affiliation with German culture and the universalism it was
seen to represent. However, the distancing that Berry indicates can neither be definitely supported in
any writings from Joachim on the subject nor can the Jewish associations of the melody’s
ornamentation be proven as anything more than more general musical exoticism. What both the
Viennese criticism above and Berry’s much more recent statements reveal is that, even today, it is
challenging to parse out how Jewish musical content plays out in the Hebräische Melodien and that our
preconceived notions on Joachim’s engagement with Judentum and the work’s association with Byron
continue to amplify and color what is heard.
EXAMPLE 3.5. Joseph Joachim, Hebräische Melodien, op. 10, no. 2, mm. 1-8.
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Joachim as Jewish Advocate
Although it goes unnoted in Borchard’s biography in the present biographies in Oxford Music
and MGG Online, Moser cited a disagreement in Hanover between Joachim and the Count Platen
regarding Hungarian-Jewish violinist Jakob Moritz Grün (1837-1916).78 Joachim had put Grün
forward for promotion to Kammermusiker of the Court Orchestra. Platen had refused, apparently
even stating that the King himself (Joachim’s godfather) was against such as an appointment. Moser
wrote that Joachim was particularly concerned about such a policy, as he himself had not suffered
such prejudice and worried that the double standard would indicate to the public that he had
become baptized for “the sake of material advantage” rather than genuine religious conviction.79 To
Platen, Joachim wrote:
It is impossible to me to forget that Herr Grün was engaged by you through me, with the
prospect that he would gradually be promoted to the position occupied by Herr
Kammermusiker Kömpel. If, after many years of patient waiting, not to mention the widely
acknowledged excellence of his qualifications, it is considered impossible, at my renewed
requests to give him promotion because he is a Jew [Israelite], and if, on account of this, my
promise of advancement to him remains unfulfilled, the only course open to me (in
accordance with my sense of honor) is for me to resign my appointment at the same time as
Herr Grün. If I were to retain my post here I should never get over the feeling that by
reason of my conversion to the Christian Church I was enjoying worldly advantages in the
Royal Hanoverian Orchestra, whilst others of my race [Stammesgenossen] could only occupy
humble positions by reason of their faith.80
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The letter is revealing of an important concept of identity for many assimilated German-speaking
Jews in mid-century Europe—the idea that the Jewishness inherent in one’s lineage was not changed
even when one moves away from the religious aspects of Judaism. The nuances of English
translation deserve mention, however. The final line might be better translated as “…whilst my
fellow tribesmen…” and possibly “humiliating positions” rather than merely humble ones. The
implication, however, is quite clear that regardless of his religion, Joachim maintained a clear sense
of self-identification with the Jewish people as a socio-ethnic group. He used similar language when
writing to Gisela von Arnim 1853, several years prior to the baptism, commenting that his
predilection for melancholy had foundations that “must lie too deep… must be part of my nature,
and perhaps comes from [stammt] my Eastern origin…”81
Eshbach takes issue with how Borchard interprets this letter to Gisela von Arnim. Borchard
it as part of her extensive evidence that Joachim felt anxiety regarding his Judentum. From this single
letter, Borchard concludes that Joachim’s awareness of the content in the still-anonymous Das
Judentum in der Musik and other anti-Jewish attitudes held by many of the proponents of the

vorrücken. Könnte nun her Grün, ohngeachtet seiner von allen Vorgesetzten anerkannten
terfflichen Leistungen und Pflichtttreue im DIenst, nach mehreren Jahren geduldigen Wartens, auf
meine erinnernde Bitte nicht befördert warden, weil er ein Israelit ist, und gingen somit dadurch die
von mir in höherem Auftrage gegebenen Verssprechungen nicht in Erfüllung, dann bliebe mir, nach
meiner Auffassung von Ehre und Pflicht, nichts anderes zu meiner Rechtfertigung übrig, als
eventuell mit Herrn Grün gelcihzeitig von meinem Posten zurückzutreten. Ohnehin würde ich, beim
Beharren in meiner jetzigen Stellung, nach Zurückweisung des Herrn Grün, die rein persönliche
Emfindung zeitlebens nicht überwinden durch meinen früher hier erfolgten Übertritt zur Kirche
Christi in der kgl. hannoverschen Kapelle weltliche Vorteile zu geniefsen, während meine
Stammesgenossen in derselben eine demütigende Stellung einnehmen.”
81
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neudeutsche Schule had contributed to Joachim’s abandonment of composition.82 “A single nocturnal
letter from a moody twenty-one-year-old is a slim reed upon which to found such a comprehensive
theory,” writes Eshbach, pointing out that Gisela von Arnim was well-aware of the varied reasons
for Joachim’s moodiness and that the letter makes no reference at all to Das Judentum, so Borchard’s
reading reflects nothing more than supposition.83
My interpretation and understanding of Joachim are more strongly aligned with Eshbach,
though Borchard’s monumental archival research and collection has greatly contributed to making
the Joachim biography (and that of Amalie Joachim) to more accessible. Eshbach, however, does
occasionally configure Joachim as a Jew who cannot “reconcile his Jewish and German identities, his
religious and artistic sensibilities.”84 Eshbach metaphorically describes the developing classical canon
formation upheld by Joachim to the tradition of Torah and Talmud:
If one wishes, then, to tease out a single, ‘central line of tradition’ that reaches from Joachim
back through Felix Mendelssohn to Moses Mendelssohn, it might be this: the idea of a
canon, grounded in timeless, inviolable texts whose meaning is to be deciphered through
exegetical interpretations. This quintessentially Jewish modus met with the Romantic
Beethoven tradition as water with water, and provided Joachim with a way to reconcile the
conflicting demands of his cultural, intellectual, and moral life.85
Eshbach’s repeated use of “reconcile” should neither be ignored nor accepted at face value. To say
that Joachim struggled to reconcile himself as a Jew and a German, as a composer and a virtuoso,
indicates that these various aspects were necessarily at odds with one another. To treat them as
fragmented or opposing influences on one’s overall self is to engage in the same oversimplification
that Eshbach criticizes Borchard of doing.
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Chapter 4
Judentum Among Other National Identities:
Jewishness and Anton Rubinstein

An oft-quoted comment from the virtuoso pianist and composer Anton Rubinstein (182994) epitomizes the challenges multi-faceted identities navigated by assimilated and acculturated Jews
during the long nineteenth century. Jewish by birth, baptized as a toddler, Russian in citizenship, and
German in education, Rubinstein lamented:
To the Jews, I am a Christian; to the Christians, a Jew. To the Russians, I am a German; to
the Germans, a Russian. To the classicists, I am a futurist; to the futurists, I’m backward, etc.
Conclusion: I am neither fish nor meat – a pitiful individual!1
Despite the self-deprecating tone, Rubinstein did not view his Jewish ancestry with disdain. His
librettist and friend, the German-Jewish poet Julius Rodenberg, recalled how he had once gone to
visit his friend and noticed a letter opener with “Anton Rubinstein” written in Hebrew letters.2
Rodenberg further wrote of Rubinstein:
He never made a secret of his Jewish origins. His greatest weakness was anecdotes of Polish
Jews, seasoned with salt and spicier than the Attic! He would repeat such stories ten or
twenty times. And ten or twenty times he would laugh about them – and oh, how Rubinstein
could laugh!3

1

Anton Rubinstein, Gedankenkorb, (Leipzig: Bartholf Senff, 1897), 95-96. “Den Juden bin ich
ein Christ, den Christen ein Jude, den Russen bin ich ein Deutscher, den Deutschen ein Russe, den
Klassikern bin ich ein Zukünstler, den Zukünstlern ein Retrograde u. s. w. Schlußfolgerung: ich bin
weder Fisch noch Fleisch— ein jammervolles Individuum!”
2

Julius Rodenberg, “Meine personlichen Erinnerungen an Anton Rubinstein,” Deutsche
Rundschau 82 (January-March 1895): 243.
3

Rodenberg, “Meine personlichen Erinnerungen an Anton Rubinstein,” 243. “Er hat aus
seiner jüdischen Herkunft niemals ein Hehl gemacht; sein größtes Gaudium waren Anecdoten von
polnischen Juden, mit jenem Salz gewürzt, schärfer noch als das attische -- zehnmal, zwanzigmal ließ
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This open affirmation of his Jewishness, at least within a close circle of acquaintances, is also
evidence of Rubinstein’s confident self-association with specifically German Jewry. The implied
humor here is undoubtedly found in the German, Western-centric view of Yiddish-speaking Eastern
European (as Rodenberg describes them “Polish”) Jews as provincial and unable to adapt to modern
times. Despite his own origins in the East, Rubinstein studied, traveled, and performed extensively
in the West, so it is no surprise that he would also make this distinction, especially in the company of
like-minded assimilated Jews.
The complex task of analyzing Rubinstein’s engagement with his Jewish ancestry cannot be
undertaken without piecing together the many aspects of his identity that coexisted throughout his
life. Jewishness was intertwined with Russianness as well as his German cultural self-identification,
and these all affected his patterns of composition and performance. Rubinstein’s entry in the 1906
Jewish Encyclopedia is longer than those of many other musicians of the nineteenth century, including
even Felix Mendelssohn.4 In more modern scholarship, Rubinstein has received limited attention as
an example of Jewish expression in art music, possibly because during his lifetime he was primarily
known as a performer; awareness of Rubinstein’s childhood baptism into the Russian Orthodox
Church may also have served to limit the perception of him as a Jew. While Joachim was evidently
satisfied with a career as a preeminent virtuoso violinist of his generation, the same cannot be said
for his pianistic counterpart. Ukrainian-Jewish cellist and composer Gdal Saleski commented
succinctly in his 1927, Famous Musicians of a Wandering Race: “But Rubinstein was not content with a

er sich dieselben Geschichten erzählen, um zehnmal, zwanzigmal darüber zu lachen - und o, wie
konnte Rubinstein lachen!”
4

Herman Rosenthal and J.G. Lipman, “Rubinstein, Anton Grigoryevich,” The Jewish
Encyclopedia, 10:507-508, accessed 31 October 2019,
http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/12921-rubinstein-anton-grigoryevich.
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virtuoso’s and director’s laurels. He wanted to compose.”5 Throughout his life, Rubinstein engaged
with his Jewishness in varying degrees of gravitas and humor as well as privacy and public openness.
On one occasion, Rodenberg recalled, Rubinstein even went so far as to brazenly leave a calling card
for the notorious antisemite, German pianist and conductor Hans von Bülow, signing it only as
“Slavischer Semit,” an ironic reference to von Bülow’s vanity in constantly referring to his
distinctions and titles.6 Similarly, and not unlike Joachim’s comment to Gisela von Arnim that his
melancholy demeanor came from his so-called “Eastern origin,” Rubinstein’s friend Russian-Jewish
journalist Robert Iljisch recalled how his friend had “that Weltschmerz [melancholy/world-weariness],
so peculiar to the Jews… he did not conceal the fact that this sadness was inherited…”7 Thus,
Rubinstein is situated on the border of multiple musical, social, and political worlds in the period.
Jewish Origins, Russian Origins
Unlike Hiller and Joachim, both baptized as adults, Rubinstein was baptized at not yet two
years old, in July 1831.8 The family’s embrace of Russian Orthodoxy allowed them to leave their
village in the Pale of Settlement, Vikhvatinetz in modern-day Moldova, and move to Moscow in
1834, where his father established a pencil factory.9 This follows the blueprint for success of an
assimilated Jewish family: moving from a village to a major city center, finding success in business,
and providing their children with early access to secular and artistic education. When he soon
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advanced beyond the skills of his mother, who was his first piano teacher, the eight-year old Anton
went to study with Alexander Villoing, the leading piano teacher in Moscow.10 Not unlike Joachim
under Mendelssohn, Rubinstein’s early successes were a result of the mentorship and promotion
offered to him by his teacher. He gave his debut recital in 1839 and was then taken on a tour of
Germany, Holland, Scandinavia, and France with Villoing. A reviewer in Paris wrote:
A young nine-year old Russian pianist, Mr. Anton Rubinstein, a student of Mr. Alexandre
Villaing [sic], is currently in Paris. We have heard him, and he has astonished us with the ease
with which he executes the greatest difficulties, and with the tastefulness of his performance,
especially in the very difficult and expressive music of [Adolf von] Henselt.11
Reports were more critical as the young prodigy toured in German cities. In 1841, a reviewer in
Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung worried that the young Rubinstein was relying too much on his innate
talent and not enough on disciplined technique, writing of a recital in Frankfurt:
The concert of the ten-year old Russian pianist Rubinstein was a noble one, given with
support of high society [der Haute-volé] and therefore could not be unsuccessful. We are
thankful to God for this age of Wunderkinder, though time has taught that most of these pale
creatures fall back like hothouse flowers when they get to fresh air. As such the little
Rubinstein’s playing seems to be more the effect of talent, for has the innocent freedom and
cheerfulness of a healthy boy, and yet nothing of a happy prosperity, as if his environment is
doing everything to destroy him. You can hear in his playing that the little man is no longer
studying, but only rushed into showpieces. We do not require from a child deep feelings or
opinions, but at least clarity and accuracy—the attributes of a true student—must not be
lacking. Nonetheless, the astonishment of listening to this ten-year old Liszt play Thalberg’s,
Chopin’s, and Henselt’s most difficult caprices, cannot be annulled by hasty technique.12
10
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A. Specht, “Nouvelles,” La Revue et Gazette Musicale de Paris 7, no. 59 (25 October 1840):
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exécute les plus grandes difficultés et par le goût qui préside à son exécution, surtout dans la
musique si difficile et si expressive de Henselt.”
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“Frankfurt a. M. Oper und Konzert,” Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 43, no. 10 (15
December 1841): 1072-1073. “Das Konzert des 10 jährigen russischen Pianisten Rubinstein war
durch die Theilnahme der Haute-volé ein vornehmes zu nennen, und konnte deshalb auch nicht
erfolglos bleiben. Wir sind Gott seit Dank aus der Zeit der Wunderkinderei; denn die Zeit hat
gelehrt, dass die meisten dieser blassen Geschöpfe zurückfielen wie Treibhausblumen, sobald sie in
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Similarly, an extended critical review of the young artist appeared in the Allgemeine Wiener MusikZeitung in 1842. The author, Alfred Julius Becher (1803/05?-1848) was of Rheinish-Jewish heritage,
though his religious status is unclear.13 Although he was a political radical and would ultimately be
executed in Vienna in 1848 following participation in the uprising there, Becher was musically
conservative and a staunch defendant of the Mendelssohnian school. Along with Otto Nicolai and
August Schmidt, he is considered one of the founders of the Vienna Philharmonic and was greatly
admired by Eduard Hanslick, who described him as “by far the most individual, intelligent and wellinformed [critic in Vienna].”14 A positive review from such a well-respected figure as Becher could
only advance the reputation of the young pianist:
Little Rubinstein is a real phenomenon. Such a degree of technical cultivation at not even
eleven is a miracle (although, of course, there is still much to learn), and with this youth, a
few years will make a huge difference. By then, what will this remarkable boy not be able to
play?15

die frische Luft kamen. Des kleinen Rubinsteins Spiel aber scheint doch mehr die Wirkung des
Talents zu sein, da er die ganze Unbefangenheit und den Frohsinn eines gesunden Knaben
beibehlaten und noch gar nichts von einem glücklichen Gedeihen, da sich seine Umgebung alle
Mühe zu geben scheint, ihn eitel zu machen. Dass der kleine Mann schon jetzt nicht mehr studirt,
sondern nur Prachtstücke einhetzt, hört man seiner Spielweise an. Wir verlangen von einem Kindee
weder eigene Empfindung noch Auffassung, doch dürfen wenigstens Klarheit und Genauigkeit, die
Attribute des ächten Schülers, nicht fehlen. Das Erstaunen, einen 10jährigen Knaben Liszt's,
Thalberg's, Chopin's und Henselt's schwerste Capricen ausdauern zu hören, darf durch eine übereilte
Technik nicht aufgehoben werden.”
13
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Becher commented on the challenge of virtuosity and the expectation of audiences for perfection,
defending the prodigy against those who might expect some sort of technical execution impossible
for one so young. The review closes with a well-intentioned caution, with Becher alluding to the
allure of Afterkunst, or the “false art,” essentially the antithesis of art or the commercialization of
popularity and fame:
The protective spirit of childlike innocence has kept him pure, and the clear mirror of his
beautiful talent remains unclouded by the poisonous breath of the “After Art.” But the path
ahead of him is slippery, and the abyss not far off! May his most worthy teacher, Mr.
Villoing, whose work in the development of his student deserves full recognition, heed my
admiration and my warning…16
Next, Rubinstein went to Paris, where he met Chopin, a meeting that had a powerful impact on his
approach to performing and compositional style.17 In 1844, his family finally settled in Berlin, where
Rubinstein’s mother sought out two of the most successful musicians of Jewish ancestry,
Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer, as teachers for her sons. Philip S. Taylor states that these connections
as well as the “atmosphere of religious tolerance… must have been key factors in Kaleriya

technicher Ausbildung (wiewohl absolut betrachtet, natürlich noch Vieles mangelhaft erscheint) im
Alter von noch nicht elf Jahren gränzt ans Wunderbare; denn bei dieser Jugend machen ein Paar
Jahre unberechenbar viel aus, und was wird der merkwürdige Knabe nach solchem Zeitraum nicht
Alles spielen?” The review continued in Allgemeine Wiener Musik-Zeitung 2:7 (15 January 1842): 27.
16
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Khristoforovna’s decision to settle in Berlin.”18 Although Berlin, certainly held attraction for many
Jews in their paths toward assimilation and acculturation, given its history as the center of the
eighteenth century Haskala movement, there is no evidence to support this specific claim for the
Rubinstein family, who, despite any sort of racial or cultural self-identification were professing
members of the Russian Orthodox church, and would not have benefitted from “religious
tolerance” for Jews. Furthermore, Taylor erroneously states that the Rubinstein family would have
identified with Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer, “both converts to Christianity,” but the latter was
never baptized.19 While the salons hosted by both assimilated and baptized Jews from such families
as the Mendelssohns, Itzig-Levys, and Beers were important for the development of Rubinstein’s
style and technique, he was hardly limited to Jewish spheres in Berlin. Rather, the time spent in the
city solidified a sense of value in the German musical aesthetic that would become a central aspect
of Rubinstein’s artistic approach for the rest of his life.
Following the death of his father in 1846, Rubinstein lived for several years in poverty in
Vienna. He had hoped to secure professional assistance from Liszt, who was less than forthcoming.
Rubinstein recalled being told: “A man must achieve everything by himself, that [his] talent would
support [him], and that no other support was necessary.”20 He returned to Russia in 1848 where he
secured the patronage of Grand Duchess Yelena Pavlovna, whose brother-in-law, Tsar Nicholas I,
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was often present at salons in which Rubinstein performed.21 In the mid-1850s, he began touring as
a pianist in Europe during the mid-1850s, earning comparisons to Liszt. News of the young
phenomenon even reached the American musical press, with a foreign correspondent reporting:
As a performer we really think him second to none but Liszt, and his future career will be
marked with unusual brilliancy. He is one of the few wonderful children whose ripe age does
not give the lie to the once promising childhood; it was the case with Handel, Mozart and
Liszt, and even at the risk of being charged with exaggeration, we hope that the name of
Rubinstein will one day be pronounced among the glorious.22
With the support of the Grand Duchess, Rubinstein and his brother Nikolai (1835-1881)
founded the Russian Musical Society in 1859 and the St. Petersburg Conservatory in 1862. To these
institutions, Rubinstein brought the wealth of knowledge and experience he had gained throughout
his tours of Western Europe. Most importantly, he established an approach which privileged
German music as the preeminent manifestation of universal art. In an age of rising nationalism, this
attitude was met with a mixture of embrace and suspicion. Proponents of this Russian nationalist
style have traditionally been associated with the Moguchaya Kuchka (“The Five” or “The Mighty
Handful”), consisting of Mily Balakirev, César Cui, Modest Mussorgsky, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov,
and Alexander Borodin. However, although the ideology of these so-called Kuchkists had gained
currency since the mid-1850s, in particular the aim of promoting a distinctly Russian school of
music, the name was actually bestowed by composer-critic Vladimir Stasov (1824-1906) in 1867.
Stasov, commenting after a concert of works by Glinka, Dargomïzhsky, Balakirev, and RimskyKorsakov, declared: “I shall finish my remarks with a wish: may God grant that our Slavs will never
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forget today’s concert: may God grant that they retain for ever a recollection of how much poetry,
feeling, talent and ability is possessed by the small but already mighty handful of Russian
musicians.”23 In this heated atmosphere, Rubinstein, of Jewish birth and German training, and his
goal to establish a Conservatory with a competing ideology were seen as a threat. His approach to
music education, which Richard Taruskin describes as a “Peter the Great-like program for
Westernizing Russian music,” was made possible through sponsorship of the aristocracy and the
importing of master teachers from German-speaking Europe.24 Rubinstein’s provocative three-part
article “Die Componisten Rußland’s,” published in 1855 in the Viennese periodical Blätter für Musik,
Theater, und Kunst is revealing of his outlook and plan for elevating Russian music. Praising the genius
of Glinka and others, Rubinstein also stated that Russian nationalist music could have no place
within the broader context of European art music and lamented that both A Life for a Tsar and
Ruslan and Lyudmila “suffered from the defect of monotony.”25 Assessing the current predicament
faced by Russian music, he ultimately prescribed a solution:
However, this uncomfortable situation must be viewed as a crisis. Let us hope so!
Young ambitious talents are emerging more than in the past, and so with the gradual
expansion of artistic circles in which the irresistible taste of real art prevails, we can
rightly look forward to a better time soon. Instrumental (and also orchestral and
chamber) music has so far found only a few representatives, partly because the
general public does not yet fully understand these types of art and partly because the
necessary education cannot be found in the country. With each passing year,
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however, the taste grows for the classical works of the German masters, and soon
some will be qualified enough to try this style.26
In 1848, having reached op. 10 in his compositional output, Rubinstein restarted his own opus
numbers, though they are not strictly chronological. A year later, he had completed his first
symphony, in F major, op. 40. Other works from the late 1840 and 1850s included sonatas, string
quartets, piano concerti, and lieder in the German language and style. It seems very plausible that
Rubinstein had a clear idea of who would be “qualified enough to try” such a style for Russia: he,
himself, could lead his people in this lofty goal of “real art,” that is the German way. Moreover, the
sentiment here was not necessarily that Russian music ought to embrace German practice, but that
German music was universal and therefore a superior embodiment of art music. It was perhaps the
universality implicit in Rubinstein’s comments that so flustered the Russians, naturally far from
convinced by the idea.
Of all who were offended by Rubinstein’s call for the universality of German musical
ideologies, leading the charge were Stasov and Aleksandr Serov (1820-1871). Stasov and Serov had
met at the School of Jurisprudence in St. Petersburg, and both became outspoken proponents for
the promotion and expansion of Russian art in all forms, in part to combat the very same
observation made by Rubinstein of the Russian public’s predilection for Western (and in particular,
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German) art and culture.27 Serov’s own compositions, in particular operas, were considered some of
the most important of the period between Dargomïzhsky’s Rusalka (1856) and those of the
Kuchka.28 In fact, his first major operatic success was with a Biblical opera based on the apocryphal
story of Judith. With a text from the Russian poet Apollon Maykov, Judith was supported by the
patronage of Duchess Yelena Palovna (who had previously supported Rubinstein) and premiered to
great acclaim at the Mariinsky Theatre in 1863.29 Despite the shared patron, this is where Serov and
Rubinstein’s musical similarities cease. Stasov and Serov’s views entered into direct opposition to the
spirt of Rubinstein’s comments quoted above and those he would continue to make.
Adding fuel to the fire he had started in 1855, Rubinstein reiterated his feelings six years later
in the first issue of a short-lived leftist Russian weekly, Vek (The Age).30 The editor of Vek, Pytor
Isaevich Veinberg, was also of Jewish origin and the brother of Rubinstein’s sister’s husband.31 The
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contributors and readers of Vek were politically eclectic, some advocating for a populist socialism of
the Narodnik intelligentsia, while others were more radical in their ideologies.32 Rubinstein opened
the article with a literary quotation, not from a work by Pushkin or any other Russian writer, but
from the embodiment of Germanic Bildung, Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre:
Who never ate his bread in sorrow
Who never spent the darksome hours
Weeping and watching for the morrow
He knows ye not, you heavenly powers.33
This Goethe text not only aligned Rubinstein with German literature, but also German music. It was
set numerous times by Schubert and Liszt before Rubinstein used it here, as well as several times
later in the century.34 Rubinstein himself set the text as part of Die Gedichte und das Requiem für
Mignon, op. 91 (1872-79).
In the Vek article, Rubinstein lamented that, in Russia, these words do not hold true for
musicians, because “it is only amateurs who are involved in music—that is those who, because of
their birth or social position, do not depend on music to earn their daily bread, but whose
involvement in music is only for their own personal enjoyment.”35 The statement seems a thinly
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veiled commentary on the Kuchka and their followers, some of whom held positions in the Imperial
armed forces and had lacked traditional music educations. Rubinstein upbraided current artists in
Russia as being unwilling to wholly commit to music:
The art of music, like any other art, demands that whoever engages in it sacrifice all
his own thoughts, all his feelings, all his time and his whole being to art. Only upon
him who has devoted himself entirely to this art in this way will music occasionally
smile, or permit him to discover her secrets. This chosen one will then have the right
to call himself an artist and will have the privilege of proclaiming his art to the
world—a frightening [awesome] destiny, imposing on the artist a duty to provide
those around him with constant pleasure and giving him as a reward only the status
of a martyr.36
This bleak depiction of the struggling artist, willing to sacrifice everything for his art seems very
likely self-referential, showing Rubinstein’s quasi-Beethovenian philosophy of suffering sublimated
to artistic creativity, an ideology so common among early century Romantics, despite the financial
privilege of leading artists like Mendelssohn. Rubinstein freely critiqued the Russian nationalists,
who supposedly, “manage[d] to compose just one romance whose content is more or less good,
[and] he then considers himself a composer.”37 Even the use of “romance” here is a loaded one, as
the term is essentially shorthand for salon music, indicating one a simple form of composition that
Rubinstein considered beneath those who had truly studied the German masters and more elevated
genres. There is some selective forgetting here, or perhaps a tacit acknowledgment, of his own
youthful origins as a composer. Rubinstein himself had experimented with this very genre when he
was in his teens and periodically later in song cycles and smaller works for piano.38 Furthermore, his
most popular and enduring composition, though not specifically designated as a romance, is a piece
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of light salon music: his Melody in F, no. 1 of from the Deux mélodies pour le piano, op. 3 (1852).39
During Rubinstein’s lifetime, this piece was widely republished in Germany, France, and England,
with numerous transcriptions for violin and piano (including one from his friend, Hungarian-Jewish
violinist Leopold Auer), cello and piano, string trio and quartet, piano trio, and large and small
orchestra. The trend continued after Rubinstein’s death, with simple texts, a transcription for wind
band, and even today numerous arrangements continue to appear in circulation. The piece is
accessible to an amateur pianist, though the melody, which is split between both hands, requires a
moderate level of technical ability. The Auer arrangement shows how easily the melodic material can
be transposed for a solo instrument (ex. 4.1a and 4.b). The simple, appealing melody is hardly
representative of the breadth of emotion, intensity, and harmonic complexity of Rubinstein’s more
advanced compositions.
EXAMPLE 4.1A. Anton Rubinstein, Deux mélodies pour le piano, op. 3 no. 1, mm. 1-16.
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EXAMPLE 4.1B. Anton Rubinstein, arr. Leopold Auer, Deux mélodies pour le piano, op. 3 no. 1, mm. 116.40

Despite the popularity of his own salon music, Rubinstein continued the Vek article with a
further charge against not only amateur composers, but also the sort of exclusivity and inbreeding
that occurs in such circles: “Amateurs are also characterized by the exclusiveness of their opinions,
since they admire the work of some particular composer and can find nothing good in the works of
other composers. They also carry along in their wake their own admirers who like what these
amateurs praise and reject what they revile.”41 There is a clear flaw in Rubinstein’s logic, however, as
these exact comments might be made against those who were the proponents of the Germanicizing
of Russian music. The proponents of a more-Western influenced art were a stylistic bloc that
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supported and imitated each other, a point made by Stasov in his response to the Vek article. 42 His
suspicions towards the type of conservatory training advocated by Rubinstein were deep-seated, as
he accused them of pushing music “backwards instead of forwards,” interfering with the creative
process “in the most dangerous way.” 43 Stasov was highly skeptical that conservatory training was
even necessary at all in Russia, citing Germany as the prime example of this very idea: “The setting
up of a conservatoire and the success of art are not at all the same thing; the latter does not depend
in the slightest on the former… [in] Germany the great era of music preceded the establishment of
conservatories, and all the best talents were raised outside these institutions.”44
An additional and unsettling undercurrent of Stasov’s argument lay in his emphasis that
Rubinstein was a “foreigner with nothing in common either with our national character or our art…
a foreigner with no understanding either of the demands of our national character or of the
historical course of our art.”45 The Russian word that Stasov used to describe Rubinstein was
inostranets (plural, inostrantsy), which indicates a foreigner born in another country. The use of this
term here is particularly intriguing, not only for the fallacy that it would have propagated among
Stasov’s readers, but also because there existed a more widely used contrasting term that was already
officially and colloquially associated with Russian Jews. The contrasting term—inorodets (plural,
inorodtsy)—signifies a personal who was an ethnic or racial minority within the Russian empire.46
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Although the term came to be used pejoratively, the inorodtsy were actually a legally-defined category
between 1822 and 1917, comprised of various nomadic or semi-nomadic peoples from the Eastern
(Asiatic) parts of the Russian empire.47 Peoples official recognized as belonging to the category of
inorodtsy included Siberians; Chukchi; Dziungors (Altai); inhabitants of the Commander Islands;
Samoeds (Nenets) of Arkhangel guberniya; nomads of Stavrolpol guberniya; Kalmyks of Stavropol
and Astrakhan gubernii; Kyrgyz of the Internal Horde; nomads of the Akmolinsk, Semipalatinsk,
Semirechie, Urals, and Turgai oblasti; natives of Turkestan; Ordyntsy; Caucasus mountaineers;
and— added to the list in 1835—Jews.48 In addition to being ethnic and national foreigners, inorodtsy
were also almost always non-Christian, and usually practiced some form of pagan or shamanistic
religion, although Islam was also present in the Turkic and Caucasus regions. John W. Slocum writes
that the classification of Jews, who were not itinerant in the same way as the other twelve categories
of the inorodtsy, and were in proximity not to Asia but rather to the European borderlands, shows
“…a fundamental ambiguity in the underlying logic of this category: was it more an indicator of a
given people’s purported level of civilized development, or a legal marker of racial difference?”49
Essentially, a paradox existed among Tsarist legal authorities on how an inorodets could shed his or
her status; for Eastern inorodtsy, this could be achieved by a conversion and sedentism, however,
baptism for Jews (who were already permanently settled) was not enough. The double-standard lay
in long-held views of Judaism as a rival religion to Christianity, whereas tribal beliefs held by other
inorodtsy, although still seen as a threat, were accidental by-products of Russian imperial expansion.
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Despite Rubinstein’s childhood baptism and full citizenship in the Russian Empire, his
Jewish ancestry, and the connections he had made in the West with both assimilated Jews and
Neuchristen, were evidently not lost on Russian musical circles. Though legally, as a baptized
Christian, he was a full Russian citizen and no longer an inorodets, he was still seen as an alien or a
foreigner by those who held such long-enduring sentiments against Jews. It is unclear why Stasov
used the term inostranets in this situation, when inorodets would have had an equally derogatory effect
and been perhaps more accurate to Rubinstein’s situation. Ultimately, it is irrelevant whether
Stasov’s goal was to convince Russian readership that Rubinstein was indeed actually a German or
whether the comment was more of an antisemitic dog whistle of the perpetual status of Jews as
foreigners even within their countries of origin, baptized or not. The fundamental purpose was to
deny Rubinstein any claim to being part a Russian musical tradition and ultimately of Russianness in
general.
Echoing his friend’s comments, Serov wrote an overtly antisemitic attack on Rubinstein a
year later.50 Serov described “some passing trickster who has been smart enough to realize that this
virgin soil (in whatever respect) may well turn out to be his promised land, believing that if he does
not seize this opportunity, then someone else will.”51 The power-hungry, money-grubbing (or in
Serov’s imagery, intellectual property-grubbing) Jew stereotype is crystal clear, especially when
presented in Biblical terms, and it is obviously intended as a reference to Rubinstein. The attack
escalated: “Thus, possessing innate musicality, the utmost natural capacity for the technical and
creative aspects of music and for the practical demonstration of musical gifts, we Russians
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voluntarily yield to the oppression of talentless foreigners, musical Yankels, who, as Gogol put it in
Taras Bulba, are ready to ‘lay bare whole provinces.’”52 Leon Poliakov, in his History of Anti-Semitism,
writes of how Gogol’s Yankel had become the archetypical stereotype for the Jew in Russian
literature: “Gogol painted him as supremely exploitive [sic], cowardly, and repulsive, albeit capable of
gratitude… Above all, Yankel is ridiculous…”53 Serov seems to have perceived such ridiculousness
in Rubinstein, even finding ways to criticize Rubinstein’s views while simultaneously offering praise
of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony.54 The contradiction here shows how even the most ardent
proponents of Russian musical nationalism still recognized, albeit perhaps begrudgingly, the
significance of the German masters. The attacks continued for years, without compromise on either
side. There was no reconciliation, and ultimately the style of music education that Rubinstein
promoted did become the norm in Russia. Having stepped away from the directorship of the
conservatory, he resumed the post in 1887, by then truly an internationally acclaimed pianist who
had traveled all over Europe and to the United States.

Rubinstein as Virtuoso, Rubinstein as Composer
Even the writers of the laudatory entry on Rubinstein in the Jewish Encyclopedia frankly
addressed the challenges he faced in his attempts at composition: “Rubinstein won his laurels as a
pianist rather than as a composer. His technique was above criticism, and his interpretation of
familiar selections highly original and sympathetic; but his compositions, while lyrical in feeling,
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lacked dramatic effect.”55 Friends and acquaintances made similar observations in private among
each themselves. The French-Jewish composer Charles-Valentin Alkan (1813-1888), whom
Rubinstein deeply admired, wrote this to Ferdinand Hiller in 1860: “You know, I appreciate
Rubinstein’s merits very much. But it seems to me that even when he has ideas, he has very few, and
not at all enough to write a work for the theater.”56 Although critics were harsh, perhaps friends kept
their thoughts to themselves. Rubinstein would ultimately complete 119 opus numbers, plus
additional works including ten operas.
One of the principal criticisms launched against Rubinstein was that his works were
derivative and too much within the style of other composers. Such critiques have commonly been
made against composers of Jewish ancestry, and not all of them carry an antisemitic agenda.
Edward Garden suggests in Grove Music Online that Rubinstein’s piano music is highly derivative of
Mendelssohn’s and Chopin’s (ex. 4.2a and 4.2b), giving the example of the scherzo from the Piano
Sonata no. 4 in A minor, op. 100 (1877), which utilizes a rhythm “directly taken from the scherzo of
Chopin’s B-flat minor sonata [no. 2, op. 35 (1837-1839)].”57
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EXAMPLE 4.2A. Anton Rubinstein, Piano Sonata no. 4 in A minor, op. 35, mvt. II., mm. 1-16.

EXAMPLE 4.2B. Fryderyk Chopin, Piano Sonata no. 2 in B-flat minor, op. 35, mvt. II, mm. 1-11.
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The critique seems forced, however. Despite the rhythmic similarities of the two works, the
difference in accents on the downbeat in Rubinstein in comparison to Chopin’s third beat and the
overall ambiguity between 3/4 and 6/8 time signatures undercut such suggestions of direct rhythmic
borrowing. Furthermore, reliance on inspiration from other musical masters—particularly one’s
teachers—is a centuries-old approach to composition. It should come as no surprise that a rising
virtuoso might very well pay homage to one of the century’s earlier years.

Judentum and geistliche Opern
One of the most intriguing elements of Rubinstein’s engagement with elements of Judentum
are his choices of subject matter of his operas, notably those drawn from the Bible. It would be
wrong, however, to assume that the use of Biblical subjects is wholly or solely reflective of “the
composer’s deep religious nature,” as Saleski earnestly observed.58 Instead, it is more accurate to say
that such subjects, seen together with Rubinstein’s collaboration with Jewish poets, are evidence of
his continued engagement with his Jewish ancestry and show how deeply embedded he was in
assimilated circles. Yet, despite these personal connections, he was apparently somewhat reticent to
make public associations with Jewish organizations: in seeking financial support for the production
of his sacred operas, discussed in greater detail below, he approached the Parisian Jewish
community. Although they were ready to support him in the venture, he ultimately withdrew his
request, worried that the general operatic public would think that the French Jews would receive
credit for the ideas, not just the patronage.59 While the details of this purported partnership are lost,
the mere possibility of such a collaboration would have been unthinkable several decades earlier.
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That a newly baptized Christian sought assistance from his former religious brethren, and that the
Jewish community was willing to accept such as a partnership, is truly remarkable.
Rubinstein coined the term “sacred opera” (geistliche Oper in German; dukhovnaya opera in
Russian) in the late 1860s. He was hardly the first composer to write sacred and Biblical-themed
operas, but for him the term encompassed more than merely subject matter. By Rubinstein’s
definition, a sacred opera was a staged hybrid of the oratorio and opera genres.60 Four of
Rubinstein’s operas received this designation from the outset: Der Thurm zu Babel, op. 80 (1870),
Sulamith (1883), Moses, op. 112 (1885-1891), and Christus, op. 117 (1887-1893). To these may be
added Das verlorene Paradies (1856), which had originally been published as an oratorio. Notably
absent from this list is Rubinstein’s most successful opera, Die Maccabäer (1875), which displays many
attributes also found in geistliche Opern. However, the more historical angle of the Biblical story, the
high-stakes drama, and massive scope of the work mean that Die Maccabäer, as Monika Hennemann
observes, “hover[s] inconveniently between genres” of opera and oratorio, as well as the sacred and
the secular.61
Although Rubinstein had designated several of his works as geistliche Opern on their respective
title pages, he did not initially publish a clear explanation outlining his until 1882, more than a
decade after the premier of Der Thurm zu Babel. For twelve years, he had often received requests for
an explanation of the meaning of the term. He formally issued his explanation on the subject at the
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request of Viennese critic Josef Lewinsky.62 Rubinstein’s path toward geistliche Oper was arrived at
from a longtime frustration with oratorio, a genre that had “always left [him] cold (not when
studying, but when listening in performance ) and sometimes downright disgruntled me.”63 He
particularly decried the rigidity of form for both the music and the poetry, which he believed were “a
complete contradiction of the high drama of the subject matter.”64 The explanation is a carefully
metered approach, in which Rubinstein explained his reasoning and anticipated critiques from
detractors, addressing criticism of the genre and defense of his creative process. His strongest
defense was against those who argued against the appropriateness of seeing the Bible on the stage:
The objection that biblical material does not belong on the stage because of its
holiness cannot be accepted. The theater would thus be issued a ‘testimonium
paupertatis,’ disregarded, while it is supposed to serve and correspond to the highest
cultural purposes. In picture galleries, for example, as far as I know it is only the
Sistine Madonna that is exhibited in a room intended only for her. The other saints
of the greatest masters often hang next to Tenier’s taverns [paintings of Flemish
Baroque artist David Teniers the Younger] with neither losing their effectiveness.65
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An additional explanation appeared posthumously in the publication of a private letter of about
1890 from Rubinstein to German author and poet Rudolf Löwenstein (1819-1891).66 Like
Rubinstein, Löwenstein was of Jewish ancestry and had been baptized as a child.67 In the letter,
Rubinstein mused that some of the most sublime and emotional moments of the Old and New
Testaments had been neglected or else interpreted poorly in oratorio, especially in comparison to the
superior treatment of Biblical subjects in spoken theater and the visual arts. Rubinstein, attempting
to find a reason for this defect, wrote, “Where does this come from? Fear of desecrating the subject?
Is it to be assumed that the silent and motionless [unstaged] representation does not desecrate, but
moving [dramatic] representation, supported by words and sound, profanes the sacred?68 He
acknowledged the oratorio as a genre that had become essentially a workaround for performing
Biblical subjects on the stage in countries that banned operas with Biblical themes. Noting this,
Rubinstein admonished that, in an oratorio “…Moses, Elijah, David, and Christ [can spend] an
entire evening in a black tails, white tie, and yellow gloves, with a sheet of music in front of their
faces, and we not only allow this outrage—we enjoy it!”69 This comment shows the paradoxical
thinking in Rubinstein’s argument. Oratorio had long been seen as a way to dramatize the Bible that
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did not blaspheme the sacred nature of the subject matter; however, in Rubinstein’s conception, he
reversed the charge, pointing out the blasphemous nature of unstaged productions as falling short of
the full respect due to the drama inherent in Biblical stories. Arguing for the public to accept the
popularity of such works and embrace them fully for their artistic principle, Rubinstein suggested
that the geistliche Oper should be viewed as occupying the same level of seriousness as the Musikdrama,
with its own type of theater, which he called a Kunstkirche, complete with different levels for the
celestial voices, earthly humans, and the inferno below, something not easily retrofitted onto
traditional opera house stages.70 Ignoring references to religion and spirituality in his collection of
small thought essays, Gedankenkorb, both Taylor and Taruskin argue that Rubinstein was essentially
an atheist, Rubinstein in this article indicated that geistliche Opern was imbued with a more spiritual
approach and embrace. While this admittedly introduces art and music into the pantheon of spiritual
belief, Rubinstein’s admonishment of the idea that one can elevate a secular space into a spiritual
one indicates a high level of engagement with a quasi-religious life view and awareness of religious
and spiritual sentiment of the time.
Following his calls for a unique space to accommodate sacred opera, Rubinstein addressed
the musical needs of the genre: they need not adhere to the same formal structure of secular opera,
or do they require thrilling action (although he conceded that this could be effective). Love scenes
could be present, but ought to be calmer and more contemplative rather than sensual in nature. His
vision was essentially a series of tableaux, capable of covering extended episodes of Biblical story in
a single evening—perhaps even accompanying a character from birth through death: “The
composer may have this person, in the first act, calmly sung as a child by a soprano; in the second,
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as a youth by a tenor; and in the third, as an old man by a bass.”71 Musically, large homophonic
chorales in the style of oratorios would dominate moments where a secular opera might have more
complex choral singing. Although Rubinstein’s cautioning that God ought never to be seen on the
stage might be interpreted as concept drawn from his Jewish heritage—in which, traditionally, visual
depictions especially of God, are prohibited—it is of much wider application in Christian contexts
and in works of Christian musicians.72 Furthermore, in closing the letter to Löwenstein, Rubinstein
emphasized that his intention in outlining the genre is neither to provoke polemics nor to “bring up
any religious question, not even out of personal religious urge,” but rather solely to outline an artistic
genre.73

Jewish geistliche Opern?: Rubinstein’s Collaborations with Julius Rodenberg
With exception of Christus and Das Verlorene Paradies, Rubinstein’s other geistliche Opern, as
well as Die Maccabäer were collaborations with well-known assimilated and, importantly here,
unbaptized German-speaking Jewish poets, Solomon Hermann Mosenthal (1821-1877) and Julius
Rodenberg (1831-1914, born Julius Levy). Curiously, in both cases, the respective pairs had created a
secular opera together prior to the sacred opera: with Mosenthal, Die Kinder der Haide (first
performed in Vienna in 1861, based on Austrian-Jewish poet, Karl Isidore Beck’s verse novel Janko),
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and with Rodenberg, Feramors (first performed in Dresden in 1863, on a subject derived from
Thomas Moore’s Lallah-Rookh). Both operas reveal Rubinstein’s early interest in exotic characters:
the Gypsies of Der Kinder der Haide and varying Orientalist depictions in Feramors allowed him to
explore concepts of Othered voices, further solidifying his own place as a contributor to the
Western art music tradition.
Julius Rodenberg was the coeditor of the Salon für Litteratur, Kunst, und Gesellschaft from 1867
to 1874 and then founder of the Deutsche Rundschau, two periodicals devoted to culture, the arts, and
politics in Bildungsburger Germany.74 He was also associated with the Goethe-Gesellschaft and the
Goethe-Nationalmuseum.75 Rubinstein and Rodenberg had originally connected in London in 1860,
when the latter had provided a dramatic text based on the Song of Songs.76 The pair’s first
collaboration was the Orientalist opera Feramors, which premiered in Dresden in 1863, but did not
receive a professional performance in Russia until after Rubinstein’s death in 1898. Although there is
no direct evidence to show what operas influenced Rodenberg’s libretto, Taylor describes Feramors
as “something of a cross between Die Entführung aus dem Serail and Il Barbiere di Siviglia,” in which
Rodenberg and Rubinstein utilized exoticist settings and stock character types like the former and
the disguised King as Feramors à la Count Almaviva of the latter.77 The influence goes well beyond
those two operas, however, given the rising popularity of exoticism by the mid-nineteenth century,
while the relatively common use of disguise as an operatic plot device is certainly not limited to Il
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Barbiere di Siviglia. Disguise was widely used in opera from Mozart’s Le Nozze di Figaro and Don
Giovanni, Verdi’s Rigoletto, and widely in Wagner’s Der Ring des Nibelungen, to name merely a few
examples.
Although such international operatic inspirations might have contributed to the opera’s plot
and musical approach, the importance of exoticist and Orientalist styling within the Russian
context—especially a baptized Russian Jew like Rubinstein—cannot be overestimated. Given their
geographic proximity to the Middle East and Central Asia, Russian composers were particularly
attracted to exoticism, and many saw a self-referential element to such styles as the Russian empire
expanded into the Orient and interactions with local cultures increased.78 In the same indirect way
that Joachim can been seen as identifying with German musical culture by using an exoticist style
hongrois in his Hungarian Concerto, with the implication that this style was as foreign to himself as to
his German listeners, Rubinstein may have used the Orientalist Feramors as an affirmation of his own
Russianness, even as he was pushing for a more Germanic approach to the empire’s music-making.
While it was never widely popular, the opera was a well-liked by Tchaikovsky, although his comment
to patron Nadezhda Filaretovna von Meck is as much a criticism of Rubinstein’s later, more highly
Germanic works as it is praise of the exoticist Feramors:
Today, the opera [in Berlin, where Tchaikovsky was visiting] gave Feramors. This is
Rubinstein’s opera, written by him in that era to which all the best of his works
belong—this is, twenty years ago. I love it very much, and I really wanted to get to
today’s performance, but there was not a single ticket to be had.79
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The exoticist tropes used by Rubinstein in Feramors are relatively tame. Harmonically, the first Dance
of the Bayaderes is very much in Western tonality, and laid out in simple, repeated metrical
groupings, but exoticism is evident in the solo instrumentation, particularly in the staccato and
pizzicato strings throughout, especially when paired with a repetitive, soaring oboe solo (ex. 4.3).
Similarly, the Torchlight Dance of the Brides of Kashmir and the Bridal Procession dances are both
marked by the use of the triangle and embellished string parts.
EXAMPLE 4.3. Anton Rubinstein, Ballet Music from Feramors, no. 1. Dance of the Bayaderes I, mm.
37-44.

When Feramors premiered at the Hoftheater in Dresden on February 24, 1863, the title role was sung
by Ludwig Schnorr von Carolsfeld, the German Heldentenor, who at that time was also working on
title role in Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde, which would premiere in 1865. A reviewer in Dresden found
the rhythm and modulations “interesting and unusual” and praised the instrumentation as “fine,

Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, accessed 23 March 2020, https://doiorg.turing.library.northwestern.edu/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.O901590.
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witty, and with magical coloration.”80 Although several subsequent fully staged performances
occurred, including one in Berlin in 1879, Feramors, like so many lesser exoticist operas, has enjoyed
a modest legacy in in the form of concertized fragments of the ballet music and overture.
Rodenberg and Rubinstein found greater success with Der Thurm zu Babel (The Tower of Babel),
the first work composed by Rubinstein with the specific designation of geistliche Oper. It premiered in
Königsberg on February 9, 1870 and was performed in Vienna two weeks later, but despite the
explicit staging instructions in the libretto and score, neither the Königsberg nor the Viennese
production was staged.81 The first publication was issued by S. Brainard’s Sons in Cleveland, in
advance of the American premiere.82 Rodenberg based the libretto on the Biblical narrative of the
Tower of Babel in Genesis 11:1-9. In the story, the inhabitants of the world migrated East following
the Great Flood recounted in Genesis 6-9. After building a great city with a tower reaching toward
the heavens. God observed that as one people with one language, nothing would be out of their
reach, and then confounded their speech. Thus, peoples were scattered across the world, unable to
understand each other.
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The impetus for the composition of this piece is unclear. It may have been Flemish painter
Pieter Bruegel the Elder’s 1563 oil on wood panel Turmbau zu Babel (fig. 4.1). Today, the painting is
held by the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, although the museum did not open until 1891
and there is no record of either Rubinstein or Rodenberg seeing the painting, which likely arrived in
Vienna in the collection of Archduke Leopold Wilhelm in 1659. Bruegel’s work, which has been
interpreted as more of an allegory of sixteenth century Antwerp than a direct treatment of the
ostensible Biblical subject, depicts a massive building—resembling the Colosseum, which the artist
had visited a decade earlier—that dwarfs that people in the foreground.83
FIGURE 4.1. Pieter Bruegel I, The Tower of Babel, 1563.84
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Musically, Der Thurm zu Babel, which is roughly one hour in duration, draws on both operatic
and oratorio traditions. The brief prelude is sometimes performed on concert programs and is the
only portion of the work that has been recorded. After an opening in G-minor, the prelude moves
fluidly through fairly conventional modulations within the standard practice of mid-nineteenth
century music. The first vocal entrance is by the baritone Overseer, reminiscent of Mendelssohn’s
Elias and Paulus [Example 4.4]. Large-scale choruses, smaller mixed ensembles, recitative, and
arioso-style passages are further evidence of the influence of the German oratorio tradition.
EXAMPLE 4.4. Anton Rubinstein, Der Thurm zu Babel, op. 80, part I, mm. 65-72.85
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Richard Taruskin, in his article on Der Thurm zu Babel in Grove Music Online, argues that several
passages of the work are reminiscent of Glinka:
The monumental choruses, meanwhile, are its musical centre of gravity. Those
involving the ‘children of Sem, Ham and Japhet’, nations rent asunder by the
confusion of tongues, are full of characteristic ‘oriental’ colour: the ‘Semites’ have
augmented 2nds; the ‘Hamites’ sing in unison against drone 5ths; the ‘Japhetic’
chorus strongly resembles the ‘Turkish Dance’ in Act 4 of Ruslan and Lyudmila.
Another chorus, depicting a heaven-sent fire, is cast in a Glinka-esque 5/4 time.86
The claim that the depiction of the heaven-sent fire echoes Glinka’s use of 5/4 time, with
such nationalist examples as the Nuptial Chorus from Act III of A Life for the Tsar and the opening
of Ruslan and Lyudmila, is potentially misleading. Rubinstein set fewer than thirty measures of Der
Thurm zu Babel in 5/4 time. This passage presents Nimrod’s court singing of the heavenly fire around
Abraham; they are interrupted by an angelic chorus of three children’s voices (ex. 4.5). These angels
from above attempt to extinguish the flames with a chorale-like passage in 4/4 time, above an organ
accompaniment with ostinato clarinet and viola. The angels are unsuccessful and the 5/4 meter
returns for sixteen measures, followed again by the angels, who triumph in extinguishing the flames
surrounding Abraham.
Taruskin’s claim that the use of 5/4 is “Glinka-esque,” with the implication of influence of
the Russian nationalist school, perpetuates long-standing ideas on exoticism in the broad sense, as
well as Rubinstein’s engagement with Russian nationalist compositional style. Marina FrolovaWalker points out that both the use of plagal cadences (as opposed to the supposedly “moreWestern” dominant cadence) and 5/4 time have been exaggerated for their implications of
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Taruskin, “Thurm zu Babel.” Taruskin observes a similar approach to differently styled
exoticisms in Carl Goldmark’s Die Königin von Saba (see Chapter 6).
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EXAMPLE 4.5. Anton Rubinstein, Der Thurm zu Babel, op. 80, part II, mm. 155-164.

Russianness since the times of Stasov and Serov championed them in print.87 Frolova-Walker draws
attention to Soviet musicologist Boris Asefyev’s opposition to this idea: “[T]he so-called plagalism of
Glinka's harmony is strongly exaggerated… It is not possible to explain its presence by invoking the
characteristics of Russian folksong, just as one cannot consider the 5/4 metre to be the national
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Marina Frolova-Walker, “On ‘Ruslan’ and Russianness,” Cambridge Opera Journal 9, no. 1
(March 1997): 28.
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property of Russian music.”88 Simply put, while it likely that this passage shows Russian influence on
Rubinstein’s style, it is impossible to directly tie the use of quintuple meter to Glinka.
EXAMPLE 4.6A. Mikhail Glinka, A Life of Tsar, act III, no. 14, Wedding Dance, mm. 1-4.

EXAMPLE 4.6B. Mikhail Glinka, Ruslan and Lyudmila, act I, no. 2, mm. 51-54..
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Despite the praise meant by Taruskin in his analysis of the three choruses of the sons of
Shem, Ham, and Japhet, his description oversimplifies the rather more complex use of Orientalist
style in Der Thurm zu Babel. Furthermore, he does not explain the significance of Rubinstein and
Rodenberg’s choice to include these depictions of the three races of man. Since the works of
Pseudo-Philo and Josephus in antiquity, scholars had conceptualized the world as divided into
different groups of Biblical descendants. The seventh century scholar Isidore of Seville divided the
world into a tripartite model in what is commonly called the T-O map: Asia-Africa-Europe, depicted
in the shape of a T, surrounded by a circular (O-shaped) ocean. Later versions of this map
superimpose the names of the tribes of the Sons of Noah on them: Shem for Asia, Ham for Africa,
and Japhet for Europe.89 This conceptualization endured relatively unchanged for over a millennium
and was then reemphasized by the scientific racial distinctions argued by scholars of Göttingen
School in the late eighteenth century.90 The theory is highly problematic when examined through a
twenty-first century lens, especially the undercurrent of racism inherent in the distinctions, with the
Biblically-sanctioned subservient role for Hamites. In Der Thurm zu Babel, Rubinstein creates musical
distinctions between these three groups that highlight the difference, exploring multiple types of
exoticism and inviting listeners to hear an ultimate universality along Western tonality.
Rubinstein very subtly differentiates the sons of Shem and Ham, marking both of them with altered
pitches that signify the Other. Taruskin correctly observes that the Sons of Shem are marked by
augmented second intervals, however it is more revealing to explore the presence of this interval in
its full melodic context. Although the key signature would indicate G minor in traditional Western
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harmonic analysis, Rubinstein built the melody of the sons of Shem on the Phrygian dominant
scale—a scale built on the fifth mode of the harmonic minor scale, which in Jewish liturgical music
is known as Ahava Rabbah, after the prayer with which it is associated, and in Klezmer music as
Freygish (ex 4.7a and 4.7b). The flattened scale degree 2 creates an initially Phrygian-sounding
modality, but the subsequent raised scale degree 3 creates the distinct augmented second interval
which, as Taruskin observes, marks this scale’s exoticism beyond merely modal. Other examples of
the Phrygian Dominant scale can be found elsewhere in the Arab (as Hijaz Maqam), East Asian, and
Spanish-speaking worlds. Ralph Locke describes how the scale—and in particular the melodic
augmented second—held an almost irresistible intrigue for Western composers attempting to evoke
a foreign sound. In discussion the famous Bacchanale from Saint-Saëns’s Samson et Dalila, Locke
writes:
[T]he evocation of Hijaz amounts almost to caricature, in that Saint-Saëns presents
that augmented second at not one but two places in the scale, between degrees 2 and
3 but also between 6 and 7… Saint-Saëns’s repeated insistence on the augmented
second in the Bacchanale can be seen as an instance of the standard Orientalist
practice (described by anthropologist Francis Affergan [in his Exotisme et altérité: Essai
sur les fondements d’une critique de l’anthropologie, 1987]) of emphasizing the ‘[sedimentary]
residues… of what differs most’ from Western practice; such an emphasis ‘reifies’
the Easterner’s ‘difference’, thereby heightening rather than bridging the
dichotomous gap between Self and Other.’91
This “bridging of Self and Other” is certainly more complex in Rubinstein and the case of Der Thurm
zu Babel, given that the Self is Other, at least potentially. The use of a scale that is highly associated
with Jewish musics in both the religious and the folk traditions seems to evoke an almost
inescapable association with Rubinstein’s Jewish origins, regardless of baptism in childhood or
religious apathy in adulthood.
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EXAMPLE 4.7A. Ahava Rabbah/Freygish scale.

EXAMPLE 4.7B. Anton Rubinstein, Der Thurm zu Babel, op. 80, 1st Picture, Chorus of the Sons of
Shem, mm.1-12.
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The sons of Ham are also marked with non-Western modality and a similar but distinct
scale, Phrygian mode. The section begins harmonically ambiguous, with repetitive open fifths,
hammered away by the viola and cello sections, evoking barbarity and primitiveness. The initial
melodic presentation at measure 8 withholds the flattened second scale degree and might be heard
as C-sharp minor. However, as the text turns darker at measure 17 (“Unto the burning sandy desert,
where the sun darts forth his ray, and night never cools the heat of day”), the harmonies solidify Csharp Phrygian in both the chorus and orchestra (ex. 4.8).
Whereas the Sons of Shem and Ham sound primitive, Orientalist, and Othered, with nonWestern scales, parallel unisons in the chorus, and repetitive, droning open intervals, major tonality
and a fully triadic harmonic vocabular return with the Sons of Japhet, a musical embodiment of their
representation as the ancestral people to Europeans (ex. 4.9). Taruskin observes that the melodic
material here strongly resembles ‘Turkish Dance’ in Act 4 of Ruslan and Lyudmila (ex. 4.10). The
Turkish Dance in Ruslan, however, is neither a representative example of Glinka’s Russian modal or
folksong influence, given its diatonicism and the non-Russian source of the melody.92 In fact,
Glinka’s use of Turkish style the is one of the most tonally straightforward in the section of so-called
“Oriental Dances,” similar to the Japhetic music as the most tonally Western of the sons’ music in
Der Thurm zu Babel. Although it cannot be ruled out that Rubinstein intended to pay homage to
Glinka in the music for the Sons of Japhet, it seems more likely that it was planned to sound
specifically Western, in contrast to the music for the Semites and Hamites. When the three groups
of racial ancestors are simultaneously combined, the result is that the song of the Sons of Japhet
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Frolova-Walker, “On ‘Ruslan’ and Russianness,” 29. Frolova-Walker does not indicate the
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EXAMPLE 4.8. Anton Rubinstein, Der Thurm zu Babel, op. 80, 2nd Picture, Chorus of the Sons of
Ham, mm. 1-24.
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EXAMPLE 4.9. Anton Rubinstein, Der Thurm zu Babel, op. 80, 3rd Picture, Chorus of the Sons Japhet,
mm. 1-12.

EXAMPLE 4.10. Mikhail Glinka, Ruslan and Lyudmila, act IV, no. 19, Turkish Dance, mm. 1-12.
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encompass the musics of the Sons of Shem and Ham, an apt metaphor both for Rubinstein’s
compositional philosophy — with its elevation of Western tonality as the ideal towards which
Russian music should aspire — and for his understanding of what it means to be an assimilated Jew,
cognizant of his distinct origins but nevertheless fully absorbed into the dominant culture.
Of the Viennese premiere of Der Thurm zu Babel, the famously antagonistic and often
antisemitic critic Ludwig Speidel gave a mixed review in Fremden-Blatt, in which he somewhat
begrudgingly praised Rubinstein’s ingenuity and enthusiasm. Friedrich Chrysander, the eminent
authority on Handel at the end of the nineteenth century, wrote derisively of Der Thurm zu Babel in
the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung:
Rubinstein has composed a geistliche Oper and has recently performed it in Königsberg and
Vienna, to make the madness complete, in concert! A “geistliche Oper” with “Soli und Chören,”
as the advertisement states. In this unmusical gibberish [Kauderwelsch], in which all concepts
[of opera and oratorio] collide with one another, unsurpassably befits the title of the sacred
opera—Der Thurm zu Babel! May this endeavor [to create the genre of geistliche Oper] be like
that one; it most certainly will end the same!93
Rubinstein and Rodenberg’s other collaboration was many years coming. Originally
conceived as a setting of the Song of Songs, the work became the “biblical representation in five
scenes,” titled Sulamith (1883). Rubinstein fretted that the new work was too close to Feramors:
“What is to be done about it? Yes, even the coloring is once again Oriental, since musically it is too
difficult to make Jewish distinct from Persian or Arabian.”94 This statement seemingly forgets his
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own previous success in differentiating exoticism in Der Thurm zu Babel. The letter continues with
further worries about how his works have fared under the pens of the Wagnerians, in which
Rubinstein notably self-identifies as Jewish, at least in private to a fellow Jew:
…the public is now so misguided by all the pamphlets on Oper und Drama, Principien,
neue Bahnen, and Zukunft that a harmless, purely lyrical, specifically musical work—
and moreover, by a Jewish-Russian composer—will leave the people cold or face
opposition for the very start.95
A statement like this, made in private (albeit published after his death) to a friend and fellow Jew
demonstrates how aware Rubinstein was of both who where he came from and how the public
viewed him both in terms of his generally conservative musical style and his Jewishness.
Furthermore, while he does not explicitly mention Wagner’s Das Judentum in der Musik by name in
the above list of pamphlets, the implication is quite plausible that neither he nor Rodenberg needed
to identify the vitriolic tome in order to feel its impact on their musical collaborations.

James Loeffler, The Most Musical Nation: Jews and Culture in the Late Russian Empire (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 2010), 42. “Das Scenario des Hohen Liedes ist sehr schön - aber aber - es ist ja beinahe ohne Ausnahme ganz die Wiederholung des Feramors! - mit dem einzigen
Unterschied, daß Sulamith eine Winzerin und Lalla Rookh eine Prinzessin ist - ja sogar der
Hoochzeitsnarr ist kein Anderer als der Fadladin, und die scenischen Effecte auch dieselben, wie die
Darbringung der Geschenke. -- -- -- Was ist da zu thun - ja, auch das Colorit ist wieder das
Orientalische, da das Jüdische musikalisch zu schwer anders zu machen ist wie das Persische oder
Arabische - ich bin ganz unglücklich darüber - was ist da zu machen? Sie müssen Rath schaffen vielleicht ist dies Alles ein Grund, um eine von den vielen Auslegungen des Hohen Liedes zu
wählen, die nicht der von Mandelstamm entspricht!.”
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Such comments are similar to those made by Joachim in regard to the challenges faced by
Jewish violinist Jakob Grün in Hannover. Like Joachim, Rubinstein took inspiration from Byron’s
Hebrew Melodies, although he set only a single poem, using the Russian translation of Mikhail
Lermontov. Lermontov’s translation was one of many texts in the early decades of the nineteenth
century seen as contributing to symbolic connection between ancient Israel and emerging nationalist
Russian sentiment held by many of the empire’s literary and musical elite.96 Probably due to its
connection to Lermontov, the setting was published as the first song of Rubinstein’s Zwölf Lieder aus
dem Russischen, op. 78 (1868).97 For this setting, Rubinstein chose no. 9 from Hebrew Melodies, “My
Soul is Dark,” titled in the song cycle “Evreiskaia melodiia/Hebräische Melodie” (ex. 4.11). The
cycle was published in Leipzig in a bilingual edition containing the Russian texts with German
translations by German poet Wilhelm Osterwald. It is unclear whether Osterwald translated from
Lermontov’s Russian or directly from Byron’s English, but his German differs from Theremin and
other existing German translations. Loeffler suggests, “This led musicians, critics, and audiences
alike to play a constant guessing game with Rubinstein’s music, searching in varying degrees for
obvious melodic references attributable to his Jewish heritage.”98 While James Loeffler has recently
argued that both this song and Die Maccabäer “explicitly marked themselves as Jewish,” he concedes
that there is little sonically in such works to differentiate them from the exoticism Rubinstein
employed in his Persian Songs (1854-1855) or in the operas Feramors and The Demon (1883). With Die
Maccabäer, however, I will show that there were, in fact multiple instances in which Jewish
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engagement was pursued—both by a singer involved in the production and by members of the
broader assimilated Jewish population in German-speaking and Russian-speaking Europe.
EXAMPLE 4.11. Anton Rubinstein, Zwölf Lieder aus dem Russischen, op. 78, no. 1, mm. 1-12.99
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The German text here is drawn from Osterwald. COVID-19 restrictions have prevented
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Nation, 39.
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Acting Jewishly and Hearing Jewishness in Die Maccabäer
In addition to his collaboration with Rodenberg, Rubinstein also had a longtime working
relationship with the German-Jewish writer Solomon Hermann Mosenthal (1821-1877), whose play
Deborah (1849; performed in the English-speaking world in Augustin Daly’s 1860 translation, Leah the
Forsaken) with its passionate defense of Jews against antisemitic persecution, had earned him
international acclaim.100 The pair first collaborated on Die Kinder der Haide (The Children of the Steppes,
1861). Although the pastoral setting and plot echoes Dargomïzhsky’s Rusalka, the opera did not
receive a full staging in Russia until 1867.101 The next two collaborations were far more successful:
Die Maccabäer (The Maccabees, 1872-1874) and Moses, op. 112 (1892).
Although the story would have been widely known to Christian audiences, Die Maccabäer is
probably Rubinstein’s most explicitly Jewish work. In the opera, the baritone Judas leads the Jews in
the revolt against the Syrians, while his brother Eleazar betrays the family for love of the Syrian
Cleopatra. Leah, the mother of the brothers, is a dramatic contralto. Drawing on practices from
grand opéra and their importance he had outlined in his discussions of geistliche Oper, Rubinstein used
large ensemble choruses throughout. The premiere in Berlin was highly attended, and Rubinstein
was repeated called back for applause after each act.102 In commenting on the composer’s
predilection for Biblical subject matter, a French critic observed how seamlessly Rubinstein blended
elements of oratorio and opera, though the critique of being too derivative appeared again: “he is at
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times too fond of Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer.” 103 Although perhaps merely a stylistic comparison
to leading composers of the early half of the century, the comment perhaps also meant to draw
attention to Rubinstein’s Jewishness by connecting him with the century’s most famous musicians of
Jewish ancestry and is evidence for the overwhelming trend by the press—secular and Jewish—to
analyze the work as Jewishly-influenced opera.
While it is written for contralto, the role of Leah, the Maccabean mother, was written by
Rubinstein with Viennese mezzo-soprano, Marianne Brandt (1842-1921) in mind.104 Although
Brandt was not Jewish, she contributed an article recalling her performance of Leah to the Populärwissenschaftliche Monatsblätter, a magazine published by the [Moses] Mendelssohn Society of Frankfurt,
subtitled “for instruction about Judentum for educated people of all religions.”105 Brandt recalled how
she approached the composer when she finally saw the long-awaited score, worried it did not suit
her voice. The role was “Don’t you know that Leah was an old woman? Should I have the mother
of the Maccabees be sung by a soprano?! You seem the right one for the role…”106 The role of Leah
was challenging, and Brandt sought out the assistance of a rabbi in Königsberg with “precise
knowledge of the old customs of the Jews” so that she could be accurate in the “ceremonial hand
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and body movements associated with the blessings.”107 The rabbi was unwilling to help her, but the
city’s cantor proved more helpful, inviting her to attend services in the synagogue where, she
reported, “I could see and hear exactly how the blessings were given.”108 Although Brandt did not
name the cantor of Königsberg in her article, it was almost certainly Hirsch Weintraub, who served
the city from 1838 to 1879.109 Weintraub was born into a multi-generational lineage of Ukrainian
cantors, and his compositions represent a blending of Eastern European heritage, secular musical
education, and the reform of synagogue music led by Solomon Sulzer in Vienna.110 Brandt also
reached out to the painter, Gustav Richter (1823-1884), the gentile son-in-law of Meyerbeer, who
provided her with a drawing of a costume from the Hasmonean period.111 Brandt’s ethnographic
research for her role in Die Maccabäer is an example of the how the racialization of Jews, in regard to
both their physical bodies and their behavior, was at the forefront of artists’ minds during this
period. Furthermore, it shows an anachronistic, yet increasingly commonplace sentiment that the
music of Biblical Jews and that of Jews in present-day Europe were intertwined. This is obviously in
sharp contrast a work like Handel’s Judas Maccabaeus, who would have been seen as a heroic proto-
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Christian that did not necessitate any sort of research into Jewishness for historical and dramatic
accuracy.
While Brandt had attempted to bring modern synagogue ritualized movement into her
portrayal of Leah, Jewish musicians were also talking note of Die Maccabäer. Following the death of
Rubinstein in 1894, Viennese Cantor Josef Singer (1841-1911) published an account of his
interactions with the great pianist in the Oesterreichisch-ungarische Cantoren-Zeitung.112 Singer, whose
father was an itinerant cantor from Galicia, had received both traditional and secular music
education and was at this time the Obercantor of Vienna, having succeeded Sulzer in 1881.113 His
most important publication, Die Tonarten des Traditionellen Synagogengesanges im Verhältniss zu den
Kirchentonarten und den Tonarten der Vorchristlichen Musikperiode (1886), is an extensive study of the
cantorial tradition and reveals much on the attempts of late nineteenth century cantors in explaining
modal systems of Jewish liturgical music within a secular music theory context.114 Singer was a
regular contributor to the Oesterreichisch-ungarische Cantoren-Zeitung, a journal published between 1881
and 1891, at a time of increasingly professionalization of the cantorate and canonization of the
liturgical rite in Central and Western European reformed synagogues.115 The journal sought to
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appeal to professional cantors, but also the secularized, acculturated Jewish population during this
period.
Singer evocatively described the conversation with Rubinstein as a discussion allowed them
to “plow the field of singing in the synagogue.”116 Singer described how he had clearly heard the
relationship within the music of Rubinstein with “synagogal Tonarten”—especially in the lieder and
Die Maccabäer—and how he had found the courage to write to Rubinstein during one of his Viennese
tours. Singer was no stranger to Western art music, having studied it extensively; in his youth, he had
sung for Hanslick, Brahms, Goldmark, and others.117 Nonetheless, he wrote of his apprehension of
appearing in private before Rubinstein, but was greeted irreverently, “What leads this pious man to a
sinner?”118 The pair discussed the music theory behind the modern tonal scale and how it differs
from the synagogue modes, which Rubinstein apparently told Singer was “very interesting.”
Emboldened, Singer performed several pieces from his own collection Die Tonarten des Traditionellen
Synagogengesanges to demonstrate the differing modes of synagogue music (ex. 4.12): no. 2 “Schir
usch’wocho” in Yishtabach mode (more accurately described as Ahava Rabbah, see further discussion
below for this) No. 4 “Lefonow naa-wod” in Magen Avot; and Nr . 6 “Adonoj moloch” in Adonai
Malakh. Rubinstein was particularly interested in the third of these, “which seemed very strange to
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him that it was based in C, despite the fixed minor seventh B [flat].”119 Singer also pointed out to
Rubinstein that “although the latter two scales could be found in the ancient music of other
peoples,” what he calls Yishtabach mode was “the exclusive property of Jewish liturgical chant.”120
EXAMPLE 4.12. Josef Singer, Die Tonarten des Traditionellen Synagogengesanges, pg. 1, 3.

The mode that Singer identified as Yishtabach, is the Phrygian Dominant/Ahava Rabbah/Freygish
scale, the same scale used by Rubinstein for the Sons of Shem in Der Thurm zu Babel. While this
mode might not be, in Singer’s exaggerated formulation, the “exclusive property” of synagogue
music, Rubinstein’s use of it emerges as a musical act of Jewish self-identification. Moreover,
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Rubinstein’s response indicated a certain affinity that went beyond mere awareness of the musical
conventions of his Jewish heritage. Singer continued:
The master [Rubinstein] smiled and said that it was a strange coincidence, since he
had always found this scale extremely pleasant. This made me realize that this is what
had led me to him: that there was Jewishness present in most of his works. Even in
emotionally evocative but not specifically Jewish moments, such as his orchestral
works and songs, this sequence was used everywhere, such so that it has been
commonly observed as characteristic of Rubinstein.121
Singer had, in particular, noticed Rubinstein’s use of this mode in Leah’s “Tanzlied” from Die
Maccabäer, but Rubinstein had an explanation for this (ex. 4.13). He replied that he had borrowed the
melody from “a Polish Jew,” though it pleased him that a professional cantor could recognize the
liturgical mode without knowing its source. Rubinstein then probed Singer further, asking how such
a melody should be correctly harmonized to maintain the intervals of the traditional mode. Here,
Singer offered praise, replying:
First of all, esteemed master, you should continue as you have in truly artistic and
sensitive manner, as you did in Leah’s Tanzlied, either in unison or with the slightest
harmonic accompaniment. For to impose modern harmonic garb on such melodies
would be to strip them of their character.122
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EXAMPLE 4.13. Anton Rubinstein, Die Maccabäer, act II, scene 7, mm. 1-20.123
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A full orchestra score is not available for Die Maccabäer. Benjamin and Joarim, Lea’s two
younger sons, are pants roles.
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Singer’s answer on orchestration is not surprising, given that Sulzer and his followers rarely
harmonized Ahava Rabbah mode, mostly likely due to the challenges presented by lowered scale
degree 2. Nonetheless, Rubinstein seemed satisfied with such an answer, and the two parted ways,
with Singer expressing his thanks but Rubinstein replying, “Please, please, I am indebted to you, Mr.
Obercantor.”124 The interaction displays the porous boundaries between sacred and secular music in
Jewish Vienna, as well as the very real engagement of leaders in the Jewish community in not only
acknowledging but embracing those who had been baptized. Singer’s attempt to provide an
explanation of the liturgical modes to Rubinstein testified to a further step in such relationshipbuilding—the willingness of the leaders of the Jewish establishment (at the very least, the liberal,
reformed leaders) to include and even educate those who for various reasons, such as childhood
baptism in the case of Rubinstein, within the Jewish fold. For a gatekeeper like Obercantor Singer,
who held unique and specialized Jewish knowledge, to reach across the baptismal divide to someone
like Rubinstein rebuffs any notion that once Jews left the fold that they were no longer seen as part
of the community.

Remembering Rubinstein, Rewriting Jewishness
At the end of the nineteenth century, the most popular—and for a time only—RussianJewish periodical, Voskhod (Dawn), printed a commemorative article on Rubinstein, not unlike
Singer’s in the Oesterreichisch-ungarische Cantoren-Zeitung. Although Voskhod was neutral on Zionist
issues and pushed for the betterment of the lives of Jews on Russian soil, it was read by Jews from
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across a wide spectrum of political viewpoints and social classes.125 The article was written by the
Riga-born Russian-Jewish journalist Robert Iljisch (1835-1909).126 It was of sufficiently broad
interest that it was translated into both the Allgemeine Zeitung des Judentums and one of the first
English-language Jewish periodicals, The Menorah Monthly, published by B’ne Brith in New York.127
The reason for such wide appeal may have been simply the compelling nature story that Iljisch
recounted of a Yom Kippur evening with Anton Rubinstein. The gathering occurred at the Hotel
Bellevue in St. Petersburg with Rubinstein, Iljisch, Russian cellist Karl Davidov (1838-1889) and
German pianist Sophie Menter (1846-1918). Davidov was of Jewish ancestry, but his family had
become baptized the same year of his birth.128 Tchaikovsky called Davidov the “czar of cellists.”
Similarly described by Liszt as “his only true [piano] daughter,” Menter, who was not of Jewish
ancestry, had taught at the Conservatory in St. Petersburg from 1883 until 1886, the same year her
fourteen-year marriage to Bohemian-Jewish cellist David Popper (1843-1913) was also dissolved.129
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Although the translated titles of the article indicate that the evening occurred in the home of
Rubinstein, Iljisch described:
The hostess [Menter] invited me to a cup of tea, and I had just come from the
Synagogue after the Neila prayer [the closing prayer the concludes Yom Kippur]; I
had gone there well knowing that I would meet the two renowned coreligionists
[fellow-believers, Glaubengenossen] who though long ago passed over into another
camp, had remained Jews at heart [felt themselves to be Jews] and felt themselves at
one with the house of Israel. One may change one’s religion, one may even become
faithless to a conviction, but one’s ancestry cannot be changed, the consistency of
the drop of blood cannot be changed and the tradition of a millennial existence
cannot be shaken off.130
James Loeffler, the only recent scholar to have explored this event in any depth (and his own
description does not include the third part of the article, which is discussed below), cautions the
necessity to allow for “the excesses of literary stylization and Ilish’s own Jewish nationalist
sympathies,” which is apparent in the above comment, which is more telling on Iljisch’s views than
on the internal convictions held by Rubinstein and Davidov.131
The most remarkable portion of the evening occurred when Rubinstein sat down at the
piano and began to improvise. Iljisch’s recollection is in line with other descriptions Rubinstein’s
improvisatory style: he was said to perform with great with great abandon, physical exertion, and
become almost entranced in personal introspection. Yet, what Iljisch then recalled is nothing short
but astounding for the assimilated, child-baptized Rubinstein:
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But gradually Rubinstein passed over to a melancholy andante, and suddenly ,to my
greatest surprise, the earnest, solemn tones of the Kol Nidre, filled with indescribable
woe and affecting intensity, broke through. After he had played the whole melody in
its wondrous simplicity and sublime beauty, Rubinstein began to vary upon the tune
and executed upon this theme sketches of wonderful beauty. It was a cascade of
charming tunes, which presented a sort of symphony, executed by the great master
with that inimitable elegance peculiar to him, at which, however, he developed in
reality a touching tenderness. There was expression given to the inarticulate babble
of the babe, the woe of the grown man, the crying of the feeble woman, the solemn,
uplifting prayer, the unspeakable grief and despair, the joy and hope of home; there
expression was given to the entire tragic history of Israel in tuneful accents, the
concentration of which constitutes the sublime creation of musical genius.132
Again, the scene described by Iljisch must be understood with some literary gloss, as he described
how the salon transformed “as if by magic, into a grand synagogue,” and he alluded to Rubinstein as
a tallit-covered cantor.133 When the pianist finished, Iljisch asked him whether he was aware that
Yom Kippur had just finished that evening:
Rubinstein looked at me with great surprise. ‘Is that really so, that today [sic] is Yom
Kippur?’ he said in a suppressed voice; ‘truly I did not know, and if I played for you
the fantasy-improvisation after the melody of the Kol Nidre, it was the purest
accident… But no,’ he interrupted himself, ‘there is no such thing as accident. It is
an atavism, my dear. I was led by instinct to play Kol Nidre, and especially to-day and
132
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at this moment, when you come from the synagogue. Indeed, it is quite peculiar. I
actually did not know that to-day it was Yom Kippur, and suddenly the idea came to
my head to play the melody of Kol Nidre. Remembrances of my childhood awoke in
me suddenly and inspired me. Believe me, there is no such thing as accident.’134
To Menter, who was unfamiliar with the melody, Rubinstein commented:
You cannot understand that, my child, and do you know why, Sontiscka? Because
you are a Goy, and that you cannot understand either, and to tell you the truth, I do
not know the significance of it myself, though I am convinced that I apply it
correctly, and as such, while much of it is incomprehensible to you, it is perfectly
plain to us three [Davidov, Iljisch, and Rubinstein].135
When pressed by Menter to explain why he had not composed any specifically Jewish works, given
her conviction that they would be well-received by the Jewish community, Rubinstein answered with
what is perhaps the most direct and distinct evidence on how he felt Judentum was manifested in his
musical compositions:
‘In my musical creations you will find many Jewish motives and songs, which I heard
in my youth, and which thirty years later awoke again in my memory. I am
sometimes puzzled to know where these songs and melodies come from, which
follow me and do not give me a rest. It buzzes constantly in my brain, it never stops
and I cannot get a rest until I dot them down on paper. It looked as if there were no
longer anything in common between me and Judaism, as I left the place of my birth
when I was yet a child, from which I went with my mother to Moscow, where I lost
134
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all connection with the Jews. That continued so and I became altogether alienated
[entfremdet] from Judaism. Nevertheless, was it impossible for me to shake off all the
traditions of the past and Judaism became dearer to me as the memories of my youth
grew paler.136
Loeffler, in his analysis Iljish’s account of the evening, concludes with the above passage and the
musician’s subsequent comments that although he was aware that Marrano Jews continued to
observe Jewish ritual and pray in secret, he never had such inclinations to return to Judaism.
Problematically, however, Loeffler argues Rubinstein saw himself as a “musical Marrano, a former
Jew inside a Christian, an Oriental mixed with a European,” when Rubinstein’s statements—albeit
filtered through Iljish—point in a rather different direction.137 But there is nothing in Rubinstein’s
comments that show any sort of self-identification with the Orient, be it Jewish or Asiatic Russian.
While he was undeniably a Christian in official creed, though seemingly perhaps not in daily practice,
he was not a “former Jew,” as Loeffler states. Though he spoke in the above quotation of “the
Jews” with a revealing distance, the subsequent passage recalled by Iljish as part III of the evening—
not addressed in Loeffler’s reading—reveals far more nuanced views on Rubinstein’s part.
Rubinstein prefaced these remarks by recalling, “Personally, I never thought of going over
again to Judaism. But the ties of blood with the Jews have never been torn. I liked to attend the
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synagogue during the high festivals, Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.”138 Iljish was careful to clarify
that Rubinstein used these Hebrew words, as well as others such as Yomim noroim, Kol Nidre, Neilah,
and Talith, because he was “fond of using them to show his familiarity with them.”139 Rubinstein
recalled how, while visiting to his mother, he had decided to go to the synagogue on Yom Kippur to
hear the cantor sing the Kol Nidre prayer. Although the English translation of the article does not
give the city, the German version in Allgemeine Zeitung des Judenthums indicates that it occurred in
Odessa.140 Although Rubinstein did not indicate the cantor by name but only as “a man noted for his
fine voice,” it was likely Nissan Blumenthal (1805-1903), who had introduced many Western musical
changes including the use of choir and German-style chorale singing (sometimes even borrowing
melodies of Handel, Haydn, or Mozart) to the Brodsky Synagogue of Odessa.141 Tina Frühauf
describes Odessa—and the Brodsky Synagogue in particular—as a “satellite, musical and otherwise,
of German-Jewish culture” within Russia, so it is no surprise that Rubinstein would have felt
comfortable in such an environment.142 Professional obligations prevented Rubinstein from actually
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making it to the synagogue to hear the Kol Nidre. Instead, he visited with an unnamed relative for
the Neilah service at the very end of Yom Kippur. He described the weight of the emotion, the heat
of the dimly lit room, and tearful weeping from the women’s balcony in the synagogue:
For the foreign beholder the sight was extraordinary, oppressive and heavy. But
upon me, though I had often taken part in such service, these tears, these groans and
these prayers made a deep shocking impression.”143
This comment is a revelation not only regarding Rubinstein’s self-identification with the Jewish
people, but also evidence (assuming Iljisch as trustworthy) that Rubinstein’s in fact had knowledge
of Jewish liturgical practice not only from ineffable, childhood memories, but also from attendance
at synagogues. The fact that he identified himself not with the “foreign beholders,” observing Jewish
practice as an outsider, but rather as an experienced and knowledgeable insider puts to rest any
argument that Rubinstein was disinterested in his Jewishness.
Rubinstein continued, describing the pathos of the final prayers of Yom Kippur, the service
moved to the more hopeful prayer, “Pesach lonu shaar:”
…that magnificent hymn, so full of poetical sentiment which the congregation
repeats after recitation by the cantor. When I listened to this beautiful melody, and
read the wonderful verses of the text in the translation, I was suddenly seized by a
creative power. I felt the nearness of God, I became artistically inspired, and I
hurried home to write down the impression received, to give it form. The result
was—‘Open the portals of prison.’144
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The prayer that Rubinstein found so inspiring was “Pesach lanu sha’ar,” a sixth century piyyut
[liturgical poem] traditionally attributed to the prolific poet, Eleazar Kallir.145 The prayer, which is
made of up of three poetic fragments, beseeches God to “Keep the gate open for us” as the day
comes to an end and, metaphorically, the gate of Heaven open for atonement, as one’s life comes to
an end. No specific setting of this prayer survives from the Brodsky Synagogue in Odessa, so it is
impossible to know what melody Cantor Blumenthal would have sung that so inspired Rubinstein.
Given the Germanic presence at the Brodsky synagogue, it is possible that Blumenthal would have
used a melody sung by Salomon Sulzer, however only if it had come to the synagogue via oral
transmission or some other non-published circulation, as the first volume of Schir Zion did not
include that prayer and the second volume was not published until 1865 (ex. 4.14).
EXAMPLE 4.14. Salomon Sulzer, Schir Zion, vol. 2, no. 273, “Dar’k’cho Elohenu,” melody indicated
for use in “Pesach lanu sha’ar.”146

Another plausible candidate is a setting of the same prayer that survives in arrangement by Cantor
David Nowakowsky (1848-1921), the protégé and assistant conductor to Blumenthal (ex. 4.15). This

Textes in der Uebersetzung nachlas , bemächtigte sich meiner plötzlich die schöpferische Kraft. Ich
fühlte die Nähe Gottes, es bemächtigte sich meiner eine künstlerische Begeisterung, und ich eilte
nach Hause, um sofort den empfangenen Eindruck niederzuschreiben, um demselben eine Form zu
geben. Das Resultat davon war ‘Oeffnet mir die Kerkerpforten.’” The English version of the article
incorrectly cites the prayer as “Pesach lanu sha’a.”
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EXAMPLE 4.15. David Nowakowsky, “P’sach Lono Shaar” for Yom Kippur.147
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setting shows the development of the Sulzerian model into a synthesis of cantorial synagogue with
modern four-part harmonies of Western music. Unlike the unmetered and modal Sulzer setting
above, even the cantor’s part in Nowakowsky’s arrangement is metered and is in straightforward A
minor. In the choral response, the polyphonic entrances of the first half shift to a homophonic,
closing chorale.
Rubinstein wrote that the melody heard at the synagogue inspired his song “Open the
portals of prison,” most likely indicating the song, “Отворите мне темницу [Otvoritye mnye
tyemnitsu]” (ex. 4.16). The song, published under the German title, “Sehnsucht,” was part of a sixsong cycle published around 1850 as Rubinstein’s op. 8. Despite its early opus number, this
particular song had proved popular and lasting; piano transcriptions and English language
EXAMPLE 4.16. Anton Rubinstein, Sechs Lieder, op. 8, no. 5, mm. 1-19.
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translations appeared in the 1860s and 1870s.148 There is no apparent musical connection between
this song and either the Sulzer or Nowakowsky setting of “Pesach lanu sha’ar.” Rather the idea of
the gates of Heaven seems to coincide with the poetic message of the text, drawn from the poetry of
Lermontov on an impassioned prisoner longing for the opening of his dungeon and a return to his
beloved.
Rubinstein’s engagement with his Jewish heritage and enduring identity as a Jew was
complicated and evolving throughout his life. Though Singer’s remembrance of Rubinstein focused
on the more obvious musical examples of Judentum in the geistliche Oper, Die Maccabäer, Iljisch’s
recollection presents Rubinstein less as a student of Jewish music than an active consumer of it.
Through Iljisch’s testimony, we witness Rubinstein’s self-identification with others of Jewish
ancestry, both those that became baptized and those remaining at least nominally affiliated with
synagogue practice and religious life. His explanation that the non-Jewish Menter would
understanding the power of the music of the Kol Nidre prayer reveals his own selfconceptualization as not only one who maintained a certain status as Jew in the mind of his Gentile
colleagues, but also as a composer and musician who could freely use this Jewishness as musical
inspiration, whether in depictions of sacred subjects in his geistliche Oper or more abstractly
throughout his works that, on the surface, might appear to have no connection to Judentum at all.
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Chapter 5:
A Family through Emancipation:
The Early Works of Carl Goldmark

In 1897, American-born composer and educator Rubin Goldmark (1872-1936) wrote of his
uncle Carl Goldmark (1830-1915): “What Grieg is to the music of Scandinavia and Dvořák to that
of Bohemia, Goldmark is to the music of the Orient.”1 Drawn from a larger article in a musicfocused journal and written by a rising member of the American musical elite, this quotation is
emblematic of how the Hungarian-born, Viennese-identifying, German-speaking Jewish composer,
Carl Goldmark was described throughout his career. For a composer who was a prominent figure in
the musical life of Vienna, especially following the great success of his opera, Die Königin von Saba in
1875, Goldmark was consistently robbed of his own voice and personal agency when it came to
identifying a putatively national or religious nature of his compositions. He was always presented as
a composer with a limiting qualifier: most often Orientalist, Jewish, Hebraic, or exotic, though
sometimes a Wagnerian and other times a Brahmsian. Paradoxically, this oversimplification and
categorization came from both sides: positive, celebratory accolades like the above from his nephew
and more critical, derisive, and at times downright antisemitic analyses of his operas, concert works,
and chamber pieces, imposed narratives of his Jewish identity and heritage upon Goldmark. These
began during the very beginnings of his notoriety and endured even after Die Königin von Saba
became the Vienna at the fin de siècle. Furthermore, modern musicological discourse has continued to
do Goldmark this very same disservice. While in recent scholarship, Goldmark has not been
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completely forgotten, mentions of him are so limited he may as well be. Like so many “lesser
composers” of the long nineteenth century, Goldmark has been relegated to a position in today’s
canon defined by his associations—his (mostly) cordial friendship with Brahms, his efforts on behalf
of the Wagnerian cause in Vienna, and his nephew’s instruction of Aaron Copland. Yet, in very
much the same way as reports from his own lifetime, these recent scholarly acknowledgements are
limiting, revealing only fragments of an extremely complex musician standing at the precipice of
assimilation and particularity.
The next two chapters are as much about Carl Goldmark and his negotiations of Jewish
identity as they are about the perceptions of it from others, including both insiders, as a great deal of
family letters and documents have survived, and outsiders such as the authors of articles in various
periodical sources: musical and general interest, Jewish and secular. The dominant voices in this
chapter are those of Goldmark’s extended family, including his father Rubin Simcha Goldmark (c.
1799-1868), several of his brothers, and his nephew Rubin Goldmark. As I parse out Jewish selfidentification of Goldmark through a close analysis of his autobiographical memoir against
published biographical sketches, it becomes apparent that the sources are in constant, near Talmudic
conversation with each other. At times, they agree, and, at other times, they completely refute stories
that might appear undeniable fact. Like the Talmud, they do this across time and often out of
chronological order. Private letters disprove long-standing published narratives on the style of
Judaism that Goldmark’s family practiced, their level of secular education, and their engagement
with Western art music, despite their uncultured and insular portrayal in Goldmark’s posthumously
published memoir, Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben.2 Similarly, the many examples of struggle and
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unappreciated hard work depicted in his Erinnerungen challenge the perceptions voiced in letters from
Goldmark’s family that he lived frivolous, carefree life in Vienna. Most relevant to this dissertation is
the high level of both musical and Jewish engagement maintained by Goldmark’s family, which can
be extended into deeper insights into his autobiography, with its very limited direct reference to
Jewishness. Ultimately, in keeping with the Talmudic pattern, I will present both the dominant and
dissenting stories on Goldmark, with care to sort out the differences between opinion, concrete and
verifiable fact, and my own interpretation of this very complex composer and Jewish individual.

Sources on the life of Carl Goldmark
The primary source and point of comparison for all biographical narratives of Goldmark is
found in his Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben, published in 1922 in Vienna, and the source upon which
most scholarship from the last fifty years or so has been derived. The 1927 English translation was
done by the daughter of Goldmark’s older half-brother, Joseph (1819-1881), Alice Goldmark
Brandeis (1866-1945), the wife of Judge Louis Brandeis, a notable activist in her own right and
involved in many liberal political issues.3 The English translation of the German title is not exact,
which, aside from changing the possessive tense, would more accurately read as Memoirs or Memories.
The German title is a generic one, the same used by many German-speakers in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, including music critic Adolph Bernhard Marx (1865), novelist and playwright
Gustav Freytag (1887), author Friedrich Bodenstedt (1888-90), scientist Albert von Kölliker (1899),
among many others.4 This immediately calls into question the genre of books called Erinnerungen—is
3
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it an autobiography or a memoir? The two words are used somewhat interchangeably in today’s
popular press and book sales, and their exact distinction is not universally agreed upon. British
journalist Ian Jack writes, “The memoir’s ambition is be interesting in itself, as a novel might be,
about intimate, personal experience. It often aspires to be thought of as ‘literary,’ and for that reason
borrows many of literature’s tricks—the tricks of a novel, of fiction—because it wants to do more
than the past; it wants to recreate it.”5 Yet, as Marcus Moseley argues, this supposedly ‘literary’ style
of memoir tends to inflate certain experiences or people in the subject’s life:
Autobiography, in distinction form biography and the memoir, functions primarily as an
introspective, self-reflective mode of literary discourse… Many of the more decisive
encounters with the other in the shaping of the autobiographer’s self occur in the years of
childhood and adolescence. Parents, teachers, schoolmates, and domestic staff may thus
achieve a prominence in autobiography that would, in the memoir, be reserved for generals
and prime ministers, renowned men of letters, and so on.6
Goldmark’s Erinnerungen is a mixture of rambling narratives, accounts of interactions with other
musicians, and laments on perceived, though at times quite legitimate, inequities and injustices that
he suffered throughout his career. To make use of Moseley’s terminology, the elements of memoir
and autobiography may exist side-by-side, particularly in the early chapters which discuss his
formative childhood experiences and familial relationships. Yet, in the latter chapters, memoir
dominates the stylistic voice as Goldmark recalls encounters with those “renowned men of letters,”
or as is the case with composers, “renowned me of musical notes.” In particular, Goldmark’s
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conversations with the likes of Brahms and Wagner are reproduced in dialogue and novel-esque
prose.
While Erinnerungen, in both its German original and English translation, remains the most
extensive source on biographic information on Carl Goldmark, it is also imperative to address the
fact that it is also the composer’s latest published biography. The earliest biographical sketch of
Goldmark was a lengthy article published in July 1870 in the Leipzig-based Musikalisches Wochenblatt,
a periodical edited by Ernst Wilhelm Fritzsch (1840-1902), who had founded the periodical in the
same year.7 Although the author was not credited at the time of publication, the biographic sketch of
Goldmark was written by Musikalisches Wochenblatt’s Vienna correspondent, Theodor Helm (18431920), who recalled their meeting and the article in a 1915 obituary for Der Merker.8 Although Helm
wrote that the two had met in 1870 while they were both living in Vienna, the interview for
Musikalisches Wochenblatt was conducted by correspondence.9 This resulted in the only article of any
length published on Goldmark predating Die Königin von Saba: a brief background on Goldmark’s
childhood and early career. As a critic, Helm strove for balanced review of all types of contemporary
music, as evidenced by the fact that he was both friendly with Brahms and a defender of Bruckner.
Unlike other critics of the period, he was not as scathing in commentary on any composition school.
Helm was critical of Hanslick, whom he described as too dismissive of all but Brahms and Dvořák.10
Brodbeck argues that while Helm has earned a reputation among scholars “as one of the most fair7
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minded and balanced Viennese critics in a period of highly charged, partisan musical reception,” his
1884 review of Dvořák’s violin concerto shows his underlying reticence to accept “a reconciliation
of German high culture and Slavic otherness.”11 Nonetheless, as will be discussed in greater detail
regarding Goldmark’s Sakuntala overture, Helm’s view was that Goldmark would be to achieve great
success as a composer, essentially in spite of his Jewishness.
English language biographies on Goldmark began to appear in the 1890s as his popularity
spread from continental Europe to Great Britain and the Americas. John Knowles Paine and
Theodor Thomas’s serialized series, Famous Composers and their Works, issued in thirty parts, was
published in Boston by the J.B. Millet Company with the aim to expand American audiences’
knowledge on “famous composers… their influence… and the development and cultivation of the
principal forms of musical art.”12 Thomas, the preeminent conductor in the United States during this
period, had recently arrived in Chicago, where he would go on to found and lead the orchestra that
would become the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.13 Although during this period, conservatories in
the United States were working to encourage American-born composers, Thomas believed that the
role of his musical leadership in the country was to educate the audiences—and most often this
meant with works of European masters. Abram Loft emphasized that Thomas was a “stalwart
champion of Wagner’s music in American and did much to establish the long-lasting popularity of
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that composer [in the United States].”14 The Goldmark entry appeared in 1891 in part 12 of Famous
Composers and their Works and was written by William James Henderson, a New York music critic.
Henderson relied on Goldmark’s brother Leopold for the biographical information.15 Leopold
Goldmark (1840-1927), who is entirely absent from Erinnerungen, was ten years Carl’s junior and had
worked for a time as a cantor, before emigrating to New York City in 1866. There, he became a
lawyer for musicians, defending European composers in cases against copyright infringement of
their operas in the United States, and an impresario with varied activities including writing a libretto
for the German-language romantic comic operetta 1776 (1884, music by Ludwig Engländer) and
managing the American tour of Hans von Bülow in March of 1890.16 Leopold (“Leo”), his wife
Auguste, and their young son Rubin (“Rubi”) had traveled to Europe in 1889, taking in operas in
Leipzig, Vienna, and at Bayreuth.17 Thus, Leo’s interaction with his older brother during this
European vacation lends a first-hand credibility to Henderson’s biography. Henderson’s described
Goldmark’s compositional style in two periods: his early Orientalism through 1875 (the premiere of
Die Königin von Saba) and his subsequent attempt at what the author describes as universalism,
although this ignores Goldmark’s early chamber music in the Mendelssohnian style as pointedly
described by Helm in 1870.
The next large-scale English language biographic study on Goldmark appeared in 1894 from
the venerable British music critic, John Alexander Fuller Maitland (1856-1936) in his Masters of
14
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German Music (1894). Fuller Maitland, at the request of Sir George Grove, had supplied articles for
the Dictionary of Music and Musicians (1878-90) and served as the music critic first for general interest
newspapers: Pall Mall Gazette (1882-84), The Guardian (1884-89), and finally The Times (1889-1911).18
His scholarly interests focused on both English music and a deep interest in music of the German
masters. Fuller Maitland included an entire chapter to Goldmark in Masters of German Music (1894),
which also contained complete chapters on Brahms (the lengthiest), Max Bruch, and Josef
Rheinberger. The book also included partial chapters on some figures that receive far more attention
than Goldmark today—Clara Schumann, Joseph Joachim, Carl Reinecke, Anton Bruckner, and
Richard Strauss—as well as lesser known musicians including Theodor Kirchner, Woldemar Bargiel,
Heinrich von Herzogenberg, Heinrich Hofmann, Felix Draeseke, Jean Louis Nicodé, Hans Sommer,
and Cyrill Kistler.19 The book is a part of a larger Masters of Contemporary Music series and, as such,
included only living musicians. Fuller Maitland’s assessment of Goldmark was overwhelmingly
positive and celebratory:
It is beyond question that among living operatic composers of Germany, none holds or
deserves a higher place than the writer whose name stands at the head of this chapter
[Goldmark’s]. Yet he has not been able to escape the charge of imitating, more or less
consciously, the works and methods of the great dramatic reformer of the nineteenth
century, though I venture to predict that the charge will appear less and less well-founded as
time goes on.20
This “greater dramatic reformer” is of course Wagner. Fuller Maitland’s connection of Goldmark to
Wagner is a noteworthy, given that in more recent scholarship, Goldmark is often portrayed as a
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stylistically neutral figure or a wholly Brahmsian one, with only a fleeting Wagnerian interest. The
comparison with Wagner went so far as to state that “[o]ne is reminded of the young Siegfried when
one reads of his [Goldmark’s] making little flutes from sticks cut from the hedges,” an analogy that
would certainly have inflamed Wagner’s antisemitic ire.21 Fuller Maitland identified Goldmark’s
Jewishness as a source of his prodigious talent and an impetus toward specific stylistic predilections:
“a certain amount of music is inherent in the race” and “[a]bout 1854 he was carried away by the
Mendelssohn fever, with the intensity of which racial instinct may have had something to do.”22
Problematically, Fuller Maitland went on to claim that this was evident not only in Die Königin von
Saba, but also in Merlin (1886), “In both is operas certain characteristics appear which seem typical of
the Jewish race; the ‘local color’ of the earlier work [Die Königin von Saba] is, of course, suggested by
its subject, and though this is absent in the later [Merlin], there are other characteristics generally
recognized as Semitic, such as the instinct for brilliant effects on the stage and by certain turns of
harmony.”23 As will be discussed in Chapter 6, there is a substantial case to be made on the presence
of sonic markers of Jewishness in Die Königin von Saba, however the claims Fuller Maitland made
against Merlin provided shaky evidence and given no specific musical examples. Although the
comments do not read as antisemitic, they are of an essentializing nature that is not found elsewhere
in Masters of German Music; in contrast to what he says about Goldmark, Fuller Maitland makes
absolutely no reference to Joachim’s Jewish birth.
The next biographic sketch of Goldmark appeared again from a relative. As Leo Goldmark
had conveyed his impressions of his brother to William James Henderson for Famous Composers and
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their Works, his son Rubin Goldmark (1872-1936) shared his own recollection in the monthly journal
The Looker-On in April 1897.24 Published from 1895-1897 in New York and edited by Shakespearean
scholar William Hansell Fleming (1844-1915), The Looker-On covered music, drama, and literature
and included a variety of articles such as biographies, fiction, and poetry as well as reports on current
music and dramatic happenings with a focus mostly on New York.25 Rubin Goldmark, best known
as an early teacher of Aaron Copland and George Gershwin, had first traveled to Vienna in the
summer of 1889 and spent two years there, studying at the Vienna Conservatory and visiting his
uncle over holiday breaks.26 The article is perhaps the most crucial piece of evidence on Goldmark’s
Jewishness and its direct connection to his musical output, and will be intensively examined later in
this chapter in particular as it relates to Goldmark’s Suite no. 1 for piano and violin, op. 11 and
Sakuntala.
A more literary and fanciful biography of Goldmark appeared in the German-language
Hungarian newspaper, Pester Lloyd in May of 1900: the Prussian-Jewish author Wilhelm Goldbaum’s
“Der Junge Goldmark.” 27 This sketch of Goldmark’s childhood, based apparently on a single
meeting at a dinner party, is revealing perhaps more of the highly-assimilated Goldbaum (1843-1912)
and his intentions toward creating a myth of Hungarian shtetl life than it is of Goldmark’s actual
childhood. Goldbaum’s “Der junge Goldmark” is by far the outlier in Goldmark biographies with its
exaggerated and florid emphasis placed on Judaism’s influence of his musical path and oeuvre. The
24
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image presented in it is in direct contrast to Goldmark’s own description of his childhood and will
be discussed below. Goldbaum’s article has served as the foundation for several scholars to
comment that liturgical melodies are to be found in Die Königin von Saba, though no substantiated
example has yet been discovered. Furthermore, Goldbaum also wrote that, in 1858, Goldmark
composed a set of works for synagogue, although these works existed only in manuscript and have
since been lost.28
Yet another biographic sketch appeared on Goldmark in 1910, this time in the Viennese
music periodical Der Merker, written by the journal’s editor, Richard Specht (1870-1932).29 Der Merker
was published by musicologist Richard Batka and art and literature critic Ludwig Hevesi. Over its
publication history from 1909 to 1922, the journal gave special attention to works of the theater,
with particular attention to Wagner, and to more contemporary figures such as Gustav Mahler,
Richard Strauss, and Arnold Schoenberg.30 The journal drew its name (“the marker”) and motto
(“Der Merker werde so bestellt, daß weder Haß noch Lieben das Urteil trüben, das er fällt”—“The marker’s
work shall be done such that neither hate nor love obscure its judgment”) from Hans Sachs in Act I
of Wagner’s Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg (1868). The existence of a Goldmark retrospective in a
Wagnerian-leaning publication serves to demonstrate the fluid nature of what are sometimes seen as
more rigid boundaries of style and compositional allegiances. Although much of Goldmark’s style
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can be heard as Mendelssohnian or Brahmsian, he was also conversant in Wagnerian musical
vocabulary and held in esteem by many in that circle.
Thus, these biographical sketches of different lengths, with inconsistently reliable sources,
and from publications with varying agendas, together with the many reviews of specific works by
Goldmark in the musical and general press must necessarily come together to form a clear biography
of this complex figure. Following his death, despite the publication and translation of his
autobiography, interest in Goldmark quickly waned. Until quite recently, Goldmark was relegated to
those ubiquitous lists of composers of Jewish extraction (and even then, he receives less attention
than many others), with Die Königin von Saba listed as evidence for his engagement with his Jewish
origins. This dismissal of Goldmark and oversimplification of the history of Die Königin von Saba has
existed since the earliest writings in Jewish music studies. He was mentioned only twice in Idelsohn’s
Jewish Music in Its Historical Development (1929). First, Idelsohn conceded that Goldmark was one of
“the most important and successful musicians of Jewish extraction, who contributed enormously
toward the upbuilding of European classic and popular music.”31 Yet, not a full page later, Idelsohn
wrote more dismissively, “There were musicians of the younger generation whose only knowledge
of their Jewishness was the bare fact of their extraction. In any case, very few knew anything of
Jewish Synagogue and folk-song… Goldmark and Offenbach—both sons of chazzanim—never
employed Jewish motives in their compositions.”32 As discussed in Chapter 1, Idelsohn’s dismissal
was rooted in his ideas that only liturgical and folk music were worthy of inclusion within the realm
of Jewish music studies. To Idelsohn, art music could never truly be “Jewish music.” Furthermore,
Idelsohn’s use of the word “extraction,” rhetorically removed assimilated composers from the orbit
31
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of his “Jewish music,” problematically indicating that someone like Goldmark had no knowledge of
his own musical heritage and identity and that his Jewish identity played no role in his world
outlook, professional relationships, or artistic content, despite extensive evidence to the contrast as
will be revealed in this chapter.
It is almost assured that Rubin Goldmark would have been aware of Idelsohn’s dismissal of
his uncle’s work in Jewish Music in Its Historical Development. A 1930 letter from Rubin Goldmark to his
nephew Marcus Lester Aaron expressed thanks for the latter’s thoughtful gift:
A short time ago, a most attractive looking book came on the subject of Jewish music, with
your card enclosed. It looks like a most interesting volume. So far I have had an opportunity
merely to glance at it. But seems to be a most comprehensive work, and I anticipate pleasure
as well as profit from going over it in detail. It was extremely nice and attentive of you to
send it, and I thank you most cordially for the same.33
Given the publication of Idelsohn’s Jewish Music in Its Historical Development one year prior to Rubin
Goldmark’s receipt of the aforementioned gift from his nephew, it seems highly likely that this
volume was what he received. Although Rubin Goldmark admitted that he had not thoroughly read
the book, it seems plausible that he would have thumbed through it and checked for references to
Carl or even himself.
Dismissals of Goldmark as irrelevant to Jewish music studies endured well beyond Idelsohn.
Goldmark’s Jewishness is described as only of “passing interest” in the Grove article on “Jewish
music.”34 Regarding Goldmark and others including, among others, Mendelssohn, Moscheles, and
33
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Rubinstein, music historian Irene Heskes questioned, “Does the fact of Jewish parentage fasten
one’s creativity to Judaism, despite a life of Christian affiliation?... Is it poverty of numbers rather
than specific ethnic inspiration that prompts some Jewish writers to include these composers among
their Judaic listings?”35 Heskes also made the unsubstantiated claim that Goldmark was a convert to
Christianity. Goldmark does not discuss baptism in his biography, and no conversion is mentioned
in the Goldmark entry in the 1906 Jewish Encyclopedia, whose authors made a point to include such
information in the case of other well-known figures.
The latest extended biographical sketch of Goldmark appeared several decades after his
death in the English language, quasi-memoir, Legend of a Musical City: The Story of Vienna (1945) by
Austrian-born music critic Max Graf (1873-1958).36 The son of a Viennese newspaper publisher,
Graf had studied music history under Hanslick and theory with Bruckner, taught music history at
the Akademie für Musik und Darstellende Kunst, and served as a music critic for the Wiener
Allgemeine Zeitung, as well as a Viennese correspondent to German, Czech, and American
periodicals.37 He emigrated to the United States in 1938 and stayed until 1947; Legend of a Musical City
was published during this American period. Graf’s remembrance of Goldmark primary pertains to
Die Königin von Saba and will be discussed at greater length in Chapter 6. Graf’s depiction of
Goldmark is unique in that it is both a first-hand account and was published following the atrocities
of the Holocaust and World War II. As such, there is a notable quality of nostalgia in the descriptive
language relative to such witnesses as Goldbaum. Graf wrote: “He always reminded me of a wise old
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Rabbi, whose mind was above this life, and who lived in the thought of God.”38 Graf’s problematic
descriptions of Jewish music follow the Idelsohnian model of a Jewish music history which links
melodies from Ancient Israel and the Temple to the European shtetl: “In the synagogue, little
Goldmark heard the old tunes of the Hebrew service which accompanied the Jewish people from
their native oriental country to the distress and persecutions of Europe.”39 In addition to the
erroneous nature of such a unilinear history, evidence from family letters discussed below indicates
that Goldmark’s childhood was not quite so insular.
Finally—and most crucially—examination of family letters also reveals a richer image of the
composer’s highly complex negotiation of identities and familial relations, which are either
summarily dismissed or wholly absent from his Erinnerungen. The largest repository of letters from
the extended Goldmark Family is held at the Leo Baeck Institute’s Center for Jewish History in New
York and was donated in the 1960s.40 The collection, which has been fully digitized, contains only
very limited materials deriving from Carl Goldmark himself, but is rather primarily comprised of
letters of his family members—his father Rubin Simcha, his mother Mari, his brothers, and their
extended families and acquaintances. The letters are primarily in German, although younger
generations sometimes corresponded in English.
This extensive outlining of sources leads us to at least one indisputable fact: Goldmark’s
Jewish origins have never been in contention. His Jewishness was well-known during his lifetime,
albeit varyingly emphasized by music-critical press and sometimes talked “around” rather than
38
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addressed directly. Most recently, David Brodbeck has addressed the positioning of Goldmark as a
Jew and of his music as Jewishly evocative in the musical and general interest press. His 2014
Defining Deutschtum: Political Ideology, German Identity, and Music-Critical Discourse in Liberal Vienna uses
Goldmark as one of several case studies on “othered” composers working in the Viennese music
scene and provokes reconsideration of long-held ideas on German musical nationalism and
challenges existing concepts on the interaction between liberal values and musical agendas.
Brodbeck has since published two additional articles on Goldmark: the first explores the surviving
Goldmark family letters in the context of the origin of his operas and the later addresses his
Hungarian identity.41 Furthermore, Goldmark served as the primary subject of an international
musicology conference on the centenary of his Goldmark’s death “Exoticism, Orientalism and
National Identity in Musical Theatre,” in December 2015 at the Institute of Musicology Research
Centre for the Humanities at the Hungarian Academy of the Humanities in Budapest.42 Richard
Taruskin’s recent ruminations in Studia Musicologica engages with Brodbeck’s ideas set forth in
Defining Deutschtum, suggesting some specific and expanded interpretations on Die Königin von Saba.43
In this chapter and the one that follows, I have looked to Brodbeck’s scholarship and Taruskin’s
analyses of certain passages in Die Königin von Saba, while providing alternative readings on
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compositional intent, Goldmark’s relation to Jewishness, and the changing way we hear and
understand the composer’s “signifiers” for Jewish particularity and difference.

Biography from Fragments: Goldmark’s Childhood and Youth
Given the above trends, the task of piecing together a coherent and clear biography of
Goldmark has been a great challenge. No scholar has yet to attempt a reconstruction of Carl
Goldmark’s life in conjunction with his own telling in Erinnerungen aus Meinem Leben. Whereas
Brodbeck’s research has extensively addressed reception of Goldmark in the press, intense
exploration of the multitude of Goldmark family letters has been outside the scope of the majority
of Brodbeck’s music-criticism-focused research.44 Crucially, I do not limit myself to published
biographic sketches outlined above, but I also look to reconstruct Goldmark’s world and the specific
people within it, giving special attention to how private letters—especially those of his immediate
family—often undercut the image presented in his autobiography. In service to this chapter, I have
focused my exploration on three parts of his life: his childhood and the heritage of Judaism that
influenced his early positioning within the European art music scene; his further interactions with
highly assimilated Jews and Jewish institutions; and the scholarly attempts to find evidence of
exoticism and Orientalism in his music.
In the early pages of Erinnerungen, Goldmark paints a portrait of his family that is simple and
superficial. He begins by referencing his Jewishness, albeit somewhat obliquely. The English version
begins: The English version begins: “I was born May 18, 1830, at Keszthely, in Hungary. My father
was both the cantor and the notary of the community.”45 Brodbeck observes that Goldmark is not
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explicit here; he does not indicate that his father was a synagogue cantor, although the composer’s
Jewish origin was well-known at the time of publication.46 Although Helm made no mention of
Goldmark’s father’s work as a cantor, he did identify Keszthely as Goldmark’s place of birth and
addressed the composer’s Jewishness quite sympathetically in his 1870 Musikalisches Wochenblatt
biography. 47 Thus, it is fairly clear that, despite Brodbeck’s suggestion on Goldmark’s elusiveness,
his Jewishness was not a secret at all.
The childhood episodes recounted by Goldmark in Erinnerungen cannot be explored without
placing them in contrast to Wilhelm Goldbaum’s 1900 “Der junge Goldmark” in Pester Lloyd.
Goldbaum, who came from modest and traditional Jewish origins in Kempen in the kingdom of
Prussia, was assimilated and well-respected as a journalist.48 He held an editorship at the Neue Freie
Presse from 1872 until his death in 1912. Unlike Helm’s Musikalische Wochenblatt, which was
purportedly aesthetically neutral, and the antisemitic and German nationalist Deutsches Zeitung, the
Neue Freie Presse was Jewish-owned and well-known as being sympathetic to Jewish issues.49 In
addition to his journalism, Goldbaum’s most other popular works were his Entlegene Kulturen: Skizzen
und Bilder (Remote Cultures: Sketches and Pictures, 1877) and Literarische Physiognomieen (Literary
Physiognomy, 1884), two nostalgic volumes that include essays on premodern Jewish life in Europe.50
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Entlegene Kulturen explored three such “remote cultures” as the title indicates—Russian, Polish, and
Jewish. The Jewish section includes a diverse pastiche of topics ranging from a biographic sketch on
Susskind the Minnesinger, a description of Turkish Jewry written in interview style, and a story
simply titled “Auch eine Ghetto-Geschichte,” which recounts a tale of the author’s friend. This
quasi-fictionalized nostalgia for a ghetto life was hardly unusual. Particularly popular and marketed
to the newly formed Jewish middle class in Western and Central Europe were the paintings of
Moritz Daniel Oppenheim, which depicted a highly idealized Jewish life in widely circulated
portfolio editions, as well as decorated plates for Sabbath use and other household objects.51 Images
such as these, together with ghetto literature, fostered a self-othering: assimilated German-speaking
Jews were able to distance themselves from their own roots while simultaneously championing an
idyllic image of shtetl life not unlike the broader population’s interest in peasant life so popular
among cosmopolitan Europeans. Jonathan M. Hess writes that the genre acted “to secure
nineteenth-century German Jews a form of bourgeois cultural respectability that might serve as a
marker of their newly found—or yet to be achieved—middle class status.”52 Literarische Physiognomieen
also consisted of biographical sketches focusing on leading writers of his day, including Jews
Berthold Auerbach, Wippchen [Julius Stettenheim], and the so-called “Ghetto Poets” Leopold
Kompert, Aron Bernstein, Solomon Hermann Mosenthal, and Karl Emil Franzos; and non-Jews
Franz Dingelstedt, Friedrich Spielhagen, Karl Gutzkow, Wilhemine von Hillern. Leopold von
Sacher-Masoch, the only non-Jew listed among the “Ghetto Poets,” was a supporter of Jewish civil
emancipation and advocated for the inclusion of Jewish culture in late nineteenth century German51
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language cultural discourse.53 Goldbaum is not entirely uncritical of the Jews in this volume,
particularly in his evaluation of Mosenthal (relevant here as he was the librettist of Goldmark’s Die
Königin von Saba and Rubinstein’s Die Kinder der Heide, Die Maccabäer, and Moses), whom he felt had
“did not feel the spirit of the ghetto, only imitated it, constructing and composing it with cold
blood” because he had “wandered too far into the Germanic world.”54 This critique from
Goldbaum, however, willfully ignored Mosenthal’s Deborah and his lifelong interest in Jewish themes
and topics.
Given Goldbaum’s predilection for mythologizing the ghetto, it is hardly surprising that
“Der junge Goldmark,” which spanned the lower third of a page in the style of a feuilleton or rez-dechaussée, was fanciful and charming, painting images of young Carl’s skill at mimicking melodies of
his cantor father and of a young man’s genius that endured despite poverty and a lack of education.
Although he focused on Goldmark’s youth, Goldbaum closed with a brief mention of Die Königin von
Saba, but only in the guise of crediting the melodies within to his [Jewish] childhood in Hungary:
The impressions of his Hungarian youth followed him through life, and like a reverent
memory of his father, Simcha Rubin, and of the cantor’s daughter from [the town of] Pápa
who became his tender mother, arose in the melodies of his most glorious opera [Die Königin
von Saba], exotic, solemn, and yet compelling, like the legend of the millennia, which hovered
over his cradle...55
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Goldbaum’s forced connection of the Bible and romanticized shtetl life—in particular that a lullaby
sung by a mother could have a direct connection as a “legend of the millennia”—is evident
throughout the article. Despite Goldbaum’s own origins—like much of Pester Lloyd’s secularized,
acculturated readership—both the Bible and the shtetl had become ancient, foreign, and distant
memories. The conflation of the two, of course, and more broadly, the idea that one’s ancestral
origin can pervade one’s artistic output, is the same argument made ad infinitum by antisemitic
commentators, and one that would become apparent later in Goldmark’s life with Die Königin von
Saba.
Perhaps the thorniest issue unaddressed in scholarship on Goldmark is the disconnect
between the upbringing that he presented, that of Goldbaum’s brief account, and his actual
childhood and formative life experiences as evidenced in surviving family letters. In Erinnerungen,
Goldmark described his childhood experience as culturally bleak, isolated, and without knowledge of
the secular world. He wrote that he “had the good fortune never to go to school” and that “I had
never heard any music, in the real sense,” an apparent attempt to downplay the importance of his
father’s cantorial singing and elevate only art music.56 The image of a boy with a gaggle of siblings
running free in their shtetl is an appealing apocryphal picture, however an exploration into his family
reveals a more rich and diverse educational experience. Goldmark subsequently explained that he
received his first education at the age of twelve, from Moritz Friedman, who would later become his
brother-in-law.57 Moritz Friedmann (1823-1891), seven year’s Goldmark’s senior, had arrived in
56
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Deutschkreutz around 1844 to study cantorial singing with Rubin Simcha Goldmark. He became a
close friend of the family, tutoring the Goldmark children, and eventually serving as a teacher at
both the boys’ and girls’ Jewish schools, which offered instruction in Hebrew, German, and
Hungarian.58 The schools had been established before Friedmann arrived, so it is likely Goldmark in
fact received education prior to his future brother-in-law’s arrival. Although he is mostly absent in
the Erinnerungen, Friedmann was a definite presence in the multi-faceted musical world that
Goldmark inhabited. Following the revolutions of 1848, Friedmann spent several years in Vienna
studying with Salomon Sulzer and serving as the cantor of Fünfhaus, a Viennese suburb. In 1857, he
was appointed the Obercantor of Pest, a position of great prestige, becoming essentially, the Sulzer of
Pest. The cordial relationship between Goldmark and Friedmann seems to have been both familial
and professional. A celebratory letter in festive volume celebrating Friedmann’s twenty-fifth year
serving in Pest included a letter from Goldmark, in which he not only described himself as “your
brother-in-law and probably your oldest friend,” but he also extensively praised Friedmann’s musical
reputation: “[On this anniversary], many worthy men will have the opportunity to emphasize how
you, a poor boy, worked your way up from humble beginnings by your own strength to your current
important position and recognition; they will tell of what a man of intellect, talent, education, and
character, in his right place, can achieve.”59 The Goldmark family, thus, was integrally tied to the
58
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rising reform of the synagogue liturgy and its music that spreading across Central Europe as it
reached the German-speaking parts of Austro-Hungarian Empire.
Additional comparisons of how Goldmark presented his childhood with the family letters
reveal further examples of the family’s increasing acculturation and openness to Western ideas.
About his mother, he wrote, “My mother was indeed an eager reader but the reading had to be done
almost secretly. It was considered a sin to read a German book. In most households there were no
books and least of all did they have any music just for its own sake.”60 Yet, the extensive Goldmark
family correspondence reveals a family that was well-versed in the German language and wrote
eloquently to each other in it, so it seems difficult to imagine such knowledge was gained only in
clandestine reading. Greetings from the Goldmark matriarch, Mari, to her children were often
included in her husband’s hand as a postscript to his letters. Several letters have survived from Mari.
All are in German, including one as small addendum to her husband’s letter, included in birthday
wishes to Leo.61 The letter shows her comfortable knowledge of the German language, but it is an
anomaly in that it is the only surviving letter in the family collection written fully in Hebrew
characters.

Early Career and Family Assimilation
In addition to outward actions such as speaking and corresponding in German and reading
German books, there is also considerable evidence that Goldmark’s aspirations toward a secular
60
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career were not as critically received as his Erinnerungen would indicate. By the time the children were
adults, Rubin Simcha Goldmark had accepted that not all his children would remain within their
Jewish community. One such example can be found in a relatively early letter to Leo dated February
8, 1863. Like all of his surviving letters, Rubin Simcha wrote in German, his primary vernacular
language, and, in this letter, like many others, he interspersed words in Hebrew and brief Biblical
teachings. After a brief rumination regarding his secular financial issues, analyzed through the use of
Gematria [an alphanumeric form of Biblical exegesis] of the words Emes [truth] and Chai [life], Rubin
Simcha directly addressed the issue of profession—namely that Leo wished to become a cantor:
Now my dear son, I will concern myself with your future. You indicate in your letter an
inclination for the career of cantor. I would not favor it, for just look at the split in the
congregations between the orthodox and the liberal parties and you will surely lose all desire
for such an uncertain profession which with the best understanding promises no glowing
success. It would surely be best to select a profession, which, if supported with ability and
good luck promises a happy life, which can never be the case in a cantor’s career because it
depends on the life of the Jews.62
This stunning statement reveals multiple layers of awareness on Rubin’s part not only about his own
profession, but also on the position of Jews in Europe during this period. The contradictory nature
of the letter is evidence of its time. While the cantorate had been a relatively dynastic profession in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries—he himself had joined this “family business” when he
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married his second wife, whose father was a cantor in the city of Pápa—it appears that Rubin
Simcha did not wish for his children to enter into the profession. His reasoning is a valid one: the
growing schism between liberal reformers and the traditionalist orthodox placed considerable stress
on Jewish unity during the nineteenth century. Yet it is somewhat inaccurate for him to argue that
the profession itself was unsure; after all, Salomon Sulzer was flourishing in Vienna, redefining the
role of cantor in Jewish life and practice and raising the profile of music in the synagogue. As the
letter continued, his true point of concern becomes clear: money. He advised his son to find a
profession in which he can earn a “good fortune” like his older brother Josef in America who was
“very rich.” Therefore the father encouraged his son to pursue law or a position at a Hauptschule:
“Above all it is necessary to make oneself master of a living language—briefly one must select a
livelihood that has the prospect of good fortune in which through luck and competence one can
progress…”63 Three years later, apparently Rubin Simcha still had not given up on this idea of
secular success, despite the fact that by this time Leo was an established cantor in Duschnik bei
Przibram (near Dobříš in the modern-day Czech Republic):
In America, if it should happen that you should find no occupation with your very rich
brother (which is not assured) [Rubin Simcha’s oldest son from his first marriage, Josef
Goldmark], you still have the wherewithal to assure yourself a comfortable existence. In
America you would be a good piano teacher, a good language teacher, or in case of necessity
a very good cantor.64
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The key refuting moment in this letter is the mention of a piano. Goldmark emphasized time and
time again in his Erinnerungen that the family did not have exposure to so-called “German-music.”
However, by the 1860s at least, even the family’s patriarch had embraced secular music. Ezra
Mendelsohn emphasizes the importance of secular music for assimilating Jews during this period,
writing “It is instructive to discover that many eminent Jewish musicians of the first half of the
nineteenth century, far from rebelling against their parents in their cultural preferences and choice of
career, were actually introduced to European high musical culture by their families.”65 Ezra
Mendelsohn cites many precedents for this: Sarah Levy’s gift of Bach’s St. Matthew Passion
manuscript to her nephew Felix Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer’s parents’ salon concerts in Berlin, and the
many musicians’ whose parents played instruments amateurly.66 Given such examples, it seems likely
that the family had a piano at some point, though Goldmark wrote of an exciting moment at his first
violin recital in 1843 in Oedenberg:
At this time I was to have another remarkable experience. For the first time I saw and
heard—a piano! Professor [Eduard] Pirkhert from Vienna played some Liszt and Thalberg
fantasias. My delight was quite as great as my astonishment to see his fingers galloping so
madly over the keys without getting confused or striking the wrong note. Nor could I
understand why the people clapped their hands.67

Mittel genug Dir eine reichliche Existenz zu sichern? In Amerika bist Du ein gutter Claviermeister,
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It is unclear how the Goldmark family’s financial circumstances and cultural assimilation developed
from the 1840s to the 1860s. It is apparent, however, from the family letters of the 1860s that their
situation was not how Goldmark portrayed it in the 1840s. He wrote that they were extremely poor
and could not support him in Vienna for further study, where his lessons cost more than a tenth of
his father’s monthly salary.68 Yet a few decades later, Rubin Simcha not only supported his other
sons in secular education, but he also actually advocated for it over remaining at home in their
insular religious world. Goldmark’s concurrent study at the Vienna Polytechnic Institute and the
Vienna Conservatory is evidence of a family who had more secular ambitions for their children.
Financial difficulties aside, education must have been a priority.
In his Erinnerungen, Goldmark dwelled for an extended number of pages on his experiences
in the 1848 revolutions and in political strife between Austrian and Hungarian forces. Goldmark
recounted an experience of arrest in Raab, in which his connection as a theater musician was his
apparent saving grace when an officer who had worked as an actor released him. He returned to
Vienna in 1851, began taking private students, and continued working as a violinist at the Carl
Theater. In 1858, he went back again to Pest, teaching students, and engaging in personal study of
the theoretical texts of Ernst Friedrich Richter, Adolph Bernhard Marx, and Simon Sechter, as well
as Bach’s Das wohltemperierte Klavier and Beethoven’s late style.69 Back to Vienna he went in 1860,
where he would reside for the rest of his life.
As a Jew, Goldmark was already an outsider to European society. As a Hungarian Jew, he
was an outsider even to German Jews, who had embraced assimilation earlier, made more significant
political and cultural gains in Berlin and Leipzig as compared to the position of the Jews in
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Budapest. Yet, as a German-speaking Hungarian, Goldmark emphasized his marginal status
throughout Erinnerungen, and insisted on his warm feelings for his native Hungary. He complained of
how the Hungarian papers had frequently denied his citizenship and assertions that since he could
not speak Hungarian he was not a true compatriot. He wrote, in recounting a scene in which an
impromptu visit to Deutschkreuz after many years brought him to his knees in tears:
It is true that I have lived in Vienna for sixty-seven years [by the time he writing
Erinnerungen]. All that I have of culture—of sciences and art, I have gained from German
sources and in so far I count myself a German. Then too, I love my adopted country in
which I grew up and developed and to which I owe everything that I am and that I stand for.
But all this has never extinguished by deep-rooted feeling for my native land. A man must
indeed have a heart of stone who does not hold dear the spot on which his cradle stood and
all the sweet recollections of a happy childhood. In this sense I have remained true to the
country of my birth.70
Goldmark’s complex socio-cultural identity was a part of his life experience that allowed him to
move between different spheres—Hungarian, German, Viennese, Jewish—and the above anecdote
illustrates how he found pride and comfort in such a multi-national mindset.

Early Style: Goldmark’s Suite
By the mid-1860s, Goldmark was well-established as a violinist within the Viennese musical
scene. He was friendly with a number of major musical figures in Vienna, including Anton
Rubinstein, Ignaz Brüll, Felix Draeseke, Peter Cornelius, Wendelin Weißheimer, violinist Josef
Hellmesberger, pianists Carl Tausig and Julius Epstein, music critic and philosophic writer Eduard
Kulke, and Ferdinand Peter Laurencin d’Armond and Heinrich Porges, both critics for the Neue
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Zeitschrift für Musik. Although the above list today includes a mixture of canonic figures and names
that have been lost to time and popularity, at the time it was a diverse group of acquaintances that
showed the breadth of musical style in Vienna. Draeseke, Cornelius, Weißheimer, Tausig, Count
Laurencin, and Porges were champions of Wagner.71 Epstein, who edited the works of Beethoven,
Mendelssohn, and Schubert, was a close friend of Brahms, and Hellmesberger and his quartet
premiered works of Brahms and others in the classical tradition. Furthermore, Rubinstein, Brüll,
Epstein, Porges, and Kulke were of Jewish descent. Although Goldmark self-identified as a
Mendelssohnian during this period, his circle of friends shows how permeable the boundaries of
style had become by the mid-century.72 Among these musicians, Goldmark finally began to receive
some acclaim for his compositions in addition to his reputation as a reliable violinist and respected
teacher.
Following performances and publication of two chamber works, the Piano Trio no. 1 in Bflat major, op. 4 (1858/59) and Sturm und Drang piano pieces, op. 5 (1858/59), and a large-scale
orchestral work, the Suite in E minor for orchestra, op. 19 (1863-65), the composer presented his
Suite no. 1 for piano and violin, op. 11. It was first performed in Vienna at the Gesellschaft der
Musikfreunde sometime during the winter of 1863-1864 by Josef Hellmesberger and Goldmark’s
prize student, Caroline von Gomperz-Bettelheim (1845-1925) and published by B. Schott’s Söhne of
Mainz not long after.73 Gomperz-Bettelheim was born to a wealthy Viennese Jewish family of
Hungarian origin and married to a member of the Austrian chamber of commerce. Although she
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performed on piano for this premiere, she went on to be engaged as a singer at the Vienna Court
Opera, and Goldmark identified her as an inspiration for the Queen of Sheba, although she never
sang the role (see Chapter 6).
The Suite is relevant in addressing Goldmark’s Jewishness, notwithstanding its simple
appearance upon first examination as a five-movement chamber music work which was in contrast
to the prevailing popularity of the instrumental sonata during this period. Rather, the relevance here
is asserted long after the fact in the voice of his nephew, Rubin Goldmark, which suggests the need
to examine the Suite from an entirely different perspective. Recalling time spent with his uncle in
Vienna during his schooling at the Conservatory, the American-born Rubin Goldmark wrote in
1897: “Both the Suite and the Sakuntala overture glow with Oriental color. By birth and early
association he naturally inclined to the Oriental style and found therein the natural express of his
individuality.”74 Of all the biographic material from Goldmark himself, his family directly, and from
music critics in Europe and the United States, this statement is the most straightforward
identification of the composer’s engagement with so-called Orientalism—and by extension
Jewishness—in his compositions. It is unclear what exactly Rubin Goldmark meant in “Oriental
style” in the Suite, as he devoted significantly more time to Sakuntala and Die Königin von Saba,
however he did provide a brief overall analysis of his uncle’s style:
In all his writings Goldmark shows a mastery of form combined with a certain freedom
from restraint, and that frequent disregard of the established laws of harmony and
counterpoint that characterize the modern composer. As he himself once remarked to me,
the chief consideration is the tonal effect [Klangwirkung]. While strongly urging young
composers to acquire thoroughly, and to practice according to the strictest rules, all that is
technical in their art, he advises them, at the same time, to give their individuality full scope,
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and rid themselves of that timidity in writing which is the bane of the so-called Kapellmeistermusik.75
This account Carl Goldmark encouraging his American-born teenage nephew is in fairly stark
contrast to how the elder Goldmark described himself in his own autobiography.76 In his
Erinnerungen, Goldmark seemed more interested positioning himself as either a starving artist
working away in complete solitude or as a highly connected member of the most important musical
social circles. In all likelihood, both of these are partially true. Yet, Goldmark rarely went on any sort
of philosophical diversions in his Erinnerungen, more often emphasizing how his music fit into larger
trends of the times and occasional name-dropping the famous musicians with whom he interacted.
Rubin Goldmark’s presentation of his uncle contrasts the almost self-conscious positioning against
better known and more popular musicians that is evident in Erinnerungen, instead presenting a more
senior, confident, and successful composer that Goldmark would have been in the later decades of
his success after Die Königin von Saba.
Although directly stating the presence of “Orientalism” in his uncle’s works, Rubin
Goldmark provided little specific evidence. This is hardly carelessness on the nephew’s part,
however, as even by the end of the nineteenth century, there existed very little so far as codified
examples or lexicons of ethnic and national style. Rather, Ralph P. Locke observes in his extensive
research on musical exoticism that nearing the fin de siècle “…a set of symbolic equivalences clearly
existed in the minds of composers, performers, and listeners alike… the equivalences were
disseminated, enriched, and altered by the continuing production of musical works in the foreign (or
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supposed-foreign) style in question.77 Thus, for an American-born composer in 1897 like Rubin
Goldmark, musical signifiers of the Other (or Locke calls it, “the lexicon of exotic and national
styles”) were a widely understood organic system that had grown out of the eighteenth century, with
examples such as alla turca or the “Gypsy” style. The latter decades of the nineteenth century saw
styles becoming increasingly tied to locales with specific rhythmic or melodic figures associated with
a region: the Scotch snap; pizzicato strings as evocative of Spanish guitar; the chant style of the
Russian Orthodox church; and of course the many markers of the Middle East, including florid
melodies often played by double reeds, the melodic interval of the augmented seconds, and drones
on scale degree 1 or on an open fifth, to name only the most iconic of these gestures. The challenge
of these emerging exoticist tropes is that the same types of gestures were also tied to the growth of
musical nationalism, as Jim Samson observes, “The general practice was to allow a repertory of
generalised folk idioms (modal types, bourdon drones, ornamentations, rhythmic patterns, and so
on) to serve as an all-purpose musical signifier of nationalism, while specificity resided in a poetics of
intention and reception; and here the equation of folk culture and national ism was real enough.”78
This swirl of exoticism, Orientalism, and nationalism is well-documented in existing scholarship on
music of the mid- and late-nineteenth century, and rightfully so given how pervasive these trends
were, especially in cosmopolitan centers like Vienna. The complexity arises when a composer is
himself Othered—like Goldmark both as a Jew and as a Hungarian, or Liszt, whose music was seen
as clearly exotic outside of Hungarian circles, whereas within them it was considered nationalist.79 It
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difficult to know when Goldmark’s exoticist tendencies arose from expression of the Othered self
or from an identification with the Germanic dominance where was he using these tropes as stylistic
tools within their compositional arsenal. For his nephew, it was clearly the former; Rubin Goldmark
heard his uncle’s exoticist and Orientalist predilections as deeply rooted in Jewishness.
Over the course of his career, Rubin Goldmark was no stranger to an Orientalist approach
to composition, although at the time of The Looker-On article he had produced very few published
works and none that used any overt exoticist style or programmatic content. After he returned from
Vienna, Rubin Goldmark had studied under Dvořák at the National Conservatory in New York City
from 1891 to 1893. He absorbed his teacher’s suggestions to emphasize American music through
the integration of Native American and African American musical material. This resulted in
compositions that followed Dvořák’s agenda. Among his more exoticist-Americanist works were the
tone poems Hiawatha (1900), A Negro Rhapsody (1922) and the four pieces for violin and piano, The
Call of the Plains (1916).80 Yet, in 1897, when he was writing about his uncle, Rubin Goldmark was
still quite young and an inexperienced composer, almost always framed by critics in connection with
his more famous uncle. Some of his chamber music had been heard in New York City by this time,
but only by small audiences at the still-standing Aschenbroedel Hall, a private music and social club
well-known for offering opportunities for musical performances by composers who had not yet
80
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received widespread acclaim.81 An additional reason for his relatively late-blooming career is that the
younger Goldmark went to Colorado about this time for health reasons, where some of his works
were performed and he was hired to serve on the music faculty of Colorado College.82 While it is
tempting to place a good deal of authority on Rubin Goldmark’s comments given his more mature
compositional style and the reputation earned as a teacher to Gershwin and Copland, at the time of
the publication of the article, Rubin Goldmark’s credibility was primarily obtained through being a
famous composer’s nephew rather than through any independent musical authority.
In examining the Carl Goldmark’s Suite from the nephew’s viewpoint, certain features of an
Oriental cast are immediately apparent. The left hand of the piano begins with a hammered open
fifths E-B—one of Rubin Goldmark’s identifying markers of his uncle’s Orientalism—with the rest
of an E major triad filled in at the triplet on beat 2 (ex. 5.1). The harmonic drone dominates the
outer sections of the movement, marked Allegro, Mit markirtem Rhythmus, and is in straightforward
rounded binary form, as one might expect in a Baroque or Classical suite.
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EXAMPLE 5.1. Carl Goldmark, Suite for piano and violin, op. 11, mvt. I, Allegro, mm. 1-6.

Yet, despite the simplicity of the Allegro’s overall form, the movement is hardly conservative in
harmonic motion. The opening E major quickly gives way to D major by measure 25 and then
passing through C major before a clear return to E major. In addition to showing complete freedom
of harmonic movement, Goldmark easily shifts between duple and triple eighth note subdivision
(ex. 5.2), a common rhythmic pairing he would go on to utilize throughout his career, and one
noticed by his nephew, who wrote, “Of other characteristics I might call attention to his very
pronounced use of triplets and of the syncopated rhythm.”83
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EXAMPLE 5.2. Carl Goldmark, Suite for piano and violin, op. 11, mvt. I, Allegro, mm. 25-30.

Like so many musical gestures of exoticism, however, is in the eye—or perhaps here, the ear—of the
beholder. Although there are examples of triplets used during passages of exoticism such as SaintSaëns’s Samson et Dalila, Bizet’s Habañera from Carmen, or Rimsky-Korsakov’s Sheherezade, there is
nothing inherently exotic about the rhythm of a triplet. Rubin Goldmark did not overtly identify
triplets as a marker his uncle’s exoticism, but rather simply an often-used motif throughout many of
his compositions. Other critics and fellow composers, however, heard the triplets as just this—a
representation Goldmark’s Othered nature and its permeation of his musical ideas. This will be
discussed below in regard to Sakuntala.
In the B section (ex. 5.3), beginning at measure 55, the right-hand piano syncopations and
seemingly deliberate avoidance of a strong cadence contrast to the more rhythmically and tonally
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straightforward A section. Although this B section hints at A major, F-sharp minor, and C-sharp
minor, it never seems to confirm arrival on a new tonic, the harmonic result is unsettled and almost
Schubertian. Repeatedly, G-sharp acts as a pivot note to which the violin part moves as scale degree
5 of C-sharp minor, but is unable to sustain this tonal center and sinks down to F-sharp. The
wandering tonality finally give way to a clear dominant-tonic cadence on E major at the dal segno, and
return to the opening key. This is another hallmark of Goldmark’s early style, one that might be
harkening back to his interest and affinity for Classical form. Despite frequent tonal wanderings and
points of modality that resist clear analysis, in the reprise of the A section, the movement returns to
traditional harmonic expectations. This is supported in comments made by Rubin Goldmark:
His remarkable use of dissonant harmonies would cause many of the old theoreticians to
shake their heads. And yet I remember to have seen a mysterious looking, folio-like book in
which to-day, after forty years of creative work, he still continues to write fugues and canons
according to the strictest old-fashioned counterpoint, in which may scarcely be found a
concealed fifth or an unprepared second. He does this partly for his own amusement, but
more especially to maintain that ease in polyphonic writing so characteristic of all his
compositions.84
Furthermore, Rubin Goldmark singled out a composer who had a great influence on his uncle:
He is a devoted admirer of Mozart. This, in a composer so ultra-modern in his tendencies,
may seem strange, but he has often spoken of his never-ceasing delight in the purity of
Mozart’s style, in the extreme classic beauty of his form and limpid flow of his melody. I
recollect once hearing Goldmark express sincere regret at being obliged to miss a
Philharmonic concert for which a string-serenade of Mozart was on the program.85
Goldmark himself had little to say on Mozart his own Erinnerungen, emphasizing rather the
impressions that contemporary composers and musicians had made upon his formative musical
education.
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EXAMPLE 5.3. Carl Goldmark, Suite for piano and violin, op. 11, mvt. I, Allegro, mm. 55-68.

Despite the exoticist glimmers in the movement, it is in the second movement of the Suite
where Rubin Goldmark would most likely have discerned Orientalism in his uncle’s style. The
second slow triple-meter, Andante Sostenuto, is neither a simple nor rounded binary form such as
typical of an eighteenth century suite nor is it a tuneful Ländler or folk-like evocation with a tuneful
melody such as one might hear in a Brahms sonata. Instead, the second movement is a rhapsodic
foray into another conspicuous style of mid-nineteenth century—the “Gypsy aesthetic.”86 Beginning
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at the end of the eighteenth century, an idealized, romanticized, and fictionalized figure of the Gypsy
had emerged in literature, music, and culture throughout Western Europe. Anna G. Piotrowska, in
her exhaustive study of Gypsy Music during the long nineteenth century, writes, “The Gypsy
musician has been considered the embodiment of the inspired creator, possessing the specific
features of the sensitive romantic artist. He was seductive, while at the same time free and rebellious,
and his separateness from bourgeois society was strongly emphasized.”87 While today,
ethnomusicologists have pushed us to problematize the anachronistic term “Gypsy music” as an
inaccurate conglomeration of the West’s (almost always) mistaken and oversimplified notions, this is
precisely the misconception we must strive to understand for those living during the nineteenth
century.
Franz Liszt, the pivotal figure for so-called Gypsy style within Western art music, capitalized
on his “Hungarian-ness” for his French audiences—and he did this by presenting Gypsy topoi as the
iconic representation of Hungary.88 Locke identifies Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsodies as particularly
complex: the Rhapsodies “challenge the very distinction between nationalism and exoticism because
they derive largely from the musical practices of an ‘internal outsider’ population: the Roma who had
long been resident in Hungarian territory.”89 Similarly, Piotrowska offers an explanation for what
could easily be called cultural appropriation in today’s climate: “In Liszt’s view, the justice in
Hungarians’ claiming Gypsy music as their own lay in [the] former’s having allowed the latter to
and musical works created during the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, reserving
the term ‘Romany music’ as an integral element of Romany social culture.”
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cultivate their music.”90 Liszt made just such a claim in his Des Bohémiens et de leur musique en Hongrie,
an expansive volume addressing Gypsy music as Hungarian style. The work was first published in
French, but quickly translated into both Hungarian and German and was written partially by Liszt’s
mistress, Princess Carolyne von Sayn-Wittgenstein, though wholly attributed to Liszt.91Although
Locke calls the field transcriptions “proto-scholarly,” he also concedes that Liszt was fairly objective
“by the standards of the day” when it came to analyzing and transcribing actual music, which was
done with great attention to detail.92 However, Des Bohémiens et de leur musique en Hongrie is filled with
negative, overly exoticizing extreme visions of Gypsies, many of them outright racist. Some scholarly
apologies have been made over the years on this, ascribing the negative elements of the book
exclusively to Princess Carolyne, however Liszt is hardly blameless; it was his name on the cover.
Further complicating all of this is an extensive section of over sixty pages in Des Bohémiens et
de leur musique en Hongrie that contrasts Gypsies and Jews (“Les Israélites”).93 Princess Carolyne, who
apparently reissued the book in 1881 with extensive additions to the section on Jews, is believed to
be the primary author of this passage. In contrast to descriptions of excessiveness and rapturous
nature of Gypsies, the book described Jews as artistically impotent, incapable of creating real art,
although at times talented individuals may be able to mimic it: “Between creating and innovating,
there is the same difference as between genius and talent; the same as between Bach and
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Mendelssohn, or Beethoven and Meyerbeer.”94 This prevented Jews from being able to create a true
national style, as they were always mimicking the style of whatever dominant society surrounded
them:
Shall we be told that Mendelssohn has composed the oratorio of Elijah, or that Halévy has
produced the opera of La Juive? Or that [Eduard] Bendemann has painted The Jews weeping on
the banks of the Euphrates, and that another has given us a theatrical representation of Solomon
in all his glory? If so, we need only to ask—what is there herein essentially Jewish? Neither
the sentiment nor the form. That oratorio, that opera, that painting, and that play would all
have been thought out and felt in precisely the same way by Christians. But, on the other
hand, who would venture to deny that Jews really do possess a sentiment which is essentially
their own, and which cannot incorporate itself otherwise than in a form completely their
own—absolutely their own? If, therefore, they do not reveal themselves in the world of art,
it must be that they do not choose to do so; that they cannot do so.”95
It is unclear whether either Carl or Rubin Goldmark knew Des Bohémiens et de leur musique en Hongrie,
although Carl Goldmark certainly knew Liszt and mentioned several of their meetings in his
Erinnerungen. He does not, at any rate, make any sort of direct commentary on Des Bohémiens et de leur
musique en Hongrie, and since he is mostly silent on his Jewishness in the memoir, there are no
remarks on any sort of antisemitism on the part of Liszt or Carolyne von Sayn-Wittgenstein.
The rhapsodic quality of the second movement of Goldmark’s Suite is evident from the
opening for solo piano, which pairs repeating quarter note chords in the right hand with a left-hand
melody filled with sweeping, melismatic thirty-second notes (ex. 5.4). Although there is no indication
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in Goldmark’s score, the piano introduction invites a Chopin-esque rubato, with the consistent right
hand inviting a more rhythmically and temporally melody from the left.
EXAMPLE 5.4. Carl Goldmark, Suite for piano and violin, op. 11, mvt. II, Andante Sostenuto, mm.
1-17.

The piano’s introduction is then repeated with some slight alteration as the accompaniment
for the solo violin (ex. 5.5). In this passage, both instruments are allowed to show their virtuosic and
free lyricism, and Goldmark’s idiomatic writing for his own instrument—the violin—is evident. The
use of only the violin’s lowest string in the opening sul G passage provides an intentional darkness of
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tone color. The two instruments’ concurrent melismatic writing, syncopations, and hemiolas increase
the dramatic tension and rhythmic gypsy-like freedom.
EXAMPLE 5.5. Carl Goldmark, Suite for piano and violin, op. 11, mvt. II, Andante Sostenuto, mm.
16-29.
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Only one reviewer commented on the Orientalist character of Goldmark’s Suite, although
his was one of the most authoritative voices of nineteenth century music criticism: Eduard Hanslick,
who addressed the work several times. Hanslick’s critical evaluation of Goldmark in this piece and as
will be shown to come in Sakuntala and Die Königin von Saba, is somewhat surprising. The pair had
been acquainted since the late 1850s, and Hanslick had also been instrumental in helping Goldmark
obtain his initial state stipend in 1862. Despite this, the relationship had been fraught from almost
the beginning. In his Erinnerungen, Goldmark framed his relationship with Hanslick as influenced by
the opinions of Johannes Brahms, with whom Goldmark had often fraught interactions that
vacillated from professional praise to belittling put-downs and, at times, outright antisemitism.96
Nonetheless, Goldmark wrote, “[Brahms] was as great a man as he was an artist. There was not a
blot on his superb character.”97 This reverential praise is followed by a lament on the barbed tongue
of Brahms, as one of the few mentions of Goldmark’s Jewishness in his entire memoir. Goldmark
recalled an incident where a chorale that he had written was rehearsed at the home of the MoravianJewish composer Ignaz Brüll’s sister, Hermine Schwarz.98 The issue that Brahms took with this
chorale had nothing to do with Goldmark’s music, but the rather with the text he had set, that of
“Wer sich die Musik erkiest” (“Who offers music his devotion”), attributed to Martin Luther:
After looking it over, he [Brahms] grew very angry and attacked me thus; ‘Why did you
compose this chorus? Where did you get the text? It is certain not by Luther, et cetera.’ I
walked home with him; it was a long way but he reached his door without getting over his
terrible rage. There was not the slightest reason for his acting so and this made it all the
funnier. Shortly after, when the chorus was played at one of the Gesellschaft’s concerts,
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Hanslick did not hesitate to say that the text was not by Luther. Hanslick, without making
further inquiry, repeated what Brahms had said. Meanwhile, Brahms had gotten more
accurate information. Some days later when we were dining at Ignaz Brüll’s, he took
occasion in my presence to say in an extremely loud voice to [Eugen] Gura senior, the
singer, who was seated next to him: ‘Don’t you think it strange that a Jew should set a text of
Martin Luther’s to music?’ And all this, all his fury, because he had overlooked this exquisite
text with its evangelical appeal of which he could have made good use.99
Similar to Brodbeck on Speidel, Margaret Notley gives Brahms somewhat of a pass, remarking,
“Like many of his fellow Liberals, he was guilty of occasional remarks that we would now consider
anti-Semitic.”100 Nonetheless, the sting was clearly felt by Goldmark, who blamed Brahms’s
prejudices as influencing and contributing to Hanslick’s negative reviews.
Hanslick’s extensive analysis of the Suite was published shortly after the premier, in which he
described the second movement as an “extended lament, the melody and harmonies of which are
reminiscent of the Oriental ways.”101 Although no further explanation for this comment was
provided, its presence here makes clear that critics either heard some evocation of the “East” in
Goldmark and is strongly indicative that his Jewish ancestry was an open secret. A reviewer in the
Viennese journal Recensionen und Mittheilungen über Theater und Musik doubted whether the suite as a
genre could ever equal the prestige of the sonata, but commented on the overall drama of the piece
which, in the reviewer’s opinion, verged at the edge of fantasy piece.102 The Viennese correspondent
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to Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung gave a similarly mixed assessment, “The work is not rich or freeflowing in invention, and it is not poor in peculiar harmonies and melodic sophistication. But it is
done with spirit and skill, and shows an earnest, honest, and developing artist of character.”103 Along
the same lines, the Viennese correspondent of The Musical World declared that “the Suite is not
destitute of merit, but competent judges assert that the latter is not present in sufficient force or
quality to ever to render the work very popular with admirers of classical chamber music.”104 Despite
such mixed reviews, the fact that the Suite was premiered by Josef Hellmesberger, a widely popular
and a trusted arbiter of quality in Viennese musical circles, cannot be understated. Writing after
Goldmark’s death in 1915, Theodor Helm identified Hellmesberger as one of the first musicians to
truly champion the works of Goldmark.105 Nonetheless, it was a challenge to find a publisher.
Goldmark recalls that it was only with the explicit recommendation of Heinrich Esser, the
conductor of the Vienna Court Opera, and later of Franz Lachner and Clara Schumann, that Schott
agreed to publish the work.106

Umwandlung begriffen nach zu urtheilen, in einder Umwandlung begriffen und erweitert sich zu
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Exoticism and Orientalism in Goldmark’s Sakuntala overture
While the Suite was one of Goldmark’s early successes, particularly with other musicians, his
first work that received wide popular success with Viennese audiences was his concert overture
Sakuntala, op. 13, which premiered in December 1865. The overture was inspired by the fourth
century Sanskrit play by Indian poet Kalidasa, The Recognition of Shakuntala. Goldmark was introduced
to the play in German-translation copy, which had been given to him by the Austrian physicist and
philosopher Ernst Mach (1838-1916).107 Mach unofficially presided over the scholars, artists, and
musicians (many of them Wagnerians) that frequented the Café Elephant in Vienna.108 According to
Goldmark, in 1862 Mach offered him the German translation of Sakuntala by Ernst Meier, that was
itself based on a French translation from the Sanskrit original. Goldmark described this German
version as a “heavy, ponderous, scholar’s edition with thousands of footnotes, learned and
confusing.”109 Three years passed before Goldmark glanced again at Mach’s gift, and inspiration for
two works came to him, “I took it [Sakuntala] out and reread it. Immediately the idea of a
composition based on it, came to me. I had read the Arabian Nights in my early years and the magic
of that wonderful book enthralled my imagination for a long time. The deep impress it made may
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have led later to my Queen of Sheba.”110 It is difficult to discern from the above comment whether
Goldmark mean that the Sakuntala epic or the Arabian Nights story had led him to an opera on the
Queen of Sheba. It seems most likely the latter, but there is another important point revealed in the
above: that even a German-speaking Jew, who might seemingly be understood to have ties to a
certain portion of “the East” could be guilty of conflating different types of exoticism. Curiously,
Mosenthal made a very similar observation to Goldmark, writing that Sakuntala presented “all of
Kalidasa’s magic mirrored like a fairy tale from ‘A Thousand and One Nights.’”111 In both cases, it is
Middle Eastern and Indian exoticism that seem to be imaginatively and sonically linked together;
despite geographic and cultural distance, they were both Othered.
Goldmark finished the overture in the fall of 1865. The Leipzig-born conductor of the
Vienna Philharmonic, Felix Otto Dessoff (1835-1892), also of Jewish ancestry, agreed to program
the overture immediately. The premiere performance, on December 26, 1865, was enthusiastically
received by the public. Initial press coverage was mostly favorable, with one review in the Neue Freie
Presse stating that the “clear layout, detailed design, and colorful instrumentation” of Sakuntala made
it “the best work of this composer to date.”112 The Viennese correspondent to the Leipziger allgemeine
musikalische Zeitung described it as marking a step toward a more creative and independent
110
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compositional voice for Goldmark, “The composition is broad and clearly laid out, atmospheric
with characteristic detail. Although here and there certain models, including Richard Wagner,
shimmer through, this orchestral work is in contrast to [Goldmark’s] earlier indistinct and more
derivative compositions and shows progress.”113
It is tempting to analyze this condescending comment—the suggestion that Goldmark in his
earlier works was incapable of his own creative ideas and instead could only make an inadequate
imitation of other, greater composers—as an underhanded example of the antisemitic stereotype
regarding the creative potential—or rather, the lack of it—on the part of Jews. However, this review
can also simply be seen as an example of the romantic assumption that artistic works ought to be
inherently original and lead to “progress” of the field or genre.114 Although it is somewhat
backhanded praise, it is the kind of praise that was not limited to Jews during this period and it is
highly doubtful that any sort of underlying antisemitic bias against Goldmark is evident in this short,
uncredited passage.
Hanslick’s Vienna season end review in the Leipziger allgemeine musikalische Zeitung both
praised the work and provided a footnote that effectively undercut the positive audience reception:
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The Overture to Sakuntala by Carl Goldmark was the most effective [composition]
so far from serious, energetic, but sometimes somewhat violent and agitated talents
of this composer. The distinctive, beautifully orchestrated work was decidedly
successful… This success can only be attributed to local popularity, because the
work, which has not yet been widely circulated through printing, has not yet satisfied
an educated, unbiased audience.115
By the end of the year, as Brodbeck has shown, Hanslick was less critical of Sakuntala, pleased that
the work was “no symphonic poem in disguise.”116 Despite the fact that Goldmark had issued a
synopsis, Hanslick wrote:
Whatever the relationship of the composition to the famous Indian drama, it is not
dependent in the ambiguous sense of descriptive music. As a piece of music that is fully
understandable and independent in and of itself, it takes from the subject only the poetic
stimulus, the general mood and local color, at most the simplest main features of the
dramatic peripeteia.117
This is a rather striking statement from Hanslick and runs counter to some of his more dogmatic
evaluations expressed in his most celebrated treatise: that works reliant on even so attenuated a
program as a poetic title were somehow feeble and unable to stand on their own: “We must reject
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here even those musical works that bear specific headings or programs about then ‘content’ of the
music.”118
Theodor Helm evaluated Sakuntala from a slightly different perspective than did Hanslick.
For Helm, the concert overture was program music by association with the Kalidasa epic, however it
was also “completely understandable, purely musically, to those who [did] not known the underlying
poetry, given the free yet solid forms and the novelty of the idea, a true brilliance that points above
all to Wagner.”119 The disagreement centers on the question of what qualified as program music. For
both Hanslick and Helm, no program was needed to understand the music. Yet, while Hanslick’s
argued that designation of Programmusik could be summarily dismissed in the case of Goldmark’s
Sakuntala overture, Helm allowed a more dual, nuanced approach in which the program might
enhance a musical work but was not required for listening and full appreciation.
The programmatic summary (which Brodbeck describes as a “précis”) from the published
score reads as follows:
Sakuntala, the daughter of a nymph, is brought up in a penitentiary grove by the chief of
sacred caste of priests as his adopted daughter. The great King Dushianta enters the sacred
grove, while out hunting; he sees Sakuntala and is immediately inflamed with love for her. A
charming love-scene follows, which closes with the union (according to Grundharveri
[Gandharva, one of the eight forms of Hindu marriage], the marriage) of both.
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The king gives to Sakuntala, who is to follow him later to his capital city, a ring by which she
shall be recognized as his wife. A powerful priest, to whom Sakuntala has forgotten to show
due hospitality in the intoxication of her love, revenges himself upon her by depriving the
king of his memory and of all recollection of her. Sakuntala loses the ring while washing
clothes in the sacred river. When she is presented to the King by her companions as his wife,
he does not recognize her, and repudiates her. Her companions refuse to admit her, as the
wife of another, back into her home and she is left alone in grief and despair; then the
nymph, her mother, has pity on her and takes her to herself.
Now the ring is found by some fishermen and brought back to the King. On his seeing it,
his recollection of Sakuntala returns. He is seized with remorse for his terrible deed: the
profoundest grief and unbounded yearning for her who has disappeared leave him no more.
On a warlike campaign against some evil demons, whom he vanquishes, he finds Sakuntala
again, and now there is no end to their happiness.120
The description certainly reads like a program, with a clear exposition of a sequence of events which,
as Brodbeck has shown, can be heard in the work.121 From the opening measures, Goldmark relied
upon multiple sonic markers of Orientalism and exoticism that would have been clearly perceived by
his audience. The scene is immediately set with open fifths in lower strings and bassoons (ex. 5.6),
which Brodbeck writes, “delineates the penitentiary grove,” followed quickly after by the entrance of
Sakuntala as a “sensuous main theme” and a third “sweet arabesque melody” that to which the main
theme is counterpointed.122 Despite the paucity of chords with intervallic thirds in these introductory
measures, Goldmark clearly establishes F major as the tonal center before tonicizing the dominant C
major. Sakuntala’s main theme is presented by the clarinet and two solo cellos, in unison, over open
fifths, again from the bassoons and lower strings. Again, Goldmark’s triplet figures—as remarked
upon by his nephew Rubin Goldmark—dominate the melodic texture of this melody. The use of the
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droned open fifths creates a tonally ambiguous atmosphere, emphasizing not only the exoticism
inherent not only in the programmatic setting of the work, but in Sakuntala herself (ex. 5.7).
EXAMPLE 5.6. Carl Goldmark, Sakuntala, op. 13, mm. 1-8.

EXAMPLE 5.7. Carl Goldmark, Sakuntala, op. 13, mm. 25-38.
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The score quickly gives way to a militaristic hunting theme associated with the King (ex. 5.8).
Relevant here, though not mentioned by Brodbeck, is the way in which exoticism corelates to
gender, as heard in Goldmark’s shift from an Orientalist style for Sakuntala to the more tonally
driven march-like music for the king. Although the latter is just as non-Western as the heroine, he is
nevertheless represented in Western tonal language; it is Sakuntala, the quasi-magical and idealized
woman, who is embodied in othered music. Their meeting and immediate infatuation is musically
represented in the militaristic music of the king in F major, which dramatically pivots through the
raised scale degree 4 of B natural.
EXAMPLE 5.8. Carl Goldmark, Sakuntala, op. 13, mm. 59-67.

Interestingly, while the presence of a raised scale degree 4 in F major can be seen as a hallmark of
exoticist style, the use of B natural functions tonally to facilitate the move into the E major love
theme at Andante assai (ex. 5.9) is marked by its own exoticist individuality with the timbres of oboe,
English horn, and harp.
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EXAMPLE 5.9. Carl Goldmark, Sakuntala, op. 13, mm. 93-100.

Thus, the tonal fabric that Goldmark created in Sakuntala, the one found so intriguing by the critical
press and so attractive to the Viennese public, was one that not only experimented with WesternEastern exoticism but also played upon the tropes of gendered voices and the exoticized, alluring
female.
As Brodbeck has observed, the reviews of Sakuntala were not consistent across the years.
Although he had given the work a somewhat neutral evaluation at the premiere, Ludwig Speidel in
the Fremden-Blatt later published a review which, as Brodbeck writes “with the benefit of hindsight,
now seem[s] demeaning, disturbing, even ominous.”123 In his 1868 review, Speidel wrote:
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The concert opened with Goldmark’s overture to Sakuntala. We mentioned this work when
it was first performed two years ago. The actual musical content of it is not particularly
significant; it is a wild marriage between the synagogue and the opera of the future. His
[musical] ideas bear a strong resemblance to curved noses and hanging sidelocks. Brilliant
coloring cannot be denied in this West-Eastern study, and the decorative effects are striking.
It is good that Goldmark’s has incomparably richer works to show for himself.124
Despite the reluctant praise of Goldmark’s use of orchestral color, there is no other way to interpret
Speidel’s comments that an essentializing and limiting view of Goldmark, rooted in antisemitic
sentiments. Speidel’s derision against the composer, hanging, spiraling curls may very well the same
prominent swirling triplets that Rubin Goldmark noted in a more positive light as a hallmark of his
uncle’s compositional style.
Alternatively, there may be no musical notion in the comment at all, and the comment ought
to be merely read as a direct address to Goldmark’s Judentum. Brodbeck, however, argues that
Speidel’s comments should not be read as racially derogatory at all, because “…nowhere [in the
article] does Speidel derogate the Semites as an inferior race along the lines that Ernst Renan had
recently proposed in his Nouvelles considérations sur le caractère des peoples sèmitiques, et en sur leur tendance au
monthéisme (New considerations on the character of the Semitic peoples, and in particular on their
tendency toward monotheism).”125 Brodbeck’s reasoning for excusing Speidel is that Caroline
Bettelheim’s brother Anton recalled the comment from Speidel in a 1915 remembrance of
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Ludwig Speidel [sp.], “Theatre und Kunst. Konzerte,” Fremden-Blatt 22, no. 324 (24
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Goldmark: “Anton Bettelheim scarcely complained about the descriptions of this kind.”126 The full
context of the quotation reveals a great deal more:
In criticism, the innovator Goldmark was, in many cases, an outlawed, holy Sebastian, shot
at from every angle. [the martyred Saint Sebastian (c. 256-288 CE) was shot by multiple
arrows that failed to kill him] ‘King of dissonances’ was one of the tamer characteristics. A
second voice described Goldmark’s compositions as a ‘musical brandy.’ A third, who
disliked Goldmark’s treatment of lyrics, described it as the arsenic poisoning of fresh
meadows. And a fourth, in a time and in a newspaper when it was not all hatred against the
Jews, scornfully compared Goldmark’s triplets to Peyes, the curls of the Polish Jews. The
strength with which Goldmark… did not allow such attacks to destroy him is worth
particular respect.127
That Bettelheim, as a highly assimilated German Jew who would have also looked down upon the
rural, traditionalist Eastern European Jews evoked by Speidel’s comment, was not troubled by the
comment does not wholly excuse it. Antisemitic tendencies existed long before the term was coined.
The idea that triplets somehow could function not only as an evocation of exoticism, but
actually represent a pejorative interpretation of Jewishness in music, was not solely that of Speidel,
however. In November of 1886, Brahms wrote glibly to Richard Heuberger of Goldmark’s Merlin,
“You have to have respect for a chap like Goldmark; it is a pleasure to read through it and to see
how the whole thing will work, how everything has its place. And there’s nothing in it that sounds
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Anton Bettelheim, “Goldmark-Erinnerungen,” Neue Freie Presse (20 January 1915): 4. “Der
Kritik war der Neuerer Goldmark nun gar vielfach ein jedem Pfeilschuß vogelfreier, heiliger
Sebastian. ‘Dissonanzenkönig’ lautete eine der zahmeren Charakteristiken. Eine zweite Stimme
bezeichnete Goldmarks Kompositionen als ‘musikalischen Branntwein.’ Ein dritter, dem Goldmarks
Behandlung seiner Liedertexte mißfiel, zog als Parallele die Arsenikbehandlung frischer
Wiesengründe heran. Und ein vierter verglich Goldmarks Triolen in einer gar nich
judenhetzerischen Zeit und Zeitung höhnisch den Peies, den Seitenlöckchen der polnischen Juden.
Die Festigkeit, mit der Goldmark solche Angriffe sich nicht anfechten ließ,… ist besonderer
Achtung wert.”
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Jewish at all, not a single ‘triplet.’ It’s the best that each of them, Goldmark and [Siegfried] Lipiner,
have done.”128 In an 1873 review, Speidel wrote similarly:
Goldmark’s overture is known to follow in the most modern direction of music. Berlioz and
Richard Wagner can be heard throughout, although one cannot say that this or that musical
idea was borrowed from these masters. A full drop of Semitic blood flows through the veins
of this Sakuntala, an echo of the joy and sorrows of the synagogue lives in the score. Here
too Goldmark proves to be a sensitive, witty artist. Only the noisy finale seems made against
his own good convictions. As in previous years, the overture was received with great
applause. 129
Brodbeck likens these comments to those regarding Rubinstein’s Der Thurm zu Babel (see Chapter 4),
though perhaps there is a bit more merit here than in the case of the baptized Rubinstein.130
Although it is unconvincing and anachronistic to believe that Goldmark would have used synagogue
melodies in Sakuntala, at the very least he had exposure to them through his father and brothers,
while Rubinstein’s exposure to synagogue music is harder to pinpoint and likely came later in his life.

Goldmark’s Jewishness as Refracted through a Lied of Hugo Wolf
Both Goldmark’s Suite and Sakuntala are seemingly outliers in this dissertation. Unlike the
other works, they have no obvious Jewish content: no Biblical reference, no text source by or about
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Jews, no reference to a liturgical prayer or melody. Their importance and relevance to Goldmark’s
Judentum lies rather in how they were presented by the critical press, what was read upon them,
whether essentializing and prejudiced or celebratory and reminiscent. In closing this chapter, a brief
and inconsistently quoted anecdote brings together Goldmark, fellow Jewish composer Adalbert
von Goldschmidt (1848-1906), and the prolific Viennese art-song composer, Hugo Wolf (18601903).131
In a remembrance of Wolf, printed in the monthly periodical Deutsche Revue, Richard
Sternfeld recalled his lieder:
There, in the basement of his house on Potsdamer Street [in Vienna], which contains such
rich collections (between the books of the father of the house), Wolf played and sang songs
which the singers had scarcely ventured to attempt], such as Goethe’s ‘Gutmann und
Guttweib’ and ‘Ritter Curts Brautfahrt.’ I can still see his mischievous eyes when he showed
me how he had fun with the line “aber ach! da kommen Juden,” which are accompanied by
two striking themes of his Viennese colleagues in Apollo, Goldmark and von
Goldschmidt.132
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Sternfeld’s recollection is in reference to Wolf’s song “Ritter Curts Brautfahrt,” no. 12 from his
Goethe-Lieder, comprised of fifty-one songs and composed over a several decade period before
publication in the 1890s (ex. 5.10).
EXAMPLE 5.10. Hugo Wolf, Goethe-Lieder, no. 12, “Ritter Curts Brautfahrt,” mm. 109-121.
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In the poem, a knight is riding toward his bride in haste of the wedding. He is repeatedly faced with
trials that impede his progress—a forgotten adversary lures him into battle, an old sweetheart
presents him with a child he fathered, and finally Jewish money lenders arrive with proof of money
owed. The moment that the Jews arrive to collect on their debt, the music has a sudden key change
and pivots to hammering triplets in the piano against a falling melodic material in the voice.
Wolf’s first biographer, Ernst Decsey specifically cited Sternfeld’s recollection in his
description of “Ritter Curts Brautfahrt.” Decsey was more detailed in his analysis of the song, giving
the specific passage as from Die Königin von Saba as utilized satirically by Wolf (ex. 5.11):
[Wolf] set ‘Ritter Curts Brautfahrt’ with proud rhythm. In the best of spirits, the noble
groom travels to the wedding at his love’s castle. However his comfort is disturbed by three
adventures, which come alive in vivid drama: first the ‘adversaries,’ then the ‘women,’ then
the ‘debts.’ The latter is personified by Jews who come, ‘with the appearance of guilt.’ Wolf
has two types of Jews: melancholy-humble [on the one hand] and agitated-gesticulating [on
the other]. Wolf characterized each group of Manichäer [Easterners] using a theme of other
composers. The bass is based on a triplet motive from the introduction of Goldmark’s Die
Königin von Saba.133
Like Sternfeld, Decsey gave no commentary or judgment on Wolf’s use of the melodies from
Goldmark or Goldschmidt (for the latter he cites no specific musical reference). Aside from the
inexplicable reference to Jews as “Manicheans,” his analysis—which lacks the description of Wolf’s
humor at the melodic quotations—is neutral and might be easily read as Wolf simply sending a
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musical greeting card to Goldmark and Goldschmidt. The analysis concluded: “The epilogue of this
broad and solid ballad celebrates the first joyful ride. A magnificent song for a ballad tenor.”134
EXAMPLE 5.11. Passage of Goldmark’s Die Königin von Saba as used in Wolf, “Ritter Curts
Brautfahrt,” according to Ernst Decsey.

a. Wolf

b. Goldmark

Recently, musicologist Susan Youens has been less sympathetic to Wolf on his use of
quotation in this instance. Youens argues that the quotation did not appear in the songs out of great
respect or even humorous friendly teasing. She writes, “Wolf was not above a spot of malicious
quotation on occasion:… his Goethe songs, ‘Ritter Kurts Brautfahrt,’ includes mocking references
to the music of Adalbert von Goldschmidt and Carl Goldmark, both of these Viennese enjoying at
the time great success than Wolf. It is possible that Wolf was indulging in some musical mockery
beyond that contained in Goethe’s text.”135 Youens’s charge is rooted not in the recollections of
Sternfeld, whom Decsey used, but in those of Edmund Hellmer, the sculptor of Wolf’s tomb in the
Vienna Central Cemetery.136 Hellmer recalled Wolf’s use of the Goldmark and Goldschmidt as much
more condescending, “He [Wolf] dropped his hands to his lap and broke into a hearty laugh. ‘One
thing I have from Goldmark,’ he assured himself, still shaking with laughter, “is from his Sakuntala;
134
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the other is from [Goldschmidt’s] Die Sieben Todsünden that I have only recently gotten to know.”137
In Hellmer’s account, Wolf was more pointed and mocking, perhaps reading more of an anti-Jewish
sentiment into Goethe’s words than was originally present Furthermore, in the second version of
the story, Wolf identifies an entirely different Goldmark work used in “Ritter Kurts Brautfahrt”—
here, Sakuntala.
In neither Die Königin von Saba nor Sakuntala can be found an exact source for Wolf’s
quotation, though the latter seems a more likely candidate that Decsey’s weak example above. At the
dramatic climax of Sakuntala, when the King and Sakuntala have been reunited in their love, the
melodic material of the Meno Mosso love theme most close elides with Wolf’s quotation, albeit
presented in a notably different expressive texture (ex. 5.12). The fact that two of Wolf’s biographers
remembered different Goldmark works respectively of in Wolf’s quotation is perplexing. Was one of
the biographers’ memory in error, or did Wolf himself cite Die Königin von Saba when he meant
Sakuntala? If Wolf was recalling Goldschmidt and Goldmark negatively in an underlying antisemitic
sentiment, perhaps he may have conflated these two works—both featuring an exotic female and
often heard as hallmarks not only of Goldmark’s exoticist leanings, but of his actual Jewish nature.
Chapter 6 addresses Goldmark’s enduring legacy as the composer of Die Königin von Saba, an opera
that cemented his place in Viennese high culture (and all the critical opinions that came with such
fame), despite humble beginnings and a long journey of exploration in finding his compositional
voice.
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EXAMPLE 5.12. Carl Goldmark, Sakuntala, op. 13, mm. 390-399.
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Chapter 6
Judentum Staged:
Goldmark’s Die Königin von Saba

After the success of Sakuntala, Viennese audiences were eager to hear more from Carl
Goldmark. He had proven his fluency in the varied musical styles and techniques of the late
nineteenth century, earned praise from Brahmsians and Wagnerians alike, and composed with a
stylistic malleability expected of one in a world of such shifting boundaries and stylistic allegiances.
His multi-faceted identity—his Jewishness and Hungarianness—had been emphasized in both
critical evaluations and laudatory praise. His identity was integrally tied to the reception of his works
beginning with the success of Die Königin von Saba and after his death in 1915. An example is drawn
from Austrian Jewish music critic, Max Graf, writing immediately following the Second World War.
Graf, who was born in Vienna and studied under Hanslick, Bruckner, and Guido Adler, wrote his
1945 book of remembrances of Vienna, A Legend of a Musical City, during the years he resided in
New York, having fled Austria before the war. About Goldmark, Graf wrote:
Goldmark was born in Hungary, which, of all European countries, is nearest the Orient…
[the] impressions of his youth must have accompanied Goldmark throughout his life. But its
oriental color is only one of the elements which join in creating the peculiar value of
Goldmark’s music. Goldmark is one of the artistic representatives of Franz Josef’s era which
succeeded for the last time in the history of Austria in gathering the spiritual and artistic
forces of German, Slavic, and Hungarian peoples in the valley of the Danube, and shaping
them into a higher general culture. Goldmark represents the spirit of Austrian culture under
Franz Josef, the artistic wealth, the refinement of taste, the predilection for sensual
enjoyment, the inclination for decorative luxury which were gifts of an old European capital.
In this sense, Goldmark belongs to Austria and Vienna, and the exuberant colors of his
music remind us that at the time of sunset, all colors are brighter and more radiant.1
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Graf’s evaluation of Goldmark as an eclectic composer drawing on a multitude of styles ran counter
to the Wagnerian ideology that music ought to be rooted in a single nation and its history. This
eclecticism, according to Graf, was epitomized in Die Königin von Saba, which formed the center of
Graf’s chapter on Goldmark.2 Graf’s evaluation of Goldmark is unique in that he allowed for a more
synthesized view of Goldmark’s varied aspects of identity, rather than limiting him to the category of
“Jewish composer” or a “proud Hungarian living in Vienna.” Nonetheless, even in Graf’s more
nuanced analysis of Goldmark, there was still an attempt to draw out Judentum to the fore of his
musical output, insisting that Goldmark’s connection to his Jewishness ran deep but was also mired
in a sort of self-denial. He observed that “Goldmark misunderstood the very sources of his creative
fancy and his unique artistic force,” that is to say, his Jewish roots.3 Graf continued:
After returning [to Vienna], from a trip to Prague, I happened to meet Goldmark, and I told
him of this synagogue [the Gothic Altneuschule of Prague] and how I had been impressed by
some phrases of the prayers I heard there, which reminded me of certain passages in his
Queen of Sheba. I asked him whether he had used those Jewish prayer tunes consciously or
unconsciously. He was very angry, and absolutely refused to admit that he used synagogal
music in his opera. The resemblance of some phrases in the Queen of Sheba with turns and
phrases of Jewish prayers, he insisted, was purely coincidental. Goldmark seemed to have
forgotten that he was the son of a cantor, and that the first music he had heard as a child was
that of synagogue. These melodies must have been buried in the deepest layers of his soul,
for such recollections of youth are indestructible. Composing his opera, he could not have
helped being shaken in the unconscious regions where, as with every great artist, childhood
impressions kept living and streaming upward through the roots of his fancy into the images
and forms of his works.4
Although he identified no specific examples from Die Königin von Saba to support the claims above,
the scenes that Graf most likely had in mind were the Temple and Wedding scenes, which will be
discussed below.
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Itis difficult, as with much retrospective commentary published following the Second World
War, to parse out Graf’s agenda in his interpretation of Goldmark as opposed to what is actually
evident in Goldmark’s artistic intent. Graf had fled Vienna after the Anschluß in 1938, following his
son Herbert Graf to New York, where he was serving as an opera producer at the Metropolitan
Opera. That Max Graf’s interpretation of Goldmark sought to elevate the Jewishness is therefore
unsurprising for a publication from this period as Graf’s own identity was caught up in the losses of
the Holocaust and nostalgia for the pre-World War I dual monarchy of Austria-Hungary under
which Goldmark thrived. Goldmark’s reaction, however, is noteworthy as it seems to undermine
other evidence on his more open attitude toward his Judentum.
David Brodbeck, in his recent article, “A Tale of Two Brothers: Behind the Scenes of
Goldmark’s First Opera,” argues that previous scholars’ emphases on Goldmark’s Jewish status in
analyses of Die Königin von Saba are “something of a red herring.”5 Brodbeck cautions us not to try
reduce the opera to a mere “Jewish work,” especially given what he describes as Goldmark’s selfperception as a German composer. In both the “Tale of Two Brothers” article and in his Defining
Deutschtum monograph, Brodbeck places particular emphasis on Goldmark’s older brother Joseph
and on the composer’s own apparent abandonment of his Judentum in seeming deference to his
Deutschtum. As I have argued in regard to Goldmark’s early works such as the Suite and Sakuntala, it
is equally reductive to understand the composer simply as a German. Goldmark’s relation to
Hungarian identity was addressed by Brodbeck in 2017 in an article that probes the question, “What
kind of a Hungarian was Goldmark?”6 However, Brodbeck’s ultimate conclusion is that, artistically
and musically, to Goldmark, only his Deutschtum mattered:
5
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[A]s I have suggested, the composer cannot be reduced so neatly. His profound
identification with German culture did not require him to renounce his Jewish
heritage or to give up his Hungarian patriotism. Still, as an artist, it was always clear
to him which identity really mattered.7
I argue that such compartmentalization of identity unfairly psychoanalyzes a composer who was, if
nothing else, highly inconsistent in the writings (both published and private) that he left behind.
Furthermore, although Brodbeck’s emphasis on Goldmark’s self-identification with both German
and Hungarian cultures bifurcates national allegiance in a way that a citizen of Austria-Hungary
simply would not have self-conceptualized. Effectively, Graf’s over-emphasis and expectation that
Judaism influenced Goldmark is just as limiting as Brodbeck’s argument that only Germanness
ultimately mattered. Goldmark’s complex navigation of identities—Hungarian-born, Jewish-reared,
German-speaking, and Viennese-dwelling—each can be seen as contributing influences toward
different aspects present within Die Königin von Saba.

From a Vision to an Operatic Reality
In his Erinnerungen, Goldmark devoted an entire chapter to the origins leading up to the first
performance of Die Königin von Saba. The story of the works’ initial inspiration is presented almost
apocryphally. He recalled how his student, the Jewish soprano Caroline Bettelheim (after marriage,
as Caroline von Gomperz or von Gomperz-Bettelheim, see Chapter 5) had sung at her debut
concert with the Wiener Hofoper in 1860. The stage manager of the opera house remarked, “Look
at that girl! That face! The very image of the Queen of Sheba!”8 The Queen of Sheba he had in mind
was that of French painter Henri-Frédéric Chopin, Arrivée de la reine de Saba à la cour de Salomon, an

Saba!”
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engraving of which had been displayed at the Viennese art shop of Anton Paterno.9 The story
Goldmark told of the opera’s origin as a strike of inspiration continued in his Erinnerungen: “Mr.
Schober’s remark struck me like a flash of lightening. I saw the Queen alive before me.”10 Goldmark
credited himself with inventing the story of the opera, which has little to do with the brief Biblical
episode in which the unnamed Queen of Sheba arrives in Jerusalem, bringing valuable gifts and
riddles for the Israelite King Solomon (1 Kings 10 and 2 Chronicles 9). Initially, Goldmark asked
one of Bettelheim’s tutors, a “Mr. Klein,” to create a text on the subject. Several years earlier, Klein
had written a poem for her that Goldmark had set to music.11 Goldmark recalled his impression that
Klein’s outline for the opera was destined to be a complete failure, so he put the idea out of his
mind for several years.
Several different accounts exist on how the opera’s libretto finally came to be written. The
story told by composer is that he passed the Jewish poet and dramatist Salomon Hermann
Mosenthal (1821-1877) on the street in Vienna in 1865, shortly after the premiere of Sakuntala:
As we walked along, he said: ‘Wouldn’t you like to compose an opera?’ Upon my
answering eagerly, ‘Yes, indeed, I should,’ he said, ‘Come to my office (he was the
librarian of the Ministry of Education) and we will discuss the matter further.’ I went
9
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there and we talked over various subjects, but nothing seemed to suit me. I
happened to mention casually that I had already made one attempt myself at a
libretto, but the ‘Queen of Sheba’ had come to grief. ‘Bring me,’ he said, ‘whatever
you have on hand.’12
Mosenthal, who published a recollection on his collaboration with Goldmark in the periodical Über
Land und Meer, told a different story—one that might be more reliable, as it was written in closer
proximity to the premier. While Goldmark’s account indicated that Mosenthal approached him, the
latter stated that the opera was borne the other way around.13 Either story reveals the emerging trend
of the nineteenth century in which a composer was actively involved in the dramatic conception of a
theater work. Mosenthal’s account similarly described the inspiration as a flash of lightening, or
rather that Goldmark dismissed any idea that did not “strike his heart with a spark of electricity.”14
Like Hiller and Mendelssohn in their oratorios and Rubinstein in his operas (and of course like
Verdi and Wagner to come), Goldmark’s dissatisfaction and molding of a text to his artistic vision
shows how nineteenth century composers were taking broader control as active participants in the
dramatic formation of oratorios and operas.
Mosenthal was no stranger to the stage. He was born in Kassel, but spent most of his career
in Vienna. His plays had been produced in Vienna, Berlin, and Budapest since the late 1840s, but it
was his Deborah (Hamburg, 1849) that solidified his reputation on stages across Germany, Austria,
the rest of Europe, and North America (adapted most often in the English-speaking world as Leah
12
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the Forsaken).15 In the play, set in the 1780s, the Jewish Deborah falls in love with Joseph, the son of
the city’s magistrate. Joseph’s father and the schoolmaster conspire to pay her off to leave town, but
in a case of mistaken identity bribe the wrong woman. Joseph then marries his childhood sweetheart,
forsaking Deborah, who he believes has chosen money over him. After an extended curse scene,
Deborah leaves the village and returns five years later to discover that Joseph has been advocating to
the emperor to give the Jews more rights and has named his young child after her. To the chagrin of
some Jewish audiences in the play’s early years, Deborah forgives her former lover and blesses him.
There are some curious parallels and divergences between Deborah and Die Königin von Saba.
Both were wildly popular throughout Europe and the Americas, translated into many languages, and,
despite their wide popular successes, somewhat critically viewed by the literary and musical elite. To
the last point, both Jewish and gentile critics saw Deborah as a derivative of Gotthold Ephraim
Lessing’s Nathan der Weise (1779) and criticized the work for capitalizing on liberal sentimentality
toward emancipation.16 As will be discussed below, this was not unlike the way in which music
critics were constantly attempting to source Goldmark’s music as meek imitations of greater operatic
figures such as Meyerbeer, Wagner, or Verdi. Another similarity is the presentation of a lovestruck
Jewish character, hopelessly in love with a non-Jew. In the former, it as Jewish woman who loves a
Christian man, but in the latter, a Jewish man who loves an exotic, non-Jewish (Pagan) woman. In
Deborah, however, the non-Jews (who, importantly here, are Christians) are ultimately presented in a
positive light, whereas, at the end of Die Königin von Saba, the Queen of Sheba is banished first from
Solomon’s palace and then from Assad’s heart when she attempts to approach him in the desert.
15
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One is left to wonder whether the Biblical story of the love between King Solomon and the Queen
of Sheba could even occur in Mosenthal’s retelling.
By Goldmark’s account, both the music and text of the first and second acts came together
quickly and smoothly for the composer and librettist, however the first attempts of Mosenthal to
produce a third and fourth act were lackluster. Although no primary sources have come to light that
can substantiate the assertation, Goldmark claimed that he had to rewrite the text of the opera’s
second half himself, when Mosenthal resisted changing his “thoroughly bourgeois ending,” which
had Assad and Sulamith marrying.17 Nonetheless, the text and music were finally completed.
When the opera was finally completed in 1872, the long-awaited work was not welcomed
with open arms by the Viennese musical elite, but instead Goldmark was met with further
challenges: “Oh, time of bitter trouble! As I recall the events now, the cold shivers still run down my
back. I faced a threefold barrier: Herbeck, Hanslick, and Speidel.”18 As discussed in Chapter 5,
Eduard Hanslick and Ludwig Speidel wielded a long influence from their commentaries in the Neue
Freie Presse and the Fremden-Blatt, respectively. Speidel’s thinly veiled antisemitism and Hanslick’s
ardent Brahmsian prejudice would have been still fresh in Goldmark’s mind in the years leading up
to the premiere of Die Königin von Saba. Johann Ritter von Herbeck (1831-1877), who was the
director of the Wiener Hofoper, was, according to Goldmark, jealous of the young composer’s rising
success and the aid he received in securing of performances by Hellmesberger Quartet early on in
his career. Although Herbeck’s son would later claim that his father was a staunch advocate for the
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premiere of Die Königin von Saba, Goldmark stated that that Herbeck only claimed credit for Die
Königin von Saba once the opera had become an overwhelming success. 19
In order to have engage the Hofoper in the production of Die Königin von Saba, Goldmark
had to submit the score to the theater’s three conductors. This did not go well. Herbeck stated, “[It]
was out of the question to produce the opera because all the laws of harmony had been ignored and
there were discords throughout.”20 Ignaz Fischer stated that he was too frail a conductor to take on
“so novel and difficult a composition.”21 Otto Dessoff apparently was willing to produce the work,
but did not hold enough sway with the director of the Hofoper.22 The work continued to languish,
although it was widely mentioned in the musical press that the composer of Sakuntala had an opera
in progress, and the public wanted to see it performed. Goldmark recalled that even Speidel
ultimately conceded, “The opera had better be given; let us put an end to the talk of genius
unappreciated.”23 Not until a midday performance of the Queen’s Entrance March from act I in
Berlin on January 12, 1874, did the opera finally seem to have a glimmer of hope for full
performance. While Brodbeck suggests that Hanslick, in reviewing the concert for the Neue Freie
19
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Presse, was skeptical of Goldmark’s “strong Orientalizing melodic style,” the quotation can be read
neutrally:24
The work, whose strong Orientalizing melodic style can only be justified within the opera
itself, is ingeniously conceived, genuinely dramatic, and orchestrated with an unusual
brilliance. The tumultuous applause that followed this operatic fragment, in which the
composer was repeatedly called back to the stage, is in any case the strongest and most
unbiased advertisement that the Die Königin von Saba could wish for in her Berlin
performance. 25
In his commentary on the above critique, Brodbeck does not provide the complete sentence in
which Hanslick indicates that the Orientalist writing in the Entrance March suffered from the
omission of those visual effects of the pantomime, as would ultimately be done in the theatrical
performance. The score indicates specific groups of people entering throughout the varied
sections—including white and Moorish slaves, male and female—though it is unclear whether this
was given in explanation for the January concert. According to Goldmark, it took the intervention of
the Prince Konstantin of Hohenlohe-Schillingsfürst, who supposedly declared angrily, “I will break
his [Herbeck’s] neck if he does not produce the opera.”26
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Interlude: The Plot of Goldmark and Mosenthal’s Die Königin von Saba
Die Königin von Saba centers on an illicit love affair between the eponymous Queen of Sheba
and Assad, an emissary from the court of the Biblical King Solomon. Assad is engaged to Sulamith,
the daughter of the High Priest of the Temple in Jerusalem. At the opera’s opening, he has returned
from a mission preparing for the arrival of the Queen of Sheba. He informs Solomon that he has
fallen in love with a mysterious woman that he met in the forest and that he will no longer marry
Sulamith. Before Solomon can reply, the Queen arrives with her retinue. Although she pretends not
to know Assad, after her formal greeting from Solomon, she later reveals in private that she
recognized him and the two share a passionate love duet. Nonetheless, plans for the wedding
between Assad and Sulamith continue. The following day, when she appears at the ceremony, Assad
declares he cannot marry Sulamith and blasphemously states his infatuation with the Queen as his
goddess. Separately, both the Queen and Sulamith plead for Solomon to spare Assad from execution.
He is ultimately banished to the desert, where Sheba appears again, but this time he rejects her and
repents to both his fiancé and to God. The Queen withdraws her rejection, and a violent sandstorm
overtakes the scene. As the storm abates, Assad is found and forgiven by Sulamith, but soon dies in
her arms.

An Operatic Synthesis: Eclecticism and the Staging of Ancient Israel
Goldmark drew upon the wide breadth of operatic styles available to him as a composer and
musician in late nineteenth century Vienna. Die Königin von Saba was clearly influenced by the grand
opera style of Meyerbeer and other French artists; the tuneful singing, large choruses, ballet, and
exoticist trends of Verdi and the other post-bel canto Italians; and the continuous melody, formal
fluidity, and leitmotiv-associated characters of Wagner. Critics heard this in their analyses, though
reviewers were mixed in their assessment of the work. For some, this stylistic synthesis was heard as
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a great success, whereas others saw Goldmark as dabbling in multiple styles while mastering none.
When a decade had passed and the opera crossed the ocean to be performed in the United States,
such negative interpretations and opinions had waned slightly. About the final dress rehearsal in
New York for the 1885 performance at the Metropolitan Opera, one critic commented, “… the
score itself combines with much pure Italian writing for the voice modern German orchestration of
the richest and most substantial description.”27 Yet, in the early years of production in Europe,
opinions were less positive.
This accusation of eclecticism is not unlike the idea advocated by Wagner in his Oper und
Drama, where he famously accused Giacomo Meyerbeer’s music as full of “effects without cause”
(Wirkung ohne Ursache).28 However, such eclecticism was not universally agreed upon as a negative
trait during this period. Jesse Rosenberg’s analysis criticism of Italian musicologist and composer
Abramo Basevi (1818-1885) argued:
[Wagner’s criticism of Meyerbeer in Oper und Drama was] …the very antithesis of the
understanding of Meyerbeer that Basevi had worked out in his earlier articles on that
composer. The paradox is that what Basevi held to be Meyerbeer's supreme gift of
‘eclecticism’—by virtue of which the composer was able to combine the best musical
qualities of different nations— is virtually identical to what Wagner identifies as Meyerbeer's
fatal defect, since, as a Jew, he did not truly belong to any one of the modern musical nations
in which he worked, whether German, Italian, or French, but could write music only as if it
were an acquired tongue.29
This kind of analysis would permeate critical reaction to Die Königin von Saba from the premiere
onward. Positive reviewers saw Goldmark’s varied style as a creative synthesis, whereas negative
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critiques focused on the putatively derivative aspects of the music. Given Speidel’s remarks on
Sakuntala, it is unsurprising that he brought a similar disdain for Die Königin von Saba. After lamenting
the weakness of the opera’s drama, he went on to comment:
Goldmark mostly works with outside resources. He is often under the spell of Wagnerian
music; he uses Wagner’s orchestral forces and his informal form, where it suits him.
Tannhäuser and Lohengrin are alluded to everywhere, often literally. Goldmark cannot escape
the magic of the music of the future [Zukuntsmusik]. But there is another land on which he
stands, entirely of his own. The oriental element in his music is a strange mixture of
Gypsiness and Jewishness [Zigeunerthum und Judentum]—Goldmark is, after all, an Israelite
from Hungary. He has strangely curled melismas in his music, already known from his
overture to Sakuntala, which move in triplets and sextuplets. One hears something timid and
mysteriously sentimental in the whimpering and moaning in some of the melodic turns of
phrase.30
In Speidel’s view, the opera’s weaknesses were not only overwrought emotion and problematic
Orientalism, but also what he considered Goldmark’s unsuccessful attempts at writing in the
Wagnerian style. Speidel argued such passages were overly done and too explicit, more mere
imitation of Wagner than rising to the level of inspiration. Speidel’s greatest issue was the disconnect
between the writing styles—the eclecticism that Graf would argue as the opera’s greatest strength. In
concluding his evaluation, he invoked the word fremdartig to describe the music of Die Königin von
Saba: “We do not live in the Orient; we are not shaded by palm trees. Under a sky of acorns and
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hazelnuts, such music ultimately seems very fremdartig and sad.”31 Although this word is variably
translated as “foreign,” “alien,” or “strange,” the implication here is something more specifically and
pejoratively Jewish.32 The suggestion was that Goldmark’s foreign nature—specifically his
Jewishness rather than his Hungarianness—made it impossible to adequately absorb and create
within the German and Wagnerian style.
In the light of the similarities between negative assessments of Goldmark and that of an
earlier generation against Meyerbeer, it is imperative to note that the heritage of grand opéra is clearly
evident in Die Königin von Saba. Upon initial inquiry, it might seem as if the vaguely Biblical subject
matter of the work disqualifies it from categorization as grand opéra. However, the Biblical setting
here is treated more as a historical backdrop for an unfolding drama than as a relating to a sacred
text, not unlike that of the treatment of Rubinstein in his Die Maccabäer, although the inserted love
story seems in pushing the boundaries of what is acceptable in the spirit of geistliche Oper (see Chapter
4). Additionally, Goldmark and Mosenthal’s framework of the Biblical story is not unlike the
tendency in the some of the best-known works of “historical” grand opéra to present quasi31
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fictionalized—and at times even invented or sensationalized—accounts of historical figures or
events; such examples include Rossini’s Guillaume Tell (1829), Auber’s Gustave III (1833), Meyerbeer’s
Les Huguenots (1836), to name only a few.33 Nevertheless, the government censors in England still
banned the performance of Die Königin von Saba in England, an issue commented on in Allgemeine
Zeitung des Judenthums.34 The notice suggested that operas can only be performed when the characters’
names have been changed and the drama moved to another mythical land, alluding to an already
established practice in England of resetting Biblical operas such as Rossini’s Mosè as Pietro L’Eremita
in 1834 and Verdi’s Nabucco as Nino Rè D’Assyria in 1846.35 Clearly, the author in the Allgemeine
Zeitung des Judentums was aware of this practice. Yet while alluding to the fact that Die Königin von Saba
hardly relies upon its Biblical story, but utilizes the association merely as a dramatic backdrop, the
author also willingly claimed the work as of enough Jewish interest as to warrant publication in that
periodical.
Die Königin von Saba’s heritage to grand opéra was not limited merely to epic subject matter.
Although the opera is not in five acts like many works in the genre, its four acts are lengthy and
elaborate and made use of striking special effects, one of the hallmarks of grand opéra. In particular,
the entrance of the Queen of Sheba in act I and the violent sandstorm of Act 4 were frequently
commented on in the critical press. Reports on the 1885 performance at the Metropolitan Opera
commented on the elaborate staging as well as the work’s marches and ballets, both near-necessities
in any respectable grand opéra: “The richness of the scene in which Solomon receives the queen has
33
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never been surpassed and the ballet in Solomon’s hall is also a triumph of the stage master’s art.”36
Although it did not directly reference grand opéra, the influence is clearly evidence in this New York
Times report:
[N]o opera has ever been placed upon the stage with anything approaching the gorgeousness
and historical accuracy of last night’s production: the scenes, the costumes, and the
pageants—the latter involving the services of an efficient corps de ballet, and of a personnel
aggregating 600 persons—offer to the eye a succession of pictures that for dazzling color,
correctness, and life-like realism have had no equals within the recollection of the present
generation of theatregoers.37
The special effects utilized for act IV at the Metropolitan Opera were particularly impressive: “The
illusion of sand flying through the air is very cleverly done by passing a spotted glass before the lens
of the magic lantern. The whirlwind effect, helped out by the din of the orchestra, is very remarkable
and brings a series of superb stage pictures to a fitting close.”38 Goldmark’s orchestration here,
indeed, emphasized the swirling winds of the desert, a clever, albeit thinly veiled metaphor for the
emotions of Assad (ex. 6.1). Verdi’s Aida in particular.39 Similarly, following American performances,
one New York critic noted the Italian influence on the opera, but also expanded on the idea:
The music which Herr Karl Goldmark has wedded to the libretto… may be described in a
general way as eclectic music. In respect of rhythm, or to put it more definitely, in respect of
symmetry of themes, the vocal writing inclines toward the Italian than toward the German
school. In its partial adherence to old-time forms it reminds one occasionally of Aida,
although the antiquated recitatives, cavatinas, and concerted finales are still less sharply
defined than in Verdi’s operas.40
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EXAMPLE 6.1. Carl Goldmark, Die Königin von Saba, act I, scene 3, mm. 90-98.
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In a review of the premier performance of Die Königin von Saba in Vienna, critic and historian
August Wilhelm Ambros focused his comparisons entirely on that of Italian opera—and Giuseppe
The reviewer provided as an example of the Italian influence the chorus which follows Assad’s
recognition of the Queen and closes act I “…clearly Italian in material and development and
somewhat conventional, but stirring and forceful withal.”41 Choruses are, of course, hardly limited to
Italian opera, and the virtuosic bel canto solo lines were often privileged over larger choral numbers
during this period. Yet, in Nabucco, which brought Verdi his initial fame and established his
reputation as one of the greatest opera composers of his generation, Verdi’s conspicuous use of the
chorus throughout became a standard that many opera composers sought to emulate while also
being perceived as a symbol of Italian patriotism. As Philip Gossett has observed, musicologists
have placed particular emphasis on the role that Verdi’s operas did in giving voice to “the people.”42
Despite their prevalence in Die Königin von Saba and resulting external similarity to Verdi’s youthful
opera, nothing in Goldmark’s Erinnerungen indicates that he had ever heard the opera live or was
familiar with its choruses. Furthermore, the choruses are functionally dissimilar. The closing chorus
in first act has neither literary nor political agenda, but functions more to propel the dramatic action
forward (ex 6.2). The Biblical allusion to praising God through the use of various musical
instruments recalls Psalm 150, and encourages a dual reading of the chorus as both Verdian operainspired and a homage to the nineteenth century biblical oratorio of Mendelssohn and Hiller,
something which went unmentioned by the New York Times reviewer, who did, however, reveal his
own prejudice against Wagner, continuing, “[Goldmark has] resisted the temptation of following in
Wagner’s footsteps, when inspiration fails him, by depending upon ugliness… there are few or no
41
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passages of the score in which uncommon intervals, wild progressions, or painful dissonances fret
the ear… Goldmark has avoided much of the gloom and confusion of Wagnerian music.”43
EXAMPLE 6.2. Carl Goldmark, Die Königin von Saba, act I, scene 7, mm. 108-112.

Wagnerian influence, at least for this American reviewer, ought to have been limited, with the more
dramatic moments dominated by the Italian style. The Queen’s first aria in the act II is held up as a
good synthesis of two styles: “somewhat Wagnerian as to the slow movement and wholly Italian in
the rather commonplace allegro.”44 The aria is not quite so stylistically clear cut as the above
reviewer described. The act opens with a gentle pastoral passage introduced by the horns, as the
curtain rises on a moonlit garden outside of Solomon’s palace (ex. 6.3). The homophonic
instrumental chorale is in E major, emphasized by the underlying tonic in the cello and bass, but
slips suddenly into F major, with the entrance of the Queen.
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“Record of Amusements,” 5.
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EXAMPLE 6.3. Carl Goldmark, Die Königin von Saba, act II, Introduction, mm. 1-20.

At her entrance (ex. 6.4), the Queen’s opening upward leap from scale degree 5 to the tonic
is conventional, but the affective falling tritones of measures 3 and 4 begin to suggest her exotic
tendencies as she refers to her Einsamkeit”(solitude or loneliness). Similarly, at the Queen’s statement
of the how Assad has bezwungen (conquered) her heart, as well as her lament over his marriage at the
next Morgen graut (morning’s dawn), she lands on a raised scale degree 4, as if the love cannot be
wholly bel canto in style. Both these examples, however, are ultimately only exotic in a qualified way,
reliant on the context suggested by the setting and plot of the opera, and can easily be explained
through more traditional analysis: her melodic tritone is merely an allusion to the dominant seventh
chord and the raised scale degree 4 permits a modulation. The Queen’s music becomes perceptible
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as exotic only when framed with additional extra-musical details that audiences are provided: her
character, her dress, and the conventions associated with an Othered female.
EXAMPLE 6.4. Carl Goldmark, Die Königin von Saba, act II, scene 1, 1-11.

Max Graf also connected Die Königin von Saba to Verdi; he specifically cited Aida, which was
premiered in Cairo on December 24, 1871. He wrote that both operas were “…masterwork[s] of
modern painting of landscape with the lights, sun and the colors of Orient.”45 Aida was first heard in
Vienna on April 291, 1874 at the Vienna State Opera with Amalie Materna singing the role of
Amernis. Materna was one of the most popular dramatic sopranos of the late nineteenth century,
45
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starring as Sélika in Meyerbeer’s L’Africaine in 1869 and Brünnhilde in Wagner’s Die Walküre and
Siegfried at the first Viennese performances of these works in 1877 and 1878 respectively. Goldmark
was on good terms with Materna, both professionally and personally. In his Erinnerungen, he recalled
a trip to Bad Fusch in 1867 with Materna, Otto Dessoff, and Helene Magnus, in which the eclectic
group went mountain climbing and sang choral tunes composed by Goldmark at the summit.46 More
important, however, is the fact that Materna would go on to sing the title role of Die Königin von Saba
at that opera’s premiere.
Chronology, however, excludes a clear connection between Aida and Die Königin von Saba so
far as influence is concerned. Since Goldmark had been ruminating on this operatic subject for
nearly a decade, and it had taken so long to convince the authorities in Vienna to produce Die Königin
von Saba, it would be incorrect to cite Aida as a direct stylistic influence on Goldmark, whatever the
similarities between the two works in the perception of Graf. Goldmark himself recalled his
frustration that his work was seen as derivative of Verdi’s:
One evening about this time [1873] I walked into the tavern where we customarily
met of an evening. Mosenthal called out to me as I entered: ‘Well, my dear
Goldmark, have you heard the news? The parts of the opera have been already
assigned.’ ‘Is that so?’ I cried joyfully. ‘Yes,’ he said, ‘but—it is Aida.’ The joke was a
cruel one. Aida then quite unknown to me was given, and I was deprived in advance
of the credit for introducing new and unusual local color. Up to that time there had
been no opera of that type.47
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Goldmark was keenly aware of the predominance of foreign works on the stages of Vienna when he
arrived there in the late 1840s: “And, strange to say, in the city of Franz Schubert one heard not a
single Lied in the concert halls. Whatever singing there was, consisted of arias from operas… At the
opera, Donizetti, Bellini, Rossini, Meyerbeer, and the regular Italian stock company performances
were overwhelmingly the fashion.”48 Given the overwhelming popularity of Italian opera in
particular, Goldmark was perhaps naïve in his reaction to the public misinterpretation that Die
Königin von Saba as following on the success of Aida. Although exotic tendencies of both operas were
nothing new—Sakuntala being Goldmark’s own early example, the atmosphere in Vienna at the time
of Die Königin von Saba’s premiere undoubtedly had an aroma of Verdian exoticism. Ralph P. Locke,
in an intentional avoidance of the loaded term “exoticism,” has recently written, “Exoticness most
often depends not just on the musical notes but also on their context or framing… and on other
factors as well, notably the nature of a given performance and the musical and cultural preparation
of a given listener.”49 While Goldmark lamented not being able to introduce his self-described
“unusual local color” to Viennese audiences as a novelty, this may have actually worked out in his
favor, as audiences had been given a strong preparation and openness to this very kind of
“exoticness.”

Exiftenz ih kaum wußte, und nahm mir damit das damals neue, fremde Lokalkolorit im vorhinein
weg; es gab bisnun keine Oper von solcher Färbung.”
48
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Aside from the Verdian and Meyerbeerian touches observed by reviewers, the composer
whose influence critics most often claimed to hear in Goldmark’s opera was Richard Wagner. A
British correspondent commented of Die Königin von Saba’s success in Hamburg, “Goldmark is a
disciple of Wagner, and his opera is in his master’s latest style.”50 One of the challenges with this
statement—and moreover, a general issue of describing Goldmark as “Wagnerian”—is that it could
mean such a variety of things throughout Wagner’s career. Die Königin von Saba was written and
premiered when Der fliegende Holländer (1843), Tannhäuser (1845), and Lohengrin (1850) were mainstays
of the operatic repertoire and well-known to European audiences. Goldmark had been present at an
1861 piano reading of passages from Tristan und Isolde several years before its first staging in Munich
(1865). Despite apparently poor playing from Peter Cornelius, the opera had such daring, modern
harmonies that Goldmark recalled “It was enough to soften a stone!”51 He had also heard concert
performances of excerpts from Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg (1868), Die Walküre (1854), and Siegfried
(1856).52 Curiously—or possibly intentionally—Wagner is conspicuously absent from Goldmark’s
entire chapter on Die Königin von Saba, perhaps reflecting a desire to distance his most successful
from the direct influence of other composers, especially one so stylistically divisive as Wagner.
Musically, Die Königin von Saba contains much that can be seen as Wagnerian, particularly in
the free approach to formal structure, continuous melody, and some use of leitmotiv. Yet, the opera’s
strongest connection to Wagner lies not in the music but in the text, as addressed by Mosenthal in
his commentary on the collaboration with Goldmark. The librettist described how he had set out to
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directly connect the characters and storyline to Tannhäuser, especially given the fact that the actual
Biblical story of the Queen of Sheba lacked any real drama, “Although the opera shares the title with
Gounod’s half-forgotten work, in fact, it shares nothing more than the name, about which the plot
was invented. The legend [of the Queen of Sheba] is anecdotal and brief in Jewish, Arabic, and
Persian sources; [Ludwig August von] Frankl has communicated much of it in his recent work,
‘Tragische Könige.’ I tried, therefore, to create the Queen as an Arabian Venus alongside a Jewish
Tannhäuser.”53 As Brodbeck and others have observed, other characters of Tannhäuser also have
their counterparts in Die Königin von Saba: Elisabeth in Sulamith and Wolfram von Eschenbach is
Solomon. Yet, there is nothing of the magical or miraculous here. Unlike the offstage miracle of the
papal staff and redemption of the title role in Tannhäuser, Die Königin von Saba ends in Assad’s tragic
death, in keeping with the more conventional expectation of grand opéra.

Die Königin von Saba as a Hungarian National Opera?
Goldmark’s Hungarian origins, like his Jewish background, were never a secret. As discussed
in Chapter 5, Goldmark’s relationship with Hungarian nationalism was complicated, and it is
difficult to parse out his personal feelings from those imposed upon him by critical press during his
lifetime and retrospective remembrances following his death. On the whole, his Hungarian origins
were underplayed in deference to his Viennese residence and claim of a German cultural identity.
This was a not uncommon phenomenon for assimilated Hungarian Jews during this period.
53
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Brodbeck observes that “…the traditional path of Hungarian born Jews of the pre-1848 generation
[was] to assimilate into German rather than Magyar culture.”54 Yet, as attitudes towards Jews within
Hungary changed, political allegiances shifted, and new religious freedoms were granted, Goldmark
became more associated with the Hungarian side of his identity, especially by those in the emerging
Hungarian cultural elite, even though he himself was German-speaking. Brodbeck describes this
with an extensive analysis of Goldmark’s reception and obituaries in both German- and Hungarianlanguage newspapers. Despite his struggles to initially be recognized in Budapest, Hungarian
nationalist newspapers such as Pester Lloyd later enthusiastically claimed Goldmark as a Hungarian.
There is a near rewriting of history in their retrospective acknowledgement; with the success of Die
Königin von Saba and the fame the composer garnered from it, Hungarian nationalists wished to
include the opera and its composer into their cultural fold. It is tempting to draw a parallel between
Goldmark’s developing association with Magyar-Hungarian culture and that of the Swedish-speaking
Jean Sibelius (1865-1957) and his association with the Finnish language, culture, and identity.
However, as James Hepokoski observes, Sibelius’s move toward Finnish nationalism actually did not
occur until he went to Vienna in the 1890s.55 By contrast, Goldmark’s self-identification with
Hungary had, according to accounts in his Erinnerungen, always been. It was simply that later in his
life—and importantly after his success and reputation had been firmly established—that the
Hungarian musical elite began to acknowledge and claim him as their own.
Following the 1875 premiere in Vienna it took nearly twenty years for Die Königin von Saba to
be produced in the Hungarian capital city in February 1895. Although Goldmark’s Erinnerungen was
54
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written shortly before his death, it is incomplete and does not include recollections of this three-day
festival in his honor.56 The first night featured chamber music by the Hubay-Popper Quartet (also
known as the Budapest Quartet or the Hungarian Quartet); the second night, Die Königin von Saba;
and the final night a concert performance by the Philharmonic Society, followed by a banquet.
About this banquet, music critic August Beer wrote in Pester Lloyd:
Maestro Goldmark feels at home whenever he crosses the Hungarian border. Like a Liszt,
like a [Hungarian painter Mihály] Munkácsy, Goldmark too was taken by fate at a young age
to a foreign land; they all laid claim to cosmopolitanism in [their] art; each in his own way
has become a citizen of the world in the artistic sense, but they have not forgotten their
Hungarian thinking and feeling and even under foreign skies have felt like children of their
Magyar homeland [“Kinder ihrer magyarischen Heimath”].57
By positioning Goldmark’s Hungarianness to the fore, Beer, like so many critics before him, robbed
Goldmark of the right to forge a synthesized identity. Since Goldmark’s own opinions on these
attempts to position him as a Hungarian national hero were not a part of his Erinnerungen given its
incomplete nature, it would be mere conjecture to suppose whether this would have troubled the
composer. Afterall, while emancipation had been achieved in 1867, the Recepció or Law of Reception,
which counted Judaism among the legally recognized religions of Hungary, was only passed in
56
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1895.58 Jews, however, continued to be seen as suspect. This antisemitic trope, that Jews cannot be
true members of the countries where they reside, is age-old. Yet, in an equally ancient stereotype, a
model Jew, who has achieved popular success for one reason or another, can be claimed by the state
or the public, in order to advance to the agendas of the broader society.59 As Brodbeck observes, for
the Hungarian press, as well as the emerging nationalist cultural elite, “Goldmark’s “…international
celebrity trumped his lack of genuine Magyar credentials. Thus, the issue here is not whether or not
Die Königin von Saba contains musical evidence of Goldmark’s Hungarianness. It is more a question
of whether or not the opera might be interpreted by the awakening Hungarian nationalists as useful
for furthering the Hungarian nationalist program.
It is a fruitless search to seek out Hungarian musical markers in Die Königin von Saba.
Although he had used the Gypsy-like rhapsodic writing for violin and piano in the Suite (see
Chapter 5), Goldmark did nothing sonically in this opera that could accurately be even an
approximation of Hungarian nationalist sentiment in music. Moreover, no one has attempted to
construe any such characteristics in the work, both historically or in more recent scholarship. Instead,
Die Königin von Saba has functioned as Hungarian by the circumstance of Goldmark’s birth and his
proud self-identification with his ancestral homeland. The close of this chapter below will address
the continued connections between the opera and the modern nation of Hungary even today.
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Judaism and Jewishness in Die Königin von Saba
With its role for King Solomon and its scenes in the Temple, the Jewishness of Die Königin
von Saba has never been in question. It could not be concealed. Critics seized upon Jewishness within
the opera from its very first performances, and this only increased toward the Second World War
and in post-Holocaust examinations. The most commonly cited evidence for Die Königin von Saba’s
Jewishness has been that the text was drawn from the Hebrew Bible. However, this evidence is only
convincing when coupled with the Jewishness of the work’s composer and librettist, similar to
claims regarding Hiller’s Die Zerstörung Jerusalems or operas of Anton Rubinstein. The Biblical
associations were difficult to reconcile the opera’s extra-Biblical story with its supposedly sacred
origins (1 Kings 10 and 2 Chronicles 9). In 1 Kings, the Queen arrives in Jerusalem at the court of
Solomon having heard of his wisdom. She attempts to test the king, posing difficult questions (or
riddles, as sometimes translated in English) which he is able to answer. She declares that both
Solomon’s wisdom and the material wealth of his kingdom surpass the reports heard—“Und sprach
zum König: Es ist wahr, was ich in meinem Lande gehört habe von deinem Wesen und von deiner
Weisheit” (1 Kings 10:6 LUTH1545)—and rewards him with 120 talents of gold, precious gems, and
more spices than had ever been brought to Jerusalem (1 Kings 10:10). The Sheba story both
mysterious and quite brief, and was subjected to elaborations in Jewish, Christian, and Muslim
sources for millennia. Passages from both appearances of the queen have come to be understood
with sexual undertones: “And king Solomon gave unto the queen of Sheba all her desire, whatsoever
she asked, beside that which Solomon gave her of his royal bounty” (1 Kings 10:13 JPS); “And king
Solomon gave to the queen of Sheba all her desire, whatsoever she asked, beside that which she had
brought unto the king” (2 Chronicles 9:12 JPS). The 1545 Luther Bible identifies her as the queen of
the Arabian Empire: “Und da das Gerücht von Salomo und von dem Namen des HERRN kam vor
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die Königin von Reicharabien, kam sie, Salomo zu versuchen mit Rätseln.” (1 Kings 10:1
LUTH1545)
An important complicating factor in categorizing Die Königin von Saba as a Biblical work lies
in the subject matter itself. Despite the titular lead character, the presence of Solomon, and scenes in
the Temple, the work can hardly be described as sacred or even Biblical. Goldmark and Mosenthal’s
divergence (it is difficult to determine from extant letters which of the two deserves more dramatic
credit in this aspect) from the Biblical account of the Queen of Sheba is so great that there is hardly
any of the Biblical story left. The greater part of the plot of the opera unfolds either before or within
the first two verses of the I Kings 10. There is nothing of Solomon’s riddles, of the Queen’s
impressions of the riches of his kingdom, or of the more titillating aspects of the story—all of which
could have served as adequate material or inspiration for the opera. Furthermore, Goldmark himself
even seems to have used that very divergence from the Bible as a selling point when faced with
challenges to his attempts to secure a performance, “Back from Gmunden, I visited Herbeck. He
told me he had already read the libretto, which didn’t especially please him, [and] moreover that
biblical subjects were not popular. After explaining mine was by no means a biblical subject but
rather a love tragedy and [that I] also had a say in its musical presentation, he promised to submit the
score to thorough examination.”60 Thus, critics were perhaps justified to see the Queen merely as a
stock character. The assimilated Jewish critic Eduard Kulke accused Mosenthal of having created a
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work of Schablonenarbeit [literally “stenciled art” or, as Brodbeck translates, “cookie-cutter work”].61
The opera was too conventional, Kulke argued: it used the “traditional pattern of the strict high
priest with daughters in love,” and did not capitalize on any of the dramatic possibilities within the
Biblical Queen of Sheba story, presenting her as one might present “any beautiful woman.”62
Despite the opera’s divergences from its Biblical origins, critics were quick to declare it an
essentially Jewish national opera. Johann Georg Woerz, in the Wiener Sonn- und Montags Zeitung, wrote
the following, “It will suffice to indicate that the composer probably cared most about gaining a
national-Jewish subject for his début opera and that Mosenthal had no scruples about grabbing the
Bible for this occasion at a weak page [and] making an opera out of what it does not say.”63
Brodbeck, in pointing out that it is unclear what exactly made Woerz draw the conclusion that
Goldmark’s aim had been for creating a national opera of the Jewish people, shows the problematic
nature of such a statement. Notwithstanding Woerz’s mistaken notion that Mosenthal ought to have
been given sole credit for the decision to set the Queen of Sheba story, he also conflated the Ancient
Israelites with modern European Jewry, as Brodbeck writes, “[Woerz] is making a distinction
61
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between this case and that, say, of the superficially similar Aida, which could only have been
understood as an essay in exoticism. Goldmark, after all, was Jewish, while Verdi was Italian, not
Egyptian or Ethiopian, and Woerz and other critics as well took that to be a significant fact.”64
Although Brodbeck does not look in depth at English language reviews of Die Königin von Saba, a
similar trend in emphasis on Goldmark’s Jewishness can be found in British and American
newspapers as well. In Dresden, the foreign correspondent to the New York Times cryptically
commented that the opera’s dramatic moments, particularly Assad’s death in the sandstorm, and the
overt displays of excess associated with the Queen of Sheba ruffled the feathers of some of the
more conservative audiences: “All this shocks some good people, I am told; but as the text is written
and the music composed by Jews, I don’t know that Christians ought to object.”65 The British
periodical The Monthly Musical Record reported on the Dresden performance:
His airs have not the inherent swing and vigour of Wagner’s melody; but they are withal
original, being of an Oriental, nay, decidedly Jewish character. Rubinstein has tried the same
style both in his ‘Persian’ songs and in his Maccabees; and Goldmark’s Hebrew melodies—if
so they may be called—are not only quite as attractive, but have over those of his rival the
advantage of more thorough workmanship.66
Mistaken Hebrew and Jewish influence was often heard by critics within certain passages of the
work. The New York Times reviewer who had emphasized Goldmark’s synthesis of Italian and
German styles remarked on the opera’s “ingenious use of Hebrew melodies and of the strange blasts
of the ram’s horn used in the synagogue” in the Temple scene of act II, scene 5.67 This scene
continues without pause from the scene preceding it, which went mostly unremarked upon in the
critical literature of the day, possibly because it undermines criticism of the Temple scene itself. In
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scene 4, as dawn arises, the High Priest (and father of Sulamith) rises and greets the sun. He is
answered by the chorus, which is at yet off-stage. Kulke challenged Goldmark’s setting of the voices
in scene 5, which he apparently heard as too reminiscent of contemporary synagogue music, rather
than any attempt made at a more “authentic” local color. In Kulke’s opinion, a synagogue-style
music was not appropriate for this opera:
Goldmark’s preference for synagogal expressions in the formation of [the opera’s] melodies
should be seriously criticized. If Goldmark can prove to me that the Hebrews sang in
Solomon’s time as he made them sing in the Temple Scene, I would undertake to reread
Ferkel [sic] and Kiesewetter—and Ambros on top of that! Even if a genuinely historical color
cannot be achieved, why these synagogal echoes? Why not a nice four-part chorale à la
Sebastian Bach? Doesn’t the introduction to the second act of Zauberflöte have a much
stronger effect in terms of color than all of the [so-called] original Egyptian motifs that Verdi
used in Aida? 68
Kulke’s memory was evidently selective. Although not within the Temple walls, a Bach-style chorale
is more or less what Goldmark did use in the scene leading up to the temple (ex. 6.5), although
though it is potentially more accurate to describe it as Bachian but filtered through the oratorio
styles of Mendelssohn and Hiller. The choral forces, made up of the same Israelites who will
participate in the Temple scene, functioned almost as a Greek chorus, responding first to the High
Priest’s praise of God at dawn, and then later lamenting the suffering of Assad as Baal Hanan finds
him in a crazed and lovestruck catatonia (ex. 6.6).
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EXAMPLE 6.5. Carl Goldmark, Die Königin von Saba, act II, scene 4, mm. 11-19.

EXAMPLE 6.6. Carl Goldmark, Die Königin von Saba, act II, scene 4, mm. 34-40.
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The stage shifts to the Temple for scene 5. Here, if we are to believe Kulke and the New
York Times correspondent, the so-called synagogal melodies and shofar blasts are heard throughout.
It is possible, though a stretch, to locate what these critics might have heard. The scene begins with
a low string chorale into whose solemn and dark texture enter the low winds and horns (ex. 6.7).
EXAMPLE 6.7. Carl Goldmark, Die Königin von Saba, act II, scene 5, mm. 1-30.
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The languid melody that begins at measure 15 sees the triplets that Rubin Goldmark commented
were so prevalent in his uncle’s compositions and that Ludwig Speidel decried as representative of
curling Jewish sidelocks. Following this instrumental introduction, the High Priest alternates
dramatically with the chorus throughout, and his passages are generally a cappella quasi-metrical
recitatives. The chorus’s seven-measure response changes key with each repetition, moving from F
major to D major and the C major, from A-flat major to F major, and B major to G-sharp major (ex.
6.8).
The passage contains no identifiable quotations of cantorial singing as Kulke suggested, and
the responsorial style is much more in the style of sacred oratorio than of any traditional nineteenth
century Jewish liturgical music. If anything, the music may be more sonically linked to the art musicinfluenced reformed liturgical style of Salomon Sulzer, although, as will be discussed below, critics
such as Hanslick perceived Sulzer’s influence more in the dramatic moments than in the static
religious scene. Overall the critical sentiment seems to have been that a little exoticism was tolerable,
but only if approached from a solidly German direction.69 As those connected in any way to
Judentum—whether by active professing of the Jewish faith or by happenstance of birth, despite any
baptism or Christian allegiance—had tenuous Deutschtum, all exoticism in their works was
automatically suspect. No predilection for exotic writing found in a Jewish composer’s music could
be considered a stylistic choice or tendency, but must have been tied to Judentum. With the Temple
scene, if any influence from synagogue music can be heard at all, it is from synagogue music that had
itself been influenced by German music. This nuance was lost on many critics who heard only the
Judentum in the Deutschtum.
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EXAMPLE 6.8. Carl Goldmark, Die Königin von Saba, act II, scene 5, mm. 31-48.
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Richard Taruskin has identified four types of Orientalist idioms used by Goldmark in Die
Königin von Saba: Moorish for Astaroth, Arabian for the Queen, Hebrew court of Solomon and his
retinue, and the Hebrew temple.70 As Taruskin rightly points out, Goldmark very problematically
claimed in his autobiography that “I had never been in the Orient, but intuition helped me even over
this lack.”71 Are we to say this is his “Jewish intuition? Taruskin questions:
What, though, would it have availed the composer to have visited the Orient?... Die Königin
von Saba is most accurately described as an opera with a Biblical—that is to say, ancientworld—setting. The sounds of that world, oriental or occidental, are no longer available for
mimicry… Authenticity, if that means resemblance to an actual original, is not even an
option—nor would it even be desirable, if no one could recognize it. It cannot reasonably be
sought.72
Taruskin’s frustration, understandably, arrives via a twenty-first century route of scholarly thinking,
challenging the notion of authenticity and drawing the attention to the different types of supposedly
Orientalist idioms, none of which can accurately represent the local color of what they are used to
represent. Furthermore, the intuition referenced by Goldmark seemed to be perpetually
misinterpreted by outsiders, who saw Judaism not only in the Jewish characters, but in everything
else about the opera, including the Queen of Sheba herself, who is supposed to be the total opposite
of her Hebrew lover Assad.

The Search for Jewish Sounds in Die Königin von Saba
Astaroth’s vocalise (ex. 6.9) that lures Assad out to meet the Queen, shows critics such as
Hanslick identified the inherent Jewishness in the music of non-Jewish characters within the Die
Königin von Saba. Astaroth, the Queen’s Moorish slave, is a soprano role, balancing out the choice of
70
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EXAMPLE 6.9. Carl Goldmark, Die Königin von Saba, act II, scene 2, mm. 43-55.

the mezzo voice for the Queen. As Locke observes, the lower feminine voice of such characters as
Sélika in L’Africaine, Amernis in Aida, Dalila in Samson et Dalila, and others, was often used by
composers to “[imply] a kind of full-throated voluptuousness and worldly-wiseness (including a
willingness to manipulate and deceive) that, in operatic women, is often paired with open sexual
desire and independence of will.”73 Since Astaroth sings on behalf of her mistress, she acts more as
an alluring albeit landlocked siren than a threatening exotic woman. The unmetered vocalise
73
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functions essentially as a siren’s song, which Linda Phyllis Austern describes as “the power to force
men to listen, to abandon themselves against rational judgment to the insubstantial pleasures of
things heard.”74 The wordlessness of Astaroth’s line enhances the suggestion of a descent into the
irrational. Modal and wandering, Astaroth’s solo intonation never settles into a distinct tonality,
although it alludes to an inflected G major as it circles around scale degree 5 and slips downward
from a raised scale degree 4 before rising again to C-sharp and resting there as Assad enters.
Brodbeck explores how Hanslick problematically misread Astaroth’s vocalise as one of the opera’s
Jewish moments. Hanslick described the vocalise as synagogue music in his original evaluation in the
Neue Freie Presse:
This manner [of composing], which is tiring and remains so strange, takes up too much
space in Goldmark’s opera. It also prevails in places where there is nothing Jewish, but only
universally human. How strange the song without words with which Astaroth lures Assad to
the Queen! These are the sounds that drive pious Jews to the synagogue, not a lover to a
rendezvous. Old Sulzer in soprano clef!75
Brodbeck cites the first portion of the above passage as Hanslick’s reluctant admission that
Goldmark’s exoticism was overdone but effective. The implication is that Hanslick’s ideology
created a “binary opposition between ‘Jewish-Oriental’ music and… ‘European-Occidental’
music.”76 Curiously, when Hanslick republished this passage in his Musikalische Stationen, the line on
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Sulzer was left out entirely.77 Although Hanslick gives no further explanation on what he meant by
bringing in Sulzer to the review, mention of his name would have been enough for musical elite. In
the present day, where synagogue musicians are rarely known outside of the Jewish world, it is hard
to imagine a cantor having widespread cultural prestige, but this was exactly the case for Sulzer in
the mid-century Vienna. Hanslick had heard Sulzer sing, presumably many times, and most certainly
at a concert in November 1865 which presented selections from the second volume of his Schir
Zion.78 The two corresponded for a time, and Hanslick ultimately wrote a highly laudatory feuilleton
on Sulzer in the Neue Freie Presse.79 Nonetheless, as Brodbeck points out, Hanslick ultimately felt that
Sulzer’s style of music “had no place in the concert hall or opera theater apart from providing
occasional local color,” and his criticism of Die Königin von Saba represents the logical outcome of
that premise.80 Sulzer’s direct agenda in Schir Zion was the elevation of synagogue music into a more
decorous and solemn art form—in alignment with nineteenth century aesthetic practice drawn from
art music. The modernization of synagogue music, Sulzer and his proponents argued, could achieve
a synthesis of old and new:
Most important was the task of fighting the notion that saw a complete break with our past
tradition as the best means for a reform of public worship... I was convinced from the very
beginning that ‘weeding out’ of the liturgy could be effected only by the way of a restoration
that had to reset upon historical foundations, in order to recover the original nobility of
form and substance.81
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Hanslick’s connection of Sulzer to the Astaroth vocalise was, at best, a failure to appreciate Sulzer’s
broader agenda for synagogue music. At worst, it was a dismissal of the cantor’s work as a failed
project that maintained too much of his traditional Jewish particularity.
The comment that the music was reminiscent of Sulzer must have incensed Goldmark on multiple
levels. First, it indicates a conflation of Jewishness with Oriental-otherness—here Goldmark’s
Moorish slave orientalist idiom (to draw back Taruskin’s terminology). While Goldmark deliberately
avoided indiscriminate use of exoticism as a general façade on the opera as a whole, his attempt at a
differentiation in musical idioms eluded critics. Second, it is necessary to reiterate the fact that
Goldmark was related through marriage to one of Sulzer’s most successful protegés, Moritz
Friedmann, the Obercantor of Pest, and he was the son and brother of cantors who were keenly aware
of the musical developments happening in German-speaking synagogues during this period.
Although we have no proof that Goldmark met Sulzer, it is inconceivable that their paths would not
have crossed in Vienna. Sulzer’s voice echoed throughout Central Europe at this time. For critics to
invoke his influence as a pervasive presence in the score of Die Königin von Saba could only reflect
their essentializing assumptions about Goldmark and the influence of his Judentum on his music.

The Revival of Die Königin von Saba
In 2018, the Hungarian State Opera toured in New York City, performing in residence at the
David H. Koch Theater at Lincoln Center. General Director Szilveszter Okovács realized that the
opera’s tour would be competing with the Metropolitan Opera’s season so they wouldn’t be able to
play works from the standard repertoire. In advance of the tour Okovács commented, “The New
Your tour is an excellent opportunity to introduce the company. We are curious how an American
metropolis with such renowned operatic traditions will welcome us, and what they will find
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interesting from a segment of Hungarian opera only heard on recordings, if ever.”82 The tour
included Goldmark’s Die Königin von Saba, Béla Bartók’s Bluebeard’s Castle (1918), Ferenc Erkel’s
Hungarian-language historical opera Bánk Bán (1861), János Vajda’s one-act opera on a novella of
Thomas Mann, Mario and the Magician (1989), and several ballet performances.83 Die Königin von Saba
had in fact been heard in New York in 1970, but in concert form.84
True to form for a touring company and in line with more modern and streamlined operatic
aesthetics, the scenery for Die Königin von Saba was subdued and evocative, far from the lush realism
of the opera as originally produced. Costuming was done roughly in-period for a Biblical opera,
although the Hungarian State Opera introduced modern dancers in full-body leotards to represent
the animals and other exotic gifts brought by the Queen of Sheba and her entourage.85 Significantly,
the entrance of the entourage in this production did not include slaves, indicated as black/Moorish
and white in the original libretto, instead presenting the dancers as lithe cats and leopards, feathered
birds, water-like nymphs, and other horned satyr-like creatures.
By contrast, the wedding of Astaroth and Sulamith in act II was a pastiche of anachronistic
historical and modern presentations. The scenery included a huppah or wedding canopy made of
gauzy material and held up by black robed men. Although the word huppah appears several times in
82
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the Torah and Hebrew Bible, it was originally the tent provided for consummation of a wedding.
The origins of the modern huppah, a symbolic canopy under which the bride and groom stand, are
unclear, with rabbinic sources dating it to the Eastern Europe sometime in the Middle Ages or as
late as the sixteenth century.86 Regardless of the huppah’s actual origins, it is historically out of place
in an opera set in Biblical times, and was probably because it would be familiar for Jewish audiences.
A similar anachronism resulted from the decision to show several priests, flanking the High Priest,
who wear tallitot (prayer shawls) and tefillin (phylacteries), unlikely during a wedding. The tallitot are
clearly modern in design, the same white with black style one might see on in an Orthodox
synagogue today. While archaeological evidence exists to suggest that tefillin were used during the late
Second Temple period, there is no indication that they were in use during the reign of Solomon.87
Furthermore, tefillin would not be worn during a wedding unless took place during the Shaharit
(morning) service, and there is no indication for this. Again, these markers of Jewish ritual function
as representative influence of Ashkenazi Jewish culture from later periods, essentially symbolic
markers to twenty-first century Jewishness. Sulamith’s white tulle ballgown-style dress is icing on the
proverbial wedding cake.
The scene took place in front of the seven-candled menorah, instructions which were derived
from the Mosaic period in Exodus 25:31–40, though it is significantly smaller than that which would
have lit the Temple. The High Priest wore a breastplate, also initially indicated in the book of
Exodus, but this did not correspond with the Biblical description since it lacked colored stones. This
might be explained as a theatrical costuming decision, given the monochromatic steely gray of his
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entire ensemble, but there is an additional major error in that the breastplate was rotated a full ninety
degrees, with three rows of four stones, rather than four rows of three stones as specifically
indicated in Exodus 28:10-30.
The Hungarian State Opera company—and its American tour—were hardly a politically
neutral artistic endeavor. The company has been part of an effort by the right-wing government of
Prime Minister Viktor Orbán building what he described as “ ‘illuminated democracy’ [describing]
Hungary’s theaters, opera houses, and concert halls as ‘temples of national culture.’”88 The
advertisement that appeared in the New York Times for the tour featured not any of the actors or
subjects of the operas and ballets presented, but the neo-Renaissance façade of the Hungarian State
Opera House in Budapest.89 New York Times critic Anthony Tommasini’s review of the performance
emphasized the presence of these politics on the stage, addressing how the Hungarian ambassador
to the United Nations welcomed audiences with extensive praise of the Hungarian government’s
support of such productions.90
Tomassini’s evaluation of Die Königin von Saba was limited and oversimplified. This chapter
has shown the erroneous nature to a statement such as, “The temple scenes beautifully echo
Goldmark’s memories of music from childhood synagogues.”91 Tomassini concludes tepidly: “And
though this touring production was old-fashioned and basic, it looked colorful and exotic. And
nothing malfunctioned.”92A rather low bar, it seems, was set for the success of the performance,
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perhaps implying that there was a reason that Goldmark had fallen from the commonly performed
repertoire. Tomassini’s mention that the opera was in German and roundabout statement on
Goldmark’s Jewish status are also indicative of the fraught nature of what it means to be Hungarian
in music in the 2000s. The social nationalism of Hungary following the fall of communism at the
end of the 1980s brought renewed waves of xenophobia and antisemitism to the country. Orbán’s
presidency, including his close ties with the 45th President of the United States, have shown him to
be a leader who exploits antisemitic stereotypes and tropes, and the problematically revisionist
histories on the Holocaust produced in Hungary are further examples of the trend.93 With this
considered, there is little that can be said to explain the use of a Biblical opera by a German-speaking
Jew Goldmark being held up as an exemplary monument of Hungarian culture, except perhaps to
say that this is yet another example of a work of as Jewish composer being exploited by political or
national interests, even if they are not present in the music itself or the artistic agenda of the creators.
How would Goldmark have felt to see Die Königin von Saba used as political propaganda in
this way, representing a new Hungary with all its rich artistic heritage? It is important to remember
that, for all his rootedness in Vienna, he was proudly Hungarian. Ultimately, the production of the
opera in New York was intended to emphasize his Hungarianess rather than his Jewishness.
Nonetheless, Tomassini repeated the same idea that the music had been drawn from the synagogue
that Graf had suggested to Goldmark. Would Goldmark have written to the New York Times and
corrected Tomassini?
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Chapter 7
A Friendship of Emancipation: The Personal and Professional Relationships
of Friedrich Gernsheim and Max Bruch

The immediate post-emancipatory years mark a shift in musical output for composers of
Jewish ancestry. By the 1870s, assimilated Jews were firmly rooted in middle-class German society,
with several generations now established in social circles, accessible professional positions, and wellorganized Jewish organizations. Bildung and Kultur were no longer merely avenues toward
assimilation and access, but ingrained elements of German-Jewish society, impressed upon children
from birth, nurtured through education and cultural edification, and reflected in the homes, in the
libraries, and in the company kept by German-speaking Jews.
At the center of this chapter are a pair of composers and a pair of compositions for cello and
orchestra. One work is beloved, popular, and still performed; the other is obscure. One composer
remains a respected figure in the concert repertoire; the other never attained a place in the canon,
and is remembered, if at all, as a name on the list of late nineteenth century Jewish musicians. Yet, it
is clear that the friendship between Max Bruch (1838-1920) and Friedrich Gernsheim (1839-1916)
was of paramount importance to them both. The two worked alongside each other, forging a
professional relationship that inspired and influenced their music repeatedly. This chapter frames
Bruch’s well-known contemplative, lyrical fantasy for cello and orchestra, Kol Nidrei, op. 47 (1880)
together with Gernsheim’s Elohenu (1881), a more modest work, also for cello and orchestra, which,
despite its undeniable Judentum-evoking name, is far more elusive in melodic content and inspiration.
There are few precedents for this type of instrumental work with explicitly Jewish content before the
1880s, save for Joachim’s Hebräische Melodien, op.9 for viola and piano (1855), which, as has been
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shown in Chapter 3, was more in keeping with the tradition of arranging the Lord Byron songs
than an assertion of Jewishness.

Friedrich Gernsheim and the Emancipatory Period
Friedrich Gernsheim, who during his lifetime navigated various musical identities as
composer, pianist, conductor, and teacher, exemplifies this post-emancipatory generation. His family
heritage is evidence of a complex network of political occurrences, efforts of specific ancestors, and
sometimes pure happenstance. The founder of the Gernsheim family, whose name is no longer
known, had been a refugee from Spain after the expulsion of the Jews in 1492. He settled in the
Rheinish township of Gernsheim and took on the city’s name, but the family quickly resettled in
Worms. The first Gernsheim buried in Worms was Salomon Gernsheim (d. 1620).1 Worms had one
of the oldest Jewish communities in all of German-speaking Europe, dating back to the eleventh
century.2 Although Jews in Worms were heavily taxed, they received some protections from the
city’s government in the late seventeenth century, which allowed for advancement in business and
education not enjoyed by German-speaking Jews in other parts of Europe.3 In 1768, Michael
Gernsheim (1705-1792), the cousin of Gernsheim’s great-grandfather, founded Germany’s oldest
leather firm. He later became the leader of the Jewish community, serving as its Judenbischof [literally,
Jewish bishop] from 1759 until his death.4 The Judenbischof was an important civic position, which
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could be held only by a lay-person who had been exceptionally successful in business and was
committed to assisting poorer members of the community.5
Gernsheim was born in Worms on July 17, 1839. His father, Abraham, a successful
physician, had benefitted from the opportunities of access to education and the family’s vast wealth
and good reputation. His mother, Josephine née Kaula, of Augsburg, was trained in piano and
provided young Fritz with his earliest piano lessons.6 His earliest teachers were Louis Liebe and
Ernst Pauer, director of the music societies in Worms and Mainz, respectively. A correspondent
from Frankfurt-am-Main wrote to the Parisian periodical, Le Nouvelliste, in 1850 of Gernsheim’s
premiere recital, his skill on the violin, and of an overture he had composed for orchestra, declaring:
“The precocity of this child’s musical genius recalls that of Mozart.”7 Curiously, this article and a
lengthier report of a concert given in Strasbourg two years later, both have errors in Gernsheim’s
date of birth, presenting him as two years younger than his actual age.8 It is possible this was done to
inflate the young Fritz’s genius. Regardless of whether he as nine or eleven at his Frankfurt premiere,
from childhood Gernsheim possessed the ideal balance of social and economic advantages for
assimilation and acculturation: professionally and financially successful parents, together with a great
deal of “precociousness and virtuosity.”9 By 1850, he was a student in Frankfurt-am-Main, studying
with Eduard Rosenhain (piano), Johann Christian Hauff (theory), and Eduard Eliason and Heinrich
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Wolff (violin). According to his biographer Karl Holl, at age thirteen, Gernsheim would have
been the youngest accepted student at the Leipzig Conservatory.10 The inconsistent dating of his
birth seems to have followed him to Leipzig and persisted into his teens. An 1855 recommendation
from Albert Braun to Othan Cuvier in Metz gave the birthday as 1841 and declared, “Without
having reached the age of fourteen, Fritz—by his genius and his studies at the Leipzig
Conservatory—has already risen to musical heights, both for his composition and performance.”11
Regardless of inflation of childhood genius, in Leipzig, the youth was exposed to an illustrious and
influential circle of major musicians and writers of the day: Ignaz Moscheles and Louis Plaidy
(piano), Ferdinand David and Raimund Dreyschock (violin), Moritz Hauptmann and Ernst Friedrich
Richter (counterpoint and fugue), Julius Rietz (composition), and Franz Brendel (music history).12
The list of Gernsheim’s teachers in Leipzig indicates a rich and multi-faceted music
education, with links back to the great masters of the classical era. Moscheles, David, and
Hauptmann had been appointed as the principal teachers at the Conservatory by Mendelssohn,
following his departure. Their positions were lifetime appointments, and this overrepresentation of
members of the inner Mendelssohn circle resulted in the overall traditionalism of the school and the
reputation of Leipzig’s musical conservativism through the nineteenth century.13 This traditionalism
was coupled with one of the Conservatory’s other priorities: amassing a diverse student body from
across Europe (though not many from France or Italy), Britain, the Americas, and Australia.
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Although he was German, Gernsheim was also a Jew, so his minority status at the Conservatory
can be seen as part of that trend. While the international make-up of the student body in Leipzig has
been discussed in scholarship, no formal study on the presence of musicians of Jewish ancestry there
has been undertaken, despite the wide breadth of Jewish involvement in German music circles by
the 1850s.14 From Mendelssohn through Moscheles, David, and others, the Conservatory
consistently had a faculty and study body that included many of Jewish ancestry.15 Moscheles had
been baptized into the Church of England in 1832 and Ferdinand David was also baptized in
adulthood. Although the earlier generation was comprised of mostly Neuchristen, subsequent faculty
and students had more diverse Jewish self-identification.. Gernsheim was by no means the first or
only Jewish student at the Conservatory, but rather would have entered an international community
of students and learned from teachers with varying degrees of inwardly held or outwardly expressed
Jewishness.
The presence of Franz Brendel at the Leipzig Conservatory during this period does show the
beginnings of fracturing of ideology and an increase in musical diversity at the school. It is not
possible to know how much exposure Gernsheim would have had to Brendel’s more radical musical
ideas, as music history was not taught as formal area of study until Brendel’s death in 1868.16
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Although it is unclear how twice weekly lectures in music history and aesthetics fit into the
overall curriculum at the Conservatory during Brendel’s time there, an example of a student
timetable lists “Vorlesungen über Geschicte und Aesthetik der Musik” on Tuesdays from 5-6pm
with Herr Dr. Brendel, so while it may not have been a formal course, so it seems plausible that
there was an expectation that students attend these lectures.17 Both published accounts and private
correspondence from the conservatory’s faculty show how Brendel’s presence was not without
controversy and ill feelings. In 1845, Brendel had taken over the editorship of the Neue Zeitschrift für
Musik from Schumann and, in 1850, published Wagner’s “Das Judenthum in der Musik,” under the
pseudonym Karl Friegedank, which had infuriated the conservative musical establishment in Leipzig.
In the 1873 retrospective of Moscheles’s life, edited by his wife from his diaries and correspondence
and published in English, an undated entry—presumably in a diary—was included from around
1851 in the aftermath of the controversy,” My colleagues are up at arms against Brendel (himself a
professor at the Conservatory), for having inserted an article headed ‘Judaism in Music’ in his
periodical. In this article the author endeavors in every possible way to depreciate Mendelssohn and
Meyerbeer. I say ‘endeavors,’ for what harm can a malicious article do to such men? Nevertheless,
Brendel has given great offence.”18 Furthermore, the faculty, under Julius Rietz, signed a formal
letter decrying Brendel:
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It cannot have escaped the notice of the honorable Directors of the Conservatory that
the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik has aimed for some time past at deprecating the state of music
and the musical performances at Leipzig, and this in a tone which oversteps the limits of fair
criticism. Men are attacked, whose merits are recognized throughout the whole musical
world and whose works are precious to every unprejudiced artist and connoisseur. We, the
undersigned, would completely ignore these matters, if the editor of that journal, Dr. Brendel,
were not one of our colleagues at the Conservatory. As his views are in direct opposition to
ours, and we believe that they may exercise a bad influence over the pupils of the
Conservatory, we now call on the honorable Directors at once to dismiss Dr. Brendel from
his post. Signed: Becker, Böhme, David, Hauptmann, Hermann, Joachim, Klengel,
Moscheles, Plaidy, Rietz, Wenzel.19
Brendel was not dismissed, but only formally reprimanded by the Directors, who essentially ignored
the article since it did not attack the Conservatory directly. He was a strong and well-known voice at
the school when student “389 [Gernsheim, Fritz, aus Worms]” arrived in 1852.20 At this time,
Brendel had not yet coined the phrase “Neudeutsche Schule,” but was already a champion for
musical progress and for unified perspectives on historicist views of culture.21 Gur Golan has
recently observed that Brendel both valued knowledge as a key for musicians to make “conscious
control of their redefinition and future prospects,” but also paradigmatically emphasized the “selfimprovement and self-realization” inherent in goals of Bildung.22 It is difficult to speculate on the
depth of influence that Brendel’s more radical thinking may have had on Gernsheim. Despite the
issues taken by the other faculty, the Conservatory did use Brendel’s Geschichte der Musik in Italien,
Deutschland, und Frankreich, published in 1852, the same year Gernsheim began.23 It appears that,
overall, Gernsheim absorbed more from his conservative classicist teachers at the Conservatory than
19
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Brendel, but he did explore the more radical ideas circulated in Leipzig by Brendel’s presence
there. As suggested by the Moscheles, the most senior of Gernsheim’s teachers, cautioned him, even
as late as 1863, on being too taken with Neudeutsche Schule:
May God keep you safely on the middle road and preserve you from getting into the
labyrinth of the futurists [Zukunftsjäger]. You incline toward the romantic school. In
exclusivity of that tendency lies a certain danger. The classical masters (even as far back as
Bach) have their romanticism, too, but thanks to their clear motives and formally and
artistically appropriate developments this is always kept within the bounds of the beautiful.
The romantics tend toward brooding, hypochondria, indeed despair of the world
[Weltschmerz]. Your Sonata [for Piano in F minor, op. 1, 1860] has largely that color. I would
like to be able to counter such moods with a little bottle or a good sermon, or artistically
speaking a little Bach ointment, Haydn salt, Beethoven steel drops and Mendelssohn heart
medicine.24
Gernsheim lived in Paris from 1855 to 1861, studying with Antoine François Marmontel.
While in Paris, he came to know Rossini, Liszt, Rubinstein, Lalo, Heller, and Saint-Saëns.25 In 1861,
he became the director of the Gesang- und Instrumentalverein in Saarbrücken, following Hermann
Levi, with whom he was well-acquainted.26 He went to Cologne in 1865, teaching piano and
composition at the Conservatory (Engelbert Humperdinck was among his students there), as well as
serving as director of the Musikalische Gesellschaft, the Städtischer Gesangverein, and the
Sängerbund. Gernsheim’s longest appointment was in Rotterdam, as director of the Maatschappij
tot Bevordering van Toonkunst (Association for the Promotion of the Art of Music) beginning in
1874.27 He became a beloved member of the Dutch musical scene, receiving positive press reviews
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on his many concerts as conductor, pianist, and composer (see Chapter 8, in the context of
Gernsheim’s Symphony no. 3 “Mirjam”).28 He stayed in Rotterdam for more than a decade, finally
returning to Berlin in 1890 as director of the Stern Gesangverein and a teacher at the Stern
Conservatory. In 1897, he retired from full-time teaching and was appointed to the Königliche
Akademie der Künste.

Gernsheim and Bruch
Gernsheim was a lifelong friend of Max Bruch, with whom he is stylistically comparable. In
fact, their biographies are strikingly similar. Both were born in the Rhineland: Bruch in Cologne in
1838 and Gernsheim, one year later in 1839 in Worms. Both were the sons of public servants—
Bruch of a police officer offer and Gernsheim of a doctor. Both were child prodigies, with their
mothers as their first piano teachers, and their earliest compositions and recitals before the age of
ten. Both studied-—Bruch privately and Gernsheim at the Conservatory—in Leipzig. As their
careers were established, they each wrote extensively for Männerchor, the popular, quasi-professional,
communal singing style commonly found in Central Europe during this period. Most crucially, both
sat the cusp of stylistic differences that pervaded musical discourse: the rivalry between Brahmsians
and-Wagnerians, the traditionalists versus the modernists of the Neudeutsche Schule. Despite the above
biographic and stylistic similarities, one underlying biographic detail separates the two friends at the
center of this chapter: Bruch was a Protestant and Gernsheim a Jew.
More than 300 individual letters and fragments from Bruch to Gernsheim were donated to
the National Library of Israel in the 1960s by the composer’s daughter, Marie Pick-Gernsheim, who

organization has been folded into Vereniging Toonkunst Nederland. See “MBT,” Vereniging
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had moved to Tel Aviv in April 1936 during the final wave of Jewish immigration to the British
Mandate of Palestine.29 A smaller group of letters from Gernsheim to Bruch is preserved in the Max
Bruch Archive at the University of Cologne. Yet, despite this rich correspondence, Gernsheim
receives little attention in Karl Gustav Fellerer’s 1974 German-language biography of Bruch and
almost no mention at all in Christopher Fifield’s 1988 English-language biography.30 The only
scholarship to address the relationship of these two musicians was carried out by the late
musicologist Alexander Ringer. Ringer published articles and presented at several conferences in
both German and English on the pair and was involved in the cataloguing of Gernsheim’s letters at
the National Library of Israel.31 A disciple of Eric Werner, Ringer’s writing on Gernsheim cannot be
read without a critical take toward his and his mentor’s agenda.
The pair met in 1860 at the Mittelrheinisches Musikfest in Mainz and corresponded until
Gernsheim’s death in 1916.32 Ferdinand Hiller’s presence had guided the early music education of
both; it was Hiller who recommended to Gernsheim’s parents that the young boy leave Worms to
study music with more rigorous teachers, and Bruch studied directly with Hiller in Cologne.33 Kol
Nidrei and Elohenu were not the first matched set of pieces from Bruch and Gernsheim. Both set the
29
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text of Hermann Lingg’s “Salamis,” a poem in the author’s collected volume, Gedichte (1854).
Lingg (1820-1905) had based the poem on a retelling of the victory by the Greek Army at the Strait
of Salamis against the Persian army under Xerxes in 480 B.C.E. The text reads as follows:
Schmücket die Schiffe mit Persertrophä'n!
Lasset die purpurnen Segel sich blähn!
Ephen umflattert die Masten und fliegt:
Evoë, der mächtige Feind ist besiegt!

Deck the ships with trophies of Persia!
Let the purple sails billow!
Ivy flutters and flies about the masts,
Evoë! the mighty foe is defeated!

Wir zerbrachen, o Meer, wir zerbrachen das Band,
das der persische Fürst um den Nacken dir wand.
Du entrollst nun befreit, dich erbittert nicht mehr
Das verhaßte Gestampf von den Rossen, die schwer
Dein wogender Bug,
Dein brückengefesselter Zorn ertrug.

We have shattered, O sea, we have shattered the yoke,
That the Persian king bound about your neck;
You roll away from it, now free, no longer embittered by
The hated stamping of the horses,
Which the swell of our bow,
Your bridge-bound fury grievously bore.

Das Verhängnis kam über Xerxes und stieg
Aus den Wellen empor zum hellenischen Sieg.
Dem Tyrannen, dem Herrn, der in Willkür thront,
Nicht erlag ihm das Volk, das am Meerstrand wohnt:
Denn es stählte der Alte, der Herrscher der Flut,
Mit unendlichem Mut
Sein geliebtes Geschlecht für die Seeschlacht.

Xerxes met his fate,
The Hellenic victory rose out from the waves,
And to the tyrant, the lord, enthroned in despotism;
The people who live at the sea’s edge would not surrender;
For the Old Man [Poseiden], ruler of the waves,
Steeled with infinite courage
His beloved nation for battle at sea.

Rings jetzt, wo entzückter die Woge vernimmt
Ein jonisches Lied, da erbraust sie und stimmt
In den Päan mit ein; es erblühn, es erblühn
Nach dem herrlichen Mühn
Dithyrambische Tage der Freiheit.34

All around now, where the waves, ever more delighted,
Hear an Ionic song, there they begin to foam,
Joining in the pæan,
And following the glorious endeavour,
Dithyrambic days of freedom bloom and blossom.35

Lingg’s text came about during a period in which Greek and Roman civilizations were often seen as
the preeminent examples of national empire and as models of an emerging German society as it
moved toward a cohesive sense of national greatness instead of kingdom-based cultural loyalty. At
the time the Bavarian-born Lingg was writing “Salamis,” Greece was ruled over by its first modern
king, Otto I, the second son of Ludwig I of Bavaria. For a Bavarian prince—an exceptionally
unpopular one—to hold power over modern Greece could be seen as a symbol of the rising power
of German rule.
34
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For musicians in the 1870s, the choice of this text—especially for a musical work—is
notable and reflects Bruch and Gernsheim’s ideologies and those of the more conservative schools
of music-making with which they associated. Classics historian Edith Hall has argued that use of
Greco-Roman myth, historical battles, and epics such as those of Homer served to extended
eighteenth century idealization of classical antiquity and perpetuate ideas elevating rationality, order,
and control.36 The newly unified Germany of the 1870s was seen as an imperial power that could
rival that of Greece in antiquity. Additionally, Hall writes, “Antiquity was perhaps the only subject
matter that could rival the nationalism evident in Nordic and Germanic themes of Wagner’s musical
dramas.”37 It is not simply subject matter, however, that can be seen as evidence of German musical
nationalism; the use of men’s chorus here is especially important. Since the late eighteenth century,
male patriotic singing had dominated the German cultural landscape, first in the singing societies of
Berlin and Leipzig and expanding to include the more informal, yet more exclusive, Liedertafel groups.
By the late nineteenth century, major city centers and smaller provinces alike had established
Männergesangverein—larger, more inclusive singing clubs. All of these organizations promoted
German nationalism through the singing of poetry and epics of German literature, and to compose
works for such societies was both a profitable venture and a patriotic opportunity.
Gernsheim and Bruch’s settings were published within six months of each other,
Gernsheim’s by J. Rieter-Biedermann in August of 1867 and Bruch’s in January of 1868 by C.F.W.
Siegel’s; both publishers were located in Leipzig. Gernsheim dedicated his Salamis to “Seinem
Freunde Max Bruch” and Bruch responded in kind, “Seinem Freunde Friedrich Gernsheim.” The
circumstances of both friends writing a work using the same text are unclear; the two did
36
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correspond about the works, though what survives in the Gernsheim’s archive is Bruch writing
of the Bremen premiere.38 Curiously, the works were reviewed together in Allgemeine Musikalische
Zeitung on February 19, 1868 by editor Selmar Bagge, who wrote:
One might say that Bruch’s Greeks are different from Gernsheim’s Greeks; both appear in
somewhat modernized attire, as can scarcely be otherwise, given the nature of music. But
Bruch’s, if on can be permitted to make such comparisons, have something Athenian about
them and Gernsheim’s something Spartan. In other words, Bruch’s music bears the stamp of
refinement, but is almost overly luxurious and extravagant; Gernsheim’s is powerful and
more sweeping, but more inwardly significant.39
Bagge’s review distilled what is broadly true of Bruch’s and Gernsheim’s compositions, when
examined in comparison (ex. 7.1a and 7.1b). Bruch’s Salamis, like much of his music, is more
expansive than Gernsheim’s: in length, number of forces, and in complexity of harmony and
contrapuntal writing. Bruch shifts meter, tempo, and key five times before reprising the opening
stanzas text. This perceived lack of thematic cohesion in Bruch’s piece prompted Bagge to a
scathing critique, “We do not doubt that listeners who do not give consideration for the
construction of a piece of music will find Salamis of Bruch to be quiet pleasant. But whoever expects
and demands purely musical—that is, thematic—design will scarcely receive a deep and lasting
impression of the piece. The luxury of the instrumentation can be tempting for a moment, but can
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EXAMPLE 7.1A. Max Bruch, Salamis, op. 25, mm. 17-32.
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hardly satisfy.”40 Gernsheim’s style is more distilled and straightforward; about it, Bagge
commented succinctly, “Above all, it should be noted that the whole is more closed.”41 Thematically,
Gernsheim’s work is more unified, with greater continuity of themes across the different stanzas of
the poetry.
Bagge’s critique of the two works, while it clearly fell on the side of Gernsheim, is telling
about nineteenth century aesthetics and provides a glimpse into early reception of these two
composers. This is especially important when examining these pieces through a twenty-first century
lens. Although several of Bruch’s works remain solidly in the concert repertoire and his violin
concerto is considered one of the masterpieces of its genre, both of these works have fallen from
the repertoire (neither has been commercially recorded and only recently were the pair reissued in
publication. His Salamis, by today’s standards, shows a great deal of thematic vibrancy and variety,
whereas Gernsheim’s is more predictable and accessible for an ensemble of trained amateurs. This is
also revealing of the careers of these two composers—Bruch spent his career moving from post-topost as musical opportunities arose; whereas Gernsheim held teaching positions and directorships
for lengthier periods of time, establishing himself in various cities for longer durations. Musically,
the two versions of Salamis show early stylistic divergences between the two composers, which only
become more magnified in the later, seemingly matched set of Kol Nidrei and Elohenu.
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Bruch, the Kol Nidre prayer, and Kol Nidrei
During his lifetime, Bruch was most known for his orchestral and choral works, the latter of
which have mostly fallen from the modern repertoire; the entry on Bruch in the first edition of
Grove’s A Dictionary of Music and Musicians identified his “important and most successful work… that
which established his fame” as Scenes from the Frithjof-Saga, op. 23 for male chorus and orchestra.42 Of
his works that are still performed today, Kol Nidrei was not nearly as popular as his choral works or
his violin works, the Scottish Fantasy, op. 46 (1880) and the Violin Concerto no. 1 in G minor, op. 26
(1866), which remains one of the most often performed concerti in the nineteenth century repertoire.
Given the subsequent performance history and modern use of Kol Nidrei both as a concert work and
as a quasi-liturgical musical stand-in, it surprising that the work’s origins have not been intensely
documented the actual circumstances of the work’s origin are somewhat difficult to piece together.
In his biography on Bruch, Christopher Fifield argued that Kol Nidrei’s composition should
be linked with the Scottish Fantasy and that cellists had been requesting from Bruch a similar character
work for their instrument, although the two works are near contemporary to each other.43 Robert
Hausmann (1852-1909), who in 1879 joined the Joachim Quartet and was later the dedicatee of the
Brahms’s Cello Sonata no. 2 in F major, op. 99 (1886) and premiered Brahms’s Double Concerto in
A minor, op. 102 (1887), had apparently led the charge. Bruch wrote to his publisher: “I have
written a cello work with orchestra for Hausmann… [he] has plagued me for so long, until at last I
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wrote this work.”44 However, complicating Fifield’s timeline, this letter predated the premiere of
the Scottish Fantasy, which was first heard in Liverpool on February 22, 1881.45 Bruch composed Kol
Nidrei during the second half of July 1880, while staying at the Igeler Hof, a house in the Rhine
countryside owned patron of the arts and Bruch’s lifelong friend, Maria Zanders, that he had been
visiting since 1850.46 Ultimately, Bruch dedicated this work to Hausmann.
The first melody of Kol Nidrei is drawn from the High Holiday liturgy: the Kol Nidre prayer,
a central part of the Yom Kippur service.47 The Jewish Encyclopedia included a lengthy article to the
origins of the prayer, with Francis L. Cohen, the Encyclopedia’s music editor, providing extensive
analysis of the melody:
Even more famous than the formula [of the prayer] itself is the melody traditionally attached
to its rendition. This is deservedly so much prized that even where Reform has abolished
the recital of the Chaldaic text, the air is often preserved, either in association with some
other passage—e.g., Ps. ciii. or cxxx., or a series of versicles, or a vernacular hymn such as ‘O
Tag des Herrn, Du Nahst!’ or ‘Gott der Liebe und der Barmherzigkeit’—or as an organ
prelude to attune the mind of the congregation to the solemnity of the evening. And yet
there are probably no two synagogues in which the melody is chanted note for note
absolutely the same.48
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The Ashkenazi melody is thought to be one of the oldest Jewish liturgical melodies still in use
today, dating from the mid-fifteenth to early sixteenth centuries.49 It was first codified in musical
notation in a collection of synagogue songs from about 1765 by Ahron Beer (1765-1821), the cantor
in Berlin. It was later included in Samuel Naumbourg’s Recueil de Chants Religieux (1874), Louis
Lewandowski’s Kol Rinnah (1871), and Abraham Baer’s Baal T’fillah (1877) (ex 7.2).50 Compared to
the other elements of the synagogue liturgy, which may have fixed motives at the beginning and end
but leave open the opportunity for freer improvisation or embellishment within the parameters of
the specific prayer mode, the Kol Nidre became fixed in overall formal structure and specific
melodic content. Idelsohn went so far as to suggest a singular composer of the tune having resided
in southwestern Germany, given what he saw as a seeming influence of the Minnesang tradition
synthesized with motive and modal elements drawn from older styles of chanting Prophetic books
of the Hebrew Bible.51
It is perhaps this amalgamation of musical content that made the Kol Nidre an accessible
source for a non-Jewish, art music composer like Max Bruch; it opens assertively in minor mode and
is easily arranged using Western tonal harmony. All the above versions in Idelsohn’s transcriptions
show a fluid, allargando style, with long melodic lines and syllables flowing into each other. However,
Bruch’s iteration for solo cello breaks up the opening line with eighth note rests (ex. 4.3). Fifield
wrote described this halted style:
49

A.Z. Idelsohn, “The Kol Nidre Tune,” Hebrew Union College Annual 8/9 (1931-32): 496.
Idelsohn observed that, around 1600, Mordecai Jaffe of Prague wrote of melody for “…Kol Nidre
that the Hazzanim now sing,” indicating that the melody was fairly new during this period. Earlier
writings on the prayer from the mid-14th century do not comment on melody.
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Idelsohn, “The Kol Nidre Tune,” 498. Idelsohn identifies Lewandowki’s version as the
“standard form of the tune used in the German Synagogue” and Baer’s as “the version used in
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The melody of Kol Nidre is a haunting traditional one, and has long exerted a great
emotion impact on Jews. It is traditionally sung on the eve of Yom Kippur, during
the service of Atonement, and its elements of remorse, resolve and triumph,
corresponding to the three stages of repentance, are mirrored in the way Bruch
breaks up the long-breathed Jewish melody into groups of three notes, interrupting
each group with an emotional sigh by the insertion of a quaver rest.52
EXAMPLE 7.2. Eighteenth and Nineteenth century published versions of the Kol Nidre melody.
a. Ahron Beer, Kol Nidre, c. 1765.

b. Louis Lewandowski, Kol Rinnah u’T’fillah, Kol Nidre, 1871.

c. Samuel Naumbourg, Recueil de Chants Religieux, Kol Nidre, 1874.

d. Abraham Baer, Baal T’fillah, Kol Nidre, 1877.

EXAMPLE 7.3. Max Bruch, Kol Nidrei, op. 47, solo cello, mm. 9-16.
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It is unclear whether Fifield is arguing that it is the prayer text of Kol Nidre or the melody itself
that embodies this “remorse, resolve and triumph.” Furthermore, Fifield seems to be potentially be
making a reference to the three stages of repentance set out by the Medieval rationalist Torah
commentator, Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon (Maimonides or Rambam, 1135/8?-1204). Maimonides
discussed repentance at length in his Mishneh Torah, a fourteen-volume code of Halakha:
How is the verbal confession made? The sinner says thus: ‘I beseech Thee, O Great Name! I
have sinned; I have been obstinate; I have committed profanity against Thee, particularly in
doing thus and such. Now, behold! I have repented and am ashamed of my actions; forever
will I not relapse into this thing again.’ This is the elementary form of confession; but
whosoever elaborates in confessing and extends this subject is, indeed, praise-worthy.53
Yet, Fifield here appears to be drawing his own idiosyncratic conclusion that the consecutive sets of
three notes evokes these three Halakhic stages of repentance; there is nothing to indicate in any
archival material that Bruch would have been knowledgeable of—or even interested in—Jewish law.
While the connection to Halakha is a shaky one, Fifield’s allusion to Bruch’s use of the rest as an
“emotional sigh.”54 The seufzermotiv (“sighing motive”) was a fairly well-established technique in
Western art music by the late nineteenth century, most often consisting of a half step (or larger)
downward (though sometimes upward) with the emphasis on the former note of the two.
Furthermore, the insertion of the rest within a sighing motive was an additional convention, suspiratio,
which was common in musical laments of the Renaissance. The suspiratio could be evocative of
longing, affection, sighing, or a combination of these and other emotions of fulfillment, religious or
secular-romantic (or at times both) in nature. 55 Bach employed these gestures often, especially in his
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cantatas, for example in “Ich will den Kreuzstab gerne tragen” (“I will gladly carry the cross,”
BWV 56), at times chaining the falling seconds together and elsewhere inserting rests between the
figures (ex. 7.4a).56
EXAMPLE 7.4A. Johann Sebastian Bach, “Ich will den Kreuzstab gerne tragen,” BWV 56, mm. 1-10.

Similarly, Mozart employed the convention, in first violin part of the Lacrymosa of his Requiem,
beginning with seconds, but then expanding the interval. (ex. 7.4b). The sighing motive seems, to
some extent, inherent in the “original” melody of the Kol Nidre prayer, of which the exact origin
source is not known. Yet, Bruch’s insertions of the rest within the melody seem to enhance the
56

Anne Leahy, “Bach’s Setting of the Hymn Tune, ‘Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland’ in His
Cantatas and Organ Works,” Music and Theology: Essays in Honor of Robin A. Leaver, ed. Daniel Zager
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inherent seufzermotiv with the rests of the suspiratio convention, firmly placing the cello
arrangement of the melody within the conventions of Western art music.
EXAMPLE 7.4B. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Requiem in D minor, K. 626, Lacrymosa, mm. 1-4.

The second melody Bruch used in Kol Nidrei (ex 7.5), introduced at the modulation to D
major is borrowed from Isaac Nathan’s collaboration with Lord Byron, Hebrew Melodies. Bruch chose
the song “Oh, Weep for Those,” which depicts exiled Jews crying at the stream in Babel,
remembering Zion while in a foreign land (ex. 7.5). Nathan, an unconverted Jew, and his
collaboration with Lord Byron has already been discussed extensively in Chapter 3 regarding Joseph
Joachim. Although Nathan supposedly drew the melodic content from Sephardic synagogues in
London, the specific melodic context that Nathan used for “Oh, Weep for Those,” is disputed. The
authors of the 1906 Jewish Encyclopedia credited it as “a clever empirical adaptation of the chant for
the Blessing of the Priests, and of an old northern folk-song adopted into the Passover service.”57
Frederick Burwick and Paul Douglass, in their preface to the 1988 facsimile edition of the collection,
suggested that ornamentation of the melody might indicate that it was drawn from the Kol Nidre
melody.58
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EXAMPLE 7.5. Max Bruch, Kol Nidrei, op. 47, solo cello, mm. 68-76.

EXAMPLE 7.6. Isaac Nathan, “Weep for These,” from Byron’s Hebrew Melodies, mm. 21-40.

In a letter to German musicologist Emil Kamphausen, Bruch simply called the second melody “very
old,” providing a glimpse his awareness that these two melodies carried a great deal of history:
The two melodies are first-class—the first is an age-old Hebrew song of atonement, the
second (D major) is the middle section of a moving and truly magnificent song ‘O weep for
those that wept on Babel’s stream’ (Byron), equally very old. I got to know both melodies in
Berlin, where I had much to do with the children of Israel in the Choral Society. The success
of Kol Nidrei is assured, because all the Jews in the world are for it eo ipso.59
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Letter from Max Bruch to Emil Kamphausen (31 January 1882), translated and quoted in
Fifield, Max Bruch, 169. The original German of this letter is cited in Sabine Lichtenstein, “Abraham
Jacob Lichtenstein: eine jüdische Quelle für Carl Loewe und Max Bruch,” Die Musikforschung 49, no.
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Beide Melodien lernte ich in Berlin kennen, wo ich bekanntlich im Verein viel mit den Kindern
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The above letter contains multiple elements worthy of examination. First, worthy of note is the
fact that Bruch was confident the Jewish response to his Kol Nidrei would be positive. Bruch clearly
saw the Jewish Bildungsbürgertum as a group engaged with culture and artistic endeavors, and he
celebrated their participation in the broad audience for his work. This disrupts dramatically
undermines the idea that Bruch was an anti-Semite, an accusation that comes up periodically in
scholarship. Leon Botstein has made this claim—repeatedly, in passing, and without citations—
stating the Bruch’s anti-Semitism was the simple circumstance of his being a Protestant German in
the nineteenth century: that is, he couldn’t avoid being that way.60 No other scholarly articles make
such assertions so categorically, though the idea is often repeated in concert program notes, which
probably are looking to Botstein. In contrast to Botstein’s claim that Bruch was an everyday antiSemite, letters show neither hostility nor hatred toward Jews, but rather a fairly deep amount of
understanding on this group’s developing position in German society. His composition of Kol Nidrei,
seen together with his friendship with Gernsheim reveals a more nuanced image of the Protestant
composer. After all, it was Bruch who wrote to Gernsheim in 1864, “My relative, Dr. Bruch, told me
that you – yours – now guess what? Your religion [confession] – Your Judentum, will be very much in
the way and make the whole thing perhaps impossible. What do you say to such an educated
[enlightened] position? To such a cultural height in the second half of the nineteenth century?—

Israel zu tun hatte. Der Erfolg von Kol Nidrei ist gesichert, da alle Juden in der Welt eo ipso dafür
sind!”
60
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There you have grandiose proof of the Mainzer attitude.”61 He wrote similarly in 1866 regarding
Aachen. “Inquiries have provided the following, for both of us an equally depressing result. Jews
have no chances, Protestants very little… My advice is: baptize yourself (but with real Jordan water),
send a decidedly Catholic symphony and a strictly dogmatic Quartet to the mayor.”62 Through his
explicit use of the words Bildungsstandpunkt and Kulturhöhe in the first letter and his empathetic selfcomparison in the second, together with the scorn he shows for the cities of Mainz and Aachen’s
apparent lack of them as they were unwilling to hire a Jew, Bruch demonstrates his knowledge of the
challenges that his Jewish colleague faced. These are not the words of an anti-Semite, by any modern
or nineteenth century definition.
Second, while Fifield translates the Kamphausen letter’s original German “Verein” as
“Choral Society,” it is clear that Bruch here meant musical involvement—it is tempting to call it
musical assimilation—of Jews and non-Jews together in the Berlin Singakademie. Mendelssohn’s
failure to procure a position as the head of the Singakademie in 1833 has been well-documented and
extensively argued. Whereas Eric Werner in his Mendelssohn: A New of the Composer and His Age (1963)
cited antisemitism as the sole reason for Mendelssohn not receiving the position, William Little and
Jeffrey S. Sposato have both since shown that Werner read sources selectively, and that the situation
61
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was far more complex with sources also pointing to the committee’s concern regarding his age
and inexperience.63 Yet, while the view on the Singakademie in the 1830s continues to be an issue of
scholarly debate, it is clear from Bruch’s letter that by the 1870s, singing in Berlin had become an
increasingly ecumenical event, with Christians, Neuchristen, and Jews coming together for music
making. Furthermore, the language Bruch used here—den Kindern Israel—seems plausibly evidence of
a certain level of respect and recognition of heritage of his musical compatriots.
In an 1889 letter to musicologist Eduard Birnbaum, Bruch went on to identify the Cantor
Abraham Jacob Lichtenstein (1806-1880) of the Oranjenburgerstrasse synagogue in Berlin as the
specific person who introduced him to the Kol Nidre melody, among other folksongs, “I became
acquainted with Kol Nidre and some other songs (among others, “Arabia’s Camels”), in Berlin
through the Lichtenstein family, who were friends of mine. Although I am a Protestant, I have felt
deeply the extraordinary beauty of these songs, I therefore gladly spread them through my
arrangements.”64 Lichtenstein had been hired by the Berlin community shortly after the
Singakademie-trained composer Louis Lewandowski (1821-94) had been hired to modernize the
music within the trends of the rising reform movement in German-speaking Europe. Idelsohn
described Lichtenstein as “gifted with a most wonderful dramatic tenor voice of phenomenal power
and brilliancy, with a bewitching art of performance, and with an Italian temperament.”65
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Lichtenstein was an active participant of secular musical life in Berlin. Sabine Lichtenstein
suggests that perhaps Cantor Lichtenstein did not introduce Bruch directly to the Kol Nidre melody,
but rather Bruch’s encounters with Jewish musicians at concerts that he conducted with Ferdinand
Hiller in 1878 at the Singakademie, though it is also possible Lichtenstein participated those.66
Bruch’s letter to Birnbaum additionally shows how the composer held with a great deal of
respect for folk tradition, and also reveals some of his broader ideas on musical trends in Germany
in the nineteenth century. “As I young man, I studied… folksongs of all nations with great fondness,
because folksong is the source of true melody – a fountain where you can dip again and again,
refreshing yourself – if one doesn’t take the view of a certain party that ‘[M]elody was a defeated
standpoint.’ Thus, the study of Hebrew national song lay on my way.”67 The phrase Bruch used
above, “Die Melodie sei ein überwundener Standpunkt,” was apparently derived from a German
colloquialism, and might be more accurately translated as “melody is passé.”68 Ever the conservative
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and traditionalist, even in his early years, Bruch’s tone here can be heard as dismissive of ideas
such as Wagner’s endless melody, which some proponents believed rendered tunefulness as moot.
Yet despite his high esteem of melody and folk music, Bruch’s compositions were not always
seen as presenting these elements in a wholly positive way. Ralph Locke discusses how Bruch’s other
major work folk-influenced work for a string instrument, the Scottish Fantasy, has been criticized for
their use of “unimaginative or “ill-researched” musical clichés, which have long been seen as specific
compositional tools to mark a work as exotic. Art music, Locke argues, interacts with folk music
traditions by imposing the fixed nature of concert music (eg. the score) on a flexible repertoire and
by the establishment of coded styles (topoi) introduced as contrasting elements to Western
conventions. Thus, Locke’s viewpoint necessitations evaluation of a work’s interaction with exotic
elements, considering the extent of borrowing (clichéd figures, use of complete melody) and how it
is executed (as an expressive tool or as an ideological one, or perhaps both).69 Though it might be
argued that the Kol Nidre melody—Bruch’s source material—is not folk music but rather a work of
liturgical music, these are modern ethnomusicological and pedagogical distinctions and not
something that would have been considered by a nineteenth century art music composer. It is clear
that Bruch seems to have misunderstood the Kol Nidre melody as a form of folk music, not unlike
his other works that saw their origin in melodies from other countries—the Scottish Fantasy is the
most enduring of those today, but also in this list are: Das Feuerkreuz, op. 52 (1888), a cantata with
libretto by Heinrich Bulthaupt, who based the text on a Sir Walter Scott’s narrative poem on the
Scottish legend of The Lady of the Lake; Schwedische Tänze, op. 63 (1892) and Serenade nach schwedischen
Melodien, op. posth. (1916; published in 1941), both using melodies drawn from Sweden; and Suite
nach russischen Volksmelodien, op. 79b (1905). What differentiates Kol Nidrei from Bruch’s other more
69
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exoticized folk works is that it used a specific melody rather than merely relying on clichéd
motive. Bruch’s Kol Nidrei, and indeed many of the so-called “Jewish works” of this period, evades
certain elements of concrete musical exoticism. Locke calls on scholars to consider the following
questions, “Given the many possible meanings and extramusical contexts that may be plausibly
linked to a given musical text, which are the ones that are most appropriate, productive, and
revealing?”70
What is, perhaps, most revealing about an examination of Kol Nidrei is that scholars have not
yet completed an in-depth study of performance history, the implications of a non-Jew composing a
work like this, or the long-term impact that it had on Jewish music studies. Looking at the broader
context of Bruch’s Kol Nidrei in conjunction with Gernsheim’s Elohenu reveals a pivotal moment in
European music and the position of assimilated Jews within. Bruch’s varying accounts on
composition described above, seen together with performance and reception, show how Jews were
working cordially and in tandem with non-Jews across Western and Central Europe during this
period. This could not have happened one hundred or even fifty years earlier. Kol Nidrei and Elohenu
burst—albeit quietly—on the art music scene, revealing professional cooperation, assimilation, and
exchange that are extraordinary and truly remarkable.

Kol Nidrei and Elohenu, in concert
Early performance history of Bruch’s Kol Nidrei solidifies the composition’s apparently
secular nature and shows how seamlessly it was introduced and integrated into the concert repertoire.
Reports on performances often give the title with no context or explanation. Before publication,
early readings of the work were given as private recitals in Berlin in late 1880 and early 1881, done
by Hausmann in Bruch’s absentia. These apparently didn’t go as well as planned, with Bruch
70
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lamenting to his publisher Simrock, “Hausmann wrote to me today about Kol Nidrei. There is no
doubt that they killed the Adagio artistically stone dead in the orchestral sessions with an insanely
slow tempo. It is an old story—if you are not present yourself, they have no idea how to do a new
work.”71 One such early hearing, on January 10, 1881, was reported by the foreign correspondent in
The Musical Standard. The report indicates two pianists—Flora Friedenthal and Moritz
Moszkowski—with Hausmann on cello.72 Both pianists were of Polish-Jewish descent.73 Fifield in
his biography of Bruch incorrectly indicates that the Kol Nidrei premiere took place in Liverpool,
without providing a date or location.74 Although Bruch had begun his position with the Liverpool
Philharmonic Society in 1880, the yearly report of concerts given during his first season did not
include Kol Nidrei.75 Instead, it appears that the premiere actually took place on February 26, 1881 at
a Crystal Palace concert in London, with Hausmann on the solo and August Manns, conducting.76
Similarly, the reviewer of The Graphic praised Hausmann, but gave no comment on Kol Nidrei.77 In
fact, an early critical review of the actual work was relatively lukewarm:
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Monday’s programme contained a novelty, albeit not one of any great significance. The
piece referred to was a solo for violoncello by Herr Max Bruch, founded on a Hebrew
melody, ‘Kol Nidrei.’ Sung on the eve of the Day of Atonement in all orthodox Jewish
synagogues, the melody is naturally of a sad and plaintive character, but should feel disposed
to question its antiquity. Herr Max Bruch’s piece was heard rather at a disadvantage, as the
accompaniments are for orchestra, including an important part for the harp; but it created a
strong impression, thanks in part to Signor Piatti’s magnificent playing.78
The shift in cellists in the above—from the Brahmsian force Robert Hausmann to the Italian cellist
Alfredo Carlo Piatti (1822-1901) is worth mention. Piatti (1822-1901), who as a young man had been
encouraged by Liszt (who supported him financially and with the gift of a cello), had moved to
London in 1846 and was a fixture in the Popular Concerts given there.79 Among his many students
in England was Hausmann, who had been introduced to the senior cellist by Joachim.
The overwhelmingly positive early reception of Kol Nidrei entrenched the piece into the
repertoire of the Popular Concerts, and it became one of Piatti’s most often played solo works.80
Additionally, the highly musically educated audience of London also had the opportunity to learn
more in depth on the elements of synagogue music and the iconic melody:
The ‘cello piece by Max Burch, Kol Nidrei, built upon a Hebrew melody, was, as might be
expected, performed to perfection by Signor Piatti. Like most Hebrew melodies, all of more
or less unascertainable epochs, it bears that charm of heartfelt emotion, which pervades all

concerto [of Carl Eckert] and in solos by Max Bruch and Davidoff—the former (built on a Hebrew
melody) accompanied with orchestra and harp, the latter by pianoforte only—Herr Hausmann was
warmly applauded.”
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sacred Jewish tunes. The analytical programme contained most interesting details in
reference to the melodies of the ‘orthodox’ synagogues by Mr. Charles K. Salaman.81
Although Salaman’s notes are lost, the presence of them at this concert is remarkable. Salaman
(1814-1901), a British pianist and composer, can be seen as an English parallel to some of the early
generations of assimilating Jews on continental Europe. Given the relative religious freedom of
English Jews during the early nineteenth century, the London-born Salaman was able to study at the
Royal Academy of Music and freely set to music both religious and secular texts. His setting of
Psalm 84 “How Lovely are they Habitations” was performed during his lifetime at the West London
Synagogue, the Worcester Cathedral, and Westminster Abbey.82 His 1885 The Jews as the Are,
dedicated “to the immortal memory of Moses Mendelssohn,” documented the history of
emancipation for the Jews of England and served as a sort of outreach guide to Judaism for
Christian readers.
The chronological connection between Kol Nidrei and Elohenu is an obvious one. Kol Nidrei
was published in early 1881, and the earliest advertisements for Elohenu appear in May of the same
year. Like Bruch’s Kol Nidrei, advertisements for Elohenu presented it simply as a work of art music
for a solo instrument, without explanation for any sort of Jewish content. The December 1, 1881
edition of The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular simple reports of “GERSHEIM, F. – ‘Elohenu.’
Hebrew Melody for Violoncello with Small Orchestra…” in a list among editions of Bach, Handel,
and Mendelssohn, as well as new works by contemporary composers such as Carl Reinecke and
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Edvard Grieg.83 An advertisement for Elohenu of about an eighth of a page appeared on May 31,
October 5, and December 14, 1881 and several times in 1882, in Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung (fig.
7.1). In the advertisement, the title is engraved in a stylized typeface, used nowhere else on the same
page, perhaps to highlight the exoticism of the work’s Hebrew title. Gernsheim’s name is equally
bold and large, though in a more standard serif setting. In fact, the titular typeface was not used in
Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung in other advertisements during 1881 or the surrounding years.
FIGURE 7.1. Advertisement for Elohenu in Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, May 1881.84

There is little evidence on the premiere of Elohenu, though newspaper evidence allows the
piecing together of a chronology. At the time of composition, Gernsheim was a beloved member of
the Dutch music scene, having assumed the directorship of the Maatschappij tot Bevordering van
Toonkunst in 1874. In fact, not long before the premiere of Elohenu, the music periodical Caecilia:
algemeen muzikaal tijdschrift van Nederland had published an assurance to its readers that he would not
be leaving for another position: “We can formally contradict the rumor that Herr Fr. Gernsheim will
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leave us soon. He was offered the position of manager of the Stern Gesangverein, by Max Bruch
of Liverpool; Herr Gernsheim thanked him for it.”85 In 1880, Gernsheim had indeed been in
consideration for the position of director of the Stern Gesangverein (a position he would ultimately
accept in 1890), which had been vacated by Bruch when he left for Liverpool, however no offer was
formally made, possibly due to undercurrents of antisemitism in Berlin at this time (see Chapter 8).
Performance reports on Elohenu are spotty, and like Kol Nidrei, it is difficult to find details on the
exact premiere. Nonetheless, Elohenu appeared somewhat regularly in Caecilia’s regional concert
reports. The earliest mention of a performance of Elohenu in Caecilia is also the only report of April
1882 that specifically connects the Gernsheim’s composition to Bruch’s as “a pendant to Max
Bruch’s already popular work ‘Kol Nidrei.’”86 This specific concert was done with organ
accompaniment, as part of an organ fundraiser for the Protestant League. On this and many other
early performances, Elohenu was often performed by cellist Gernsheim’s colleague at the MBT,
Oscar Eberle. Between 1885 and 1886, the Dutch Jewish cellist Isaac Mossel performed Elohenu
several times around The Netherlands.87
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Whereas much documentation survives from Bruch on the source of his melodic
material for the two sections of Kol Nidrei, the musical source for Elohenu—if any existed—was not
revealed by Gernsheim in any of his extant archival materials, and it is not as readily identifiable as
Bruch’s use of the most famous Jewish prayer melody. Furthermore, the descriptive title of Elohenu
is vague; the work’s subtitle Hebräischer Gesang does not provide any further indication of source
material. Titling a work the Hebrew work “Elohenu” during this period in Germany would have
marked the work as demonstrably Jewish, especially given the fact that the word, while one of the
many names of God, lacks the attachment to a famous prayer secularized as folk music, as in the
case of naming a work after the Kol Nidre. “Elohenu” would be literally translated into German as
“Unser Gott,” though it never appeared as such. In the various concert reports appearing in Caecilia,
details were not provided to explain the title’s meaning, and there are no reports on explanatory
lectures similar to Salaman’s on Kol Nidrei.
Unlike Bruch’s Kol Nidrei, which begins with a lengthy orchestral introduction, Elohenu
begins with an octave on scale degree 5 in the horns before immediately introducing the solo cello.
The melody is simple, outlining a minor triad (ex 7.7). Text setting in Ashkenazi German
pronunciation of the word “Elohenu” would put the accent on the third syllable (“he,” pronounced
EXAMPLE 7.7. Friedrich Gernsheim, Elohenu, solo cello, mm. 1-13.

musicians; his son Henri Emile (Hans) Mossel (1905-1943) was a jazz saxophonist and owned a
musical instrument store in Amsterdam; he died in Auschwitz III.
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hay), which precludes some sort of simple assigning of the titular word to the opening phrase
which includes only a single appoggiatura quarter note into the downbeat. The opening, minor triad
outline of A minor invites comparison to Louis Lewandowski’s setting of the Un’ssaneh Tokef
prayer [Un’taneneh Tokef in modern Sephardic pronunciation] from the additional Musaf service on
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. The series of connections here—Lewandowski’s work at the
Berlin synagogue with Lichtenstein, who introduced the Kol Nidre melody to Bruch, a close friend
of Gernsheim—are striking.
EXAMPLE 7.8. Louis Lewandowski, Kol Rinnah u’T’fillah, no. 180, Un’ssanneh Tokef.

Like, the Kol Nidrei—but admittedly to a far lesser extent, admittedly—this prayer has a strong
connotation with the High Holidays, repentance, and judgment. The similar holiday association and
thematic material provide a tempting explanation for the source of Elohenu’s melodic content.
However, the melody is nowhere near as distinctly quoted as the Kol Nidre is in Bruch’s work; an
opening outline of a minor triad is hardly convincing as sole melodic content, especially when
Gernsheim seems to diverge so quickly from this potential source. While Sabine Lichtenstein has
shown that is likely that Bruch was familiar with the Berlin Jewish community and Lewandowski, the
same conclusions cannot be so readily drawn for Gernsheim, based on his personal letters and
surviving diaries from this period. Since Gernsheim’s personal library was not included in his
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daughter’s donation which now comprises his archive at the National Library of Israel, it is also
impossible to know whether he owned a copy of Lewandowski’s Kol Rinnah or any other reformed
synagogue music. However, an 1891 report from the Oesterrreichisch-ugarische Cantoren-Zeitung, provides
evidence that Gernsheim not only knew the synagogue musician personally, but that he was willing
to collaborate on a concert in celebration of Lewandowski’s fifty years of musical leadership in
Berlin.88 Lewandowski was celebrated through the sabbath, with an account of his leading prayer
services. On Saturday evening, December 27, 1890, a concert took place at the Gesellschaft der
Freunde, a Jewish social and cultural society founded in Berlin in 1792.89 Among the other
performances on the concert was a trio for piano, violin, and cello, performed by Gernsheim,
Joachim, and Hausmann, as well as a string quartet.90 The critic described Lewandowski’s
instrumental works with admiration:
Both works (quartet and trio), in turn, gave beautiful testimony to the earnest nature with
which German musicians cultivate their art: pursuing the ideal, using leisure hours for
personal work out of sheer joy in the cause, without any prospect of external success. Both
works show a full familiarity with chamber music style, melodic freshness, and contrapuntal
skill.91
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That Gernsheim was involved in this concert speaks volumes on his engagement with the Jewish
community by 1890. Although he was not employed in Berlin at the time he was composing Elohenu,
he frequently traveled there, as did many German composers of the period, given the city’s status as
a major center for orchestral music. How he initially met Lewandowski remains unclear, although
the connection with his friend Bruch seems a least a possible introduction.

Sharing the Stage
Matching of the works together in performance, however, has a longer history and more
intriguing history. One early documented performance of the pair together was at a fundraiser for
the Krieger-Denkmal Hospital in Bad Godesberg, near Bonn. This coincidence of the Kol Nidrei
together with Elohenu on this concert, which took place on June 20, 1882, was probably due to the
involvement of Rensberg on the program.92 Like Piatti’s push for performances of Kol Nidrei in
England, this concert provides further evidence on how—at least for the early years of the two
works’ performance histories—performer advocacy truly disseminated the works as much as the
composers’ reputations. It seems likely that Rensburg was also the performer of the pair of pieces at
another concert in earlier that same year, also in Bonn, for which a concert report in the Allgemeine
Zeitung des Judenthums described the cellist only as “well-known.” The same review also intriguingly
identified Elohenu as drawn from “a Vienna synagogue melody,” although, as has been shown, no
source material has yet to be identified to support his claim.93
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A 1902 edition of the periodical Ost und West reported on “Young Jewish Evenings in
Berlin,” events touted “exceptionally harmonious” and an event that “other Jewish centers will take
up by example.”94 At the very first of these so-called “Jungjüdische Abende,” the concert
performance included Elohenu and Kol Nidrei, performed cellist Walter Lewy, presumably with piano
accompaniment. Additionally performing was violinist Heinrich Schkolnik, performing
arrangements of Lewandowksi. The report especially highlights the singing of Yiddish poetry of
Morris Rosenfeld by Otty Severa, stating that the dialect was now “fashionable for the salon.”95 The
report goes so far to celebrate the specifically Jewish nature of the evening: “But what we consider
to be the most valuable thing about this Young Jewish Evening is that it has demonstrated that
Jewish life is rich enough not to have to be—as is often the case at Jewish events—a Christian
parade of non-Jewish lectures, etc.”96 The programming choices of the concert are obvious and with
a clear agenda:, but the presence of Bruch seems to run contradictory to it. Nonetheless, Bruch’s
non-Jewish identity is mostly overlooked, as his work contains the best-known of Jewish melodies.
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This recital as part of the Young Jewish Evenings in Berlin, appears at a pivotal moment
for assimilated German Jews. This period in the early years of the twentieth century saw Jews so
fully assimilated into Western and Central European society that there now opened up the possibility
for a greater expression of personal and communal Jewishness, including Biblical, religious, or
historical exploration, as well as the increased romanticizing of the lives and practices of Eastern
European Jews, by their Western, assimilated counterparts. That this concert was reported in a
periodical like Ost und West is unsurprising. David Brenner observes that Ost und West “marks a
watershed in the history of Jewish self-understanding…” and that the periodical’s approach was in
“…urging [Western] European Jews to overcome their self-censorship and proudly to ‘come out of
the closet.’”97 Brenner argues that that the Jewish parvenu—an acculturated, city-dwelling, German
Jew and proud citizen of the of the Kaiserreich—was exactly the type of person that Ost und West
sought to push against in advocacy of an interreligious understanding by Western and Eastern Jews.
This Young Jewish Evening concert combined the music of two highly Westernized composers—
Gernsheim, the classical romantic symphonist, chamber musician, and teacher, together with
Lewandowski, the Mendelssohnian synagogue composer, who had been the first Jewish student of
the Singakademie. It presented these highlights of Western Jewish society with Eastern European
Yiddish poetry, altogether under the guise of a new form of Jewish expression and Jewish
entertainment—one that could have never existed prior to this period: Jewish entertainment for an
assimilated audience.
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In Concert in the Twenty-First Century
To twenty-first century readers and listeners, the appearance of Bruch’s Kol Nidrei on a
concert held by a Jewish organization all sounds rather unremarkable. Today, these types of concerts
have become common at Jewish community centers, synagogues, and other organizations of Jewish
life, particularly in the United States. Indeed, the first commercial recording of Gernsheim’s Elohenu
is a release by violist Semjon Kalinowsky and organist Franz Danksagmüller that includes
Lewandowski’s Präludien, op. 37 no. 2 and 4 for organ, Bloch’s Prayer and Wedding Marches from
From Jewish Life, and Bruch’s Kol Nidrei, among other early twentieth century works.98 A second
commercial recording was released in Fall 2018 together with Gernsheim’s other cello works.99 The
reviews of the most recent album are frustratingly flawed. David Moore in The American Record Guide
writes: “Elohenu is a relatively straightforward setting of the Hebraic biblical song.”100 Richard Bratby
for Gramophone writes: “[it is] sincere, well-crafted music in which every other bar (even in Elohenu, a
short exploration of Gernsheim’s Jewish musical heritage inspired by Bruch’s Kol Nidrei) simply
reeks of Brahms.”101 James A. Altena writes in Fanfare, “It is based on the text of the Shema… the
fundamental recitation of the Jewish faith.”102 Such misunderstandings are inevitable when we fail to
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consider these works within the specific context of the collegial relations between Bruch and
Gernsheim at a pivotal moment for European music and European Jews.
The other issue that is most strikingly gone from modern concert discussion is the deep and
enduring friendship between Bruch and Gernsheim. Bruch’s Kol Nidrei is performed regularly on
professional stages and in academic environments, as the work’s simple nature allows it the
somewhat elusive nature of being both a crowd pleaser and an accessible piece for the developing
advanced student. Yet, the coincidence of the smaller, more intimate, and more mysterious Elohenu
is not mentioned; in most program notes, if it is mentioned at all, sole credit for Bruch’s exposure to
the Kol Nidre melody is given solely to Cantor Lichtenstein. Yet, Gernsheim’s presence in Bruch’s
life was clearly a defining friendship and professional affinity.
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Chapter 8
Judentum Revealed:
Gernsheim’s Symphony no. 3 in C minor and its Rebirth as “Mirjam”

While Elohenu is Gernsheim’s work with the most overtly Jewish title, another, substantially
larger work has had a more enduring history as the composition that embodies Jewishness for an
assimilated German—his Symphony no. 3 in C minor, op. 54 (1888). Today, the symphony is
associated with an evocative and vaguely programmatic title, “Mirjam,” and is often cited as part of
the long list of compositions by Jewish musicians who looked to the shared tradition of the Hebrew
Bible and Christian Old Testament as a textual source for musical compositions.1 Most recently,
James Loeffler wrote in The Cambridge Companion to Jewish Music:
Like [Isaac] Nathan’s [Hebrew Songs with Lord Byron, 1815] work, these aural imaginaries
often took the form of compositions that addressed the historic borderlines and
commonalities between Judaism and Christianity, such as Felix Mendelssohn’s Elijah (1846)
and St. Paul (1836), Jacques-François-Fromental-Élie Halévy’s opera La Juive (1840),
Ferdinand Hiller’s oratorios The Destruction of Jerusalem (1840) and Saul (1858), Joachim’s
Hebrew Melodies (1854) for viola and piano, Karl Goldmark’s opera The Queen of Sheba (1875),
and Friedrich Gernsheim’s Symphony no. 3 in C minor, ‘Miriam’ (1888), inspired by
Handel’s Israel in Egypt oratorio.2
The above list is problematic for several reasons. Mendelssohn’s New Testament oratorio St. Paul
can hardly be seen as a work that addresses Jewish-Christian commonalities, especially given the
work’s derisive treatment of Jews by Paul and Stephen in the libretto. Similarly, La Juive is hardly a
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rosy depiction of interreligious relations. Thus, while the above list reads in some ways as a table
of contents for this dissertation, thematically, they are hardly unified in their depiction of Jews and
Judaism. What truly ties together the above listed works is their reliance on text to convey intrinsic
Judentum. Although an instrumental work with no text, even Joachim’s Hebrew Melodies are tied to
poetry, given their association with the Byron-Nathan songs. By including the reference to Handel’s
Israel in Egypt, Loeffler positions Gernsheim’s symphony alongside otherwise text-driven works.
However, Loeffler fails to contextualize the symphony’s multi-decade long performance life, in
which Gernsheim did not initially reveal the evocative title or the association with Handel’s oratorio.
In fact, the third symphony was simply that, a symphony identified by a sequential number and
reviewed as a work of absolut Tonkunst, with critical attention given to melody and form, without a
hint of a program or evocative title. Although musicologists now are in relative agreement that the
concept of absolute music is a construct with fluid boundaries and varying manifestations in
practice, it would be very easy to analyze and critique this symphony, without its later-bestowed title,
as belonging to this genre. As will be revealed in this chapter, this is exactly how the work was
understood for nearly two decades by both the musical press and Gernsheim’s close associates in
private letters.
In order to understand this symphony’s potential Jewish genesis, it is necessary first to strip
away the years and layers of imposed Jewishness that have followed the work since it became
associated with the programmatic title. Loeffler argues, “When Jewishness did surface as a specific
theme in nineteenth century European art music it came clothed in the Romantic garb of virtuous
antiquarianism,” yet to place the work in the above cited list negates its first two decades of
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publication history and reception.3 Similarly problematic, Emanuel Rubin and John H. Baron, in
their textbook Music in Jewish History and Culture, write that “in 1888 [Gernsheim] brought out his
Symphony no. 3 in C Minor, a tone poem entitled Miriam.”4 Once again, it must be emphasized that
at no point during the early years of this work’s performance was it ever publicly associated with its
eventual title. Additionally, to label the symphony a tone poem—or Tondichtung, in the German—is
inaccurate. Both in the nineteenth century and today, this term was and is often used somewhat
interchangeably with symphonic poem, yet with little consistency. Richard Strauss’s name has
become synonymous with the genre, and his early tone poems were contemporary to Gernsheim’s
third symphony.5 Modern definitions have no concrete melodic or structural requirements, yet
overwhelmingly works referred to as such relied heavily on programmatic association, which would
have been absent in the early years of the work’s chronology.6 Gernsheim’s symphony, even once its
programmatic connect was revealed, does not fulfill other conventions of the genre such as the use
of a single extended movement or consecutive elided movements. Curiously, neither of the two
works with Gernsheim labeled with the term—the four-movement piano solo Tondichtung, op. 72
(1902) and the single-movement Zu einem Drama, op. 82 (1910), subtitled “Tondichtung für grosses
Orchester”—has a program. The former has vaguely descriptive movement titles of Hymnus,
Romanze, Intermezzo, and Jubilate, and the latter, which translates simply as “To a Drama,” lacks a
concrete dramatic program. One might perhaps analyze Gernsheim’s concert overture Waldmeisters
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Brautfahrt, op. 13 (1872/73), inspired by the 1851 epic love poem of Otto Roquette (1824-1896),
as a tone poem, however concert overtures on the whole lack dramatic intensity of tone poems.
In stripping away the limiting categories and at times even false labels placed on the
symphony, a clearer picture begins to form. At the same time, it is imperative not to undervalue the
Miriam program to both this work, its genesis, its legacy, and its complex position with the
repertoire of Judentum within German art music. There are few works of the nineteenth century
centering on a Biblical subject that are not texted, whether in the genre of opera, oratorio, or song.7
In this chapter, I trace the early performance history, paying careful attention to how the work was
framed within the press, both musical-focused and Jewish-centric. I pay particular attention to the
ultimate revelation of the program, by Gernsheim in 1909, but also document the instances of the
title which seem to predate a fully published program. The musical analyses are particularly revealing
in that, even less so that Gernsheim’s Elohenu or Goldmark’s chamber and operatic repertoire, the
symphony lacks concrete examples of sonic markers of Judentum and relies more on the tropes of
nineteenth century music to assert its Deutschtum and alignment with the canonic symphonic
tradition. I argue that this cannot be viewed as an attempt by the composer to hide his Jewishness,
but rather as an engagement with assimilation and the new possibilities for expressions of self and
Judentum afforded to highly assimilated and professionally successful Jews in the latter decades of the
nineteenth century.
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Premieres and Publication as Symphony no. 3
The third symphony appeared at a point in Gernsheim’s career when he was both wellestablished in Rotterdam as a pianist, conductor, and pedagogue, and also gaining broader acclaim as
a composer in major genres popular in the latter decades of the nineteenth century—large-scale
orchestral works including the Piano Concerto in C minor, op. 16 (1869); Symphony no. 1 in G
minor, op. 32 (1875); Violin Concerto no. 1 in D major, op. 42 (1880); and Symphony no. 2 in E-flat
major, op. 46 (1882). Holl wrote that the first, third, and final movement were written during the
spring in Rotterdam, and the Adagio was composed in Baden-Baden, although the manuscript score
indicates “Aug 87. Lichtenthal.”8 Early press reports of its premiere began to appear by the end of
the summer that year.9 He conducted its premiere on January 18, 1888, at part of the Eruditio
Musica subscription series at the Saale der Societeit Harmonie in Rotterdam.10 It was published in
July of the same year by J. Rieter-Biedermann of Leipzig. Although Gernsheim never worked
exclusively with one publisher, his relationship with this firm was a long one and began before the
death of its founder, Jakob Melchior Rieter-Biedermann (1811-76) with the publication of Salamis
and continuing with Elohenu (see Chapter 7), a number of large-scale works including the violin
concerto, the second symphony, various settings for men’s chorus, and several of the larger piano
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works.11 Rieter-Biedermann had also forged an association with Brahms in the late 1850s,
publishing twenty-two of his works.
The third symphony was enthusiastically received by the Dutch press, who viewed
Gernsheim as a great asset to musical life in Holland. A report of the concert in Caecilia declared,
“This work crows all that this artist has produced so far. In earlier works, we admired first the
thought and then the process. In this symphony, they are finally both together and with
enthusiasm.”12 Gernsheim had been long regarded as a master teacher and skilled composer, but this
review finally lauded not just technical proficiency, but also inspiration and emotional artistry. The
reviewer wrote admirably of the first three movements and their positive reception, even alluding to
something almost programmatic in the second movement, though there is no evidence that any sort
of actual program was provided:
The Allegro non troppo is an elaborate piece of music, well-thought out and thoughtfully
arranged. The Molto adagio is stirring and mysteriously beautiful, as if we were in a moonlight
clearing of a rustling forest. The Vivace assai had to be repeated at fierce demand.13
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Although the above critic writes that the audience found the finale lacking in excitement and
intensity of the previous three movements, the overall reception was positive: “Laurels and fanfares
with loud and cordial applause proved the enthusiasm of the public, board, and orchestra for the
composer’s latest work.”14 A few days later, Gernsheim excitedly wrote to Bruch of the premiere:
“…the work’s impression exceeded all expectations.”15
The symphony was first performed in Germany on March 5, 1888 in Berlin, to a very
positive reception in which Gernsheim was repeatedly recalled to the stage by audience applause.16
The rest of the concert was conducted by Hans von Bülow and included Haydn’s Symphony no. 95
(Hob. I/95, listed in the concert program book as no. 9), Berlioz’s Le carnival romain overture,
Wagner’s overture to Der Fliegenden Holländer, and Russian-Jewish cellist Carl Davidoff (Karl
Davydov) performing some of his own arrangements (fig 8.1). An appearance on the subscription
series of the Berlin Philharmonic would have was a significant achievement for Gernsheim, though
no documentation survives regarding von Bülow’s impressions of the work as the organization’s
music director.17 No letters between the two are extant in the Gernsheim Archive. Elsewhere in
correspondence to others, von Bülow wrote rather dismissively of Gernsheim. Several years after
this concert, to Brahms in 1891, he reported that “little Fritz of Rotterdam was enthusiastically
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FIGURE 8.1 Program book cover for premiere of Gernsheim’s Symphony No. 3 in C minor, Op.
54.18

rejected in Frankfurt.”19 In this same letter, Bülow complained of “the nonartist, Jewish whiner D. P.
[David Popper] (a David acting like a Saul)” and declared “[t]o the devil with the Hellmesberg
school of coquetry and dirt… Haydn’s cello concerto itself is worth burying, but the way this
18
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charlatan caricatured and painted it with filth…”20 Such remarks obviously need to be viewed in
the light of Bülow’s anti-Semitism, which has received attention from various scholars, but is almost
always excused as simply emblematic of the overall German mindset against the Jews during this
period.21 Bülow’s apparent dismissal of Gernsheim as “Fritzchen,” an everyman often at the butt of
German jokes, and his amusement at career advancement difficulties faced by Gernsheim—in all
likelihood due to his Judentum—do contrast somewhat with the single letter from Bülow to
Gernsheim, published in the collected Bülow letters. In this letter, which Bülow requested to be
involved in a performance of Gernsheim’s “Maibowle” [probably Waldmeisters Brautfahrt, op. 13] at a
salon concert with Florían Zajíc.22 Apparently, as both this request and the willingness to program
the symphony in Berlin indicate, at the very least, Bülow was willing to overlook Judentum when he
viewed a musician’s work as worthy of his artistic attention.
Both the program book from Berlin and reviews of the performance show that the
symphony was presented as a work of absolute music. Gernsheim himself wrote the analysis for the
program book in Berlin. Detailed and thorough—with extensive musical examples describing the
composer’s treatment of the themes—the notes give absolutely no indication of a program, instead
focuses on key movements that would have served as a guide for audiences as listened to this work
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of apparent absolut Tonkunst.23 Newspaper records of the 1888 premiere similarly present it as
simply by its numerical designation. The Musical World was mixed in review of the Berlin
performance:
A new symphony by Gernsheim, no. 3 was played at the eighth Philharmonic Concert, the
composer conducting. It appears to be a work of unequal merit; the effect of its many
beauties being now and then nullified in the length and intricacy of the working out.
Opinions for and against this new work were expressed with considerable freedom after the
performance, but, on the whole, Herr Gernsheim may be pleased with his reception.24
Gernsheim’s archive includes several albums of a newspaper clippings from music periodicals and
general regional newspapers across Germany, however, of the over fifty clippings that he saved, only
three are about third symphony.25 Two of these focus on the Berlin premiere. The first, apparently
from the Berlin-based Nationalzeitung is marked in pencil as “Mirjam” in Gernsheim’s hand, with
Gumprecht written below, identifying the author as Otto Gumprecht, the paper’s long-time music
critic.26 Gumprecht praised Gernsheim for his ability to move fluidly between more traditional and
modern styles as the contemporary audience was accustomed and declared that “…a sound like the
Trio [of the scherzo] would be enough to keep the whole symphony afloat.”27 The other newspaper
review saved by Gernsheim on the Berlin performance is penciled as from another Berlin daily, the
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Volks Zeitung. This review, which is unsigned, praised Gernsheim’s skill, but also emphasized his
conservative style, alluding to Schumann’s famous article on Brahms: “Gernsheim satisfies more
with his calm restraint [traditionalist, in contrast to newer styles], his elaboration, and skill, than in
forging new paths.”28 Despite the early positive reception of the work, the third symphony did not
initially have an enduring concert life, even in the Netherlands. After a second hearing in Rotterdam
in October of 1888 and in Cologne a month later, it does not seem the symphony was repeated, at
least in major performance venues.29 His Symphony no. 4 in B-flat Major, op. 62 premiered in 1896
and received considerably more attention in the press, possibly due to Gernsheim’s more highprofile positions in Berlin.

Gernsheim’s Move to Berlin
In 1880, Gernsheim had not been hired for the position of conductor at the Stern
Gesangverein that had been vacated by his friend, Max Bruch. Ringer suggests that this was because
of the Treitschkestreit controversy in Berlin—now referred to as the Berliner Antisemitenstreit—lead by
historian Heinrich von Treitschke (1834-1896).30 In what literally translates as the “Treitschke
battle,” Treitschke had published an article in his periodical Preußische Jahrbücher in November 1879,
in which he claimed that the immigration of Jews from Eastern Europe into Germany threatened
the new nation’s stability and future.31 Treitschke was particularly concerned about assimilation, and,
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despite repeating centuries-old tropes of antisemitism that Jews controlled business and finance,
he was not entirely dismissive of Jews becoming a part of German society—as long as they did it
wholly, as a few successful and respectable baptized—Felix Mendelssohn among others—had done:
What we demand from our Israelite fellow citizens is simple: they should become German,
and simply feel that they are Germans – without prejudice of their faith and their old sacred
memories, which are venerable to all of us. We do not want the millennia of German
civilization to be followed by an age of German-Jewish mixed culture. It would be sinful,
however, to forget that many baptized Jews—Felix Mendelssohn, Beit, [Gabriel] Riesser, etc.
and to say nothing of the living—were German men in the best sense of the word,
honorable and embodying the German spirit.32
For Treitschke, the emancipation by governments was dangerous because it allowed for Jews to
maintain their difference—or, worse, to influence secular society—rather than become part of the
greater German people. Scholars have argued that Treitschke’s words and the subsequent articles
and pamphlets—both of those who sided with him and of Jewish intellectual and religious leaders
who sought to defend themselves—prevented many German Jews from obtaining high ranking
positions in Berlin during the early 1880s.33 More recently, George Y. Kohler argued that analyses of
this debate have been clouded by scholars’ emotional responses to Treitschke’s use of antisemitic
tropes rather than recognizing the real agenda of the debate—the demand that truly assimilated
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German Jews be baptized as Protestants.34 Gernsheim, however, never converted to Christianity,
despite some friends seemingly well-intentioned efforts of encouragement (see Chapter 7). Thus, he
would have been a significant threat to those who aligned with Treitschke’s philosophies.
Whether or not the Treitschkestreit and broader currents of antisemitism in Berlin prevented
the hiring of Gernsheim for the directorship of the Stern Gesangverein in 1880, he assumed this
exact position in 1890 as well as a teaching role at the Stern Conservatory.35 The Stern Gesangverein,
which was founded by the German-Jewish music pedagogue and violinist Julius Stern in 1847, and
its directorship was a highly respected and influential role within Berlin music circles. Although the
organization had earned its reputation as a leading choral society after the premiere of
Mendelssohn’s Elijah in October 1847, its was slightly less conservative that the Singakademie and
regularly performed more modern works, although it was still very much “anti-Wagner, proBrahms” in overall philosophy.36 The Conservatory was founded in 1850 by Stern, Theodor Kullak,
and Adolf Bernhard Marx and became a leading institution for musical training in Berlin through the
rise of National Socialism.37 Like Stern, Marx was also a highly assimilated Jew, and also an intimate
acquaintance of Mendelssohn. Although Gernsheim’s compositions had enjoyed fairly widespread
performance and he was very well-connected with the most successful musicians of the era,
obtaining a position in a major-musical center like Berlin was the success for which he had been
aiming throughout his career.
34
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Once in Berlin, Gernsheim continued to push for performance of his first three
symphonies, and it appears that the third was given special effort. Gernsheim had been engaged to
prepare the chorus for the premiere of Gustav Mahler’s Symphony no. 2, which took place on
March 4, 1895. Although no correspondence is preserved in the Gernsheim Archive, letters from
Mahler to Gernsheim were reproduced in Alma Mahler’s collection of her husband’s
correspondence. Mahler was effusively grateful for Gernsheim’s participation on his second
symphony, writing:
You can scarcely estimate the great favour you are doing to me. Such readiness to support a
colleague is something I account a particular honour in that it should be you, of all people,
who sees your way to showing some interest in my work. I shall never forget what you are
doing and sincerely hope to be able to do something that will give expression to my
gratitude.38
Gernsheim evidently seized on this opportunity, and sent along the scores to his first three
symphonies, prompting Mahler to write back:
I have been studying your scores with great pleasure. I find it difficult to decide in favour of
any one more than another. I am firmly resolved to have one of them performed at the first
opportunity. Meanwhile: thank you for sending them. The only question is: how long may I
keep them? I should like to have your Third, at any rate, by me for a while longer. I would
then bring it back in November, when we have our rehearsal.39
It does not appear that the two met in November, as the next letter alludes to a break in
correspondence. Mahler’s tone is apologetic for the lack of progress on a concert for Gernsheim,
and the letter describes an in-person interaction between the two, in which Gernsheim played his
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third symphony on piano. Mahler’s friendly recognition of the stylistic and taste differences
between the two is noted in great detail, and deserves full quotation:
Dear Professor Gernsheim,
I do not want to let this year pass, in which I have had so much to thank you for, without
again expressing how deeply obliged I am to you. The knowledge that I can prove my
gratitude is a source of great joy to me. I am grateful not in the limited, common sense of
‘reciprocity,’ but in the happy knowledge that I have found a true ally, one who, despite the
different paths we tread, is a congenial comrade-in-arms, pressing on, in his own way,
towards the same goals as myself. I feel you will not take these words merely as empty
phrases, but will accept in friendship and trust the hand I hold out to you. I have not yet had
an opportunity to express my gratitude to the Stern Society, and beg you to convey my
sentiments should the occasion arise. I shall never forget the times spent with you and your
valiant colleagues.
My Hamburg plans are still in the balance. Pollini [Bernhard Pollini, born Baruch Pohl], who
is seriously ill, cannot be seen by anyone. (Between ourselves, if the persistent rumours now
circulating are to believed, there are yet other reasons for his ominous state of mind). I
cannot make any decision without consulting him. And so I cannot tell you anything more
definite about the performance of your C minor [symphony]. I have it always on my desk,
nibbling at it with real pleasure, re-living in spirit the happy hour in which you introduced
me to this masterpiece of yours. I do not think I have forgotten any of the hints I picked up
from your performance of it on the piano. Have you absolutely nothing choral that I could
use for a Good Friday concert? [!] Words in German will do perfectly well. The sine qua non,
however, is that it should be religious in character.
With very best wishes for the New Year to yourself and your wife, I remain,
Your sincerely devoted
Gustav Mahler40
None of Gernsheim’s choral works seem plausible music for Good Friday, as Mahler requested
from him. The aforementioned Good Friday concert at the, which actually took place on Thursday,
April 2, 1896, did not include any compositions of Gernsheim. Bach, Krebs, Handel, Mozart, and
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Mendelssohn were heard instead.41 Mahler’s proposed direction of Gernsheim’s third symphony
was repeatedly postponed, and ultimately never materialize.
Without any surviving letters from Gernsheim to Mahler, it is difficult to trace the following
years in the relationship. In an undated letter from early 1897, Mahler wrote again, with continued
promises to find a suitable performance venue. “For my part, I shall take the first opportunity of
finding an audience for your works.—From one passage in your letter I gather that some of your
experiences have been very unfortunate. If you can, take a little comfort from my fate.”42 It is not
clear what Mahler was alluding to in this passage, but the style is not unlike some of his comments
made to family and close friends in lamenting the professional challenges he faced for his Jewish
status. In 1894, to his sister Justine Rose-Mahler, he had written something quite more direct on the
problem, “…it does seem that all doors are closed to me for the moment because of my
Jewishness.”43 Mahler ultimately underwent baptism on February 23, 1897 at the Hamburg Kleine
Michaeliskirche, likely with Justine and his other sister, Emma, and by April of that year, he had
signed the contract with the Vienna Hofoper.44 Although Gernsheim’s letter to Mahler, in which it
seems he expressed some frustrations regarding his trouble obtaining a prestigious long-term
position, is not extant, it is not unreasonable to suppose that conversations about his music were in
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some way linked to discussions on Judentum as a barrier to professional advancement. Although it
is impossible to know whether Gernsheim shared any Jewish inspiration of the third symphony with
his friend, if he did, then perhaps this shared navigation of Jewishness within the secular world was
what drew Mahler specifically to that symphony above the other three.

Reappearance of the Third Symphony in Paris
Despite Gernsheim’s apparent efforts to secure additional performances for the third
symphony through the 1890s with Mahler, the work was not reported as performed in any major
city center until the first decade of the twentieth century. Its first public reappearance was in Paris
on December 21, 1902 on the Concerts Colonne subscription series.45 However, the symphony was
actually heard in Paris earlier in the year. In January 1902, Gernsheim had been invited by MartineMarie-Pol de Béhague, Comtesse de Béarn, to conduct a reading of his symphony in her Louis XIVstyle mansion, the Hôtel de Béhague.46 The Comtesse’s tastes were many and varied; she was a great
art connoisseur and traveler. While she was known for her lavish musical salons, she was apparently
not a performer herself. Gernsheim dedicated his piano piece, Tondichtung, op. 72 (1902) to her, for
which she thanked him, but lamented that she did not have the talent to perform it well.47 Present at
the Hôtel de Béhague performance was the French conductor, Édouard Colonne, founder and
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director of the eponymous Concerts Colonne.48 This chance encounter appears to have shifted
the course of the performance life Gernsheim’s third symphony, bringing it back to the concert hall
with great acclaim.
Colonne was of Italian-Jewish descent, and highly regarded both in French music circles and
by the assimilated European Jewish population. Similar to the situation faced by their Germanspeaking counterparts, French Jews were both highly successful in the established musical French
scene, yet continued to face derision, antisemitism, and challenges in career advancement. While
Jews had been members of the Academie des Beaux-Arts since Daniel Auber, Giacomo Meyerbeer,
and Jacques Halévy, by the end of the century there was a building undercurrent of antisemitism, in
Paris especially, regarding the sheer number of highly successful Jews in the music field.49 Colonne
had on several occasions found himself the subject of a derisive comments in the antisemitic
newspaper La Libre Parole.50 As any correspondence between Gernsheim and Colonne is now lost, it
is impossible to know for sure whether the two discussed the challenges that they faced in their
respective countries. Furthermore, as the print reception for the Concerts Colonne does not include
the Miriam designation, we cannot know for certain whether Gernsheim might have revealed it in
private to Colonne. It seems plausible he did, as he might have with Mahler, and that there was a
certain amount of self-awareness in musical selection of the third symphony above all of
Gernsheim’s other works.
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Private correspondence to Gernsheim was on the Parisian performance was laudatory.
French-Jewish pianist Clotilde Kleeberg wrote, “My dear friend, congratulations! Bravissimo! We are
happy about your great success and we send our sincere congratulations.”51 Similarly, a Dr. Blondel
wrote, “I am happy to tell you how much pleasure it was to hear your beautiful symphony. I joyfully
observed the public bisser the scherzo, and you must know that such clamours are a sign of success in
France. Lesser works do not inspire them.”52 Kleeberg and Blondel both simply described the work
as a symphony, with no specific reference to any sort of programmatic material for the work as a
whole or the repeated scherzo, indicating that it was likely performed without any Mirjam
designation.
Press coverage was mixed, possibly due to Gernsheim’s more conservative style that the
French audience heard as old-fashioned given that the concert also included Claude Debussy’s
La Damoiselle élue (1893). One critic wrote, “More coolly received—despite a lively scherzo and with
an encore despite the protests of some—was the symphony in C minor of Friedrich Gernsheim, a
very distinguished musician and member of the Berlin Academy of Fine Arts.”53 Another critic
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found it derivative, “An infinitely clever composition, impeccable from the technical standpoint,
and which had only one fault, to remind us of Diderot in Rameau’s Nephew: ‘All would be charming if
it had not been said before him.’”54 Furthermore, Amédée Boutarei in La Ménestrel, wrote, “This too
purely German music resounds little in our French hearts. It is, however, clear, well-constructed, and
of beautiful sonorities.”55 Curiously, Boutarei did not launch a similar complaint against the final
piece of the evening, the closing scene of Wagner’s Götterdämmerung, though the composition was
described as exaggerated. It was not Wagner’s opera, according to Boutarei, that was excessively
German for French tastes, but rather Gernsheim’s symphony, still apparently without its later title,
whose “purement allemande retentit,” its “purely German ring” was criticized. Gernsheim’s music,
in effect, was heard as fully assimilated into the German symphonic tradition: Deutschtum in sound.
The foreign correspondent of The Musical World similarly referred to the work as reflecting
Germanic tradition: “Friedrich Gernsheim’s Symphony in C minor has lately been produced under
the direction of the composer at a Colonne Concert in Paris. This symphony is said to be in the
classical spirit throughout, and although somewhat reminiscent of Mendelssohn and Brahms, has,
nevertheless, many commendable qualities.”56 Only two reviews allude to any sort of possible
fut la symphonie en ut mineur de M. Friedrich Gernsheim, très distingué musicien, membre de l
Académie des Beaux-Arts de Berlin.”
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programmatic content. Hugo Hallenstein, reporting on the Paris performance in the Neue
Zeitschrift für Musik, alluded to the presence of some sort of program or, at the very least, descriptive
titles: “In particular, the Molto vivace [the Scherzo], referred to in the explanatory note as “the
flight,” was greatly applauded.”57 Hallenstein, however, gave no context for the flight and indicated
no title. From Paris, poet Maurice Chassang, writing in the annual report on music in Paris for the
Zeitschrift der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft, described a “dreamy and almost religious charm” in the
second movement.58 However, descriptively, it is a long way from Hallenstein’s mention of a
“flight,” which could mean nearly anything, to the Israelite’s escape from Pharaoh, or from
Chassang’s “religious charm” to the prayers of a prophetess. A title, it seems, could change
everything.

Rebirth as Mirjam-Sinfonie
Although the Paris performance of the third symphony had some sort of circulated program
notes, no formal title was present. However, in the same issue of Zeitschrift der Internationalen
Musikgesellschaft in which Chassang reported on the Colonne Concert, reviewer V. Andrae wrote of a
March 12, 1903 concert in Stuttgart, under the music directorship of Karl Pohlig and Hugo
Reichenberger. This performance seems to be first time in which the symphony was specifically
identified in the press by its programmatic title, “The 9th subscription concert also included a
“novelty” and a guest conductor: Friedrich Gernsheim conducted his Mirjam-Sinfonie, which was
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composed in 1887. The work received a quite favorable reception.”59 The critic in Neue Zeitschrift
für Musik was slightly less enthusiastic, “What is new to us in this time? Bruckner, Strauss, and
others. Although quite good and well-rounded music, this symphony cannot rival with these
names.”60 Similarly, K. Grunsky wrote in Die Musik, that the symphony “probably only has
temporary value.”61 With its Parisian reappearance and renaming as Mirjam in Stuttgart, it is clear that
Gernsheim’s Symphony no. 3 in C minor had returned to the concert hall. The periodical Die Musik
reported on subscription concerts in the cities of Mainz and Dortmund during the 1907-1908
season.62 Dortmund correspondent Heinrich Bülle obtusely commented that the symphony
contained “motives of old, ritual song…”63 It is ambiguous what exactly Bülle may have heard to
elicit such an evaluation, as he did not indicate which movements or section of the work inspired
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such description. An advertisement from the music journal Signale, published on January 6, 1909
not only shows that the symphony had firmly returned to the symphonic repertoire, but that
Gernsheim also had the backing and recommendation of his publisher in this rebirth under the
Mirjam name.64 Significantly, this advertisement, published by J. Rieter-Biedermann, identified the
symphony not only by its new name, but also provided descriptive movement titles and named the
cities in which the symphony had been performed (fig. 8.2). The publisher’s invitation appears to
have worked, as the symphony was performed a month later in Rostock as Mirjam.65
FIGURE 8.2. Advertisement for Symphony No. 3 as Mirjam in Signale, January 1909.
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Despite the fact that the movement titles were in circulation, it appears a more
substantial programmatic outline was not. Ultimately, the program that survives of the Mirjam
designation does come from Gernsheim himself, although not from any specific performance. On
November 5, 1909, the symphony was performed under the baton of Richard Strauss in Berlin, over
twenty years after the original Berlin premiere under Bülow. Gernsheim’s movement titles were
provided to the attendees, although apparently no program full explanation was given.66 In the
audience was Ludwig Geiger (1848-1919), the recently appointed editor of the Allgemeine Zeitung des
Judentums and the son of one of Reform Judaism’s founding fathers, Abraham Geiger (1810-74). The
next morning, Geiger enthusiastically wrote a letter to Gernsheim:
I am anxious that the paper supply contributions that are suitable for a wider audience and
that bring it more attention. In this pursuit, I hope to advance the paper through the writing
of outstanding individuals. Therefore, esteemed sir, the following audacious request goes out
to you: would you do the greatest kindness, on a free day or in a few free hours, to send me
a short, generally layman’s article about your work “Miriam” for publication in the
newspaper? For my audience, I would like a short explanation, from such an outstanding
musician such as you are, that explains the manner in which you created this beautiful work,
the inspiration received from the Bible, etc. I am well aware that a musical work does not
arise from a study of Biblical sources, but because you gave the work a Biblical title, so must
relationships between the subject and the musical design be revealed!67
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Although Gernsheim’s original letter in response to Geiger does not survive, he wrote back
almost immediately, and several weeks later his half page explanation of the symphony appeared in
the Allgemeine Zeitung des Judentums.68 The explanation shows Gernsheim’s careful, almost calculated
navigation of Judentum and Deutschtum (fig. 8.3). His willingness to contribute an article to Allgemeine
Zeitung des Judentums is notable, given that periodical that had been founded in 1837 as an “impartial
organ for all matters of Jewish interest pertaining to politics, religion, literature, history, philology,
and belles-lettres,” promoted issues of religious reform, emancipation, civil and professional
relations with non-Jews, and cultural edification among its readership that stretched from the
Netherlands to Poland. At the same time, Gernsheim seemed almost to separate himself from his
own Jewishness in the explanation, instead focusing on his deep feeling for Western culture.
The performance that Gernsheim recalled is likely one that took place on Good Friday, April
14, 1854 at the celebrated Thomaskirche in Leipzig, with German Anna Bochkoltz-Falconi (18151879) as the soprano soloist.69 A versatile soloist, throughout her long career Bochkoltz-Falconi
received praise for her performances in oratorios and operas, including Mendelssohn’s Elijah,
Donna Anna in Mozart’s Don Giovanni, the title role in Bellini’s Norma, and Elisabeth in Wagner’s

zwischen dem Stoff und seiner musikalischen Ausgestaltung bestehen! Eine kurze Darlegung dieses
Zusammenhanges und die Art der künstlerischen Ausführung wäre mir und vielen meiner Leser
höchst willkommen.”
68
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Tannhäuser, among others.70 The final chorus of Israel in Egypt, by which Gernsheim was so
moved by Bochkoltz-Falconi’s performance, is introduced by the tenor soloist, who declares, “And
Miriam the prophetess, the sister of Aaron, took a timbrel in her hand and all the women went out
after her with timbrels and with dances, and Miriam answered them.”71 The final movement begins
with the solo soprano, giving Miriam’s reply a cappella, to which the full forces of the chorus respond
(ex. 8.1).
EXAMPLE 8.1. Georg Friedrich Handel, Israel in Egypt, no. 39, mm. 1-19.
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FIGURE 8.3. Gernsheim’s description of Symphony no. 3 in C minor, op. 54, “Mirjam.”72
Original German

English Translation

Es war während meiner Studienzeit am Leipziger
Konservatorium — ich mochte etwa vierzehn Jahre alt
gewesen sein, als ich zum erstenmal Händel’s gewaltigstes
Oratorium “Israel in Ägypten” hörte. Noch kann ich mich
genau des Eindruckes erinnern, den ich damals empfing.
Von Nummer zu Nummer ward ich immer mehr in den
Bann dieser großartigen Tonschöpfung gezogen, und als
das letzte Rezitativ erklang: ‘und Mirjam, die Prophetin, die
Schwester Aarons, nahm eine Cymbel in ihre Hand’ und ein
mächtiger Sopran den Hymnus in C-Dur ohne jede
harmonische Unterlage frei in die Lüfte anstimmte, auf den
sich der herrliche Schlußchor aufbaut, da stand die Gestalt
der Mirjam vor mir, so deutlich wie etwa einer der Engel
von Melozzo da Forlì in der Sakristei der Peterskirche in
Rom. Und die Gestalt verließ mich nicht mehr. Jahrzehnte
hindurch sah ich sie neben mir mit der Cymbel in der Hand
und hörte den Siegesgesang, der ihrem Munde entquoll, als
ihr Volk aus der Knechtschaft erlöst war. Und ‘Mirjams
Siegesgesang’ bildete den Ausgangspunkt meiner c mollSymphonie. [Ich habe sie im Jahre 1887 geschrieben.] Aber
auch Mirjams bezw. ihres Volkes Leiden bewegte mich bei
der Konzeption des Werkes und so entstand der erste Satz
— keine Programm-Musik, wie ich ausdrücklich betonte —
aber ein Stimmungsbild der Bedrückung, der Knechtschaft
mit einzelnen Licht- und Hoffnungsblicken. In seiner
Gesamthaltung düster, leidenschaftlich. ‘Das Volk bäumt
sich auf in seiner Wut’(!) las ich einmal in einer
Besprechung des Werkes.

It was during my student years at the Leipzig
Conservatory — I must have been perhaps fourteen
years old when I first heard Handel’s most powerful
oratorio, Israel in Egypt. I can still precisely recall the
impression it had on me. With each succeeding
number I was drawn ever more under the spell of this
magnificent musical work, and as I heard the final
recitative ‘And Miriam the prophetess, the sister of
Aaron, took a timbrel in her hand’ and a mighty
soprano began to sing freely into the air, without any
harmonic underpinning, the hymn in C major upon
which the glorious final chorus is built, there stood
before me the figure of Miriam so clearly as one of the
angels of Melozzo da Forlì in the sacristy of St. Peters
in Rome. And this figure has since never left me. For
decades I saw it next to me, timbrel in hand, and I
heard the song of victory that issued forth from her
mouth once her people were free from slavery. And
‘Miriam’s Song of Victory’ formed the point of
departure for my C-minor symphony. [I wrote it in
1887]. But also the suffering of Miriam and her people
moved me as I conceived the work, and thus arose the
first movement — not a work of program music, as I
explicitly pointed out — but a mood-depiction of
oppression, of slavery, with occasional flashes of light
and hope. In the totality of its attitude gloomy,
passionate. ‘The people rise up in their rage’ (!) — so I
once read in a discussion of the work.

Der zweite Satz (Adagio) ist Mirjam selbst. In herrlicher
Sommernacht an den Ufern des Nils etwa, bekümmert vom
Leiden ihres Volkes, vertraut sie ihren Schmerz, aber auch
ihr Hoffen den Sternen an.

The second movement (Adagio) is Miriam herself. On
a glorious summer night on the banks of the Nile
perhaps, distressed by the suffering of her people, she
confides her grief, but also her hope, in the stars.

Der dritte Satz: die Flucht. In aller Stille und Eile folgen
sich die Massen in dunkler Nacht, um dem Morgen der
Befreiung entgegenzueilen.

The third movement: the flight. Silently, hastily, the
masses follow each other in the dark of night, in order
to rush toward the morning of liberation.

Im vierten Satz endlich die Freiheit. Sieges- und
Freudengesänge durchbrausen die Luft. Wohl tauchen für
Augenblicke Erinnerungen auf an die schwere Zeit, doch
rasch werden sie verscheucht durch die Freuden der
Gegenwart, und mit jubelnden Klängen endet die Sinfonie.

In the fourth movement, finally: freedom. Songs of
victory and joy thunder through the air. Yes, memories
of the difficult times appear suddenly and briefly, but
they are quickly dispelled by the joys of the present,
and the symphony ends with sounds of rejoicing.
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In the Allgemeine Zeitung des Judentums article, Gernsheim’s recollection of a Handel
oratorio is followed by references to Christian art. Many nineteenth century artists had created
paintings of Miriam, and it is quite possible Gernsheim might have been familiar with some of them.
Anselm Feuerbach, whose Mirjam (1862) shows the prophetess boldly striking a tambourine, was an
acquaintance and dedicatee of Brahms (fig. 8.4)
FIGURE 8.4. Gernsheim’s description of Symphony no. 3 in C minor, op. 54, “Mirjam.”73
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More often than not, the Miriam depicted in nineteenth century art was strong, powerful,
and embodied an exoticized—and sometimes sexualized—concept of beauty rather than
representing Biblical virtue.74 The image that Gernsheim described for his Miriam, however, was not
a modern take on the Biblical heroine. Rather, he specified the musical instrument-wielding angels of
Melozzo da Forlì. These 15th century frescos, which had originally adorned the apse of Santi
Apostoli in Rome until they were dismantled in 1711 at the command of Clement IX.75 Gernsheim’s
private diaries and correspondence do not indicate that he traveled to Rome until 1907 and again in
1908, so his connection to the work of Melozzo at the time of the symphony’s composition is
somewhat dubious, yet remembrances of Italy were certainly fresh on his mind when writing to
Geiger. Additionally, the work of Melozzo was known in Northern Europe, so it is possible that he
saw engravings of the frescos; German art historian August Schmarsow had published a volume on
the artist in 1886. 76 Schmarsow’s volume included extremely detailed engravings of several of
Melozzo’s instrument-wielding angels, those with a lute, violin, drum, flute, and most importantly a
tambourine. Of all the angels, this one is the most active, head thrown back, presumably gazing up
at the Christ figure, tambourine held high (fig. 8.5).
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FIGURE 8.5. Melozzo da Forlì, Angel with tambourine, originally for Santi Apostoli, Rome, 15th
c. 77

Although the angel, like so many of this style, is androgynous and Schmarsow description uses
masculine pronouns, it is easy to see why this image would have captivated Gernsheim as Miriam at
the Sea of Reeds:
And Miriam the prophetess, the sister of Aaron, took a timbrel in her hand; and all the
women went out after her with timbrels and with dances. And Miriam sang unto them:
Sing ye to the LORD, for He is highly exalted:
The horse and his rider hath He thrown into the sea.
(Exodus 15: 20-21, JPS Tanakh 1917)
Aligning his symphony with a Biblical story filtered through the lens of Handel and Melozzo,
Gernsheim was able to invoke a Hebrew prophetess while avoiding other overt Jewish references.
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Given the framing provided in the Allgemeine Zeitung des Judentums, his C minor symphony, which
also triumphantly arrives at a finale in C major can be understood at least as much a veneration of
the genius of Handel and Melozzo, as it is a celebration of an Israelite victory.
Above all, the most telling passage from Gernsheim’s description for Allgemeine Zeitung des
Judentums is his insistence that the work not be associated with a concrete literary program: that it
was “…not a work of program music, as [he had] explicitly pointed out — but a mood-depiction of
oppression, of slavery, with occasional flashes of light and hope.”78 This evident attempt to set the
record straight suggests the possibility that Gernsheim had earlier been misunderstood regarding this
very issue. The most plausible interpretation is that Gernsheim was making an attempt to escape the
censure of the Hanslicks of the world, even while stressing the expressive implications of
extramusical inspiration within the frame of absolute music. Nevertheless, stating that the work was
not program music, Gernsheim then went on to delineate each movement as it relates to the Biblical
Exodus story.
Gernsheim’s explanation began with a reference to the very opening of Exodus: “…a mooddepiction of oppression, of slavery, with occasional flashes of light and hope. In the totality of its
attitude gloomy, passionate. ‘The people rise up in their rage’ — so I once read in a discussion of the
work.”79 Even when published reviews of the symphony provided its title, what discussion or review
of the symphony that Gernsheim was recalling in this passage is unclear, as it this statement does
not appear in any of the major music journals of the period. The first movement is marked in
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absolute music style, simply by tempo marking: “Allegro ma non troppo.” It opens with four
solo winds, playing in octaves (ex. 8.2a).
EXAMPLE 8.2A. Friedrich Gernsheim, Symphony no. 3 in C minor, mvt. I, Allegro ma non troppo,
mm. 1-14.

The opening movement contains some musical elements that might conceivably be heard as
evocations of Jewishness: the opening figure’s raised fourth scale degree could be understood
superficially as an evocation synagogue music: the Mi Sheberakh liturgical mode, also called Ukrainian
Dorian in the Klezmer tradition.
EXAMPLE 8.2B. Mi Sheberakh liturgical mode.

However, as discussed in Chapter 7 regarding the opening triad outlining of Elohenu and a possible
evocation of the High Holiday liturgy, such an interpretation seems a stretch. A semitone movement
down to raised scale degree 4 can hardly be heard as a specifically Jewish inflection, especially since
there is no interval of an augmented second from the lowered scale degree 3. Additionally, the
opening melody does not maintain the scale degree 6 and 7 relationship of Mi Sheberakh mode. The
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raised scale degree 4, while it is given a prominent place at the beginning of the movement, is
similarly inconclusive. While the raised scale degree 4 may be used as an exotic reference, it does not
always serve such a purpose and is present in many compositions of the nineteenth century use. To
analyze exoticism from Gernsheim’s use of the raised scale degree 4 would by extension name
passages from Brahms or Beethoven as similarly and problematically “exotic.” [Example 8.3].
EXAMPLE 8.3. Passages of raised scale degree 4.

Rather than serving as an exotic device, the half-step neighboring motion created by raised scale
degree 4 in the opening melody becomes a motivic device that reappears throughout the movement
and provides structural cohesion (ex. 8.4). Furthermore, there is little to indicate that Gernsheim
would have had a deep understanding of Eastern European synagogue modes. If he were exposed to
liturgical music at all, it would have been in the Western-influenced harmonies of the reformed
synagogues in Germany and The Netherlands, and there is no evidence to support that his family
belonged to a synagogue or regularly heard cantorial singing.
EXAMPLE 8.4. Friedrich Gernsheim, Symphony no. 3 in C minor, mvt. I, 2 mm. before Rehearsal L.
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Gernsheim’s description of the second movement is more specific, though presented as
more of a tableau than a sequentially ordered program: “The second movement (Adagio) is Miriam
herself. On a glorious summer night on the banks of the Nile perhaps, distressed by the suffering of
her people, she confides her grief, but also her hope, in the stars.”80 The Adagio begins with solo
oboe above pairs of clarinets and bassoons (ex. 8.5). It is impossible to know why Gernsheim chose
the oboe as the solo voice, but here too we cannot immediately assume that it serves to suggest a
specifically Jewish nature, but rather that he was simply following the convention that a solo
instrument implies an individual character.
EXAMPLE 8.5. Friedrich Gernsheim, Symphony no. 3 in C minor, mvt. II. Adagio, oboe I, clarinets,
bassoons, mm 1-14.
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In addition to Gernsheim’s prevalent use of the oboe in the second movement, he also
introduced the harp (ex. 8.6). The harp was a not a commonly used instrument for large scale
symphonic works of the Brahmsians. More often, it appeared together with some kind of
programmatic content like Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique, or in operas and ballets such as Wagner’s
Lohengrin, Verdi’s La Forza del Destino, or Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake, among others. Gernsheim had
not used it in his previous two symphonies or his violin or piano concerto. Rather, when he did use
harp, it was to evoke the association of antiquity, and it was usually at texted work. For works with
such references, Gernsheim freely used harp: for example in Agrippina, op. 45 for alto solo, choir,
and orchestra (1881, text of Hermann Lingg, on the mother of the Roman emperor Nero) and Ein
Preislied, op. 58 for soloists, choir, and orchestra (1892, using Psalms). The reference to the antiquity
would not have been lost on nineteenth century audiences, especially with the “Miriam” subtitle.
The Scherzo had was the most critically acclaimed movement, and Gernsheim recounted
call-backs at various performances. “The third movement: the flight. Silently, hastily, the masses
follow each other in the dark of night, in order to rush toward the morning of liberation.”81 The
movement, Molto Vivace, is introduced by the timpani and muted strings, marked pianissimo (ex. 8.7).
The orchestral pianissimo of the Scherzo dominates the movement, the outer sections reaching
fortissimo only briefly before retreating back to softer dynamics. Once connected with the
programmatic title, it confounded critic Eduard Ernst Taubert, who wrote: “…I do not know how
to place the Scherzo, with its fast scurrying motive, within the context of the Old Testament.”82
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EXAMPLE 8.6. Friedrich Gernsheim, Symphony no. 3 in C minor, mvt. II. Molto adagio,
Rehearsal H to end.
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EXAMPLE 8.7. Friedrich Gernsheim, Symphony no. 3 in C minor, mvt. III. Molto vivace, mm.
1-13.

The Trio of the Scherzo is a light Pastorale melody in the clarinet above pizzicato strings (ex.
8.8), marked L’istesso tempo and tranquillo. The plucked strings—together with the return of the harp
itself—recall the Biblical antiquity evoked in the previous movement. Like traditional Trio sections,
the section is contrasting, moving directly from the scherzo’s main key of C minor to the parallel
major. Gernsheim provided no explanation for this section, which forestalls the programmatic
momentum of “the flight.” The pastoral nature and wandering melody of the soli carried by the
clarinets and horns evokes a carefree easiness seemingly at adds with the broader programmatic
content of Exodus story, however pizzicato strings recall the plucked strings of the second
movement’s Biblical antiquity.
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EXAMPLE 8.8. Friedrich Gernsheim, Symphony no. 3 in C minor, mvt. III. Molto vivace, Trio.

The Scherzo, which lasts only four minutes, gives way to the C major finale, described by
Gernsheim as “…finally: freedom. Songs of victory and joy thunder through the air. Yes, memories
of the difficult times appear suddenly and briefly, but they are quickly dispelled by the joys of the
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present, and the symphony ends with sounds of rejoicing.”83 After a flash of full orchestral
unison forte on the dominant of G, the string section presents the Un poco meno theme, a simple, tonal
melody that, while grounded in a double bass drone on C, circles around the tonic and moves
toward G minor (ex. 8.9).
EXAMPLE 8.9. Friedrich Gernsheim, Symphony no. 3 in C minor, mvt. IV. Allegro con brio, mm. 18.
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As Gernsheim described in for Allgemeine Zeitung des Judentums, the movement’s free-flowing
melody is briefly interrupted by a darker figure (ex. 8.10). In his 1888 Berlin Philharmonic notes,
Gernsheim described this passage as a “rhythmic motive, played with stormy sixteenth note,” one of
the only moments in the analysis that evokes anything remotely programmatic.84 Gernsheim
described the return of the main theme, “reassuring” or “soothing,” perhaps forecasting his
explanation that the memories of slavery would be pushed away by celebratory feeling.85 The
symphony ends in a rush of triumphant C major.
In its broad outlines, the symphony remains within traditional limits. There are no cyclic
connections between movements, and the symphony does not rely on motives to represent certain
figures in the story, such as would be typical of programmatic music. Overall, the tonal plan of the
four movements is conventional, relying on the custom of mediant relationships that had been used
increasingly since the late eighteenth century; the work begins in C minor, moves to E major in the
Adagio, returns to C minor in the Scherzo, and ends triumphantly in C major. Beethoven’s
Symphony no. 5, op. 67 (1808) shows similar key relationships—C minor opening, A-flat slow
movement (a downward mediant relationship rather than Gernsheim’s upward move E major), a
return to C minor in the Scherzo, before a finale in C major. Luttmann takes this comparison a step
further, writing, “Gernsheim’s description of the finale of his ‘Miriam Symphony’ could just as well
be written about the corresponding movement in Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony.”86
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EXAMPLE 8.10. Friedrich Gernsheim, Symphony no. 3 in C minor, mvt. IV. Molto Vivace,
Rehearsal B, Con brio.

Gernsheim’s biographer, Karl Holl, took issue with the composer’s insistence that the
symphony was not program music: “So in the opinion of the composer: not program music! But it is
program music nevertheless! For the individual tone paintings, even though formally four parts of
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the classical symphony, require the support of literary references in order to arouse a more
lasting resonance in listeners.”87 Holl’s critique is problematic, insofar as his dismissal of the
composer’s own explanation also erases thirteen plus years of the Symphony no. 3 in C minor’s
existence as a work of absolute music. The symphony had been performed in that guise with
positive reception in both the Netherlands and Germany, and the summer of its premiere, the
Maatschappij tot Bevordering van Toonkunst in Rotterdam awarded him an honorary prize
normally reserved only for Dutch composers.88 It clearly did not need a widely publicized program
or descriptive title in order to achieve success. Luttmann describes Holl’s reasoning as what the
author perceived as a “failed cross” between the style of proponents of absolut Tonkunst and that of
the Neudeutsche Schule. Luttmann cautions modern listeners not to side with Holl because
“…extramusical inspiration does not preclude in the least the possibility of constructive density and
formal perfection.”89 While Luttmann’s point is well-taken, Gernsheim’s symphony is neither
program music as Holl argues nor is it absolute music to be valued primarily for its technical
excellence, as Luttmann claims. Effectively, it is both. While it is incorrect, as has been discussed
above, to describe this work as a symphonic poem or as a tone poem, it clearly can function as
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program music in the eyes of critics and to the ears, especially of modern audiences, now that the
title is firmly tied to the symphony.

Gernsheim as an engaged Jew
What much of this absolute v. programmatic argument comes back down to is the question
of universality v. particularity. Rose Rosengard Subotnik, arguing both in the name and
simultaneously pushing against Theodor Adorno, has reminded us that simply knowing how a piece
of music functioned formally and structurally does truly lead toward a deep understanding.90
Similarly problematic is also to look at a cultural object wholly through the limited manifestation of
its creator—in this case Gernsheim as Jew. Still worse would be to evaluate something without
recognizing our own inherent ideologies and the role that they play in our use and understanding.91
Subotnik argues that particularity and universality can function side-by-side, especially given that
both are somewhat allusive illusions; her use of scare quotes on “universal,” demands an acceptance
of mutability between these seemingly polar opposites. The universality of absolute music and the
particularity of program music seem a metaphor for the struggle of someone like Gernsheim,
constantly attempting to navigate the universality of German culture together with the particularity
of an inescapable Judentum.
Gernsheim was an assimilated Jew, from a family whose last name was derived from a city
with a long-established and successful Jewish commerce. Assimilated Jewish families, especially
those in the emerging middle class, like the Gernsheims, were conspicuous consumers of culture,
and the “secular religions” of Bildung and Kultur often went hand-in-hand with practices or customs
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drawn from the actual religious practices of German society.92 For a Jew like Gernsheim, the
pervasiveness of German Christianity was not exclusively seen as an oppressive burden, but rather as
integral to the overall experience of broader European culture. Twice in his musical life, Gernsheim
dedicated a work violin and piano to a family member on Christmas: an Andante written for Julius
Rietz’s composition class in 1853, to his mother; and an Andantino in 1893, to his daughters, Marie
and Clara.93 Neither work was published. Yet, these must not be seen as a sign of the composer’s
ambivalence toward his Jewish identity, but rather of his assimilation into a broadly conceived
German identity. Theodor Herzl, after all, put up a Christmas tree at his home in Vienna.94
Christmas was seen as a reflection of one’s Deutschtum, with many Jews of the period seeing it is a
German folk festival or winter holiday. In fact, as Marion Kaplan observes, participating in Christian
holidays, such as putting up a Christmas tree, could actually be indicative of Jewish observance for
German Jews. If a family eschewed Jewish rituals and practice, they often also had had no interest in
Christian rituals, and still considered having a Christmas tree or children’s participating in
community Christmas pageants as taboo. Instead, it was the families the maintained elements of
their Jewish identities as they became German that were more comfortable in this cultural and
religious synthesis.95 It is imperative to view Gernsheim’s participation in such things through a
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nineteenth century lens. This participation in German culture and expression of Deutschtum do
not necessarily indicate an abandonment of Jewish culture or his Judentum.
Furthermore, there is significant evidence of Gernsheim’s interactions with the Jewish
community, increasingly from the 1890s onward. Scholars hitherto have relied upon Elohenu and the
Mirjam symphony as the sole identifiers of his engagement with Jewishness and Judaism of the age,
without fully recognizing the backgrounds of these compositions. In fact, Gernsheim’s teaching and
social participation as a leading artist and professor of the era provide much greater evidence for the
importance of the composer’s Judentum within his life. In April 1900, Gernsheim contributed a
review for the Viennese Jewish periodical Die Wahrheit (“The Truth”). This weekly journal, which
was subtitled “independent newspaper for Jewish interests” with the motto “The seal of God is
truth,” was while highly assimilationist, also emphasized a fairly Orthodox worldview.96 Gernsheim’s
contribution was a review of Cantor Isaac Heymann’s new composition, Schiré Tôdoh Lo Él (1899).97
Gernsheim praised the chief cantor of Amsterdam, writing that the psalms were not only
“profoundly religious,” but also displayed a great deal of musical skill. 98 This is doubly revealing of
Gernsheim. It is highly likely that he would have met Heymann during his time in The Netherlands,
but more importantly, the review shows the Gernsheim not only had an awareness of current
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synagogue practice, but that he saw great value in the influence of art music on liturgical
practice.99 Only someone who was familiar with congregational singing in reformed synagogues
during the period could make the observation that Heymann’s music could “…serve as an
enrichment for the divine worship of Israelite communities.”100 A well-regarded secular musician
who was seeking to distance himself from the religion and people of his birth would not agree to
write such comments for a Jewish publication. Clearly, Gernsheim was at ease in both worlds, and
an important segment of the German-speaking Jewish community regarded him as an authority who
could comment the positive synthesis of Judentum and Deutschtum.
Although Die Wahrheit, where the review of Cantor Heymann was published served a more
right-wing and traditional Jewish population, Gernsheim also apparently became involved in certain
Zionist efforts and apparently associated with some leading Zionist figures of the era. In June of
1902, the Viennese Jewish periodical Die Welt (“The World”) advertised a new publication, the
Jüdischer Almanach 5663 (1902/1903). Theodor Herzl founded Die Welt in 1897 as a mouthpiece for
his newly established Zionist Organization.101 It is therefore no surprise that an advertisement for
the Jüdischer Almanach appeared in this journal. The book was headed by a committee consisting of
Martin Buber, Berthold Feiwel, Ephraim Moses Lilien, and Dr. Alfred Nossig. These four—a
philosopher, a poet, an illustrator, and a sociologist and sculptor, respectively—were some of the
leading Zionist figures of the fin de siècle, and their Jüdischer Almanach was advertised as a yearbook
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highlighting the literary, artistic, and musical achievements of the Jews.102 The publication, which
in addition to the editors included contributions from Theodor Herzl, Israel Zangwill, Stefan Zweig,
Moriz Gottlieb, and others—ultimately did not include the promised musical portion with Jewish
folksongs and works of Ignaz Brüll, Ignaz Frydmann, Gernsheim, Hirsch Liwschütz, A. Loubetzky,
and Siegmund Weiss, purportedly for “technical reasons.”103 However, the introduction positively
included music as part of the larger framework for such Zionist and prideful Jewish self-expression:
“The Jewish aesthetic ideal will soon not only stand before the people, but dwell in every Jewish
house. Jewish books, Jewish pictures, Jewish music will be of new importance to families, a beautiful
national pride that will translate into lively folk energy.”104 No record of Gernsheim’s potential
contribution to this document survives, but his provisional involvement in the project shows his
engagement with the some of the most progressive Jewish philosophies and ideas of the period. As a
highly respected professor, conductor, and composer, his presence in the anthology also would have
helped to fulfill the high cultural aspirations of the publication.
Several years later there is an appearance in Die Welt that is the most definitive evidence of
Gernsheim’s participation in the Zionist activities of German Jews. A notice on June 23, 1905
announced the formation of the “Bezalel: The Society for Establishing Jewish Cottage Industries
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and Crafts in Palestine.”105 The society had been formed in Berlin earlier that year after the 1905
Zionist Congress with the goal of improving the living conditions for Jews in Jerusalem and assisting
in establishing industry and commerce in Palestine through the arts and home craft industries.106 The
advertisement emphasized a primary goal of Bezalel—to raise finances for the effort from the
wealthy Jews living in Berlin. The request was framed with language that both alludes to the Jewish
tradition of tzedakah and to more modern values of an awareness of broad social issues:
For anyone who combines Jewish interests with social awareness, this is a great opportunity
for useful work. It is not meant to be an alms given with averted eyes to control an
immediate distress, but rather to create a vigorous organization which will develop the forces
of healthy growth and become an organization under whose protection thousands—tens of
thousands, hopefully—will grow in a short time and can rise from useless beggars to free
civilized citizens. To grant the initial aid here is a duty, but should also be a pleasure.107
On the extensive list of Berlin political leaders, doctors, rabbis, artists, and professors, appears Prof.
F. Gernsheim. One of the others listed as part of Bezalel was the artist Hermann Struck (18781944), an active Zionist had traveled to Palestine in 1903 and made many sketches and lithographs
of people and places while there. Two fairly mundane letters survive between Gernsheim and
Struck; their content is not revealing of anything on Gernsheim’s activities, but rather discusses the
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two meeting.108 Struck also drew a portrait of Gernsheim in February of 1904, which was
reproduced in various journals and in Karl Holl’s autobiography.
Gernsheim name continued to appear in publications supporting Zionist activities in the
years following Mirjam. In 1910, he was listed as a member of the Gesellschaft für
Palästinaforschung (Society of Palestine Research/Exploration), an organization founded the same
year. This society was keenly concerned that significant archaeological discoveries had been made in
Palestine by non-Jewish scientists, admonishing the broader Jewish community for remaining
“apathetic” despite some individual Jewish scholars knowledge in the area.109 The organization,
unlike Bezalel, which had an artistic connection and was concerned with the welfare of the Jewish
community living in its ancestral homeland, the Society for Palestine Research had an agenda far
afield from Gernsheim’s professional interests. The Society’s chief goals were to promote the
knowledge of Palestine through the archeological and historical study, which in turn supported the
sciences and the economy in Palestine, while remaining mindful of the “fanatical intolerance and
barbarous arbitrariness” of violence experienced by those living there.110 Hermann Struck was also a
member of this organization.
Aside from the two Struck letters, Gernsheim’s archive reveals little about his Zionist
engagement or actions within the Jewish communities of The Netherlands or Germany, the above
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information provides concrete evidence of his position within the Jewish community. The
chronological dimension, however, is crucial. It seems that these articles all appeared after
Gernsheim took his position in Berlin. This would indicate that he became more open to expressing
and engaging with Judaism sometime after 1900. As the years went on, this engagement quickly
increased, and he became a figure who not only participated in the public activities of the Jewish
community, but who was respected by it for his authority and success within the secular world. He
became a model assimilated German Jew.
In this way, it appears as though the many musicologists who have claimed Gernsheim as an
engaged Jewish figure have not been wholly incorrect. Yet, to use Elohenu and Mirjam as the sole
evidence for this kind of statement removes the composer from his activities. Alexander Ringer
lamented, “On the whole… Jewish heritage appears to have had little direct impact on his musical
output.”111 Despite this, Ringer emphasized the two works that I have outlined in these chapters as
Gernsheim’s expressions of Jewishness, and other musicologists have continued to include them—
albeit without providing the broader framework as outlined above. Although my focus has been on
the apparent “obvious choices” of musical compositions, in setting forth the broader surrounding
context of Gernsheim’s place within Jewish and German societies, I have shown how he navigated
across boundaries that would not have been open several decades earlier.
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Conclusion:
Judentum in Music, reprise

At the dawn of the First World War, musicians like Gernsheim, who had lived through the
many years and multiple phases of emancipation, were experienced, senior, and trusted. The legacies
of many of the figures who have been addressed here were in their students, rather than their own
musical compositions, few of which remained in the central canon and popular repertoires.
Nonetheless, as I have shown, an exploration of these musicians’ works and careers reveals an
exceptionally complex and carefully woven tapestry of influence, allegiance, and perseverance.
Throughout this dissertation and in my own teaching practice, I have made a conscious effort not to
describe these musicians as creators of “Jewish music.” This intentional and mindful choice is
centered on my view of the narrowing and limited nature of the concept itself, especially its
Idelsohnian roots. Rather than the seeking to place art music by Jews, or by those that are in some
way Jewishly adjacent, as “Jewish music” with its boundary-creating disciplinary quotation marks,
the goal here has always been for something more fluid. Historical accounts of composers such as
Felix Mendelssohn, in particular that of Eric Werner and his disciples, have uncomfortably and
falsely corrupted the Jewish identities and Jewish engagement of nineteenth century musicians. It is
imperative, that twenty-first century scholars of music and Jewishness approach the nineteenth
century with a responsible, nuanced, and flexible model.
First, we must cease to view nineteenth century music of Jewish association through
twentieth and twenty-first century lenses, while also not oversimplifying the human makers of the
music as falling into either a Jewish or non-Jewish category. The paradox of the post-Holocaust
Western world (in particular, the United States) is that Jewish communities and institutions are, on
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the whole, generally accepting of secularized Jews and including of them in discourses of Jewish
pride and even exceptionalism. From comedians to Supreme Court justices, film composers to
journalists, American Jews are seen as outstanding in their respective fields regardless of their
adherence to ritual or their belief in a traditional, Torah-based God of Israel. Writing after the death
of Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg in the fall of 2020, Michael J. Koplow, director of
the Israel Policy Forum, argued: “This is what makes American Judaism so special, the absence of a
trade-off between being American and being Jewish and the lack of a necessary competition
between these two core identities.”1 Similar accommodations and allowances for secular
achievement synthesized with Jewish identity have simply not been made in existing studies of
previous generations back in Europe prior to American migration. This dissertation shows, however,
that American Judaism is perhaps not as exceptional as Koplow argues. A nearly identical argument
can be made for German-speaking Jews and those of Jewish ancestry in the nineteenth century. At
least for those whose financial privilege (Mendelssohn, Hiller, and Gernsheim along with many
others), parents’ and grandparents’ assimilation (the aforementioned as well as Rubinstein and
Joachim), and at times sheer luck of being born in or moving to the right city with access to the best
institutions (Goldmark), there was no trade-off between being German and being Jewish. To
borrow the terminology of historian Paul Mendes-Flohr, Jewish and Neuchrist musicians of Germanspeaking Europe existed in a multiplicity with a “bifurcated soul of the German-Jew.”2 They were at
once German and Jewish, and those identities could and did exist simultaneously.

1

Michael J. Koplow, “RBG and American Jewish Exceptionalism,” Israel Policy Forum, 24
September 2020, accessed 27 December 2020, https://israelpolicyforum.org/2020/09/24/rbg-andamerican-jewish-exceptionalism.
2

Mendes-Flohr, German Jews: A Dual Identity, xi.
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Second, we must accept that many of the most prominent musicians of Jewish ancestry in
the long nineteenth century were not only baptized Christians, but Christians whose embrace of
Catholicism or Protestantism was genuine. Although he has been addressed primarily in the context
of his friendship with Hiller, the case of Felix Mendelssohn is especially important in this point. Eric
Werner and others to follow attempted to reposition Mendelssohn squarely within a self-aware
Judentum, setting an unfortunate scholarly precedent for the dismissal of his devout Lutheran selfidentification. Dogmatic and ideological in his approach, Werner’s framing of Mendelssohn had
been a reaction to the preexisting notions that simplified Mendelssohn to the opposite extreme—as
a Christian with no ties whatsoever to his Jewish origins. Only recently has Jeffrey S. Sposato pushed
us to reexamine Mendelssohn with greater nuance, allowing for a more careful understanding of
assimilation into the dominant (gentile) German society while affording a maintenance of Jewish
self-connection.3 As has been shown in the letters of Joachim, Judentum could be maintained, even
when the religious foundations were rejected. While the newly baptized Joachim of 1855 wrote, “I
feel as if I have shaken off all bitterness for the first time [now that I am baptized], and am armed
against all the sordidness of Judaism, against which I became more inimical the more I had to
conquer the disadvantages under which I suffered, at first unconsciously, and afterwards
consciously, owing to my Jewish upbringing,” his position toward the religion of his birth and the
religion of his adulthood were neither fixed nor immutable.4 Joachim wrote what is the arguably the
most explicit description of what it could mean to both be a Christian and to be associated with the
3
4

Werner, Mendelssohn: a new image of the composer and his age.

Joseph Joachim, Letter to Hermann Grimm (26 April 1855), in Letters to and from Joseph
Joachim, 110; Briefe von und an Joseph Joachim, 1:283-284. “Mir ist, als wär’ ich erst jetzt recht frei von
Bitterkeit und kampfberechtigt gegen alles Unschöne des Judenthums, dem ich so feindlicher mich
gesinnt fühle, je meh rich eigne Schäden in mir zu heilen habe, an denen ich früher unbewußt,
spatter bewußt durch jüdische Erzieung zu leiden hatte.”
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Jews simultaneously: “If I were to retain my post here I should never get over the feeling that by
reason of my conversion to the Christian Church I was enjoying worldly advantages in the Royal
Hanoverian Orchestra, whilst my fellow tribesman could only occupy humble positions by reason of
their faith.”5 Clearly, despite his devout and sincere conviction toward his new religion, Joachim also
felt forever connected to the Jewish people and included his Judentum not as a past element of his
character, but as a continuing and evolving part of his identity. To dismiss him from such a study as
this would limit the scope of Jewish expression and exclude the many musical figures in Germanspeaking Europe who maintained strong connections with Judentum.
Third, and finally, this dissertation has shown that Judentum in music is not necessarily a
matter of concrete musical elements, sonorities, or readily identifiable and easily categorized
markings of Jewishness or Judaism. Rather, Judentum in music, like the fundamental concepts of
acculturation and assimilation that undergird this entire study, is the process of music-making within
the social, religious, and cultural frameworks of nineteenth century Bildungsbürger German-speaking
Europe. I return here to Tina Frühauf, whose monograph, The Organ and Its Music in German-Jewish
Culture, was one of the most influential texts in shaping my early approaches toward analysis and
synthesis of these complex navigations of assimilation. Frühauf carefully reminds us that “[for] many
German Jews, especially during the Jewish emancipation… in the nineteenth century the concepts of
assimilation, amalgamation, melding, and convergence had positive valances.”6 To Frühauf’s apt
5

Joseph Joachim, Letter to Count Platen (23 August 1864), in Moser Joseph Joachim: A
Biography, 203-204; Joseph Joachim: Ein Lebensbild, 183. “Ohnehin würde ich, beim Beharren in meiner
jetzigen Stellung, nach Zurückweisung des Herrn Grün, die rein persönliche Emfindung zeitlebens
nicht überwinden durch meinen früher hier erfolgten Übertritt zur Kirche Christi in der kgl.
hannoverschen Kapelle weltliche Vorteile zu geniefsen, während meine Stammesgenossen in
derselben eine demütigende Stellung einnehmen.” The original English translation reads “others of
my race;” see Chapter 3 for a discussion on the challenge of translation for the word Stammesgenossen.
6

Frühauf, The Organ and Its Music in German-Jewish Culture, 9.
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observation that emancipation was a status that was “achieved,” I would argue that such verbiage
does not necessarily apply to assimilation, which was rather a continuous process of these newly
emancipated citizens. One did not simply move from realm of Judentum to state of assimilation.
Rather, one’s Judentum remained, evolved, and shaped assimilation just as assimilation symbiotically
did the same for the value systems and expectations of what it meant to maintain connection to
one’s Jewish heritage while simultaneously aligning with nineteenth century German cultural
ideologies.
I have sought to place the musicians here within the narrative of Jewish music, not merely
for the circumstances of their birth and Jewish ancestry, but because of their profound, complex,
and varied relationships with Judentum throughout the long nineteenth century. Judentum was ever
present—and arguably ever influential, as long we allow a broad definition of the term and are
sensitive to its distinctive character as it applies to different individuals. Likewise, assimilation and
acculturation shaped musical choices as well as the use of musical compositions during and after
these musicians’ lives. These case studies demonstrate that there was no single way to be Jewish
musically during this period, but instead each composer, at each moment in their lives and careers,
synthesized the multiple elements of their identities to seek and create art music.
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